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Abstract
Previous work has established precise operational concurrency models for Power and ARMv8, in
an abstract micro-architectural style based on detailed discussion with IBM and ARM staff and
extensive hardware testing. To account for the precise architectural behaviour these models are
complex. This thesis aims to provide a better understanding for the relaxed memory concurrency
models of the architectures ARMv8, RISC-V, and (to a lesser degree) Power.
Power and early versions of ARMv8 have non-multicopy-atomic (non-MCA) concurrency models.
This thesis provides abstraction results for these, including a more abstract non-MCA ARMv8
storage subsystem model, and characterisations of the behaviour of mixed-size Power and non-
MCA ARMv8 programs when using barriers or release/acquire instructions for all memory accesses,
with respect to notions of Sequential Consistency for mixed-size programs.
During the course of this PhD project, and partly due to our extended collaboration with ARM, ARM
have shifted to a much simplified multicopy-atomic concurrency architecture that also includes a
formal axiomatic concurrency model. We develop a correspondingly simplified operational model
based on the previous non-MCA models, and, as the main result of this thesis, prove equivalence
between the simplified operational and the reference axiomatic model.
We have also been actively involved in the RISC-V Memory Model Task Group. RISC-V has adopted
a multicopy atomic model closely following that of ARMv8, but which incorporates some changes
motivated by issues raised in our operational modelling of ARMv8. We develop an adapted RISC-V
operational concurrency model that is now part of the official architecture documentation.
Finally, in order to give a simpler explanation of the MCA ARMv8 and RISC-V concurrency models
for programmers, we develop an equivalent operational concurrency model in a different style.
The Promising-ARM/RISC-V model, based on the C11 Promising model, gives up the micro-
architectural intuition the other operational models offer in favour of providing a more abstract
model. We prove it equivalent to the MCA ARMv8 and RISC-V axiomatic models in Coq.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Much of the literature on concurrency assumes Sequential Consistency (SC), which describes
the concurrency behaviour as the possible sequentialised interleavings of the threads’ commands.
As a result, Sequentially Consistent concurrency is well-understood, and there exist different
formalisations, reasoning techniques, and model checkers for it. In practice, however, widely
used processor architectures such as ARMv8 and IBM Power, and programming languages such
as C/C++ and Java, have so-called relaxed-memory concurrency models. Instead of the simple
programming model offered by Sequential Consistency, relaxed memory models give much weaker
guarantees about the concurrency behaviour: at the expense of a more complicated concurrency
semantics, relaxed-memory concurrency models allow the effects of certain processor and compiler
optimisations to become visible to the programmer, in order to allow for better performance and
power efficiency, and easier implementability.
In the case of the Power and ARMv8 processor architectures, the allowed concurrency behaviour
includes the behaviours resulting from typical processor optimisations: the hardware threads
execute instructions out-of-order and speculatively, and instructions observably do not execute as
atomic units; processors use store queues and caches to speed up memory accesses, resulting in
the delayed propagation of writes to other threads. At the same time, however, the hardware must
provide certain guarantees to the programmer, such as coherence, and ordering from memory
barriers. The requirement of providing these guarantees while allowing for enough freedom for
hardware implementers for optimisations leads to subtle concurrency semantics for Power and
ARMv8.
Example relaxed behaviours To illustrate some of the concurrency behaviours the Power and
ARM concurrency models are concerned with, consider the following examples. (A reader familiar
with examples of relaxed memory behaviour may wish to skip this.)
Thread 0: Thread 1:
store [x] 54 X0 := load [y]
store [y] 1 X2 := load [x]
Thread 0: Thread 1:
MOV X0,#54 LDR X0,[X3]
STR X0,[X1] LDR X2,[X1]
MOV X2,#1
STR X2,[X3]
Figure 1.1: MP test
Figure 1.1 shows the message passing (MP) litmus test with two threads, on the left in pseu-
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docode, on the right in ARMv8 assembly: in this example, Thread 0 writes some data to x , here
the value 54, and subsequently writes 1 to a flag y to signal to other threads that the data is
available; Thread 1 reads y and subsequently x . The right-hand side implements this in ARMv8
assembly, assuming both threads’ registers X1 hold the memory address of x and X3 that of y.
Under a Sequentially Consistent concurrency model one can expect that if Thread 1 reads 1 for
y, it must subsequently see the up-to-date value 54 for x . In Power and ARMv8 this is not the
case: it is possible for Thread 1 to read y = 1 and subsequently read the (old) initial value x = 0.
One reason this behaviour is allowed in Power and ARMv8 is that the two stores of Thread 0 are
allowed to propagate their writes out of order: the store to y before the store to x , so that Thread
1 may read y = 1 and x = 0 before Thread 0’s write to x propagates to Thread 1.
In order to allow focussing just on the concurrency aspects and ignoring the details of the
assembly language when discussing example executions, we now introduce execution graphs.
Execution graphs specify executions of a given concurrent program in terms of
events and relations over these events. Each execution graph represents a single
concrete allowed or forbidden execution of the program. It contains the following
data:
• The set of events of the particular control-flow unfolding of the execution.
This will typically have a single write event for each executed store instruction
instance and a single read event for each executed load instruction instance.
(In the case of programs with misaligned memory accesses there might be
multiple writes or reads for a single instruction instance.)
• The program-order relation (po) is a total order on the events from the same
thread that corresponds to the control-flow unfolding of the execution.
• The reads-from relation (rf), relating a write w with a read r if r reads from
w in this execution.
• The coherence relation (co), relating a write w with another write w′ to the
same address if w is sequenced before w′ in memory.
• Moreover, the derived from-reads relation fr [7, 14] relates a read event to
any write event that is later in the coherence order co than the write from
which it read (defined as rf−1; co, where semicolon “;” denotes sequential
composition of relations).
• Dependency relations. These record certain dataflow or control flow depen-
dencies between events, and typically relate a read event to another event
whose execution depends on the return value of the read’s load. (More on
these later.)
Execution diagrams may also contain additional events or relations, such as for the
barrier instructions of the execution, etc. We will later introduce those when they
become relevant.
Axiomatic memory models specify an architecture’s or programming language’s
concurrency semantics in terms of such execution graphs: given an input program
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they specify the allowed behaviours by first enumerating the set of all possible such
execution graphs, called candidate executions, and then ruling out graphs violating
the axioms of the concurrency model. The axioms typically forbid cycles of certain
shapes in the relations of the candidate execution.
For now, we focus just on the concurrency behaviours, no particular (operational
or axiomatic) model, but we will later return to such axiomatic models in the context
of the multicopy-atomic ARMv8 architecture in Section 6.4.1.
Returning to the example behaviours, Figure 1.2 shows the execution graph of the previously
discussed relaxed behaviour in the MP test. Here, the events are a, b, c, and d; the writes a and b
originate from Thread 0’s stores, the reads c and d from Thread 1’s loads. The po edges relate the
events of both threads, a before b and c before d. (Later, the po edges will sometimes be omitted.)
In this particular execution, c reads-from b, and d reads-from the initial write for x (x = 0). Since
the initial write for x is coherence-ordered-before a, the read d is from-reads-related to a.
Thread 0
a: W x=54
b: W y=1
po
Thread 1
c: R y=1
d: R x=0
porf
rf
fr
Figure 1.2: MP execution
Thread 0
a: W x=54
b: W y=1
dmb
Thread 1
c: R y=1
d: R x=0
porf
rf
fr
Figure 1.3: MP+dmb
The next test, in Figure 1.3, places a strong memory barrier dmbsy between the two writes on
Thread 0 (dmbsy, sometimes abbreviated dmb, is a strong memory barrier in ARMv8, sync is
the corresponding barrier in Power). In the diagram, the edge dmb indicates the barrier between
a and b. The memory barrier prohibits propagating b before a, but the behaviour of the test
remains allowed: instead of propagating the writes out of order Thread 1 can execute the reads
out of order — d reading from the initial write to x before a and b propagate to Thread 1 and c
reads from b. Placing a dmbsy barrier also between c and d would prevent the behaviour. The
following paragraph gives an informal overview of the barriers available in ARMv8 that this thesis
considers.
Barriers in ARMv8. The barrier dmbsy is a strong/full memory barrier. All loads
and stores program-order-succeeding the barrier wait for all loads and stores
program-order-preceding the barrier. ARMv8 also provides two similar but weaker
barriers: dmbst is a store-barrier, ordering stores program-order-before and program-
order-after the barrier; dmbld is a load barrier, ordering loads program-order-before
the barrier before loads and stores program-order-after it.
ARMv8 also has load acquire and store release instructions, so-called half barriers.
A load acquire is a load with extra ordering: all loads and stores program-order-
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succeeding it must wait for it. The store-release is the dual: it waits for all program-
order-preceding loads and stores. Moreover, load acquire instructions wait for
all program-order-preceding store release instructions. Since ARMv8.3 there is a
weaker variant of load acquire (LDAPR), which does not wait for preceding store
releases.
Apart from these, the thesis considers one other barrier, ISB (Instruction Synchro-
nisation Barrier). This barrier is intended for use in the context of self-modifying
code (which is not a topic of this thesis), but also provides ordering for “normal”
memory accesses. An ISB orders any load l program-order-before the ISB before
any load after it, if the return value of l affects the control flow preceding the ISB or
the address of any memory access preceding the ISB. The precise semantics of each
of these instructions is a topic of this thesis and will be explained in detail later.
Thread 0: Thread 1:
MOV X0,#54 LDR X0,[X3]
STR X0,[X1] EOR X4,X0,X0
DMB SY LDR X2,[X1,X4,SXTX]
MOV X2,#1
STR X2,[X3]
Thread 0
a: W x=54
b: W y=1
dmb
Thread 1
c: R y=1
d: R x=0
addrrf
rf
fr
Figure 1.4: MP+dmb+addr
Figure 1.4 changes the program to make d address-dependent on c — the return value of c is
used in computing the address of d: in the program, on the left of the figure, the second load
uses the value of register X4 to compute the memory address as an offset from the base address
x; the value of X4 is data-dependent on the value returned by the first load, since EOR (exclusive
OR) uses X0 in computing the value of X4 (here this value of X4 is always 0 due to the exclusive
OR). The address dependency is indicated in the execution graph by the addr relation. Other
possible dependencies are data dependencies (data), and control dependencies (ctrl). Control
dependencies are dependencies from a read event to program-order-later events that follow a
conditional branch or computed jump whose branch target depends on the value returned from the
read. The dependency on Thread 1 enforces sequential execution of c and d, and, in conjunction
with the strong barrier, forbids the behaviour. If in example Figure 1.4 the address dependency
is replaced by a control dependency, however, the execution is allowed in Power and ARMv8
(diagram omitted). Both architectures allow the effects of speculative execution to be observable:
they allow executing d before the read c determines the control flow — provided the speculation
later turns out to have been correct — and thus allow the execution of the adapted example.
There are many variants of this basic message passing (MP) test shape, and many other such
17
Thread 0
a: W x=54
b: W y=1
dmb
Thread 1
c: R y=1
e: W z=1
ctrl
f: R z=1
rf
d: R x=0
addr
rf
rf
fr
Figure 1.5: PPOCA
Thread 0
a: W x=54
b: W y=1
dmb
Thread 1
c: R y=1
e: W z=1
ctrl
f: R z=1
rf
d: W x=1
addr
rf
rf
co
Figure 1.6: S+dmb+ctrl-rfi-co
tests that expose particular choices in an architecture’s (or other language’s) concurrency model.
The following gives two more pairs of examples of such tests, concerning the ordering of events
within the threads, to illustrate some more subtle case distinctions Power and ARM’s concurrency
models make. Figure 1.5 shows the PPOCA litmus test [110], which changes the previous test to
replace Thread 1’s address dependency by a sequence of dependencies: e is a write to a separate
location z that control-depends on c, and d address-depends on the read f at location z, which is
assumed to read from e. The control dependency of e on c prohibits propagating e into memory
before satisfying c. One might think that the conditional branch depending on c will therefore
hold back d from executing before c, due to the address dependency on f . However, in both Power
and ARMv8, Thread 1 can speculatively explore the conditional branch of e, f , and d, determine
the address and data of e, and make e available for thread-local forwarding: in micro-architecture,
each core may keep a buffer of currently-speculative writes, for which it is not yet determined
whether they may be committed into the storage subsystem and start becoming observable to
other threads; the core may then allow loads to be satisfied speculatively by such writes with
matching footprint in this buffer. Hence, f can be satisfied by forwarding and resolve d ’s address
dependency, and d can read from the initial write for x before c is satisfied (again, provided the
speculation later turns out to have been correct). The similar execution of Figure 1.6, where in
place of the read d is a write of x that becomes coherence ordered before a, is forbidden, because
in Power and ARM d is only allowed to propagate when all program-order-earlier control-flow is
determined, and so only after c is satisfied.
Figure 1.7 shows the similar RSW test [110] where the reads c and d are separated by two
other reads e and f of z, reading from a write g on another thread. The read of e cannot be
satisfied until c is, due to the incoming address dependency. In both Power and ARMv8, however,
the second read of z is allowed to be satisfied before e, thereby resolving d ’s address dependency
and allowing d to satisfy early, thereby allowing the execution. If, however, as in the RDW test
[110] of Figure 1.8 e and f read from different writes, e from the initial write and f from g, then
the execution is forbidden, since then the concurrency models of Power and ARMv8 require e and
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Thread 0
a: W x=54
b: W y=1
dmb
Thread 1
c: R y=1
e: R z=1
addr
f: R z=1
d: R x=0
addr
Thread 2
g: W z=1
rf
rf
rf
rf
fr
Figure 1.7: RSW
Thread 0
a: W x=54
b: W y=1
dmb
Thread 1
c: R y=1
e: R z=0
addr
f: R z=1
d: R x=0
addr
Thread 2
g: W z=1
rf fr
rf
rf
fr
Figure 1.8: RDW
f to execute in program order.
While the Power and ARM concurrency models allow executing same-address reads out of order
under certain circumstances (as in the RSW example), they are only allowed to execute in a way
that preserves coherence: once a thread has “seen” a particular write, it must not subsequently
read from a write coherence-older than this. For instance, the following example, called CoRR
[110], is forbidden in Power and ARM. In this example Thread 0 writes 54 to x . On Thread 1
Thread 0
a: W x=54
Thread 1
b: R x=54
c: R x=0
po
rf
rf
fr
Figure 1.9: CoRR
the read b reads from this write, but the program-order-subsequent read c reads 0 from the
initial value. The hardware may execute the two loads out of order, satisfying c before b, if b is
being held back by register dependencies, for instance. When b is subsequently satisfied, by a
coherence newer write (here a), the hardware will detect a coherence violation, and restart the
load instruction of c, or reset it to an earlier state, to force it to be satisfied again and resolve the
coherence violation.
In addition to ordering and coherence guarantees, Power and ARM also have instructions that
provide a certain atomicity guarantee: load exclusive and store exclusive instructions (in ARMv8;
their Power analogues are called load reserve and store conditional). Exclusive instructions work in
pairs: a store exclusive is paired with a load exclusive if the load exclusive program-order-precedes
it, and there is no other exclusive instruction between them. Typically the paired instructions
are to the same memory address. The purpose of a load/store exclusive pair is that between
executing the load exclusive and the store exclusive, the thread can acquire “exclusive access”
to their location: a store exclusive can succeed or fail; the architectures guarantee, that a store
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exclusive s paired with a preceding same-address load exclusive l can only succeed if its write is
the immediate coherence successor of the write l read from. (Other writes by the thread of l and
s are also allowed between.) This guarantee is used in implementing lock data structures. A store
exclusive that is not paired must fail, and a store exclusive can always fail “for no reason”.
To illustrate this, consider the ARMv8 program in Figure 1.10 and assume that on both threads
X0 holds some address x . The first instruction of Thread 0 is a load exclusive, reading x into
register W1. Thread 0 then writes 1 to register W2 and executes a store exclusive of 1 to x (W2
holds the value to be written and X0 the location, x). The store exclusive is paired with the load
exclusive.
Now assume the load exclusive reads from the initial write x = 0. If after that the store exclusive
executes, it can succeed and write 1 to x , since no other write to x has gone into memory after the
initial write. If, however Thread 1 executed its write of 2 to x before that, the store exclusive would
fail: it would not be allowed to succeed, because Thread 1’s write would have overwritten the
write read by the paired load exclusive. The store exclusive has an additional register argument,
W29, the success or status register of the store exclusive. To this register the store exclusive writes
a bit indicating whether it succeeded or failed. In the example, if there were other stores to x by
Thread 0 between the load and the store exclusive, the store exclusive would still be allowed to
succeed, provided there are no coherence-intervening writes by other threads.
Thread 0: Thread 1:
LDXR W1,[X0] MOV W1,#2
MOV W2,#1 STR W1,[X0]
STXR W29,W2,[X0]
Figure 1.10
This thesis These examples show only few of the behaviours the Power and ARMv8 concurrency
models are concerned with, but illustrate some of the subtleties of the semantics that originate from
the architectures’ goal to define a relaxed memory model that allows for hardware implementation
freedom but also provides coherence, ordering guarantees due to barriers and dependencies, etc.
The goal of this thesis is to improve the understanding of the relaxed-memory concurrency
models of ARMv8 and (to a lesser degree) Power. The work is based on the models of Sarkar
et al. [110, 111], Gray et al. [60], and Flur et al. [51, 52] that specify the non-multicopy-atomic
(non-MCA) concurrency behaviour of Power [110, 111, 60] and early versions of ARMv8 [51, 52].
(Non-multicopy-atomicity here means that writes may propagate to different threads at different
points in time, as will be explained later.) These models are exhaustively executable operational
concurrency models written in the specification language Lem [96], developed based on extensive
testing of existing processor implementations and discussion with IBM and ARM architects. This
thesis develops simplifications and proves abstraction results for the architecture models.
The aforementioned operational Power and ARMv8 models describe not only the architecturally
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allowed concurrency behaviour but also the sequential aspects of the semantics for large parts of
the user-mode instruction set architectures. For the latter, the models have instruction definitions
written in the Sail specification language [60], that were initially integrated into these models
using a definitional interpreter. The instruction semantics being defined in terms of an interpreter
means studying the semantics of sequential and concurrent Power and ARMv8 programs requires
reasoning about the behaviour of the interpreter. Moreover, the interpreter introduces run-time
overhead when using the model as an executable simulator. Chapter 2 describes an alternative
implementation of the instruction semantics using a shallow embedding of Sail, in order to simplify
the architectural models and express the sequential aspects of the instruction semantics more
directly and efficiently. This shallow embedding work is partly based on earlier work on a shallow
embedding of Sail into OCaml by Kathy Gray.
The non-multicopy-atomicity of early versions of ARMv8 led to a particularly complicated
concurrency model for ARMv8. The Flowing and POP models [51, 52] specify the subtle concur-
rency semantics in an operational model (written in Lem) that comprises a thread subsystem and
storage subsystem, in which the thread subsystem manages the hardware threads’ out-of-order
and speculative execution, and the storage subsystem abstracts from multiple hierarchies of caches
in the memory subsystem and manages the propagation of writes between threads and replying
to read requests. The Flowing and POP storage subsystems handle the propagation of events —
which is central in non-multicopy-atomic models — using explicit propagation transitions. As
a result, in order to understand the architecturally allowed concurrency behaviour one has to
think about the interaction of these with the rest of the thread and storage subsystem behaviour.
Chapter 4 introduces the NOP storage subsystem model for the non-MCA ARMv8 architecture,
simplifying POP by abstracting from the explicit event propagation (for memory accesses of the
same size and alignment), formalised in Lem. NOP is proved to allow all behaviour allowed by
POP and is experimentally equivalent on a large suite of litmus tests. The definition of POP has
changed since the development of NOP. It should be possible to adapt NOP accordingly, and also
to support load/store exclusive and mixed-size instructions, that it currently does not. Chapter 4
discusses the details of these caveats.
Unlike most previous work on concurrency models, Flur et al. [52] consider the concurrency
behaviour of Power and ARMv8 where — as occurring in practical examples — memory accesses
are allowed to be of different sizes (“mixed-size” memory accesses/programs). A standard result
and a typical expectation for concurrency models is that inserting barriers between all pairs of
memory accesses restores the simpler programming model of Sequential Consistency (at the
expense of performance). An example, due to Shaked Flur [52], shows, this does not hold for
Power and non-MCA ARMv8 when considering mixed-size programs. Chapter 5 proposes a notion
of Mixed-Size Sequential Consistency that is weaker than the standard definition of Lamport [76]
and proves that non-MCA ARMv8 and Power programs with barriers between all memory accesses
do provide Mixed-Size Sequential Consistency, in addition to a guarantee about the atomicity of
loads and stores. Moreover, non-MCA ARMv8 programs where all memory loads are Load Acquires
and all stores are Store Releases do restore the original strong notion of Sequential Consistency.
During the course of this project, and partly due to the issues raised in our operational modelling
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of the non-MCA ARMv8 architecture, principally the work by Shaked Flur, ARM have revised
ARMv8 and shifted to a multicopy atomic concurrency (MCA) model — a model in which writes
propagate to all threads except the writer thread at the same time— a big conceptual simplification.
(In the following, the text will refer to the non-MCA ARMv8 architecture and the MCA ARMv8
architecture to distinguish.) Chapter 6 presents a much simplified operational model, called the
Flat (ARMv8) model, for MCA ARMv8 based on Flowing [51, 52], enabled by this architectural
change. The model was developed principally by the author and Shaked Flur, in joint work with
Will Deacon, Jon French, Susmit Sarkar, and Peter Sewell.
The revised ARMv8 architecture also has, for the first time for ARM, a formal concurrency
specification as part of the official architecture documentation, specified as an axiomatic concur-
rency model: it is defined as a predicate over candidate executions of a given program, specifying
the allowed behaviour of the program by ruling out illegal candidate executions, typically such
in which certain model-specific relations contain a cycle. This model will henceforth be called
ARMv8-axiomatic. The model can be used in the herd [17] framework.1
This axiomatic model is much more concise than the Flat operational model and expresses the
concurrency semantics more abstractly. Since the axiomatic model is expressed as a predicate on
candidate executions, it directly states global properties of the complete executions allowed by the
model. Historically the axiomatic computation of allowed outcomes by herd has been considerably
faster than the exhaustive memoised search in the previous operational models, which is especially
combinatorially challenging for non-MCA models. The simplified operational model for the revised
architecture, however, improves on this and makes the performance difference less drastic.
The operational model, on the other hand, is more complex. Some of this complexity is due to
the operational model’s goal of abstracting from micro-architectural implementations in order
to gain confidence in the correctness of the model, and some due to handling more features of
the architecture: while the axiomatic model includes an ISA model for only few memory and
arithmetic instructions the operational model integrates the more extensive Sail ISA model of
around 220 user-mode ARMv8 instructions, and handles mixed-size memory accesses. Whereas
the axiomatic model directly gives global properties of full executions, the operational model
computes the model-allowed behaviour incrementally. In addition to exhaustive enumeration, the
operational model supports interactively exploring the behaviour of sequential and concurrent
tests in a web user-interface and running tests pseudo-randomly for the purpose of debugging
larger concurrent programs, in the rmem tool (formerly ppcmem) [110, 111, 60, 51, 52, 104].
As the main result presented in this text, Chapter 7 gives an equivalence (hand) proof between
the Flat operational model for the revised architecture and the official ARMv8-axiomatic model,
for finite executions of ARMv8 programs in the fragment covered by both models — roughly
user-mode non-mixed-size ARMv8 programs, without ARMv8.3’s weaker form of Load Acquire.
Chapter 8 describes work on a concurrency model for the RISC-V processor architecture: during
the course of this project, the RISC-V community has started work on defining and formally
specifying the memory model for RISC-V. We have been directly involved in the Memory Model
1The next two paragraphs follow Pulte et al. [104].
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Task Group chaired by Daniel Lustig. RISC-V has decided on a memory model that closely follows
that of ARMv8, but deviates from it to address issues raised by our operational modelling of
ARMv8. The architecture documentation includes, alongside two presentations of an axiomatic
specification, an adapted version of the operational model for MCA ARMv8. As of late September
2018, the proposed memory model has been ratified, together with the axiomatic and operational
models as non-normative explanatory material. This is joint work with Shaked Flur, Peter Sewell,
Luc Maranget, Susmit Sarkar, and the Memory Model Task Group.
Finally, Chapter 9 describes an alternative, more abstract operational concurrency model for
MCA ARMv8 and RISC-V. In recent work on the concurrency semantics of the C/C++ programming
language, Kang et al. [71] have developed a concurrency model called the Promising Semantics.
This model executes instructions mostly in program order, except for stores: the model has a
memory which retains the history of all writes propagated and explains the out-of-order execution
of loads by allowing them to read from older writes in the message history. Write out-of-order
execution is explained using a notion of promises — loosely, writes executed “early” — and the
execution of loads and stores is constrained by views, capturing certain ordering requirements
within the threads. This text describes joint work with Jean Pichon-Pharabod, Jeehoon Kang,
Sung-Hwan Lee, and Chung-Kil Hur on an operational model for the revised ARMv8 architecture
and RISC-V in the style of the Promising Semantics. This model gives up the closer relation to
micro-architectural implementations offered by the previous models in order to achieve a simpler
semantics from a programmer’s view, by expressing it in terms of an operational model that
emphasises the thread-local execution of instructions in program order. Moreover, this model can
be made executable and achieves significantly better performance than the Flat operational and
ARMv8-axiomatic models. The model is formalised separately in Lem and in Coq, and proved
equivalent with the ARMv8 and RISC-V axiomatic models in Coq.
In short, the contributions of this thesis are:
• a more abstract specification of the instruction semantics, by a shallow embedding of Sail
(Chapter 2);
• a more abstract storage subsystem model for the non-multicopy-atomic ARMv8 architecture,
NOP, and a (hand) proof of soundness of NOP with respect to POP (Chapter 3);
• a proposal of a definition for Mixed-Size Sequential Consistency and
• a (hand) proof that “fully-barriered” Power and non-MCA ARMv8 programs have Mixed-Size
Sequentially Consistent behaviour, as well as a guarantee about the atomicity of loads and
stores (Chapter 5);
• a (hand) proof that non-multicopy-atomic ARMv8 programs that use Release/Acquire
instructions for all memory accesses have Sequentially Consistent behaviour (Chapter 5);
• a simplified operational concurrency model for the revised multicopy atomic ARMv8 archi-
tecture, based on Flowing (Chapter 6);
• a (hand) proof of equivalence of this operational model with the official ARMv8-axiomatic
model for finite executions and the features covered by both models (Chapter 7);
• a discussion of our work in the RISC-V Memory Model Task Group, and an operational
concurrency model for RISC-V based on that for MCA ARMv8 (Chapter 8); and
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• a simpler alternative operational concurrency model for multicopy atomic ARMv8 and
RISC-V based on the C/C++ Promising semantics, with proof of equivalence with the ARMv8
and RISC-V axiomatic models, mechanised in Coq (Chapter 9).
Collaboration and publications This thesis presents work in collaboration with many people.
The following list details the authorship, and the papers in which the results were published.
Chapter 2 The first part of this chapter provides background on Sail and an overview of existing
Sail models, not the author’s work. The Sail shallow embedding is the author’s work, partly
based on Kathy Gray’s early work on a shallow embedding of Sail into OCaml. The generation
of instruction tests is the author’s work, but relies on Kathy Gray’s Sail implementation
and interface. The shallow embedding has been used in Pulte et al. [104] and the test
generation described in Gray et al. [60] for Power, and in Flur et al. [51] for ARMv8.
Chapter 3 This chapter only provides background on the non-multicopy-atomic concurrency
models of Power and early ARMv8.
Chapter 4 The NOP model and soundness proof are the author’s work.
Chapter 5 The observation that fully-barriered mixed-size Power and ARMv8 programs do not
have SC behaviour is due to Shaked Flur, the characterisations of mixed-size Power and
non-MCA ARMv8 programs with barriers or release/acquire instructions and the proofs are
the author’s work. The results were published in Flur et al. [52].
Chapter 6 The simplified Flat operational model and ARMv8-axiomatic model were co-developed.
The Flat operational model was developed principally by the author and Shaked Flur, in
joint work with Will Deacon, Jon French, Susmit Sarkar, and Peter Sewell. It is directly
based on the previous work on non-MCA ARMv8 concurrency [51, 52], in turn based on that
for Power [110, 111, 60]; the ARMv8-axiomatic model is principally due to Will Deacon.
The contents of the chapter was published in Pulte et al. [104]
Chapter 7 The proof of equivalence between the ARMv8-axiomatic model and the Flat operational
model is the author’s work, incorporating corrections by Susmit Sarkar. The proof was
published in the supplementary material of Pulte et al. [104].
Chapter 8 The work on RISC-V concurrency is joint work with Shaked Flur, Peter Sewell, Luc
Maranget, Susmit Sarkar, and the Memory Model Task Group, chaired by Daniel Lustig.
The adapted Flat RISC-V operational model is principally due to Shaked Flur and the author.
The text description of the Flat RISC-V model was published as Appendix B.3 of the RISC-V
ISA manual [121].
Chapter 9 The work on the Promising-ARM/RISC-V model, based on the C11 Promising model
[71], is joint work with Jean Pichon-Pharabod, Jeehoon Kang, Sung-Hwan Lee, and Chung-
Kil Hur, with the author as first author. The contents of this chapter is mostly taken from
a joint paper, currently under submission [103]. The Coq formalisation is due to Jeehoon
Kang, Sung-Hwan Lee, and Chung-Kil Hur. (The chapter’s combined ARMv8 and RISC-V
axiomatic model is merely a simplification and combination of the already existing ARMv8
and RISC-V axiomatic concurrency models.)
The definitions of the concurrency models given in this thesis are the prose versions of formal
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definitions written in the Lem specification language. (The Promising-ARM/RISC-V description
follows the Coq development more closely.) The formal models, operational specifications of the
concurrency behaviour, integrated with the Sail ISA models into the executable rmem tool, are
available at https://github.com/rems-project/rmem. Just as the papers mentioned above, these
models and the tool are the result of the collaboration of many people, as detailed on the same
page, and are based on the ppcmem/rmem tools and models from prior work on the Power and
non-MCA ARM concurrency models of Sarkar et al. [110, 111], Gray et al. [60], and Flur et al.
[51, 52].
Throughout the thesis, the text will illustrate certain aspects of the concurrency behaviour with
example litmus tests. The reader is encouraged to try these in the rmem web interface for the
Power model, the ARMv8 Flowing, POP, and Flat models, the RISC-V Flat model, and the Promising
ARM and RISC-V models, all of which are available at https://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/~pes20/rmem.
Chapter 2
Instruction semantics
The operational Power and ARMv8 architecture models [51, 52, 60, 110, 31] this text is concerned
with comprise combinations of concurrency models and models for the instruction set architecture
(ISA). The concurrency models are defined in higher-order logic in the Lem specification language
[96] that generates OCaml code for execution and theorem prover definitions in the HOL4
and Isabelle theorem provers. The ISA models are defined in Sail, a special purpose instruction
description language [60]. The rmem tool integrates the concurrency and ISA models into an
executable tool that allows for the interactive, pseudorandom, and exhaustive exploration of
sequential and concurrent test programs in the form of either litmus tests or Linux ELF binaries,
the latter via the ELF front-end of Kell et al. [72]. Prior to this work, Sail’s dynamic semantics
was implemented as an interpreter defined in Lem. The following sections introduce Sail and the
Sail interpreter, and give an overview of the Sail ISA models integrated into rmem. This thesis
introduces a new shallow embedding of Sail into Lem, and the appendix describes a method
for the semi-automatic generation of instruction tests to validate the instruction semantics. The
shallow embedding has been used in Pulte et al. [104] and the test generation described in Gray
et al. [60] for POWER, and in Flur et al. [51] for ARMv8.
2.1 Background: Introduction and interpreter
Sail is a domain-specific language for formally describing the sequential behaviour of instructions,
in a similar style as the pseudocode descriptions found in the architecture manuals of Power and
ARM [2, 22]. To this end, Sail is a first-order imperative language that supports the programming
language features used in the pseudocode descriptions, including user-defined algebraic types,
union types, record types, register type definitions, and recursive (potentially mutually recursive)
function definitions, pattern matching, local and global state and exceptions, and computation
on undefined bits. Moreover, since much of the architecture specification is concerned with the
manipulations of bit vectors and calculations on them, Sail has a lightweight dependent type
system with type inference that supports bit-vector length and integer range typing. Additionally,
Sail has a simple effect system that tracks information about a Sail definitions effects, such as
whether the definition is pure, reads or writes registers, reads or writes memory, or produces
memory barrier requests. Figure 2.1 shows an example of instruction decode and execute behaviour
specified in Sail.
The figure shows the definition of the instruction class AddSubCarry from a ARMv8 Sail specifi-
cation, hand-written by Shaked Flur in correspondence with the ARMv8 Architecture Reference
Manual. The upper part defines the instruction decode function, taking as an argument a bit vector
and producing a value of type option<(ast<’R,’D>)>, where ’R and ’D are constrained to be certain
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function forall Nat ’R, ’R IN {32,64}, Nat ’D, ’D IN {8,16,32,64}. option<(ast<’R,’D>)> eect pure
decodeAddSubtractWithCarry ([sf]:[op]:[S]:0b11010000:Rm:0b000000:Rn:Rd) = {
(reg_index) d := UInt_reg(Rd);
(reg_index) n := UInt_reg(Rn);
(reg_index) m := UInt_reg(Rm);
([:’R:]) datasize := if sf == 1 then 64 else 32;
(boolean) sub_op := (op == 1);
(boolean) setflags := (S == 1);
Some (AddSubCarry(d,n,m,datasize,sub_op,setflags));
}
function clause execute(AddSubCarry(d,n,m,datasize,sub_op,setflags)) = {
(bit[’R]) operand1 := rX(n);
(bit[’R]) operand2 := rX(m);
if sub_op then operand2 := NOT(operand2);
let (result,nzcv) = AddWithCarry(operand1,operand2,PSTATE_C) in
if setflags thenwPSTATE_NZCV( ) := nzcv;
wX(d) := result;
}
Figure 2.1: Example Sail pseudocode for AddSubCarry in ARMv8
powers of 2. The annotation eect pure enforces that the decode function has no side effects. The
function header pattern matches on the argument bit vector, where “:” is vector concatenation.
The second part of the figure shows the execute behaviour for the same instruction. Here the :=
operator is assignment, rX(n) and wX(n), respectively, are functions for reading and writing the nth
general purpose register, PSTATE_C is a register read of the special purpose register of the same
name, and wPSTATE_NZCV( ) is a write to the NZCV special purpose register. (For presentation the
syntax for Sail let expressions is adapted to drop curly braces around the expression in which the
name is bound.)
In the sequential case the whole-system semantics can be expressed directly in Sail, by an
implementation of the instruction semantics operating on a standard register and memory state.
In the concurrent case the instruction behaviour and the register and memory semantics become
more complicated and the Sail implementation needs to be combined with a memory model that
separately handles the concurrency behaviour. Accurately modelling the concurrency behaviour
imposes some requirements on the Sail implementation.
Firstly, the concurrency behaviour of Power and ARM makes visible that instructions do not
execute in program order or as atomic steps. Instead, there is observable out-of-order execution,
and program-order-later instructions that are executed early can observe how far program-order-
earlier instructions have progressed. For instance, propagating a write into memory does not in
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general require all program-order-earlier instructions to be done, but it is only possible when the
addresses of all program-order-earlier memory accesses are known (to avoid coherence violations).
To support modelling these concurrency aspects in the behaviour of instructions correctly, the
Sail implementation has to allow stepping through instructions at a smaller granularity than
full instructions, and communicate information relevant to the concurrency model as soon as it
becomes available.
Secondly, the concurrency model requires information about the footprint of an instruction:
information about the register and memory accesses and conditional branching the instruction
will do. This is necessary to allow the concurrency model to determine which instruction actions
are allowed to happen out of program order and which have to be kept in order. For instance, one
instruction’s read of a certain register may be done only when the last program-order-preceding
instruction instances that write the relevant parts of this register have done these register writes,
so in this case it is necessary to know the register write footprint of the program-order-earlier
instruction instances.
In order to meet the first requirement, the interaction between the concurrency model and Sail
interpreter was originally captured by the following definition of the outcome type: (This and the
following text omits some values concerned with certain reads and writes of tagged memory that
do not occur in Power, ARMv8, and RISC-V, and certain failure values.)
type outcome =
| Read_mem of read_kind * address * size * (mem_value→ outome)
| Excl_res of bool→ outcome
| Write_ea ofwrite_kind * address * size * outcome
| Write_memv ofmemory_value * (bool→ outcome)
| Barrier of barrier_kind * outcome
| Read_reg of reg_name * (reg_value→ outcome)
| Write_reg of reg_name * reg_value * outcome
| Internal of outcome
| Footprint of outcome
| Done
Each step in the execution of the instruction’s pseudocode generates a new outcome. An outcome
is a request that is handed to the memory model by the instruction semantics, to inform it about
progress in the instruction and in some cases to request information necessary to continue the
instruction execution, such as in the case of a register or memory read. The different possible
outcome values have the following meaning:
Read_mem(read_kind,address,size,read_cont)
This is a request to read memory, of size bytes at address (a bit vector of length 64). The
argument read_kind identifies whether the read is from a (plain) load, or from a load with
special memory semantics; the possible values are Read_plain, Read_acquire, Read_exclusive,
or Read_exclusive_acquire. (In the case of RISC-V acquire loads come in a weaker RCpc and
stronger RCsc variant.) The argument read_cont is a pseudocode continuation describing
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the remaining instruction semantics behaviour: given a memory value (a byte list of the
correct length) returned for this read request by the memory model it produces a new
pseudocode state.
Excl_res(res_cont)
This is used only by ARMv8’s store exclusive instructions and is a request to the memory
model to determine whether the store exclusive should succeed or fail; res_cont is a pseu-
docode continuation that, given a boolean value indicating success or failure, returns the
next pseudocode state.
Write_ea(write_kind,address,size,next_state)
This announces a memory store’s address address and size size. Similar to read_kind in the
previous case, write_kind identifies the write as coming from a plain store, or a store with
special semantics, where the possible values are: Write_plain; Write_conditional for Power’s
store conditional instruction; Write_release, Write_exclusive, and Write_exclusive_release
for ARMv8 and release and exclusive stores; Write_release, Write_conditional, and Write_
conditional_release for RISC-V. (Similarly to the case of loads, RISC-V release stores come in
the weak RCpc and strong RCsc variant.) The argument next_state is the next pseudocode
execution state.
Write_memv(mem_value,write_cont)
After having announced the address and size of the memory access a store generates a
request to write to memory with the value mem_value. The argument write_cont describes
the pseudocode state reached when given a boolean argument for success or failure or the
store exclusive. (ARMv8 store exclusives determine success early, using the Excl_res request,
in Power and RISC-V the success is determined at the point of the Write_memv request.)
Barrier(barrier_kind,next_state)
This is a barrier request. Different barriers generate different values for barrier_kind:
• for Power Barrier_Sync for sync, Barrier_Lwsync for lwsync, Barrier_Eieio for eieio,
and Barrier_Isync for isync;
• for ARM Barrier_dmb for dmbsy, Barrier_dmb_st for dmbst, Barrier_dmb_ld for
dmbld, Barrier_dsb Barrier_dsb_st, Barrier_dsb_ld for dsb, and Barrier_isb for isb;
and
• for RISC-V Barrier_i for fence.i, Barrier_tso for fence.tso, and Barrier_before_
after for every combination of before,after ∈ {r,w, rw}. The RISC-V fence instruction
is parametric in the ordering it creates with respect to program order earlier (before)
and program-order-later (after) memory accesses: reads r, writes w, or both rw. The
argument next_state is the pseudocode execution state following the request.
Read_reg(reg_name,read_cont)
This is a request to read register reg_name, and read_cont is a continuation (a pure function)
that returns the pseudocode state reached when given the register value for reg_name in
the form of a vector of (possibly undefined) bits.
Write_reg(reg_name,reg_value,next_state)
This is a write of reg_value to reg_name, and next_state is the next pseudocode execu-
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tion state.
Internal(next_state)
This outcome indicates an internal computation step in the execution of the pseudocode,
such as arithmetic or calling auxiliary functions.
Footprint(next_state)
This is a request for dynamically recalculating the instruction instance’s dependency foot-
print, used only in Power. Here next_state is the pseudocode state reached after the request.
The analysis of instruction footprints and its recalculation will be explained in the following.
Done
This marks the end of the pseudocode execution of the instruction instance.
The outcome type supports the interaction between memory model and the instruction seman-
tics, and executing instructions at the right granularity to explain the concurrency behaviour
observable on Power and ARM to meet the first requirement from above.
For the second requirement, the Sail implementation needs to be able to provide a footprint
analysis for an instruction instance. The information required by the concurrency model for any
instruction instance is the following:
• the instruction kind: memory load and its load kind, memory store and its store kind, branch
instruction, etc.;
• the register input footprint: which registers the instruction instance will read from, including
the specific bit ranges;
• the register output footprint: which registers, and which bit ranges thereof, the instruction
instance will write;
• the subset of the register input footprint that affects the memory address of any memory
accesses the instruction may do; and
• the possible values of the program-counter (PC, named CIA and NIA in Power, _PC in
ARMv8, and PC and nextPC in RISC-V) after the execution of this instruction instance;
this is necessary for the correct handling of branch instructions that might set the PC to the
value loaded from a register or an absolute address.
Prior to this work, Sail’s dynamic semantics was implemented as a small step interpreter written
in Lem— as a function that, given an environment and a Sail expression, evaluates this expression
to a value of the outcome type given above. In addition to the normal mode of execution the
interpreter provides a mode that allows deriving the footprint analysis for an instruction instance
from the Sail definition of the instruction. This mode runs the instruction definition exhaustively
and collects the set of the read and write requests to registers or memory this instruction generates,
and tracks the dataflow within the instruction. The set of requests generated by the instruction
is necessary to derive the instruction kind, the register footprint of the instruction, and the next
branch targets; the dataflow analysis provides the information necessary to determine which
register reads affect the instruction’s memory accesses. When the instruction semantics produces
a request to read from a register or memory location (or another kind of input) the instruction
semantics requires a return value to feed into the pseudocode continuation (see outcome type
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function clause execute (Lswx (RT, RA, RB)) = {
. . .
([|128|]) n_top := XER[57 .. 63];
. . .
n_r := n_top quot 4;
n_mod := n_topmod 4;
n_r := if n_mod == 0 then n_r else n_r + 1;
foreach (n from n_r to 1 by 1 in dec) {
r := ([|32|]) (r + 1)mod 32;
. . .
GPR[r] := temp
}
}
Figure 2.2: A code fragment of the execute behaviour of Power’s lswx instruc-
tion. The number of registers written to depends on the value n_r, derived
from the value from the special purpose register XER
above). When analysing the footprint the interpreter feeds a distinguished Unknown value of
the correct type into the continuation if the value is not already determined from the model
state. When the control flow within the instruction definition depends on an unknown value the
interpreter explores all possible paths, ensuring the footprint information returned for the possible
paths is the same.
For most instructions in the subsets of the Power, ARMv8, and RISC-V architectures handled
by the current Sail models, the footprint of an instruction instance is static: given a concrete
instruction instance (that fixes the values for the instruction fields), the instruction instance’s
footprint is independent of which concrete value will be fed into the continuations generated
by the outcome requests of the instruction. The Power architecture, however, has the instruction
lswx (“Load String Word Indexed“) where which registers will be accessed by the instruction
depends on the value returned from one of lswx’s register reads (see Figure 2.2; the case of
stswx is similar). However, if the architecture intends to allow the maximally liberal concurrency
behaviour for this instruction, the concurrency model needs the precise register output footprint
in order to decide at which point during the execution of an lswx a program-order-succeeding
instruction instance’s register read is allowed, whether it has to wait for the lswx instance to
write to it.
For this reason, Sail has the Footprint outcome for the case of instruction instances with dynamic
footprint: for lswx the instruction analysis first provides an over-approximation of the potential
register output footprint of lswx, and the pseudocode description of lswx is adapted by hand to
include a call to the function recalculate_footprint once the register read of XER is available, which
generates the Footprint outcome; the concurrency model, when given the Footprint outcome, calls
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the Sail interpreter to re-analyse the instruction footprint in the new context (where the XER value
is available) to obtain the precise register output footprint information.
In the future, if the concurrency models and ISA models are extended to cover more aspects of
the instruction behaviour, such as supervisor level code, it is likely that other instructions will
have a more dynamic footprint, too.
2.2 Sail models
To date, there exist seven different ISA specifications written in Sail: Power, two ARMv8 models,
x86, MIPS and CHERI-MIPS, and RISC-V, of varying sizes and feature coverage. Since this thesis
is concerned with the concurrency models of ARMv8, Power, and RISC-V, for the purposes of this
text only their ISA models are important. Recently, Sail has been revised to make changes to the
type system and the Sail implementation. Some of the models below are for the original Sail (Sail
1 for emphasis), some for the updated Sail 2. An additional feature of Sail 2, mostly implemented
by Alasdair Armstrong, is a C back-end for Sail, translating Sail definitions to C programs for the
sake of emulation.
Power The Power Sail 1 ISA model described by Gray et al. [60] covers only user-mode in-
structions. Of those user-mode instructions it covers the instructions in the Branch Facility and
Fixed-Point Facility of the Power ISA User Instruction Set Architecture of 154 instructions and
four memory barrier instructions (this is counting different variants of instructions, such as add,
add., addo, and addo as one instruction); this excludes system trap instructions, vector and
floating-point instructions, and non-user-level instructions [60]. The Power Sail ISA model is
produced by an automatic extraction process: an XML version of the Framemaker sources used to
produce the PDF version of the Power reference manual is parsed and the pseudocode information
extracted and translated to Sail, with a number of patches applied [60]. The authors of the Power
Sail model are Kathy Gray, Gabriel Kerneis, Susmit Sarkar, Peter Sewell, and the author. The Power
ISA model has around 4600 lines of Sail code (around 6000 when including the hand-written
functions computing the footprint information) and is validated using the single-instruction tests
described in appendix Chapter A.
ARMv8 There are two Sail ARMv8 models. The first one for Sail 1, of Flur et al. [51], covers
all non-floating-point, non-vector instructions from the application-level ISA. These include 224
instructions (counting subsections of Chapter C6 A64 Base Instruction Descriptions), except 21
instructions (and aspects of four other instructions) that handle exceptions, debug, and system-
mode features, and excluding the load-non-temporal-pair instruction [51]. In contrast to the Power
Sail model, the ARMv8 Sail model was hand-written by Shaked Flur in direct correspondence to
the ARM Architecture Reference Manual [51]. The specification has around 5400 lines of Sail code
(around 6000 including footprint information). This ARMv8 model is validated by experimental
testing using the single-instruction tests of appendix Chapter A.
Whereas the former (hand-written) ARMv8 model only covers application-level aspects of the
ISA, a more recent second ARMv8 ISA model for Sail 2 covers all of the 64-bit instructions of the
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ARMv8.3 architecture, in around 23000 lines of code [24]. This model is automatically produced
by translating from ARM’s publicly released specification written in ARM’s internal instruction
description language ASL [105, 106, 107] into Sail. A separate translation from ARM’s non-public
internal specification additionally provides full specifications for all system registers, leading to
an overall specification size of 30000 lines of code, after removing vector instructions (to reduce
the code size). The ASL-to-Sail translation was implemented principally by Alasdair Armstrong
and Alastair Reid; Thomas Bauereiss, Brian Campbell, and Ian Stark have worked on translating
this from Sail to theorem prover definitions. The specification is experimentally validated against
ARM’s non-public Architecture Validation Suite, and by booting Linux in an executable model
generated from the Sail model. In contrast to the hand-written ARMv8 specification the second
is not yet integrated with the concurrency model. Both translations have focused on the 64-bit
architecture and currently ignore ARMv8’s 32-bit instructions.
MIPS and CHERI-MIPS The primary purpose of the MIPS model is to specify the CHERI exten-
sion to MIPS [123], a research architecture that adds hardware capabilities to MIPS. (Capabilities
are a security mechanism that can be used for purposes of isolation and memory protection [24].)
The MIPS Sail 2 model covers most of the MIPS64 architecture, in big endian mode only, and
excluding some extensions such as floating point. The CHERI/MIPS model additionally covers
the full CHERI extension. The MIPS and CHERI-MIPS models were written by Robert Norton-
Wright and have around 2000 and 4000 lines of code, respectively. The models are predated
by a CHERI-MIPS model in the L3 specification language L3 [53] (also [54, 55]). The CHERI
model has been validated primarily using the CHERI test suite and by booting the MIPS version
of FreeBSD. Earlier versions of the model were integrated with the ARM concurrency models in
rmem, by Robert Norton-Wright and Shaked Flur.
RISC-V The RISC-V Sail 2 model covers “the 64-bit (RV64) version of the ISA: the rv64imac
dialect (integer, multiply-divide, atomic, and compressed instructions), with user, machine, and
supervisor modes, and the Sv39 address translation mode” [24]. The model has around 5000
lines of code and is integrated with the rmem RISC-V concurrency model. In the cases of Power
and ARM the Sail models were closely related to a pseudocode description found in the vendor
architecture manuals. RISC-V currently has no such pseudocode descriptions in the manual, and
so the Sail model was hand-written, by Prashanth Mundkur, Robert Norton, and Shaked Flur,
based only on the textual description in the architecture documentation. The model is validated
primarily by comparing the Sail-generated OCaml executable model against the RISC-V Spike
reference simulator, and by booting Linux and seL4.
2.3 Shallow embedding
The Sail interpreter provides a Sail implementation meeting the requirements described above,
and, integrated into rmem, experimentally describes the correct sequential and concurrent
instruction behaviour. However, the definition in terms of an interpreter has downsides for some
applications: it complicates reasoning about the instruction behaviour and causes a performance
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overhead at runtime. These two issues, primarily the issue in making rmem and the integrated
ISA models useful for reasoning and formal proof, motivate simplifying the instruction semantics
with a shallow embedding of Sail into Lem. This is partly based on Kathy Gray’s early work on a
shallow embedding of Sail into OCaml.
The shallow embedding maps Sail definitions to equivalent Lem definitions. Sail, however, has
a number of features that cannot directly be represented in Lem. Most importantly, the translation
from Sail to Lem has to cope with mapping Sail programs with imperative features such as local
mutable variables and global register and memory state into pure function definitions in Lem.
To handle this, the translation works in two phases: first transforming the Sail definitions into
definitions in a subset of Sail that only uses the features that can be expressed directly in Lem; then
pretty-printing the Sail definitions into their Lem counterparts. The Sail-to-Sail transformations
necessary for this are as follows.
Remove vector-concatenation patterns Sail allows for various kinds of pattern-matching, in-
cluding vector-concatenation pattern-matching, that Lem does not support. Since the Lem shallow
embedding represents Sail bit vectors as lists of bits (untyped in the list length), this transforma-
tion replaces bit-vector concatenation patterns with list patterns that can be directly implemented
in Lem. The steps for this are as follows, illustrated using the pattern
decodeAddSubtractWithCarry ([sf]:[op]:[S]:0b11010000:Rm:(0b000000:Rn:Rd))) = . . .
from the previous definition of decodeAddSubtractWithCarry as an example (with some nesting
added for presentation).
The first step is to introduce new names for all vector-concatenation patterns and their argument
patterns that do not already have a name. Here the new names are v, v1, w, w1.
decodeAddSubtractWithCarry
(([sf]:[op]:[S]:(0b11010000 as v1):Rm: (((0b000000 asw1):Rn:Rd) asw)) as v) = . . .
Then the expression is rewritten to introduce let-bindings for the named slices of the given vector,
dropping names that are not referred to in the rest of the program, and removing the explicit
naming syntax (“as. . . ”) except the top-most one, v here.
decodeAddSubtractWithCarry
(([sf]:[op]:[S]:0b11010000:Rm:(0b000000:Rn:Rd)) as v) =
let Rm = v[11..15] in
letw = v[16..31] in
let Rn = w[6..10] in
let Rd = w[11..15] in . . .
In the general case, and unlike in this example, the original pattern might have nested vector-
concatenation patterns. At this point these will be removed by recursively applying the vector-
concatenation removal transformation, and the resulting pattern can be flattened and translated
to a list pattern:
decodeAddSubtractWithCarry
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([sf;op;S;1;1;0;1;0;0;0;0;_;_;_;_;_;0;0;0;0;0;0;_;_;_;_;_;_;_;_;_;_] as v) =
let Rm = v[11..15] in
letw = v[16..31] in
let Rn = w[6..10] in
let Rd = w[11..15] in . . .
Handle local effects Sail has mutable local variables, to support the style of specifications found
in the Power and ARM reference manuals. There are two obvious possible replacements for
local mutable variables when targeting Lem: handle local state in a monad or transform mutable
variable updates to let-bindings. The Sail-to-Lem translation chooses the latter, for two reasons:
firstly, a monadic handling of local variables would require some form of polymorphic state that
would be difficult to achieve in the non-dependently typed Lem language; secondly, treating local
variables “more functionally” seems preferable for reasoning about the instruction semantics in
theorem provers.
This means expressions of the form x := v; e will be transformed into expressions without
local state updates of the form let x = v in e’. Expressions that affect the control-flow, such as
if-expressions, case-expressions, and for-loops, need special care: these expressions have to be
rewritten to return — in addition to any other values they might return — the values of any local
variables updated inside the expression, without violating the scoping. Consider for instance the
example expression below.
foreach (i from 0 to 31 by 1 in inc) {
(bit[32]) foo := e;
. . .
m := e’;
n := e’’;
};
cmd
Here foo is local to the body of the for-loop butm and n are the local mutable variables declared in
the surrounding code that are be mutated in the loop body. This will be translated to an expression
of the shape below.
let [m;n] =
forInc (0,1,31) [m;n] (fun i [m;n]→
let (bit[32]) foo = e in
. . .
letm = e’ in
let n = e’’ in
[m;n]
) in
cmd
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Here forInc is a (higher-order) function that takes as arguments the current loop index — here
initially 0 — the loop increment 1 and upper loop bound 31, a list of the values of variables
mutated in the loop (their value before executing the loop body) — here m and n — and the
body of the loop. The body of the for loop is represented as a function that takes as input the
current loop index and the list of local variables mutated inside the loop and returns an updated
variable list. The forInc function then recursively unrolls the loop according to the loop bounds
and returns the list of values of the updated variables to the surrounding expression. Since foo is
local to the loop body this must not be included in the list returned to the surrounding expression.
After this Sail-to-Sail transformation, any use of “local effects” in the form of local variable
updates and reads has been replaced by purely functional let-bindings. The output code only
uses “global effects”, such as memory and register state accesses and memory barriers, that will
be removed by the next transformation.
Handle global effects The goal of this Sail-to-Sail rewrite pass is to transform code with global
effects into code that can be mapped to purely functional code that handles the effects with a
monad. Sail does not make a distinction between imperative commands and pure expressions:
effectful terms can legally occur in most places where general expressions are allowed. In order
to bring the definitions into a form where they can be embedded into monadic code, this transfor-
mation separates effectful expressions from pure ones. For each effectful term the rewrite pass
introduces a monadic let-binding that will eventually be mapped to the monad bind operator.
The implementation for this rewrite pass is based on an algorithm for transforming programs
into A-normal form by Might [95], which extends an algorithm presented in Flanagan et al.
[50] to handle side-effecting expressions. For the purpose of the Sail-to-Lem translation this
algorithm can be adapted to Sail’s grammar, and to introduce let-bindings only for effectful terms
instead of all complex expressions: whereas the original algorithm transforms all expressions into
a series of let-bindings of atomic expressions, here it is only necessary to let-bind any effectful
subexpressions.
This transformation is mostly based on the effect types that Sail’s type system annotates the
internal AST representation of Sail expressions with. In addition to introducing monadic let-
bindings, this rewrite pass also introduces the monadic return operation into pure subexpressions
if by the expression’s type an effectful term is expected, such as in the case where one side of an
if-expression is effectful and the other pure.
let n = if b then rX(10) else 0 in e
is transformed into
letM n = if b then rX(10) else return 0 in e
where letM is pseudo-syntax for the monadic let-binding that is used only internally in the Sail
implementation.
The three transformations in conjunction translate the Sail code into a subset of Sail that can
be mapped directly to Lem. For instance, the above Sail code for the execute definition of the
AddSubCarry instruction class is translated to the following Sail code:
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function clause execute(AddSubCarry(d,n,m,datasize,sub_op,setflags)) = {
letM (bit[’R]) operand1 = rX(n) in
letM (bit[’R]) operand2 = rX(m) in
let operand2 = if sub_op then NOT(operand2) else operand2 in
letM w__0 = PSTATE_C in
let (result,nzcv) = AddWithCarry(operand1,operand2,w__0) in
letM ( ) = if setflags thenwPSTATE_NZCV( ) := nzcv else return ( ) in
wX(d) := result
}
This is then mapped into the following Lem code (dropping some type casts and typing arguments
for simplicity), where >>= is the monad’s bind operator and >> is defined by m>> n =m>>= fun
( )→ n:
let execute_AddSubCarry (d, n, m, datasize, sub_op, setflags) =
rX n>>= fun operand1→
rX m>>= fun operand2→
let operand2 = if bitU_to_bool sub_op then NOT(operand2) else operand2 in
read_reg_bitfield NZCV "C">>= funw__0→
let (result, nzcv) = AddWithCarry (operand1,operand2,w__0) in
(if setflags then wPSTATE_NZCV (( ),nzcv) else return ( ))>>
wX (d,result)
What remains to be done is define the monad type, and the return and bind operators, in a
way that supports the interaction between instruction semantics and concurrency model captured
by the outcome type. As it turns out, with one modification the outcome type from before can be
made the monad type: in order to embed pure computations with arbitrary return type into the
monad type, outcome has to be made polymorphic in an argument added to the Done constructor,
where Done then becomes the unit/return of the monad.
type outcome ’a =
| Read_mem of (read_kind * address * size) * (mem_value→ outome ’a)
| Excl_res of (bool→ outcome ’a)
| Write_ea of (write_kind * address * size) * outcome ’a
| Write_memv ofmemory_value * (bool→ outcome ’a)
| Barrier of barrier_kind * outcome ’a
| Read_reg of reg_name * outcome ’a
| Write_reg of reg_name * reg_value * outcome ’a
| Internal of outcome ’a
| Footprint of outcome ’a
| Done of ’a
A value of type outcome ’a is an effectful computation that will eventually produce a result of
type ’a; every such computation is either a finished computation Done a or a request that requires
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interaction with the outside context, here the concurrency model. Every such request (Read_mem,
Write_memv, etc.) has a description of the request and a continuation that, given an answer to
the request, describes the remaining computation leading to a result of type ’a. The Internal
outcome is an outcome generated by the Sail interpreter only, not the shallow embedding, purely
for user-interface purposes (rmem uses it to print the Sail interpreter state when annotated with
additional information).
The outcome type modified in this way can be seen as an instance of the free monad, as
described by Swierstra [118] (Swierstra in turn attributes free monads to Awodey [29]). The free
monad allows capturing effectful computations as compositions of such requests but leaving the
meaning of the effects open to interpretation: an effectful term in the monad is a nested sequence
of requests whose implementation can be delegated to an effect interpreter; the interpretation
could then be done e.g. using a state monad in the sequential setting, or using a more complex
memory model for concurrent programs.
With a more powerful type system than Lem offers the outcome type could be encoded as an
instance of the following type (in pseudo-Lem):
type free ’f ’a =
| Pure of ’a
| Impure of (’f (Free ’f ’a))
With Pure taking the role of Done of the outcome type, and where ’f can be an arbitrary functor
describing the effects of the language, in this case concretely instantiated in the following way to
obtain the equivalent of the outcome type:
type eect ’a =
| Read_mem of (read_kind * address * size) * (mem_value→ ’a)
| Excl_res of (bool→ ’a)
| Write_ea of (write_kind * address * size) * ’a
| Write_memv ofmemory_value * (bool→ ’a)
| Barrier of barrier_kind * ’a
| Read_reg of reg_name * ’a
| Write_reg of reg_name * reg_value * ’a
| Internal of ’a
| Footprint of ’a
These definitions, however, require higher-kinded polymorphism (the ability to abstract over
type constructors) that Lem does not support.
Without the abstraction given by the free type defined above the definition of the monad bind
operator needs a case for each of the outcomes; the bind operator composes two computations by
threading the answer value through the outcome types and nesting the requests, and the monad’s
return is the Done constructor.
val return : forall ’a. ’a→ outcome ’a
let return a = Done a
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val bind : forall ’a ’b. outcome ’a→ (’a→ outcome ’b)→ outcome ’b
let rec bindm f =matchmwith
| Done a→ f a
| Read_mem descr k→ Read_mem descr (fun v→ bind (k v) f)
| Read_reg descr k→ Read_reg descr (fun v→ bind (k v) f)
| Write_memv descr k→Write_memv descr (fun v→ bind (k v) f)
| Excl_res k→ Excl_res (fun v→ bind (k v) f)
| Write_ea descr o→Write_ea descr (fun v→ bind o f)
| Barrier descr o→ Barrier descr (fun v→ bind o f)
| Footprint o→ Footprint (fun v→ bind o f)
| Write_reg descr o→Write_reg descr (fun v→ bind o f)
| Internal descr o→ Internal descr (fun v→ bind o f)
end
To illustrate the above definitions, consider the case of applying bind to a request m of type
outcome bool and a function f of type bool→ outcome unit. For example,
m=Done true
f =fun c→ if c then Write_memv descr (Done ( )) else Done ( ).
In the case of a finished computation Done v in the first argument, such as in the case of m, the
monad bind simply “unpacks” the value v from the Done constructor and applies f to it (writing
the infix >>= operator for bind):
m>>= f =(Done true)>>= (fun c→ if c then Write_memv descr (Done ( )) else Done ( ))
=(fun c→ if c then Write_memv descr (Done ( )) else Done ( )) true
=Write_memv descr (Done ( ))
If the left-hand side of bind is another request, the two requests are nested, for example for
m= Excl_res (fun c→ Done c) and f as before.
m>>= f =(Excl_res (fun c→ Done c))>>=
(fun c→ if c then Write_memv descr (Done ( )) else Done ( ))
=Excl_res (fun c→ (Done c)>>=
(fun c→ if c then Write_memv descr (Done ( )) else Done ( )))
=Excl_res (fun c→ (fun c→ if c then Write_memv descr (Done ( )) else Done ( )) c)
=Excl_res (fun c→ if c then Write_memv descr (Done ( )) else Done ( ))
The result is a computation with two requests: first a request to determine the success of a store
exclusive instruction, and, if the answer supplied by the concurrency model is true, a request to
write to memory, otherwise a finished computation with unit return value.
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With the outcome type adapted and the monad operations defined as above the shallow
embedding supports the same interaction between the instruction semantics and the concurrency
model as the interpreter. What is missing in order to use the shallow embedding in the concurrent
setting is the instruction instance footprint analysis required by the concurrency model. There are
two options for doing this, currently:
• writing by hand functions that, given a concrete instruction instance, return the footprint
analysis, or
• analysing the instruction footprint using the interpreter.
The ISA models integrated into rmem currently do the former, with the analysis functions written
as Sail definitions. This approach, however, is not very scalable: for complex Sail specifications
it requires too much effort and is too error-prone, especially in the face of updates to the Sail
specifications that may have to be reflected in the analysis functions. It should be possible to
automatically generate these analysis functions from the Sail sources and map them to shallowly-
embedded Lem definitions to discharge the Sail user from the effort of writing these functions by
hand. This has not been attempted yet, however.
The shallow embedding as described above is integrated into rmem. With the addition of the
currently hand-written instruction footprint analysis definitions, the shallow embedding is a
functional replacement for the interpreter. Using the shallow embedding for simulation to run
small sequential tests in rmem’s sequential mode improves on the interpreter’s performance by a
factor of 10. Thomas Bauereiss has worked on improving the shallow embedding. His changes
include improving the mappings for certain Sail types into Lem (for examples bit vectors) and
adding support for additional Sail features, such as exceptions, non-determinism and early function
returns, more sophisticated pattern matching, and registers holding values of types other than bit
vectors. Thomas Bauereiss reports promising results in using the Isabelle definitions generated
from the Lem shallow embedding for formal reasoning: Thomas Bauereiss used the shallow
embedding of the aforementioned ASL-generated Sail ARMv8 model in an Isabelle proof about the
architecture’s virtual memory management in the sequential model, detailed in Armstrong et al.
[24]. For the purpose of facilitating formal reasoning this includes using a sequential interpretation
of the outcome type’s requests to allow regaining a simpler state monad model for proofs in the
sequential setting.
Chapter A in the appendix describes a method for semi-automatically generating instruction
tests that were used to validate the instruction semantics against hardware.

Chapter 3
Background: non-MCA concurrency
Power, ARMv7, and early versions of the ARMv8 architecture have non-multicopy-atomic con-
currency semantics. This chapter introduces (non-)multicopy atomicity and gives an overview
over the operational models for Power and the non-multicopy-atomic ARMv8 architecture from
previous work of Sarkar et al. [110, 111], Gray et al. [60], and Flur et al. [51, 52].
3.1 Introduction
An important property of a memory model is whether it is multicopy atomic or non-multicopy-
atomic. Informally, a memory model is multicopy atomic if the following property holds of all
writes:
When a write is visible to one thread other than its originating thread, it is visible to
all other threads.
In the ARM documentation [22] a memory model with this property is called “other-multicopy-
atomic” [104] to distinguish this definition from the original definition of multicopy atomicity
by Collier [43] that requires a stronger notion of atomicity: whenever a write is visible to any
thread — including the write’s originating thread — it has to be visible to all. In the following this
text uses “multicopy atomic” to refer to the weaker notion of atomicity, with respect only to the
non-writer threads, following recent accepted usage. (The above only gives an intuition for the
concept, it is not a precise definition. A precise definition requires a definition of what it means
for a write to be visible to a thread, which differs between concurrency models.)
To illustrate this property, consider the following litmus test with four threads, IRIW+addrs.
Here Thread 0 writes 1 to x (event a), while Thread 2 writes 1 to y (d). Thread 1 first reads
Thread 0
a: W x=1
Thread 1
b: R x=1
c: R y=0
addr
Thread 2
d: W y=1
Thread 3
e: R y=1
f: R x=0
addr
rf rf
rf rf
fr
fr
Figure 3.1: IRIW+addrs
from location x (with read b), before reading from location y (c), and Thread 3 symmetrically
first reads from location y (e) and subsequently from x ( f ). On both threads the reads b and c,
and e and f , respectively, are forced to satisfy in program order by an address dependency.
Despite the ordering of the reads on Threads 1 and 3 the concurrency models of Power and
the early non-MCA ARMv8 architecture (also ARMv7) allow executions of this program where
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Thread 1’s read b reads from a and c reads from the initial write, coherence-before d (fr from c
to d), while Thread 3’s read e reads from d and f reads from the initial write, coherence-before
a — Thread 1 “seeing” a but not d while Thread 3 sees d but not a. The reason the execution is
allowed in these concurrency models is their non-multicopy-atomic semantics: it is possible for
the writes a and d to propagate to Threads 1 and 3 in opposite orders — write a propagating to
Thread 1 before propagating to Thread 3, and d propagating to Thread 3 before propagating to
Thread 1.
The following sections introduce the non-multicopy-atomic concurrency models for Power and
the early non-MCA ARMv8 architecture from previous work that the work in the following chapters
is based on [110, 111, 60, 51, 52]. Since Chapter 4 on the NOP storage subsystem and Chapter 5
on mixed-size Sequential Consistency refer to details of the POP concurrency model [51, 52] for
the non-multicopy-atomic ARMv8 architecture, and since the Flat concurrency model of Chapter 6
for the multicopy atomic ARMv8 architecture is a modification of POP, this chapter also gives a
full definition of POP.
The Power and ARM concurrency models both only handle the concurrency aspects of user-mode
programs, no system-level features. The models do not cover self-modifying code, the interaction
of concurrency with address-translation, or exceptions.
3.2 Power
The Power architecture features a weak memory model that is non-multicopy-atomic: independent
memory accesses to different addresses can be executed out of order, writes can be propagated
between different threads out of order and can be observed to propagate to different threads
separately. Ordering is provided by inter-instruction dependencies and through barriers that order
thread-local execution. Some barriers also provide cumulativity, by which write propagation is
constrained to ensure that threads “seeing” the barrier must also see certain writes previously
propagated to the barrier’s thread. Additionally, load reserve/store conditional instructions —
Power’s equivalent of ARM’s load/store exclusive instructions — provide atomicity guarantees
with respect to memory accesses by other threads useful in order to implement locks and other
synchronisation primitives.
Sarkar et al. [110, 111] and Gray et al. [60] formally define the concurrency behaviour allowed
by the Power architecture, in collaboration with IBM staff. This specification, henceforth called the
PLDI11 model, is an operational model that explains the concurrency behaviour using mechanisms
abstracting from those in real micro-architecture. The abstract machine model comprises two
components, the thread subsystem and the storage subsystem.
3.2.1 Thread subsystem
The thread subsystem abstracts from the behaviour of individual hardware threads. In real
CPUs the threads may execute instructions non-atomically, out-of-order, and speculatively (past
conditional branch instructions). The PLDI11 model’s thread subsystem abstractly captures the
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effects of such optimisations by maintaining an instruction tree as part of the thread state: a tree
of instruction instances corresponding to control flow unfoldings of the executed program. The
thread subsystem enumerates transitions for the execution steps of instruction instances contained
in this tree, as well as transitions for fetching new instruction instances from program memory
as successor nodes to existing instruction instances as leaves of the tree. Instruction instances of
conditional/computed branch instructions can have multiple successor nodes in the instruction
tree corresponding to speculatively fetched possible successor instructions after the branch. (Some
of the following is adapted from the more detailed description of the thread subsystem of the
ARM models [51, 104]. Their thread subsystem in turn is based on the thread subsystem of the
PLDI11 model by Sarkar et al. [110, 111].)
For example, the diagram below [110] shows a thread model state with instruction instances
i1, . . . , i13, and the program-order-successor relation between them. Instruction instances i5 and
i9 are conditional branches for which the thread has fetched multiple possible successors. Both
have only two successors each, but a branch with a computed address might have many possible
successors. (The model has a parameter that enables or disables fetching multiple successors of
branches. The possible final outcomes do not depend on this choice: for any trace that explores
multiple subtrees of a branch instruction there is an equivalent one that only explores the “correct”
one.) The instruction instances i1, i3, and i4 (boxed) have been finished, the others are non-finished.
Finishing a conditional or computed branch discards the subtrees of the branch corresponding to
the untaken control flow choice(s). At any time some of the instruction instances in the tree may
be finished, and others not. Instruction instances that follow (in program order) a non-finished
i1 i2 i3 i4 i5
i6 i7
i8 i9
i10 i11 i12
i13
conditional/computed branch cannot finish until that branch is finished, and so any finished
instruction instance’s program-order prefix tree is linear. Non-finished instruction instances can
also be subject to restart, e.g. if they depend on an out-of-order or speculative read that turns
out to be unsound. If an instruction instance is sufficiently independent it can finish before some
program-order-earlier instruction instances, such as i3 and i4 that are finished where i2 is not.
The intra-instruction behaviour of a single instruction instance is mostly described by the
sequential but non-atomic execution of its Sail pseudocode. Different instructions’ Sail execution
steps may be interleaved. Each instruction instance state includes a Sail execution state in the
form of an element of the outcome type defined in Chapter 2. An instruction instance state also
includes information about the instruction instance’s memory and register footprints, its register
and memory reads and writes, whether it is finished, etc.
Any transition of the thread subsystem is only enabled if its preconditions are met. Together
with the transition preconditions in the storage subsystem these maintain the architecturally
guaranteed properties such as coherence and the ordering given by barriers.
Whenever an instruction step produces a request to access memory or to commit a barrier the
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thread subsystem generates an event, capturing the details of the request, such as the footprint of a
memory access (address and size), the identifier of the requesting instruction, and the type of read,
write, or barrier request. The thread subsystem synchronises with the storage subsystem on these
memory access or barrier requests and generates transitions to hand the corresponding event over
to the storage subsystem. When the Storage Subsystem synchronises with the thread subsystem
on these transitions, the answer to read and write requests is instantaneous, whereas the storage
subsystem has separate transitions for accepting a barrier request and for acknowledging a barrier
in response. The thread subsystem records the barriers that are yet to be acknowledged by the
storage subsystem.
In the context of mixed-size memory accesses, misaligned loads or stores do not provide the
same atomicity guarantees as aligned loads and stores. To capture the correct behaviour for
misaligned accesses a single misaligned load or store can generate multiple reads or writes in
the thread subsystem, each of one byte size. In the following, a read or write slice will refer to a
subfootprint of a read or write.
3.2.2 Storage subsystem
The storage subsystem abstracts from the details of store queues and multiple levels of caches.
Instead of explicitly modelling memory and these components, the storage subsystem is defined
in terms of sets of events or requests (in this section the terms event and request will be used
interchangeably). It maintains
• a set of write events seen by the storage subsystem,
• per thread, a list of write slices and barriers propagated to that thread, including the writes
done by this thread itself,
• a set of as yet unacknowledged thread barrier requests, and
• in order to maintain coherence, the constraints on the write coherence as a partial order on
write events.
The storage subsystem is defined in terms of a number of transitions for receiving requests from
the thread subsystem and some storage-subsystem-only transitions.
The storage subsystem can accept write requests and accept barrier requests from the thread
subsystem, recording them in the storage subsystem state and marking them as propagated to
their originating threads; reply to a read request from the thread subsystem by returning the writes
most recently propagated to this thread that cover the read’s footprint; and acknowledge barrier
requests that have been propagated to all threads. In addition, it has transitions to propagate a
write event and for the partial coherence commitment. Rather than establishing coherence implicitly
as a consequence of the propagation of writes or other storage subsystem actions, the storage
subsystem has an explicit transition in which it gradually refines the partial coherence order on
writes to eventually totally order any two overlapping writes:
• For any two overlapping writes that are not yet (directly or transitively) coherence-related
and subject to certain barrier conditions, the storage subsystem can take a partial coherence
commitment transition, coherence-relating the two write-events.
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• A write that has not been propagated to a certain thread yet and that has been made
coherence-after all writes that are already propagated to this thread can be propagated to
the thread using the propagate write transition, subject to certain barrier conditions.
Sarkar et al. [111] extend this model to handle load reserve/store conditional instructions.
In Power, a store conditional can succeed or fail, and the architecture guarantees that a store
conditional can succeed only if there is a program-order-preceding same-address load reserve
and if the write conditional is guaranteed to become the immediate coherence successor of the
write this load reserve read from (up to writes by the store conditional’s thread). To model store
conditional instructions, the model is extended with the concept of coherence point: when a write
reaches the coherence point, its coherence prefix is linearly ordered and fixed [111]. Then the
storage subsystem’s transition for accepting a write-conditional request (among other things)
orders the write conditional in the coherence order with other writes to the same address in
a way that ensures there are no writes by other threads coherence-between the write the load
reserve read from and the write conditional, and records the write-conditional as having reached
coherence-point, guaranteeing no other write can later become its coherence predecessor.
The details of the transitions are omitted here but can be found in Sarkar et al. [110] and
Sarkar et al. [111]; Flur et al. [52] describe the generalisation of this model to cover memory
accesses of mixed sizes.
3.3 Non-MCA ARMv8
The non-multicopy-atomic ARMv8 architecture has a weak memory model broadly similar to
that of the Power architecture. Whereas in Power ordering in the instruction execution and
propagation of events is created using barriers, ARMv8 additionally has Load Acquire and Store
Release instructions, so-called “half fences”, that provide ordering with respect to memory ac-
cesses program-order-before (Store Release) or program-order-after (Load Acquire) them. The
architectures agree on the allowed concurrency behaviour for many programs; in a number of
important examples, however, they differ [51]. Moreover, Power and ARMv8 also differ in the
architectural intent for the concurrency model, in how the architects explain the concurrency
behaviour. Hence, non-MCA ARMv8 requires its own concurrency model formalisation: to model
the precise architecturally allowed behaviour and to match the architecture’s explanation for
the concurrency behaviour, so the model can be discussed and confirmed with the architects.
The Flowing and POP models of Flur et al. [51, 52] are operational concurrency models for the
non-multicopy-atomic ARMv8 architecture designed in collaboration with ARM. Flowing and
POP adopt the general structure of the PLDI11 model: an abstract machine model consisting of a
thread subsystem and a storage subsystem.
3.3.1 Thread subsystem
Flowing and POP share the same thread subsystem, an adaptation of the PLDI11 thread subsystem:
as in the PLDI11 model, Flowing and POP manage the out-of-order and speculative instruction
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execution in the threads by maintaining a tree of instruction instances. The thread subsystem
enumerates the possible transitions of the instructions in the instruction tree, and transitions
for fetching new instruction instances into the tree; the intra-instruction semantics is mostly the
sequential execution of its Sail code, where the multiple Sail execution steps of an instruction
may be interleaved with those of other instructions; requests for memory accesses and barriers
get passed to the storage subsystem.
There are two main sources of differences between the PLDI11 thread subsystem and that
of Flowing and POP. Firstly, differences in the storage subsystems’ handling of barrier and read
requests lead to differences in the thread subsystem: in Power the transitions for the thread
subsystem to commit a barrier into the storage subsystem and for the storage subsystem to
respond back to the thread with a barrier acknowledgement are separate, in Flowing and POP,
once the thread subsystem has committed the barriers into the storage subsystem there is no
need for a barrier acknowledgement; conversely, whereas in Power a read request is immediately
replied to by the storage subsystem in the same transition as the read request, in Flowing and
POP read requests have a longer life time: the thread subsystem generates a read request that
the storage subsystem accepts, and, after potentially several other storage-subsystem-internal
transitions replies back for with a read reply. These storage subsystem differences lead to some
differences in the details of the thread subsystem.
Secondly, the Power and ARMv8 architectures make different choices concerning the possible
thread behaviours, some of which lead to different allowed behaviours in example programs.
For instance, the MP+dmb.sy+fri-rfi-ctrlisb test [51] is forbidden by Power and allowed by (non-
multicopy-atomic and multicopy atomic) ARMv8. In this example, the difference in the allowed
behaviour between the two architectures comes from different choices concerning the mechanisms
used to ensure coherence. (Test omitted; see [51, Section 3] for the details and other tests.) Due
to these difference in certain architectural choices the details of the Power and Flowing/POP
thread subsystems as well as some components of the thread state are different.
3.3.2 Flowing storage subsystem
The Flowing storage subsystem aims to abstractly capture the micro-architectural intuition de-
scribed by the ARM architects for non-MCA ARMv8, and was developed in detailed discussion
with ARM. Due to the difference in how ARM and IBM explain the architectures’ concurrency
behaviours, Flowing and POP specify the semantics using different mechanisms from the Power
model. The Flowing storage subsystem state is a tree-shaped topology of buffers together with ad-
ditional book-keeping information for load/store exclusive instructions. An example of a Flowing
storage subsystem state is shown in Figure 3.2.
The buffer tree in the Flowing state has one buffer for each thread as its leaves — here Threads 0
through Thread 2 — and memory in the root — here holding values 0 for both x and y. The
Flowing storage subsystem is parameterised in the exact shape of this tree topology. When
events generated by thread subsystem requests enter the storage subsystem with the accept event
transitions they are placed at the top of the buffer associated with their originating thread, in the
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a
b
c
memory (x=0; y=0)
Thread 0 Thread 1
Thread 2
Figure 3.2: Example Flowing storage subsystem state
same way as b and c. These events in the storage subsystem can be writes and barriers but, in
contrast to how the PLDI11 model works, also read events.
The storage subsystem has transitions for flowing events down the topology, and for re-ordering
events with others, subject to the re-order condition. While writes and barriers flow down until
they eventually reach memory in the root of the tree — writes updating the values held in memory
— reads may be satisfied if they are above an adjacent overlapping write in the same buffer of the
tree, which will remove the read request from the storage subsystem. Load acquire read requests
leave an empty read request to create ordering.
The re-order condition specifies which events may re-order and which may not, in order to
guarantee same-address event ordering as well as the ordering properties given by barriers and
acquire/release instructions. For example, a plain read (one with no special ordering properties)
and a plain write that do not overlap are allowed to re-order, but the re-order condition will forbid
re-ordering any event with a dmbsy strong memory barrier.
The buffers in the Flowing buffer tree abstract from caches in the micro-architecture (e.g.
per-thread L1 caches and shared higher-level caches). In Flowing a write event first enters its own
thread’s buffer and flows down towards memory, while correspondingly in micro-architecture
writes update their own thread’s cache first, before gradually propagating to the other caches
of the system, and eventually memory. Similarly, in correspondence to reads flowing down in
Flowing, in micro-architecture read requests typically will check for the availability of a value
for their memory location in their own thread’s cache first, and in the case of a cache miss fetch
values from higher-level caches.
The PLDI11 model is a “coherence-by-fiat” model [110]: the PLDI11 storage subsystem main-
tains as part of the storage subsystem state the coherence relation as a partial order over the
writes propagated into the storage subsystem so far, and that is gradually refined with an ex-
plicit transition for constraining the coherence order. In contrast to this, in the Flowing and POP
models the coherence order is an emergent property of the execution resulting from the order of
propagation of the writes in the storage subsystem: the coherence relation induced by a Flowing
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storage subsystem state is the partial order given by the position of events along the tree topology
restricted to overlapping writes — “further up in the tree” meaning coherence-later — and the
order in which the writes flow into memory.
The transitions of Flowing are:
• Accept event. When an event is accepted the event is placed at the top of its originating
thread’s buffer.
• Re-order event. Two events can be re-ordered if the re-order condition is satisfied, swapping
their positions in the buffer.
• Flow event. An event at the bottom of its containing buffer can flow into the buffer underneath,
placing it at the top of that buffer.
• Flow barrier or write to memory. A barrier or write event at the end of the bottom-most
buffer can flow into memory. This removes the event from the buffer and, in the case of a
write event, updates memory.
• Satisfy read. A read can be entirely or partially satisfied either from an adjacent write event
below the read in the same buffer, or from memory. Satisfying a read from memory always
entirely satisfies the read — satisfies all previously unsatisfied slices of the read. If the read
is fully satisfied after the transition its event is deleted from the storage subsystem; if not
the read event is updated to record the newly satisfied slices, and the read event and the
write event that partially satisfied it are swapped.
Similar to Power’s load reserve/store conditional instructions ARMv8 has load/store exclusive
instructions. A successful store exclusive guarantees that its write becomes the immediate co-
herence successor of the write its program-order-preceding load reserve read from (up to writes
by the load and store exclusive’s thread). Flowing provides the guarantees of store exclusives
by maintaining the invariant that in any model step the path in the flowing topology from a
successful write exclusive down to the write the load exclusive read from is free of same-address
writes by other threads.
This description omits details of the model definition, e.g. related to release/acquire instructions
and load/store exclusive instructions. The full definition can be found in Flur et al. [51, 52].
3.3.3 Examples
Simple first example We illustrate the Flowing model’s behaviour with some example execu-
tions. Consider first, the MP test from the introduction, again shown in Figure 3.3 (which assumes
on both threads X1 holds the address of x and X3 that of y). Here, Thread 0 first writes x = 54
and then y = 1; Thread 1 reads y = 1 (from Thread 1’s write), but subsequently reads the (old)
initial write x = 0.
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Thread 0: Thread 1:
MOV X0,#54 LDR X0,[X3]
STR X0,[X1] LDR X2,[X1]
MOV X2,#1
STR X2,[X3]
Thread 0
a: W x=54
b: W y=1
po
Thread 1
c: R y=1
d: R x=0
porf
rf
fr
Figure 3.3
Flowing allows the behaviour as follows: Thread 0 executes both MOV instructions, saving the
value of the stores into registers X0 and X2; Thread 0 does the first steps of the store to x—reading
register X0 holding the address, announcing the address x , reading register X0 holding the value,
and committing the store—until it can propagate a into the storage subsystem; this places a onto
the Flowing buffer belonging to Thread 0; similarly, Thread 0 executes the first steps of b’s store
instruction and propagates b into the storage subsystem, placing b above a on Thread 0’s buffer;
Thread 1 executes the first steps of c’s load instructions (reading X3 and announcing the address
y) until it can issue c it to the storage subsystem; this does not satisfy c yet, but just inserts it into
the Flowing buffer of Thread 1, leaving the load waiting for the storage subsystem to reply with a
read value for c; c’s load on Thread 1 waiting for c’s return value does not stop other instructions
from executing, and Thread 1 can execute d and also issue it to the storage subsystem. At this
point the storage subsystem state is as shown in Figure 3.4a. Now, the behaviour can be allowed
in two ways:
• a and b are to different addresses. Hence, the storage subsystem allows re-ordering a and
b, flipping their positions on the buffer. With b now at the bottom of Thread 0’s buffer,
it can flow down to the buffer shared by Threads 0 and 1. Now c can flow down to the
same buffer, making it adjacent above a (see state shown in Figure 3.4b). Now, c can read
y = 1 from the adjacent same-address write b, removing it from the storage subsystem and
sending a read reply to its load instruction. In the thread subsystem c’s load is now satisfied
and can finish. Now d can also flow down onto the bottom buffer, re-order with b (which is
to a different address) and flow into memory, satisfying it with x = 0, before a reaches the
bottom buffer. Finally, b and a separately flow into memory, updating the memory state to
x = 54 and y = 0.
• Alternatively, instead of re-ordering a and b, the storage subsystem in the state shown in
Figure 3.4a could re-order c and d. This swaps their position and places d below c in the
buffer, where it can now flow to the buffer shared between Threads 0 and 1, and then into
memory, reading the initial x = 0. After that, a and b can separately flow to the bottom
buffer and then into memory, updating the memory state to x = 54 and y = 1; finally c
can flow down into memory (via the bottom buffer) and read y = 1.
(The same behaviour can also be allowed with slightly different steps, including just the out-of-
order execution of a and b or of c and d within the threads.) Placing dmbsy barriers between
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both a and b and c and d prevents the execution: the barrier between a and b will not allow b
to propagate to the storage subsystem until the dmbsy is also in the storage subsystem, which
can only happen after a has propagated to the storage subsystem. The dmbsy is then placed
between b and a on Thread 0’s buffer and prevents a and b from re-ordering. Hence, the first way
the MP execution was allowed without the barriers, shown before, does not work with a dmbsy
between a and b. On Thread 1, the dmbsy stops d from issuing into the storage subsystem until
c is satisfied, also preventing the second way of allowing the behaviour from before.
b
a
d
c
memory (x=0; y=0)
Thread 0 Thread 1
(a)
c
b
a d
memory (x=0; y=0)
Thread 0 Thread 1
(b)
Figure 3.4
Non-multicopy-atomic storage subsystem Flowing’s storage subsystem is non-multicopy-atomic.
Consider the previously shown IRIW+addrs example, again shown in Figure 3.5. In Flowing this
is allowed as follows, assuming a topology like the one shown in Figure 3.6a: (focussing on the
storage subsystem behaviour)
1. Propagate a to the storage subsystem. This places it on Thread 0’s buffer. Propagate d to
the storage subsystem, placing it on Thread 2’s buffer.
2. The write a can flow to the buffer shared between Threads 0 and 1, and d to that shared
between Threads 2 and 3 (Figure 3.6a).
3. Now issue b and e, placing them on the buffers of their respective threads (Figure 3.6b).
4. b and e can now flow down one level, placing b above a on the buffer shared between
Threads 0 and 1 and e above d on that shared between Threads 2 and 3.
5. Now b can read from a—removing it from the storage subsystem, sending a read reply to
its thread, satisfying its load, and resolving c’s address dependency. Similarly, e can read
from d, resolving f ’s address dependency.
6. Now c and f can issue and flow down one level, placing c just above a and f above d
(Figure 3.6c).
7. But since c and a, and f and d, are to different addresses they can, respectively, re-order
with each other; c is then below a and can flow down and into memory (before d reaches
memory), reading y = 0; similarly, f can flow into memory and read x = 0 (before a
reaches memory), leading to the outcome shown in Figure 3.5.
To illustrate some aspects of the thread subsystem behaviour, consider the following two tests.
The first illustrates restarts in the thread subsystem.
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Thread 0
a: W x=1
Thread 1
b: R x=1
c: R y=0
addr
Thread 2
d: W y=1
Thread 3
e: R y=1
f: R x=0
addr
rf rf
rf rf
fr
fr
Figure 3.5: IRIW+addrs
a d
memory (x=0; y=0)
T. 0 T. 1 T. 2 T. 3
(a)
a
b
d
e
memory (x=0; y=0)
T. 0 T. 1 T. 2 T. 3
(b)
c
a
f
d
memory (x=0; y=0)
T. 0 T. 1 T. 2 T. 3
(c)
Figure 3.6
Thread subsystem restarts Assume Thread 0 and Thread 1’s registers X0 and X3 hold the
addresses of the locations x and y , respectively. When the program refers to W0 rather than X0 for
the data register of a store this means a four-byte, rather than an eight-byte store. Correspondingly,
a load with target register W0 means a four-byte load rather than an eight-byte load.
In the test shown in Figure 3.7 Thread 0 does a write a of four bytes size to x (indicated by
x/4), of value 54, and, after a strong barrier, does a four-byte write b of value 1 to y; Thread 1
reads four bytes at address y with c, uses the returned value in calculating the address of another
four-byte load d, which in this example will always be to x , and subsequently reads eight bytes
from location x with e. The test checks whether it is possible for c to read 1 from b, and e to see
0 for the eight bytes of x , whichever value d reads.
Flowing forbids this behaviour. The barrier between a and b enforces ordering between the
propagation of a and b into the storage subsystem and between them flowing into memory. Hence,
when Thread 1 can “see” b it must also see a. In order to allow the behaviour, e would have to
satisfy before c reads from b. Consider the following execution:
1. The load of e does not have data dependencies on any of the preceding instructions.
Therefore it can do its register reads, initiate, and issue the read e into memory.
2. The read e can flow down and into memory, and read from the initial value x = 0.
3. Thread 0 propagates a into the storage subsystem and flows it into memory, commits the
barrier and flows it into memory, and propagates b into the storage subsystem and flows it
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Thread 0: Thread 1:
MOV W0,#54 LDR W0,[X3]
STR W0,[X1] EOR W4,W0,W0
DMB SY LDR W2,[X1,W4,SXTW]
MOV W2,#1 LDR X2,[X1]
STR W2,[X3]
Thread 0
a: W x/4=54
b: W y/4=1
dmb
Thread 1
c: R y/4=1
d: R x/4=?
addr
e: R x/8=0
po
rf
rf
fr
Figure 3.7
into memory.
4. Thread 1 issues read c, flows it into memory, and satisfies c from b.
5. Thread 1 issues read d. Since a is in memory, d will not be able to read from the initial
write to x .
6. The read d flows into memory and is satisfied by reading from a.
7. Once d is satisfied by a, the thread subsystem finds a coherence violation: the read e is
program-order-after d, and the part of the read e overlapping d was satisfied from a different
write than the part of d, and this write is not program-order-after d. Therefore the load of
e is restarted.
8. When e now issues into the storage subsystem again, it will not be able to read 0 (as a
combined value for all bytes), since a is already in memory.
9. e flows into memory, reading the first four bytes from a and the other four bytes from the
initial write to x .
Hence, in this execution where (initially) e is satisfied early, the resulting coherence violation
causes a restart in the thread subsystem that prevents the test outcome.
Thread-internal forwarding The next example illustrates thread-internal forwarding. Recall
the PPOCA test [110] from the introduction, again shown in Figure 3.8.
For the program on the left, assume on both threads the register X1 initially holds the address
x , X3 holds address y , and X7 holds address z. In this variant of the MP test, the reads c to y and
d to x on Thread 1 are separated by a chain of thread-local dependencies. The return value of c’s
load is saved in register W0. Following the load, a conditional branch checks whether the returned
value is 0. If so, it branches to the label end. If not, it executes a program-order-subsequent store
to location z, and a load of z whose value in turn is used in calculating the address of the read d
to x . The test assumes the load to z reads from its program-order predecessor store, and checks
whether the dependency chain on Thread 1 requires d to execute after c and is thus forced to
read x = 1. Despite this dependency chain, the execution in which d reads x = 0 after c reads
y = 1 is allowed in Flowing: (skipping over some thread and storage subsysetm details)
1. The instructions of e, f , and d can be fetched speculatively.
2. Since the store of e has no address or data dependencies it can do its register reads, and
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Thread 0: Thread 1:
MOV W0,#54 LDR W0,[X3]
STR W0,[X1] CBZ W0,end
DMB SY MOV W2,#1
MOV W2,#1 STR W2,[X7]
STR W2,[X3] LDR W4,[X7]
EOR W5,W4,W4
LDR W6,[X1,W5,SXTW]
end:
Thread 0
a: W x=54
b: W y=1
dmb
Thread 1
c: R y=1
e: W z=1
ctrl
f: R z=1
rf
d: R x=0
addr
rf
rf
fr
Figure 3.8: PPOCA
announce its address and value.
3. The load of f has no dependencies, and can do its register reads and also announce its
address.
4. While e’s store is not allowed to commit and propagate to the storage subsystem yet, due to
the control dependency, it can thread-locally forward the write e to f . This satisfies f and f
can resolve the address dependency of d.
5. Then d can announce its address, issue to the storage subsystem, flow down, and satisfy
from the initial write to x .
6. Thread 0 propagates the write a into the storage subsystem and flows it into memory,
commits the barrier and flows it into memory, and propagates b and flows it into memory.
7. Thread 1 issues c, flows it into memory, and satisfies it from b. It writes the return value to
W0.
8. Since W0 is non-zero, the conditional branch does not branch, and so the instructions in the
instruction tree starting from e are not discarded.
Hence the execution of the test is allowed.
3.3.4 Topology-dependence
In Flowing, the tree topology of buffers connecting the threads with memory has an effect on the
allowed behaviour and Flowing is parameterised in the choice of the topology. For example, the
test IRIW+addrs of Figure 3.5 is only allowed with a topology that allows propagating the writes
to locations x and y to Threads 1 and 3 in opposite orders. One such topology is that shown for
the example execution of IRIW+addrs above. This behaviour is not possible, for example, in the
topology in Figure 3.9 (swapping Threads 1 and 2): the previously shown execution relied on
propagating a to Thread 1 without propagating it to Thread 3, and propagating d to Thread 3
without propagating it to Thread 1. In the topology below, Thread 1 can only see a when a is
visible to all threads, and Thread 3 can only see d when d is visible to all threads.
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Flowing’s dependence on a choice of topology is undesirable for an architectural model. There-
fore the POP model abstracts from Flowing in order to be topology-independent.
d
a
memory (x=0; y=0)
T. 0 T. 2 T. 1 T. 3
Figure 3.9: A topology forbidding IRIW+addrs
3.3.5 POP storage subsystem
The POP storage subsystem abstracts from Flowing in two ways. Firstly, in contrast to Flowing,
POP is thread-topology independent, and secondly, POP has no explicit re-ordering of events. POP
achieves both of these by replacing Flowing’s buffer tree in which events flow down by a partially
ordered set of events and, per-thread, the set of writes propagated to that thread. POP retains
Flowing’s explicit event propagation transition, but whereas in Flowing events are maintained in
the buffers (that impose a linear order) and can be re-ordered, POP’s order is partial on event
pairs that can be re-ordered in Flowing. This partial order allows for “shapes” in the ordering and
propagation of events corresponding to arbitrary thread topologies. In fact, POP allows certain
executions not allowed by Flowing instantiated with any topology: allowing IRIW+addrs imposes
some constraints on the buffer topology; sequencing IRIW+addrs four times using different thread
permutations [51, Section 13] requires “switching buffer topologies” during the execution and
therefore is allowed in POP but not Flowing. The following section gives the detailed definition of
the POP model, since some later definitions and proofs are based on it, but for simplicity omits
the defintions of load/store exclusive instructions (whose POP definition the rest of the thesis
does not require).
3.4 POP full definition
Some details of POP have changed since the original publications on POP [51, 52] and the
following presents the updated definition, in order to better align with the definition of the
simplified operational concurrency model for the multicopy atomic ARMv8 architecture based
on POP, in Chapter 6.1 The definitions given here are the prose description of the rules of the
1Hence, much of the informal and formal description of the POP model here is based on that for the simplified model
presented in Pulte et al. [104] and the POP definition given by Flur et al. [51, 52].
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formal model that is written in the Lem specification language and integrated into rmem. The
model description is written to closely follow the Lem definitions but sometimes, for the sake of
readability, abstracts from specifics of the code, especially in places where the complexity in the
formal model is only necessary for executability.
There are a few points to note concerning the version of POP as presented here: First, a
difference from the definition given by Flur et al. [51] is in the thread subsystem transition types
and terminology for load and store instructions, partly due to the handling of memory accesses of
mixed sizes:
• Loads. Once a load’s memory footprint is provisionally known, the load is said to be initiated,
and the transition in which the footprint becomes known (before the load can be issued to
the storage subsystem or satisfied by forwarding) is called load initiation. In the original
POP definition there was no specific terminology for this.
The read request of a misaligned load is split into several byte-sized read requests that are
satisfied individually. Once all are satisfied the values are combined. In the earlier versions
of POP, combining these values took place in the transition for satisfying the last of these
read requests; in the version as presented here, there is a dedicated complete load transition
for this.
Previously loads were said to commit after all reads were satisfied and once certain conditions
were met; the new terminology is that the load finishes after it completes and satisfies these
conditions.
• Stores. Similarly to the case of loads, the transition in which a store’s address becomes
provisionally known is called store initiation, and the store is said to be initiated after that.
Analogously to the case of loads, the write request of a misaligned store is split into several
write events. In the earlier version of POP, committing the store placed all of the store’s writes
into the storage subsystem at once. In the version as presented here, store commitment is a
purely thread-local action, that only checks the thread subsystem’s conditions under which
the store is known to happen; after this point, the writes belonging to the store can start
propagating into the storage subsystem in individual propagate write transitions.
Once all writes of a store are propagated to memory (in this new version of POP) the store
can complete, and subsequently finish.
Also note that compared with [51] there are minor differences in whether certain predicates
check for instructions being finished as opposed to being committed.
Second, since none of the following chapters refer to details in the definitions of load/store
exclusive instructions this description omits these for simplicity. Third and last, POP was parame-
terised in a choice of whether to allow “write subsumption” — whether a write can propagate
into memory before program-order-earlier overlapping writes have been propagated. Since the
multicopy atomic ARMv8 architecture forbids this (see Chapter 6) this definition only describes
the case where write subsumption is forbidden, for simplicity.
Model states A model POP state consists of the storage state and a tuple of thread model states.
The storage subsystem state comprises a set of events seen by the storage subsystem, a partial
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order on the events, and, per thread, the set of events propagated to this thread, together with
some additional information needed for the atomicity guarantees given by load/store exclusives
(omitted here). As in the PLDI11 model, each thread model state consists principally of a tree of
instruction instances; each instruction instance state includes a pseudocode execution state of the
outcome type. An instruction instance state also includes information, detailed below, about the
instruction instance’s memory and register footprints, its register and memory reads and writes,
whether it is finished, etc.
Model transitions For any state, the model defines the set of allowed transitions, each of which
is a single atomic step to a new abstract machine state. The possible transitions in any state are
the transitions initiated by the thread subsystem and those initiated by the storage subsystem;
some transitions, such as the transition in which the storage subsystem responds to a thread’s read
request require the thread subsystem and the storage subsystem to synchronise. The interface is
defined in terms of memory events: requests to read or write memory and to commit a barrier that
are passed from the threads to the storage subsystem. Each thread transition arises from the next
step of a single instruction instance; it will change the state of that instance, and it may depend
on or change the rest of its thread state and/or synchronise with a storage subsystem state, but
it will not change other thread states, and mostly not change other instruction instance states.
Instructions cannot be treated as atomic units: complete execution of a single instruction instance
may involve many transitions, which can be interleaved with those of other instances in the same
or other threads, and some of this is programmer-visible. In some cases, one instruction’s actions
can cause its restart, or the restart of program-order-subsequent instructions: in order to avoid
coherence violations due to memory instructions to overlapping footprints that were executed out
of order.
The transitions are introduced below and defined in Section 3.4.6, with a precondition and a
post-transition model state for each.
Thread transitions of all instructions
• Fetch instruction: This transition represents a fetch and decode of a new instruction
instance, as a program-order successor of a previously fetched instruction instance, or at
the initial fetch address for a thread.
• Register read: This is a read of a register value from the most recent program-order
predecessor instruction instances that write to that register.
• Register write: This records a register write in the instruction instance state to make it
available for other instruction instances to read.
• Pseudocode internal step: This covers Sail internal computation, function calls, etc.
• Finish instruction: At this point the instruction pseudocode is done, the instruction
cannot be restarted or discarded, and all memory effects have taken place. For a condition-
al/computed branch, any non-taken po-successor branches are discarded.
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Thread transitions of load instructions
• Initiate memory reads of load instruction: At this point the memory footprint of the
load is provisionally known and its individual reads can start being satisfied.
• Satisfy memory read by forwarding from writes: This partially or entirely satisfies a
single read by forwarding from its po-previous writes.
• Issue read request to the storage subsystem: This sends a read request for the
unsatisfied read slices to memory.
• Satisfy memory read from memory: This satisfies the unsatisfied slices by a read response
sent by the storage subsystem.
• Complete load instruction: At this point all reads of the load have been entirely satisfied
and the instruction pseudocode can continue execution. A load instruction can be subject
to being restarted until the Finish instruction transition. In some cases it is possible
to tell that a load instruction will not be restarted or discarded before that, e.g. when
all the instructions po-before the load instruction are finished. The Restart condition
over-approximates the set of instructions that might be restarted.
Thread transitions of store instructions
• Initiate memory writes of store instruction: At this point the memory footprint of
the store is provisionally known.
• Instantiate memory write values of store instruction: At this point the writes have
their values and program-order-subsequent reads can be satisfied by forwarding from them.
• Commit store instruction: At this point the store is guaranteed to happen (it cannot be
restarted or discarded), and the writes can start being propagated to memory.
• Propagate memory write to storage: This sends a write request for a single write to
the storage subsystem.
• Complete store instruction: At the point when for all writes a request has been sent to
memory, the store can complete and the instruction pseudocode can continue execution.
Thread transitions of barrier instructions
• Commit barrier: This commits a barrier, and, for barriers other than dmbld and isb,
sends a barrier request event to the storage subsystem.
Storage subsystem transitions
• Accept request: This accepts a new request from a thread subsystem to the storage
subsystem.
• Propagate request to another thread: This propagates an event to a new thread.
• Partially or entirely satisfy read request: This partially or entirely satisfies a read
request and sends a reply to the read request’s threads.
Thread/storage subsystem interface The thread and storage subsystem synchronise on the
following transitions [51, Section 7]:
• a write request can be sent to the storage subsystem from a thread with a Propagate
memory write to storage transition synchronising with a storage subsystem Accept
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request transition;
• a thread can send a (memory) barrier request to the storage subsystem with a Commit
barrier transition synchronising with a storage subsystem Accept request transition;
• a thread can send a read request to the storage subsystem with a Issue read request
to the storage subsystem transition synchronising with a storage subsystem Accept
request transition; and
• the storage subsystem can send a read response to a thread with a storage subsystem
Partially or entirely satisfy read request transition synchronising with a thread
Satisfy memory read from memory transition.
3.4.1 POP examples
To give an intuition for the behaviour of POP, the following will revisit the examples previously
shown for Flowing and describe how they behave in POP. For the purpose of these examples,
assume that for every memory location in the program there exists an initial write of value 0
in memory, propagated to all threads. This matters only for the discussion of these example
programs, since the rules and the later proofs do not consider such initial writes.
Thread 0
a: W x=54
b: W y=1
po
Thread 1
c: R y=1
d: R x=0
porf
rf
fr
Simple first example Consider again the previously shown MP test. This execution is allowed
in POP as follows: (This omits details on the thread steps, which are exactly as previously shown
for Flowing for the same example.)
1. In the initial state, the writes iwx and iwy are in memory and propagated to all threads,
providing initial 0 values for the locations x and y .
2. When propagating a into memory, POP relates it with iwx , since iwx is propagated to
Thread 0, and the re-order condition does not hold between the events, as they overlap.
Similarly, after propagating b, POP relates it with iwy ; but b is not related with a, as they
are to different addresses and the re-order condition holds. The diagram in Figure 3.10a
shows Order as a graph and indicates the propagation sets as a superscript.
3. When Thread 1 now issues c, it is Order related with iwy ; when Thread 1 also issues d, it is
related to iwx , but not c (Figure 3.10b).
4. The write b can propagate to Thread 1 even though a is not propagated there yet: since
they are Order unrelated they can propagate independently. Propagating b adds an edge
from b to c: c is propagated to Thread 1 but not b’s thread, Thread 0, and the re-order
condition does not hold.
5. The read c can propagate to Thread 0, adding no new edges (Figure 3.10c).
6. c can now read from b, satisfying the load and removing c from the storage subsystem
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(Figure 3.10d).
7. Now d can propagate to Thread 0, adding an edge from d to a, since a is propagated to
Thread 0 but not d ’s thread, Thread 1, yet. Then d can satisfy from the initial write iwx .
8. Finally, a propagates to Thread 1, completing the execution.
This execution corresponds to the first execution shown for Flowing for the same example.
Corresponding to the second execution shown for Flowing, it is also possible to allow the behaviour
by — after the third step — propagating the read d to Thread 0 and making it read from the initial
write iwx , before propagating a and b to Thread 1, propagating c to Thread 0, and satisfying c
from b. Just like in Flowing, the behaviour can also be allowed purely in the thread subsystem,
not shown here.
iw01x iw
01
y
a0
b0
(a)
iw01x iw
01
y
a0
b0
c1
d1
(b)
iw01x iw
01
y
a0
b01
c01
d1
(c)
iw01x iw
01
y
a0
b01
d1
(d)
Figure 3.10
Non-multicopy-atomic storage subsystem Now consider the previous IRIW+addrs example. In
POP, this execution is allowed as follows:
1. When propagating a into memory, POP relates it with iwx , since iwx is propagated to
Thread 0, and the re-order condition does not hold between the events, since they overlap.
Similarly, after propagating d, POP relates it with iwy (Figure 3.11a).
2. The write a can propagate to Thread 1, and d to Thread 3 (not adding new edges).
3. If Thread 1 now issues the read request b, it is Order related after a, since they overlap;
similarly for e: see Figure 3.11b (omitting transitive edges).
4. b and e can now propagate to Threads 0 and 2 and read from a and d, respectively —
deleting them from the storage subsystem, and allowing c and f to resolve the address
dependency and initiate (Figure 3.11c).
5. When c and f now issue, they are only ordered with the initial writes, since the re-order
condition holds for c and a and for f and d (Figure 3.11d).
6. Now c and f can propagate to all other threads and read from the initial writes iwy and
iwx , respectively, leading to the outcome shown in Figure 3.5.
Thread subsystem restarts and thread-internal forwarding For Flowing we considered two
other tests, the test of Figure 3.7 illustrating thread subsystem restarts, and the PPOCA test
of Figure 3.8 that shows thread-internal forwarding. Flowing and POP use the same thread
subsystem. Hence, in the two tests, the example executions shown for Flowing are the same
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iw0123x iw
0123
y
a0 d2
(a)
iw0123x iw
0123
y
a01 d23
b1 e3
(b)
iw0123x iw
0123
y
a01 d23
(c)
iw0123x iw
0123
y
a01 d23
c1 f3
(d)
Figure 3.11
in POP — except for irrelevant storage subsystem differences. Hence, for a description of the
behaviour for those examples see Section 3.3.3.
3.4.2 Intra-instruction pseudocode execution
To link the model transitions introduced above to the execution of the instructions, POP uses the
outcome type defined in Chapter 2 as an interface between Sail and the rest of the concurrency
model. The requests occurring in POP, without load/store exclusives, are:
Read_mem (read_kind, address, size, read_continuation) Read request
Write_ea (write_kind, address, size, next_state) Write effective address
Write_memv (memory_value, write_continuation) Write value
Barrier (barrier_kind, next_state) Barrier
Read_reg (reg_name, read_continuation) Register read request
Write_reg (reg_name, register_value, next_state) Write register
Internal (next_state) Pseudocode internal step
Done ( ) End of pseudocode
The hand-written Sail code for the ARMv8 instructions covered by this model ensures that
each instruction has at most one memory read, memory write, or barrier step, by rewriting the
pseudocode to coalesce multiple reads or writes, which are then split apart into the architecturally
atomic units by the thread semantics; this gives a single commit point for all memory writes of an
instruction. Each bit of a register read should be satisfied from a register write by the most recent
(in program order) instruction instance that can write that bit, or from the thread’s initial register
state if there is no such. That instance may not have executed its register write yet, in which case
the register read should block. As discussed in Chapter 2 the semantics has to know therefore
the register write footprint of each instruction instance, which it calculates when the instruction
instance is created. The pseudocode is adapted so that each instruction does exactly one register
write to each bit of its register output footprint, and also so that instructions do not do register
reads from their own register writes. In some cases, but not in the fragment of ARM covered by
this model at present, register write footprints need to be dynamically recalculated, when the
actual footprint only becomes known during pseudocode execution.
Data-flow dependencies in the model emerge from the fact that a register read has to wait for
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the appropriate register write to be executed (as described above). In order for this not to create
unintentional strength the pseudocode is adapted to ensure a sequencing of commands that gives
the maximally liberal order.
Consider for instance, the example of a store instruction that, in addition to doing a memory
write, writes the computed address of its memory access into a register (address write-back).
Transcribing the pseudocode description in the architecture documentation naively into Sail one
might arrive at the following high-level steps for such a store instruction:
1. read the address register,
2. compute the address,
3. announce the address,
4. read the data register,
5. compute the data,
6. do the write,
7. do the address write-back.
If, however, there is a program-order-succeeding instruction that reads the store instruction’s
write-back register, that instruction will only be able to access this register and resolve its data
dependency when the preceding store has done its write, creating a dependency that is unwanted
for Power and ARM. Thus, special care has to be taken in the ordering of the intra-instruction
Sail actions in order not to create such dependencies, instead typically choosing the maximally
liberal ordering. In this example of the store with address write-back this would mean ordering
the register write-back to happen as early as the address is available:
1. read the address register,
2. compute the address,
3. do the address write-back,
4. announce the address,
5. read the data register,
6. compute the data,
7. do the write.
Additionally, the model needs to know when a register read value can no longer change (i.e. due
to instruction restarts). This is approximated by recording, for each register write, the set of
register and memory reads the instruction instance has performed at the point of executing the
write. This information is then used as follows to determine whether a register read value is final:
if the instruction instance that performed the register write from which the register reads from
is finished, the value is final; otherwise check that the recorded reads for the register write do
not include memory reads, and continue recursively with the recorded register reads. For the
instructions covered by the model this approximation is exact. POP is integrated with both the
Sail interpreter and the shallow embedding from Chapter 2.
3.4.3 Instruction instance states
Each instruction instance i has a state comprising:
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• program_loc, the memory address from which the instruction was fetched;
• instruction_kind, identifying whether this is a load, store, or barrier instruction, each with
the associated kind; or a conditional/computed branch; or a ‘simple’ instruction.
• regs_in, the set of input registers/register slices, as statically determined;
• regs_out, the output registers/register slices as statically determined;
• pseudocode_state (or sometimes just ‘state’ for short), one of
– Plain (next_state), ready to make a pseudocode transition;
– Pending_mem_reads (read_cont), performing the memory read(s) of a load; or
– Pending_mem_writes (write_cont), performing the memory write(s) of a store;
• reg_reads, the accumulated register reads, including their sources and values, of this in-
stance’s execution so far;
• reg_writes, the accumulated register writes, including dependency information to identify
the register reads and memory reads (by this instruction) that might have affected each;
• mem_reads, a set of memory read requests. Each request includes a memory footprint (an
address and size) and, if the request has already been satisfied, the set of write slices (each
consisting of a write and a set of its byte indices) that satisfied it.
• mem_writes, a set of memory write requests. Each request includes a memory footprint
and, when available, the memory value to be written. In addition, each write has a flag that
indicates whether the write has been propagated (passed to the memory) or not.
• information recording whether the instance is committed, finished, etc.
Read requests include their read kind and their memory footprint (their address and size), the
as-yet-unsatisfied slices (the byte indices that have not been satisfied), and, for the satisfied slices,
information about the write(s) that they were satisfied from. Write requests include their write
kind, their memory footprint, and their value.
When the text refers to a write or read request without mentioning the kind of request this
means the request can be of any kind. A load instruction which has initiated (so its read request
list mem_reads is not empty) and for which all its read requests are satisfied (i.e. there are no
unsatisfied slices) is said to be entirely satisfied.
3.4.4 Thread states
The model state of a single hardware thread comprises:
• thread_id, a unique identifier of the thread;
• register_data, the name, bit width, and start bit index for each register;
• initial_register_state, the initial register value for each register;
• initial_fetch_address, the initial fetch address for this thread;
• instruction_tree, a tree or list of the instruction instances that have been fetched (and not
discarded), in program order; and
• read_issuing_order, a list of read requests recording the order in which the requests were
issued to the storage subsystem.
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3.4.5 Storage subsystem state
The storage subsystem state comprises:
• Threads, the set of thread IDs that exist in the system;
• Events, the set of requests (memory read/write requests and barrier requests) that have
been seen by the subsystem;
• Order, the set of pairs of requests from Events. The pair (rold, rnew) indicates that rold is
before rnew (rold and rnew might be to different addresses and might even be of different
kinds); and
• EProp, a map from thread identifiers to subsets of Events, associating with each thread the
set of requests that have propagated to it.
3.4.6 Model transitions
Fetch instruction A possible program-order successor of instruction instance i can be fetched
from address loc if:
1. it has not already been fetched, i.e., none of the immediate successors of i in the thread’s
instruction_tree are from loc;
2. loc is a possible next fetch address for i:
2.1. for a non-branch non-jump instruction, the successor address i.program_loc+ 4;
2.2. for an instruction that has performed a write to the program counter register _PC, the
value that was written;
2.3. for a conditional branch, either the successor address or the branch target address
(in AArch64, all conditional branch instructions have statically determined target
addresses); or
2.4. for a jump to an address which is not yet determined, any address (which in the
executable rmem tool is approximated); and
3. there is a decodable instruction in program memory at loc.
Note that this allows speculation past conditional branches and calculated jumps.
Action: Construct a freshly initialised instruction instance i′ for the instruction in program
memory at loc, including the static footprint information such as its instruction_kind, regs_in, and
regs_out, and add i′ to the thread’s instruction_tree as a successor of i.
This involves only the thread, not the storage subsystem, as the model assumes a fixed program
and does not model fetches with memory reads — the model does not handle self-modifying
code.
Initiate memory reads of load instruction An instruction instance i with next state Read_mem
(read_kind, address, size, read_cont) can initiate the corresponding memory reads.
Action:
1. Construct the appropriate read requests rrs:
• if address is aligned to size then rrs is a single read request of size bytes from address;
• otherwise, rrs is a set of size read requests, each of one byte, from the addresses address
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. . . address+ size− 1.
2. set i.mem_reads to rrs; and
3. update the state of i to Pending_mem_reads (read_cont).
Satisfy memory read by forwarding from writes For a load instruction instance i in state
Pending_mem_reads (read_cont), and a read request r in i.mem_reads that has unsatisfied slices
and that has not been sent to memory yet, the read request can be partially or entirely satisfied
by forwarding from unpropagated writes by store instruction instances that are po-before i, if the
read-request-condition predicate holds. This is if:
1. all po-previous dmbsy and isb instructions are finished;
2. all po-previous dmbld instructions are finished;
3. if i is a load acquire, all po-previous store releases are finished; and
4. all non-finished po-previous load acquire instructions are entirely satisfied.
Let wss be the set of unpropagated write slices from store instruction instances po-before i
that have already calculated the value to be written, that overlap with the unsatisfied slices of
r, and which are not superseded by intervening writes (with known address) or writes that are
read from by intervening loads. That last condition requires, for each write slice ws in wss from
instruction i′:
• that there is no store instruction po-between i and i′ with a write overlapping ws, and
• that there is no load instruction po-between i and i′ that was satisfied from an overlapping
write slice from a different thread.
Action:
1. update r to indicate that it was satisfied by wss; and
2. restart any speculative instructions which have violated coherence as a result of this: for
every non-finished instruction i′ that is a po-successor of i, and every read request r ′ of i′
that was issued before r and satisfied from wss′, if there exists a write slice ws′ in wss′, and
an overlapping write slice from a different write in wss, and ws′ is not from an instruction
that is a po-successor of i, restart i′ and its data-flow dependents (including po-successors
of load acquire instructions).
Issue read request to the storage subsystem For a load instruction instance i in pseudocode
state Pending_mem_reads (read_cont), and a read request r in i.mem_reads that has not been
issued to the storage subsystem yet, and that either has unsatisfied slices or is from a load acquire,
the read request can be issued to the storage subsystem if the read-request-condition predicate
holds. This is if (as above):
1. all po-previous dmbsy and isb instructions are finished;
2. all po-previous dmbld instructions are finished;
3. if i is a load acquire, all po-previous store releases are finished; and
4. all non-finished po-previous load acquire instructions are entirely satisfied.
Action:
1. send a read-request to the storage subsystem;
2. update r to record it as issued to memory;
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3. update read_issuing_order to note that the read was issued to the storage subsystem.
Note that this allows issuing read requests for entirely satisfied load acquires. The model issues
this “empty read” token into memory to preserve the acquire ordering guarantees.
Satisfy memory read from memory A load instruction instance i in state Pending_mem_reads
(read_cont) can always receive a response for a read request r from the storage subsystem. Action:
let wss be the write slices from memory covering the unsatisfied slices of r.
1. if there exists a po-previous load instruction that has a read request r ′ that was issued
after r (issued out of order) and there exists a write slice ws′ in the set of write slices that
satisfied r ′ and a write slice ws in wss such that ws and ws′ overlap, are from different writes,
and ws is from a write that is not program-order-before i, then: restart i and its data flow
dependents; else
2. update r to indicate that it was satisfied by wss; and
3. restart any speculative instructions which have violated coherence as a result of this: for
every non-finished instruction i′ that is a po-successor of i, and every read request r ′ of i′
that was issued before r and satisfied from wss′, if there exists a write slice ws′ in wss′, and
an overlapping write slice from a different write in wss, and ws′ is not from an instruction
that is a po-successor of i, restart i′ and its data-flow dependents (including po-successors
of load acquire instructions).
Note that Satisfy memory read by forwarding from writes might leave some slices of the
read request unsatisfied. Satisfy memory read from memory, on the other hand, will always
satisfy all unsatisfied slices of the read request.
Complete load instruction (when all its reads are entirely satisfied) A load instruction
instance i in state Pending_mem_reads (read_cont) can be completed (not to be confused with
finished) if:
• all the read requests i.mem_reads are entirely satisfied (i.e., there are no unsatisfied slices),
and
• if i is a load acquire, then i has issued a read request to the storage subsystem.
Action: update the state of i to Plain (read_cont memory_value), where memory_value is assem-
bled from all the write slices that satisfied i.mem_reads.
Note that the reason for the second condition is the load acquire token that is issued into
memory also for entirely satisfied loads.
Initiate memory writes of store instruction, with their footprints An instruction instance
i with next state Write_ea (write_kind, address, size, next_state′) can announce its pending write
footprint.
Action:
1. construct the appropriate write requests:
• if address is aligned to size then ws is a single write request of size bytes to address;
• otherwise ws is a set of size write requests, each of one byte size, to the addresses
address . . .address+ size− 1.
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2. set i.mem_writes to ws; and
3. update the state of i to Plain (next_state′).
Note that at this point the write requests do not yet have their values. This state allows non-
overlapping po-following writes to propagate.
Instantiate memory write values of store instruction An instruction instance i with next state
Write_memv (memory_value,write_cont) can instantiate the corresponding memory writes.
Action:
1. split memory_value between the write requests i.mem_writes; and
2. update the state of i to Pending_mem_writes (write_cont).
Commit store instruction For an uncommitted store instruction i in state Pending_mem_writes
(write_cont), i can commit if:
1. i has fully determined data (i.e., the register reads cannot change, see Section 3.4.7);
2. all po-previous conditional/computed branch instructions are finished;
3. all po-previous dmbsy and isb instructions are finished;
4. all po-previous dmbld instructions are finished;
5. all po-previous load acquire instructions are finished;
6. all po-previous store instructions have initiated and so have non-empty mem_writes;
if i is a store release, all po-previous memory access instructions are finished;
7. all po-previous dmbst instructions are finished;
8. all po-previous memory access instructions have a fully determined memory footprint; and
9. all po-previous load instructions have initiated and so have non-empty mem_reads.
Action: record i as committed.
Propagate memory write to storage For an instruction i in pseudocode state Pending_mem_
writes (write_cont), and an unpropagated write w in i.mem_writes, w can be propagated if:
1. i is committed;
2. all memory writes of po-previous store instructions that overlap w are propagated;2
3. all read requests of po-previous load instructions that overlap w have been issued or the
load is entirely satisfied, and the load instruction is non-restartable (see Section 3.4.7); and
4. all read requests that have read from w by forwarding and that are either not satisfied yet
or are from a load acquire have issued the request.
Action:
1. restart any speculative instructions which have violated coherence as a result of this, i.e., for
every non-finished instruction i′ po-after i and every read request r ′ of i′ such that either:
• r ′ was satisfied from wss′ and there exists a write slice ws′ in wss′ that overlaps with
w and is not from w, and ws′ is not from a po-successor of i, or
• r ′ overlaps w and has been issued but not satisfied yet,
restart i′ and its data-flow dependents (including po-successors of load acquire instructions);
2. send a write request to the storage subsystem; and
2This condition is needed for the model as presented here to forbid write subsumption, as discussed earlier.
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3. record w as propagated.
Complete store instruction (when its writes are all propagated) A store instruction i in pseu-
docode state Pending_mem_writes (write_cont), for which all the memory writes in i.mem_writes
have been propagated can be completed.
Action: update the state of i to Plain(write_cont true).
Commit barrier A barrier instruction i in pseudocode state Plain (next_state) where next_state
is Barrier(barrier_kind, next_state′) can be committed if:
1. all po-previous conditional/computed branch instructions are finished;
2. if i is a dmbld instruction, all po-previous load instructions are finished;
3. if i is a dmbst instruction, all po-previous store instructions are finished;
4. all po-previous barriers (of any kind) are finished;
5. if i is an isb instruction, all po-previous memory access instructions have fully determined
memory footprints; and
6. if i is a dmbsy instruction, all po-previous memory access instructions and barriers are
finished.
Action:
1. if i is not a dmbld or isb, send a barrier request to the storage subsystem; and
2. update the state of i to Plain (next_state′).
Register read An instruction instance i with next state Read_reg (reg_name, read_cont) can do
a register read if every instruction instance that it needs to read from has already performed the
expected register write.
Let read_sources include, for each bit of reg_name, the write to that bit by the most recent (in
program order) instruction instance that can write to that bit, if any. If there is no such instruction,
the source is the initial register value from initial_register_state. Let register_value be the assembled
value from read_sources.
Action:
1. add reg_name to i.reg_reads with read_sources and register_value; and
2. update the state of i to Plain (read_cont register_value).
Register write An instruction instance i with next state
Write_reg (reg_name, register_value, next_state′) can do the register write.
Action:
1. add reg_name to i.reg_writes with write_deps and register_value; and
2. update the state of i to Plain (next_state′).
where write_deps is the set of all read_sources from i.reg_reads and a flag that is set to true if i is
a load instruction that has already been entirely satisfied.
Pseudocode internal step An instruction instance i with next state Internal(next_state′) can do
that pseudocode-internal step.
Action: update the state of i to Plain (next_state′).
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Finish instruction A non-finished instruction i with next state Done ( ) can be finished if:
1. if i is a load instruction:
1.1. all po-previous dmbsy and isb instructions are finished;
1.2. all po-previous dmbld instructions are finished;
1.3. all po-previous load acquire instructions are finished;
1.4. it is guaranteed that the values read by the read requests of i will not cause coherence
violations, i.e., for any po-previous instruction instance i′, let cfp be the combined
footprint of propagated writes from store instructions po-between i and i′ and fixed
writes that were forwarded to i from store instructions po-between i and i′ including
i′, and let cfp be the complement of cfp in the memory footprint of i. If cfp is not
empty:
1.4.1. i′ has a fully determined memory footprint;
1.4.2. i′ has no unpropagated memory write that overlaps with cfp; and
1.4.3. If i′ is a load with a memory footprint that overlaps with cfp, then all the read
requests of i′ that overlap with cfp are satisfied or issued in order and i′ cannot
be restarted (see Section 3.4.7).
Here a memory write is called fixed if it is the write of an instruction that has fully
determined data.
1.5. if i is a load acquire, all po-previous store release instructions are finished;
2. i has fully determined data; and
3. all po-previous conditional/computed branches are finished.
Action:
1. if i is a branch instruction, discard any untaken path of execution, i.e., remove any (non-
finished) instructions that are not reachable by the branch taken in instruction_tree; and
2. record the instruction as finished, i.e., set finished to true.
3.4.7 Auxiliary definitions
Fully determined Informally, an instruction is said to have fully determined footprint if the
memory reads feeding into its footprint are finished. A register write rw, of instruction i, with
the associated write_deps from i.reg_writes is said to be fully determined if one of the following
conditions holds:
1. i is finished; or
2. the load flag in write_deps is false and every register write in write_deps is fully determined.
An instruction i is said to have fully determined data if all the register writes of read_sources
in i.reg_reads are fully determined. An instruction i is said to have a fully determined memory
footprint if i has done enough instruction steps to compute its footprint and all the register writes
of read_sources in i.reg_reads that are associated with registers that feed into i’s memory access
footprint are fully determined.
Restart condition To determine if instruction i might be restarted the following recursive
condition is used: i is a non-finished instruction and at least one of the following holds,
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1. there exists an unpropagated write w such that applying the action of the Propagate
memory write to storage transition to w will result in the restart of i;
2. there exists a non-finished load instruction l such that applying the action of the Satisfy
memory read from memory transition to l will result in the restart of i (even if l is already
entirely satisfied);
3. i has an outstanding read request r that has not been satisfied yet, and there exists a
program-order-earlier load instruction i′ that has an outstanding read request overlapping
r (maybe already satisfied) issued after i; or
4. there exists a non-finished instruction i′ that might be restarted and i is in its data-flow
dependents (including po-successors of load acquire instructions).
3.4.8 Storage Subsystem Transitions
First define the re-order condition that is used in the definition of the transitions.
Re-order condition Two requests rnew and rold are said to meet the re-order condition if all of
the following hold:
1. neither rnew nor rold is a dmbsy;
2. rnew is not a write release;
3. rold is not an unsatisfied read acquire;
4. if rnew is a read acquire and rold is a write release, rnew and rold originated from different
threads;
5. if rnew is a read acquire and rold is a write release, then none of the slices the read acquire
has read from and that overlap rold are from the same thread as rold;
6. if both rnew and rold are memory access requests, then they have a non-overlapping footprint,
where the footprint is defined as the write footprint in the case of write requests and the
unsatisfied slices in the case of read requests;
7. if rnew is a write request and rold is a read request, then rold has not been partially satisfied
by rnew;
8. if rnew is a dmbst then rold is not a write from the same thread; and
9. if rold is a dmbst then rnew is not a write.
Accept request A request rnew from thread rnew.tid can be accepted if:
1. rnew has not been accepted before, so rnew is not in Events; and
2. rnew.tid is in thread_ids.
Action:
1. add rnew to Events;
2. add rnew to EProp(rnew.tid); and
3. update Order to note that rnew is after every request rold that has propagated to thread
rnew.tid where rnew and rold do not meet the Flowing re-order condition (see Re-order
condition).
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Propagate request to another thread The storage subsystem can propagate request r (by
thread tid) to another thread tid′ if:
1. r has been seen before (r is in Events);
2. r has not yet been propagated to thread tid′; and
3. every request that is before r in Order has already been propagated to thread tid′.
Action:
1. add r to EProp(tid′); and
2. update Order to note that r is before every request rnew that has propagated to thread tid′
but not to thread tid, where rnew and r do not meet the Flowing re-order condition (see
Re-order condition) and are not already ordered.
Partially or entirely satisfy read request The storage subsystem can partially or entirely satisfy
a read request rread from thread rread.tid by a write request rwrite and send a read response if:
1. rwrite overlaps with the unsatisfied slices of rread;
2. rwrite and rread have been propagated to (exactly) the same threads;
3. rwrite is fully-propagated if and only if rread is fully-propagated (see Fully propagated);
4. if rread is a read acquire and rwrite is a write release then rwrite must be fully-propagated;
5. rwrite is Order-before rread; and
6. any request e that is Order-between rwrite and rread where there exists a thread that both e
and rread have been propagated to, is fully-propagated and does not overlap the unsatisfied
slices of rread.
Action:
1. update rread to record the remaining unsatisfied slices and the write slices read from rwrite,
reading the maximal overlapping slices;
2. if rread is now entirely satisfied send thread rread.tid a read response for rread containing the
write slices rread has read from (including the slices from rwrite);
3. if rread is entirely satisfied and not an acquire read remove rread; else unless rread is fully-
propagated, switch the positions of rread and rwrite in Order; and
4. remove from Order pairs that satisfy the Flowing re-order condition, and apply transitive
closure to the result.
3.4.9 Auxiliary Definitions for Storage Subsystem
Fully propagated Request r is said to be fully-propagated if it has been propagated to all
threads and so has every request that is Order-before it.
Removing read request When a read request is removed from the storage subsystem due to
restart or discard of the instruction that generated the read request in the thread subsystem
Order is updated in the following way: Order is restricted to exclude the read request; it is then
restricted to only those (ordered) pairs of events that cannot be re-ordered according to the
re-order condition; then Order is transitively closed.
Chapter 4
NOP: Abstracting from POP
This chapter describes work on a more abstract storage subsystem model for the non-MCA ARMv8
architecture that abstracts from the explicit event propagation in POP. The model is formalised in
Lem. The following illustrates the idea underlying NOP, gives the detailed prose definitions of
NOP, a hand proof that NOP allows all behaviours allowed by POP, and experimental POP/NOP
equivalence results and performance data.
Flowing and POP explain the architecturally allowed behaviour of non-MCA ARMv8 in terms of
the interleaving of thread and storage subsystem transitions. The thread subsystem executes the
instruction semantics out of order, handles register reads and writes, and, for loads, stores, and
barriers, sends requests to the storage subsystem; the storage subsystem handles the propagation
of these events between the threads and replies to the thread subsystem’s read requests. To
understand the legal behaviours of a concurrent program one has to think about the possible ways
in which the thread subsystem and the storage subsystem may interact, and while the thread
transitions are initiated by the actions of an instruction, the storage subsystem transitions for
propagating events and for replying to read requests are “spontaneous” from the point of view
of the executed code, in order to match the micro-architectural intuition described by the ARM
architects for the non-MCA architecture.
The goal of the NOP storage subsystem is to simplify the formalisation of the concurrency
model of the non-MCA ARMv8 architecture and eliminate some of this spontaneous storage
subsystem behaviour by removing the explicit propagation of events from POP. Removing the
event-propagate transitions means abstracting over the different ways in which event-propagate
transitions may be interleaved with each other and with the other transitions of the model. In
the resulting NOP model all transitions except the storage subsystem’s satisfy-read transition are
initiated by the thread subsystem. Eliminating explicit event propagation makes the model less
micro-architectural compared to Flowing and POP, but has two advantages. Firstly, the semantics
is expressed more directly in terms of instruction actions (less in terms of storage subsystem
behaviour). Secondly, the change has performance benefits: in the executable model’s exhaustive
search for Flowing and POP many of the different interleavings of certain model transitions with
event-propagate transitions lead to equivalent traces — traces which eventually converge in
the same state. Eliminating some of these equivalent traces improves the exhaustive search’s
complexity.
The NOP storage subsystem could thus have been a first step towards a programmer-friendlier
model for the non-MCA ARMv8 architecture that soundly abstracts from POP in a way that
expresses the semantics of non-MCA ARMv8 programs more directly in terms of the instruction
actions. Since ARM have shifted to a multicopy-atomic architecture, the model is looser than
the revised architecture intends, and the multicopy-atomicity allows for greater simplifications
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than NOP (or some more abstract model based on NOP) offers, and the Flat and Promising-ARM
models presented later both are simpler operational models for MCA ARMv8.
Abstracting from POP’s explicit event propagation does not mean NOP does away with the
concept of propagation (that is central in a non-multicopy-atomic concurrency model). Instead, the
propagation of events is determined by the accept-event and satisfy-read transitions. While NOP’s
accept-event transition is the same as POP’s, NOP shifts the work of managing the propagation
of events between threads to the satisfy-read transition: the satisfy-read transition for a read R
by a write W lazily applies the minimal set of event propagations necessary to allow R to read
from W , and makes R and W sufficiently Order-adjacent for R to be able to read from W in a
corresponding POP execution.
IRIW+addrs To illustrate this, consider, for instance, the previously discussed IRIW+addrs example.
Recall the previous POP execution allowing this behaviour, as follows:
Thread 0
a: W x=1
Thread 1
b: R x=1
c: R y=0
addr
Thread 2
d: W y=1
Thread 3
e: R y=1
f: R x=0
addr
rf rf
rf rf
fr
fr
Figure 4.1: IRIW+addrs
1. Initially the writes iwx and iwy are in memory.
2. When propagating a into memory, POP relates it with iwx .
3. When propagating d, POP relates d with iwy .
4. The write a can propagate to Thread 1, and d to Thread 3.
5. When Thread 1 issues b, it is Order-related after a; similarly for e.
6. The read b can now propagate to Thread 0 and read from a; similarly, e can propagate to
Thread 2 and read from d.
7. When c and f issue, they are only ordered with the initial writes, since the re-order condition
holds for c and a and for f and d.
8. The reads c and f propagate to all other threads and read from the initial writes iwy and
iwx , respectively.
In NOP the corresponding execution will be as follows:
1. Propagate a and d into memory.
2. Issue b. Issuing in NOP is the same as in POP. After issuing b, both a and b are in storage
but Order-unrelated, since a is not propagated to b’s thread yet.
3. Issue e. Then e and d are Order-unrelated (Figure 4.2a).
4. Now b can be satisfied from a. The transition computes the state after b read from a in a
two-step process:
4.1. NOP first computes (as an auxiliary step) a state roughly corresponding to a POP state
in which b could read from a. In such a POP state, a must be Order-before b and a
and b propagated to a common thread. So NOP constructs a state adding the edge
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Figure 4.2
a→ b to Order, and marking b, a, and all events Order-before them as propagated to
any thread b or a have already propagated to before (Figure 4.2b).
4.2. To this auxiliary state, NOP applies an action corresponding to the action of POP’s
satisfy-read transition (Figure 4.2c).
Satisfying b from a is only allowed in NOP, if the state reached after this transition
has an acyclic Order relation. Since in this case it does, the transition is enabled. Note
that the auxiliary intermediate step in the computation of the post-transition state
does not become exposed to the model.
5. In the same way, e can now read from d, resulting in the state shown in Figure 4.2d.
6. Now the addresses of c and f are resolved and they can issue (Figure 4.2e).
7. In the same way as previously, c can now read from the initial write to y, and f from the
initial write to x , allowing the test behaviour.
IRIW+dmbs In contrast to this, the behaviour of the following test, IRIW+dmbs, that replaces the
address dependencies with strong barriers, is forbidden. Let Bbc and Be f be the barriers between
b and c and between e and f , respectively. Now consider the following execution, for example:
1. As before, a and d propagate to memory, and b and e issue (Figure 4.4a).
2. Now b can read from a, and e can read from d, resulting in the state shown in Figure 4.4b
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Thread 0
a: W x=1
Thread 1
b: R x=1
c: R y=0
dmb
Thread 2
d: W y=1
Thread 3
e: R y=1
f: R x=0
dmb
rf rf
rf rf
fr
fr
Figure 4.3: IRIW+dmbs
3. Commit both barriers (Figure 4.4c).
4. And issue c and f (Figure 4.4d).
5. Now c is allowed to read from iwy . However, due to the barrier Bbc Order-between c and
iwy , the satisfy-read transition seen so far does not apply (the transition would lead to a
cyclic Order, not shown here). In POP, c can only read from iwy in the presence of this
barrier Bbc between c and iwy if Bbc and iwy are fully propagated, and if there is no other
same-address write Order-between c and iwy . NOP has a second satisfy-read transition,
corresponding to this case. The construction of the resulting state in this transition is as
follows:
Add the edge iwy → c, and make c and iwy Order-adjacent with respect to all same-address
writes: here d is to the same address as c and iwy ; in POP, if c is propagated to all threads
it must be ordered with d, and since c would not be able to read from iwy if d was Order-
between them, d must be ordered after c; therefore NOP adds the edge c → d. Finally,
mark c, iwy , and all events Order-before them as propagated to all threads, and record c as
satisfied.
The state is as shown in Figure 4.4e (omitting transitive edges).
6. The resulting state’s Order has the transitive edge a→ f . This edge will now prevent f from
reading from iwx and force it to read from a instead, forbidding the example behaviour.
Model caveats The NOP storage subsystem does not handle mixed-size accesses, or load/store
exclusive instructions, but the design should be able to accommodate both of these. NOP is proved
sound with respect to POP: any behaviour allowed by POP is allowed by NOP. On the suite of
non-mixed-size litmus tests, for the around 2200 that terminate in reasonable time POP and NOP
are experimentally equivalent (allow the same final states).
There is no proof of soundness of POP with respect to NOP. Showing that NOP allows all
behaviours allowed by POP is easier than the opposite. In order to show that all NOP behaviours
are allowed by POP with a simulation argument (as in the proof of soundness of NOP given here),
the proof would have to show how to construct a POP trace from any given NOP trace. This is
difficult since NOP eliminates the propagation transitions, and since the propagation information
in the NOP state is “less precise” than that of a POP state. Moreover, shortly after completing the
work on the NOP model and its soundness proof presented here ARM switched to the non-MCA
architecture.
As mentioned in the introduction, at the time of working on NOP, some details of the POP
storage subsystem were different, and so NOP is defined and proved sound with respect to this
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older version of POP. The remaining part of this chapter defines the version of POP that NOP
is based on (relative to current POP) and the NOP storage subsystem, and gives the proof of
soundness and the experimental performance results.
4.1 POP definition
At the time of working on NOP the definition of the POP storage subsystem was different from the
current one (as defined in Section 3.4) in its treatment of acquire loads. In the current definition
of POP, acquire loads are not removed from the storage subsystem state when they are satisfied,
instead leaving an “acquire token” in the storage subsystem: a read event with empty footprint
but that maintains the special acquire ordering properties. This is required to allow some events
to re-order with the satisfied load acquire while still providing the desired ordering properties.
The POP version that NOP is based on provides stronger guarantees by maintaining the full
ordering properties of any load after it is satisfied: ignoring the details concerned with mixed-size
memory accesses, when a read is satisfied by a write that is not fully-propagated, the read is
merged into the write; the updated write event has the ordering properties of the read and
the write; if the write is already fully-propagated at the point of the read-satisfaction the read
maintains its current position in Order. Moreover, originally POP merged the write and the read
in both these cases. For convenience the following assumes POP does not merge the write and
the read when the write is fully-propagated, which does not change the allowed behaviour but
facilitates relating POP and NOP states in the proof of soundness of NOP with respect to POP.
The merging of the read and write events has no additional strength in the case of a plain read.
When the read request and the write request have the same footprint, the write request already
has all the ordering strength of the plain read (and more, in the case of a release write). Only in
the case of a load acquire the read request creates additional ordering with respect to events from
the load’s thread, which the merging of the requests transfers to the write request that satisfied it.
This means this older version of POP is different with respect to the current one in the action of
the satisfy-read transition, and the satisfy-read condition is relaxed to allow a read r to read from a
write w also when there is a same-address read r ′ Order-between r and w if r ′ is fully-propagated
and satisfied. The older POP version differs from the current one also in the re-order condition,
which in the case of write events has to consider the read requests merged with the read requests.
In the older version of POP, unlike in the current one, dmbld barriers when committed enter
the storage subsystem and provide extra ordering there. Moreover, the thread subsystem of the
version of POP that NOP is based on follows [51] in forbidding thread-local forwarding to acquire
loads.
The changes, informally described above and formally defined in the following section, are
not essential to the way NOP abstracts from POP: while the concrete definition of NOP given
here assumes that the satisfaction of a read request by a write request in the storage subsystem
merges the read request and the write request, NOP’s formal definition (in Lem, in rmem) has
been adapted for current POP in a way that is experimentally equivalent for the non-mixed-size
test suite. Since, however, the proof relating NOP and POP given in the following is not updated
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to these changes, this chapter presents NOP defined with respect to this now out-of-date version
of POP.
Caveats: NOP does not handle load/store exclusives and does not handle mixed-size memory
accesses. Extending NOP to handle both these should not pose fundamental problems, but due
to time constraints and since ARMv8 has moved to the multicopy atomic architecture NOP has
not been extended/updated in this way. Since NOP does not handle mixed-size memory accesses
the POP definition given here also assumes memory accesses of the same size, for a simpler
presentation. Below are the differences of the old version of the POP storage subsystem to the
one presented earlier.
Satisfy-read transition Condition: The satisfy-read condition holds for a read request r and
write request w to the same address in state s if:
• r and w are propagated to the same threads,
• (w, r) in s.Order,
• if w is a release write and r is an acquire read then both are fully-propagated, and
• for all e with {(w, e), (e, r)} ∈ s.Order, if there is at least one thread that both e and r have
been propagated to, then e is fully-propagated, e is not a same-address write, and e is not
an unsatisfied same-address read.
Action: Let r be the read event and w the event for the write that r is being satisfied from. Let s
be the current storage subsystem state. Then update r with the correct read value and record it as
satisfied, update w to include r in the set of reads w satisfied and update the state with r and w.
And, if w is not fully-propagated delete r from the storage subsystem state’s Events and Order
and make w “inherit” r ’s edges:
Events=s.Events\{r}
EProp tid=s.EProp tid\{r}
Order=(s.Order  Events∪ {(e,w)|(e, r) ∈ s.Order, e 6= w, (w, e) /∈ s.Order})+
Re-order condition: Let e′ and e be events. The re-order condition reorder e′ e holds if all of
the following conditions hold:
• e′ is not a strong memory barrier;
• e is not a strong memory barrier;
• e′ is not a release write;
• if e is an acquire read, then e and e′ are from different threads;
• if e is a write, then none of the reads it has satisfied is an acquire read from the same thread
as e′;
• if e′ is an acquire read and e a release write, then they are from different threads;
• if e′ is a write and e is a release write, then none of the reads that e′ has satisfied is an
acquire read from the same thread as e;
• if e′ is a read or a write, then e is not a read or write to the same address;
• if e′ is a dmbld barrier, then e is not a read from the same thread as e′;
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• if e′ is a dmbld barrier and e is a write, then none of the reads e has satisfied is from the
same thread as e′;
• if e is a dmbld barrier, then e′ is not a read from the same thread as e;
• if e is a dmbld barrier and e′ is a write, then e and e′ are from different threads and none
of the reads e′ has satisfied is from the same thread as e;
• if e′ is a dmbst barrier and e a write, then e and e′ are from different threads; and
• if e is a dmbst barrier, then e′ is not a write.
4.2 NOP definition
As before, the definitions given here are prose descriptions closely following the formal Lem
model.
NOP’s state is the same as in POP:
Threads : set thread-id
Events : set flowing-event
Order : set (flowing-event× flowing-event)
EProp : thread-id 7→ set flowing-event
The Events, Order, and EProp fields are used in a similar way as in POP. Without explicit event
propagation the components Order and EProp are an under-approximation of those of a corre-
sponding POP state: they describe a lower bound on the order and event propagations necessary
in a POP trace that has the same sequence of accept-event and satisfy-read actions as the NOP
trace leading to this state. The following defines NOP’s initial state and transitions.
Initial state Initially, Threads contains the set of thread IDs, as determined by the input program.
Events and Order are empty, and EProp is the pointwise empty map.
Accept transition The accept transition is the same as in POP. A new event e can be always
accepted by a thread tid.
Action: When e is accepted it is inserted into Events and EProp and an edge (e′, e) is added for
any event e′ that is already in EProp tid, unless the re-order condition holds.
Events= s.Events∪ {e}
EProp tid= s.EProp tid∪ {e} (otherwise unchanged)
Order= (s.Order∪ {(e′, e)|e′ ∈ s.EProp tid,¬reorder e′ e})+
There are two types of read transition, rf-segment and rf-memory, with the same intuition as
the Flowing transitions: rf-segment is a transition that corresponds to a satisfy-read transition
in Flowing in which the read event reads from a write event adjacent to it on the same buffer;
rf-memory corresponds to a Flowing transition in which a read event reads in memory (rather
than on the buffer).
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While rf-segment requires that the read and the write can be made directly adjacent in Order,
rf-memory allows reading “across” other events, including barriers, if the read and the write (and
therefore the other events) are all propagated to all threads.
rf-segment This transition corresponds to a Flowing transition in which a read reads from a
write on the same buffer, or a POP transition in which a read reads from a write that is directly
Order-adjacent and where the write is not fully propagated yet. Condition (rf-segment-cand): The
transition rf-segment is enabled in state s for a write event w and read-event r, if:
• w and r are to the same address,
• (r,w) is not in Order,
• r has not been satisfied yet,
• r and w are not a read acquire and a write release, and
• s′.Order is acyclic, where s′ is the state NOP would reach after the transition.
Action (rf-segment-action): The action part of this transition consists of two steps:
1. All events e with (e,w) or (e, r) in s.Order are recorded as propagated to all threads that
w or r have been propagated to, w is propagated to all threads r is propagated to, r is
propagated to all threads w is propagated to; the edge (w, r) is added to Order.
Bwr = {e|(e,w) ∈ s.Order∨ (e, r) ∈ s.Order}
Twr = {tid|{w, r} ∩ s.EProp tid 6= ;}
EProp tid= s.EProp tid∪ {e|e ∈ Bwr ∪ {w, r}, tid ∈ Twr} (otherwise unchanged)
Order= (s.Order∪ {(w, r)})+
2. In the resulting state a similar action is applied as in POP after satisfying a read:
The read r is updated with its values and inserted into the read set of the write w, then
deleted from Events, EProp, and Order is updated to remove r and to add edges so that
w has all the incoming and outgoing edges of the write w and the read r together: add
edges (e,w) for all e with (e, r) ∈ s.Order (where e is not w) and edges (w, e) for all edges
(r, e) ∈ s.Order. The latter kind of edges are already included in Order since it is transitively
closed and includes the edge (w, r).
Br = {e|(e, r) ∈ Order} \ {w}
Events= Events \ {r}
EProp tid= EProp tid \ {r} (otherwise unchanged)
Order= ((Order  Events)∪ (Br × {w}))+
Note that this transition can only be done if there are no other events, such as barriers, in-between
r and w in Order: Assume {(w, b), (b, r)} ⊆ Order; then the state constructed by the rf-segment
transition would have a cyclic Order relation in the state reached after the transition since there
would be both an edge (w, b) and (b,w) in Order, the latter because of the edge (b, r).
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rf-memory This transition corresponds to the Flowing transition in which a read reads from
memory (rather than from a write on the same buffer), or a POP transition in which the write
is fully propagated and the read and write event are not necessarily Order-adjacent. Condition
(rf-memory-cand): An rf-memory transition is enabled in state s for a write event w and read event
r if:
• r and w are to the same address,
• (r,w) is not in s.Order,
• r has not been satisfied yet, and
• s′.Order is acyclic, where s′ is the state that NOP would reach after taking this transition.
Action (rf-memory-action): Add the following edges to Order:
• an edge (w, r) from the write to the read,
• edges (r, e) for all same-address writes e with (w, e) ∈ Order,
• edges (e,w) for all same-address writes e 6= w with (e, r) ∈ Order,
• edges (e,w) for all events e ∈ B,
• edges (r, e) for all events e ∈ A,
where A and B are a partition of writes as described below, and propagate all events Order-before
r including r and w to all threads and r is recorded as satisfied.
Order= (s.Order∪ {(w, r)}
∪ {(r, e)|(w, e) ∈ s.Order, is-write e,address e = address r}
∪ {(e,w)|(e, r) ∈ s.Order, is-write e,address e = address w,w 6= e}
∪ B × {w}
∪ {r} × A)+
EProp tid= s.EProp tid∪ {e|(e, r) ∈ Order} ∪ {r} (otherwise unchanged)
Here B (“order-before”) and A (“order-after”) are a non-deterministically chosen partition of all
other writes to the same address as w (all legal possibilities enumerated).
This enumeration of all order-before/order-after partitions is necessary in order to guarantee
that no other write to the same address can go Order-between w and r in a future state. In NOP,
even if w and r are marked as propagated to all threads, this by itself does not by mean w and r
have been ordered with respect to all other same-address events. It would be unsound to make
w and r ordered before all other same-address events that are not yet Order-related with them
when propagating w and r to all threads, as due to the lack of an event-propagate transition in
NOP this would limit the possible coherence orders for writes that are never read from. Similar
to POP and in contrast to the PLDI11 model, in NOP coherence is a derived property resulting
from other storage subsystem actions: coherence is determined by the Order relation restricted to
same-address writes. In order to allow for all coherence orders possible in POP, NOP allows all
legal order-before/order-after partitions.
One other possible solution to this problem might be to replace the exhaustive enumeration of
order-before/order-after partitions by distinguishing between two different kinds of edges in the
Order component: the “normal” Order edges and edges additionally enforcing the adjacency of the
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related events up to different-address events. The rf-memory transition could then Order-relate
the read and the write using the latter and all transitions’ preconditions would include checks to
ensure that their post-condition preserves the read-write adjacency.
Another way to look at this, however, is that NOP not allowing for all possible orders of same-
address write propagation would not be an issue: maybe the total coherence order of writes should
not be considered a directly observable property of the operational model’s state, but should
instead be derivable as a partial order from an execution’s reads-from relation: the coherence
order could be made observable indirectly with an additional thread that has a read event for
every write event in the program that observes the sequencing of writes. In this case, NOP would
not need the order-before/order-after enumeration.
4.3 Proof
Assuming the POP version defined above, the NOP storage subsystem allows all behaviours allowed
by finite POP executions. The proof uses a simulation argument: given a valid finite POP trace, a
matching valid NOP trace can be constructed in which for each read the write it reads from is
the same as in the POP trace and which reaches a corresponding state. The proof captures this
correspondence of states in a simulation relation that relates a POP p and a NOP state n if n is
less constrained than p, that is p ¥ n if:
p.Threads= n.Threads
p.Events= n.Events
p.Order ⊇ n.Order
p.EProp ⊇ n.EProp (pointwise)
Note that since the coherence relation induced by a POP or a NOP trace is derived from the final
state’s Order relation, the simulation argument also covers coherence: by p.Order ⊇ n.Order for
the final POP state p and final NOP state n the coherence relation induced by the POP trace
is also possible in the NOP trace — at the end of a NOP trace the coherence relation might be
partial on same-address writes and by this property a subset of POP’s coherence relation in the
simulated trace; the possible coherence orders of NOP are the linearisations of same-address
writes compatible with this partial order and therefore include the POP coherence relation.
The proof shows by induction on the trace length that given any POP trace, a valid corresponding
NOP trace can be constructed: the initial states of NOP and POP are related by the simulation
relation; and there exists a correspondence of POP and NOP transitions such that given a POP
state s with outgoing transition t and a NOP state s′ where s and s′ are related according to the
simulation relation, the NOP transition t ′ corresponding to t is enabled in s and preserves the
simulation relation.
As discovered in earlier failed attempts at the proof, however, the simulation relation as defined
above is insufficient — it is too liberal. In order to be strong enough with respect to POP (experi-
mentally excluding all POP-forbidden behaviours) NOP’s construction makes the propagation sets
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Order-down-closed — whenever an event e is recorded as propagated to some thread tid, so are all
events e′ with (e′, e) ∈ Order. For the proof of soundness it has to be shown that it is safe for NOP
to preserve this invariant: POP does not have this subset property. (In fact, there are examples
that POP allows only because it does not have the subset property. See Figure B.1 in the appendix
for an example.) As it turns out, however, all Order edges in NOP correspond to POP Order edges
for which the subset property holds in the corresponding POP state of the simulation. The proof’s
induction step requires strengthening the induction hypothesis by capturing this property in the
simulation relation ∼. Define s ∼ s′ to hold, if:
s ¥ s′ ∧ ∀(e′, e) ∈ s′.Order. e ∈ s.EProp tid→ e′ ∈ s.EProp tid
With the addition of the subset property to the simulation relation it can be shown that for any
POP trace there exists a corresponding NOP trace preserving the simulation relation ∼. For the
proof details, see Section B.2 in the appendix.
4.4 Performance
Running the executable POP model on example tests, much of the non-determinism in the storage
subsystem behaviour is in the order in which the model propagates different events to different
threads, and the interleaving of such event-propagate transitions with other transition of the
storage subsystem. This factor in the non-determinism is especially important in examples of
more than two threads. In certain POP states, the sequencing of these transitions can lead to
observably different final outcomes. In other cases the sequencing does not matter: for example,
the order in which two different plain writes propagate to some thread may not matter.
NOP abstracting from the event propagation eliminates some of this non-determinism, and there-
fore improves on the performance of POP in such cases where the ordering of event-propagation
transitions does not matter. A slightly different version of NOP than presented here, for instance,
leads to the following performance results compared to POP when run on the around 2200
non-mixed-size litmus tests finishing in reasonable time: overall the accumulated runtime in POP
for those tests is more than 12 times that of the runtime for NOP; on average, for those tests NOP
is around 56 times faster than POP.
Chapter 5
Mixed-size Sequential Consistency
Whereas previous work in the relaxed memory concurrency literature has mostly assumed pro-
grams where memory accesses are all aligned and of the same size, Flur et al. [52] consider the
concurrency behaviour of Power and ARMv8 programs with mixed-size memory accesses. The
paper discusses the fact that, unlike the non-mixed-size case, barriers cannot restore Sequential
Consistency [76] in Power and non-MCA ARMv8. This chapter proposes a weaker notion of
mixed-size Sequential Consistency that can indeed be obtained in mixed-size Power and ARMv8
programs with barriers in-between all memory accesses. The following gives a characterisation of
the behaviour of such programs and a proof that this is a sound characterisation for non-MCA
ARMv8. Moreover, the following shows that non-ARMv8 programs where all loads are load acquire
and all stores are store release also respect the stronger notion of SC.1 The observation of the fact
that barriers do not restore Sequential Consistency in Power and ARMv8 and the accompanying
example are due to Shaked Flur.
5.1 Barriers do not recover SC for mixed-size ARM or Power
A standard result for relaxed memory models, and a property that architectures have normally
been thought to intend and to guarantee, is that inserting enough barriers in a concurrent program
restores Sequentially Consistent behaviour. (An exception to this is Itanium.2) Perhaps surprisingly,
in the mixed-size setting neither non-MCA ARMv8 nor Power have this property, as the example
of Figure 5.1 shows: there is no way to totally order these four events with each read reading
each byte from the most recent write to that byte.
Whereas in the previous diagrams the events only have address and value, in the mixed size
case every event has to be labelled with a footprint, comprising an address and a size in bytes,
and reads-from edges are labelled with the relevant slices of the write: the sub-footprints of the
write being read in this edge. The example assumes big-endian format, meaning that the most
significant bytes of numbers are stored at lower addresses. In this execution there are two writes,
a a write to x of 8 bytes (W x/8 denoting an 8-byte write to the 64-bit aligned address x) and b of
4 bytes to x. Thread 2 reads all 8 bytes of x twice. Whereas the first read c reads the first four
bytes of x from b and the remaining four bytes from the initial write (indicated by rf[x+4/4=0]),
the second read d observes the final value of x, reading the first four bytes of x from b and the
1The results of this chapter have been published in Flur et al. [52]; the following text and the proof text in the
appendix adapts that of this paper [52].
2The Intel Itanium specification [65] defines a non-multi-copy-atomicmodel where the strongest barrier is not sufficient
to regain multi-copy atomicity, for normal accesses, and hence insufficient to regain SC for them; regaining SC
requires the Itanium store release and load acquire instructions. It is unclear whether Itanium implementations
have actually exploited that weakness.
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Thread 0
a: W x/8=0x00000001 00000001
Thread 1
b: W x/4=0x00000002
Thread 2
c: R x/8=0x00000002 00000000
d: R x/8=0x00000002 00000001
co
rf[x+4/4=1]
rf[x/4=2]
rf[x/4=2]
rf[x+4/4=0]
po
Figure 5.1: Test CO-MIXED-2b
remaining four bytes of x from a with a coherence-ordered before b.
This execution is architecturally allowed on both non-MCA ARMv8 and Power (but not MCA
ARMv8) and observable on current Power implementations. Adding a barrier between these two
reads makes no difference in the models, and the result remains observable with a sync barrier
on Power 7 (test CO-MIXED-2b-sync, 48k/2.2G)3. Since ARMv8 implementations are multicopy
atomic and this execution requires non-multicopy-atomic behaviour — it requires the possibility
of propagating b to Thread 2 without propagating b to Thread 0 — it is not expected to be
observable on ARMv8 implementations.
In Flowing, for example, this behaviour can be explained as follows. In a topology where
Thread 2 and Thread 3 are closer to one another than to Thread 1, b can propagate to Thread 3
and c can propagate to Thread 2, both before b and c become visible to Thread 1 (see Figure 5.2
below). The read c can now be satisfied — half of it from b, the other half from the initial write —
before a is propagated to Thread 2 and Thread 3 and becomes coherence-before b. The example
works similarly for Power.
a
c
b
memory (x=0; y=0)
Thread 0
Thread 1 Thread 2
Figure 5.2: Flowing state in execution allowing the non-SC behaviour
3These observations are from an IBM POWER 730 server, with a POWER 7 CPU, 48 hardware threads
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5.2 Characterising the behaviour of fully barriered programs
The following gives a characterisation of what guarantees Power and ARMv8 do give when
inserting strong barriers (sync or dmbsy) between any two instructions in program order. For
conciseness, these programs will be called “fully barriered”. For simplicity the following only deals
with the case of programs that have no misaligned memory accesses, which would also involve
the store and load splitting of Section 3.4.6, Section 3.4.6. Since Flowing and POP do not handle
the load-pair instruction, the proof also ignores these.
As a first attempt at an axiomatic characterisation of the hardware behaviour of fully barriered
mixed-size programs (without misaligned accesses) consider the following, henceforth called
Bytewise SC (BSC). Partition all read events and write events into subevents (also subreads and
subwrites) of the smallest size supported by the architecture — for Power and ARM this is one byte
— and record which subevents were generated by the same event in an irreflexive, symmetric
relation si. In general si should only relate events of the same single-copy-atomic event, defined
below. However, all aligned accessess considered here are single-copy-atomic in ARM and Power.
Now define a candidate execution to consist of the subevents (subreads of reads, and subwrites of
writes) and barriers, with the usual components po, rf, and co — but as per-byte relations, and
with po lifting program order to a relation on the subevents (subreads and subwrites) and barriers.
BSC requires that coherence be compatible with si in the following sense: wi
co−→ v j =⇒ wi′ co−→ v j′
whenever {(wi ,wi′), (v j , v j′)} ⊆ si and wi′ and v j′ have the same address. Then call a candidate
execution BSC if there is a total order on the subreads and subwrites that agrees with po, co, and
rf: the total order includes po lifted to subevents (restricted to subreads and subwrites), a subread
has the value of the most recent preceding subwrite to the same byte-address in the order, and co
is the restriction of the total order to same-address subwrites.
This can be shown to admit all behaviour of fully barriered mixed-size Power and ARM programs
without misaligned accesses. The following gives the proof for non-MCA ARMv8; the proof for
Power can be found in the POPL17 paper’s supplementary material [52]. Figure 5.1 is witnessed
by the subevent order c7→ a7→ a3 co−→ b3 rf−→ c3, suitably extended for the other subevents. Here
x i denotes the ith byte-sized subevent of an event x , e.g. c3 is the subwrite 0x02 of c. However,
this gives too weak a guarantee to be suitable for programming and is weaker than Power and
ARM hardware for fully barriered programs; for example, the undesirable behaviour of the test
Figure 5.3 below is allowed in BSC. Here the read c is satisfied from a combination of the writes a
and b, while in ARM and Power one would want it to be satisfied completely by either only a or
only b, whichever wins the race.
Thread 0
a: W x/2=0x1111
Thread 1
b: W x/2=0x2222
Thread 2
c: R x/2=0x1122
rf[x/1=0x11]
rf[x+1/1=0x22]
Figure 5.3: Test SCA-1
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w’ w r
wor rf
wor
rf
Figure 5.4: Violation of single-copy-atomicity. Each box represents a byte-sized
subevent.
This execution violates the principle of single-copy-atomicity: for any read r there must be a total
order wor over the writes it reads from such that each subread of r reads from the wor -maximal
subwrite. This can be more formally defined as follows: an execution is single-copy-atomic if for
each read r there exists a total order over all same-address subwrites wor compatible with si (no
cycles of the form wor ; si;wor ; si) and such that there are no cycles of the form rfr ; si; rf−1r ;wo+r ; si,
where rfr is rf restricted to r ’s subreads. Figure 5.4 illustrates a violation of single-copy-atomicity
defined in this way.
The above definition allows the ordering of writes wor to be an arbitrary order (subject to
the above constraints) and different for each read event r. In most cases, including Power and
ARM, there is a notion of coherence that requires a global ordering of overlapping writes. In these
cases single-copy-atomicity can be specialised to the following, where wor always coincides with
coherence: rf; si; rf−1; co; si= rf; si; fr; si must be acyclic (c.f. [20, B2.6.2]). Now define BSC+SCA
as BSC with the latter single-copy-atomicity axiom added.
Theorem 1. A fully barriered Power program with no misaligned accesses has BSC+SCA behaviour
in the PLDI11 model. A fully barriered non-MCA ARMv8 program with no misaligned accesses has
BSC+SCA behaviour in POP.
The proof takes an arbitrary trace tr of the concurrency model, and constructs a total order on
the byte-sized subevents that matches program order, coherence, and reads-from (and from-reads)
of the trace. For ARM the proof uses a lemma that states that any two writes that are related by
paths of coherence, reads-from, from-reads, and program-order edges are already related in the
same way in order-constraints of the final state of tr. For Power the key result is that for any path
in the graph of events with coherence, reads-from, from-reads, and program-order edges that ends
with a program-order edge (e, e′), in the state in tr when e′ is accepted into the storage subsystem
all reads on the path have been satisfied and all writes from the path have been propagated to
all threads. For the full proof for non-MCA ARMv8 see Chapter C in the appendix; the proof for
Power is omitted but can be found in the POPL17 paper’s supplementary material [52].
5.3 Recovering SC on ARM
If all memory accesses are aligned and have the same size, any complete execution totally orders
same-address events (except for read-read pairs) in terms of the relations coherence, reads-from,
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and from-reads. In the example of CO-MIXED-2b, however, there is no such total order: the read c
observes a state where a and b are not ordered yet. What is necessary to prevent the behaviour of
CO-MIXED-2b is multicopy atomicity: c must not be satisfied before b is visible to all threads and
thus ordered with a. In non-ARMv8 this is exactly the behaviour that acquire reads in combination
with release writes provide: replacing b with a write release and c with a read acquire in the test
forbids the non-SC behaviour, because c can only be satisfied from b when both are propagated
to all threads, at which point a and b are ordered: either a is ordered before b and c returns
0x0000000200000001, or b is ordered before a, but then it is b
co−→ a. This gives an intuition for
the following theorem.
Theorem 2. A non-MCA ARMv8 program whose only reads are acquire reads and whose only writes
are release writes and that has no misaligned memory accesses has Sequentially Consistent behaviour
in POP.
The intuition behind this is that if all memory accesses are release/acquire accesses, the thread
semantics is forced to behave sequentially, the storage subsystem keeps all release/acquire events
in the order they were accepted into storage, and multicopy atomicity ensures that the reads-from
relation agrees with some total order on same-address events.
The proof, in Chapter C in the appendix, constructs a total order on the reads and writes of
a given POP trace that matches program order, coherence, and reads-from (and from-reads).
The key point of the proof is that at the point when a read is partially satisfied it has to be fully
propagated, and therefore all writes it will read from fully propagated and totally ordered by
POP’s order-constraints.

Chapter 6
Multicopy atomic ARMv8 models
This chapter gives an overview of the changes introduced in the revised ARMv8 architecture.
The main change, the move to a multicopy atomic semantics, greatly simplifies the concurrency
behaviour, enabling a much simplified operational and axiomatic concurrency model. This chapter
defines this simplified operational model, based on Flowing [51, 52], and also presents ARM’s
official axiomatic concurrency model. The contents of this chapter were presented in Pulte et al.
[104] and this text copies and adapts the text of that paper. The operational and axiomatic
models were co-developed; the operational model was developed jointly with Shaked Flur, Will
Deacon, Jon French, Susmit Sarkar, and Peter Sewell, with the author and Shaked Flur as main
contributors; the axiomatic model was developed principally by Will Deacon and his colleagues at
ARM. Our extended collaboration with ARM, especially the work of Shaked Flur, partly motivated
the changes in the revised concurrency architecture.
6.1 Background of the architectural changes
ARMv7 defined a non-multicopy-atomic model, that was thought to be broadly similar to that
of Power [13, 110, 111, 31]. The early ARMv8 architecture, announced in October 2011, had a
broadly similar non-multicopy-atomic concurrency model, but introduced new ordering instruc-
tions [51]: where ARMv7 had dmbsy and dmbst barriers, ARMv8 added dmbld barriers and
load acquire and store release instructions.
The strong dmbsy barrier provides ordering between memory accesses of any kind program-
order-before and after it, as well as strong cumulativity properties: guaranteeing the ordering
of writes that have been propagated to the dmb’s thread before committing the barrier, with
respect to reads and writes ordered after the barrier (program-order after or ordered via certain
dependencies). In contrast to that, the exact cumulativity properties of dmbst and dmbld in the
non-MCA ARMv8 architecture were less clear [51]. Release/acquire instructions, in addition to
providing certain thread-local ordering and cumulativity properties in non-MCA ARMv8, were
intended to provide multicopy atomicity under particular conditions. The exact semantics for the
interaction of store release and load acquire instructions with non-release/acquire instructions
was also not clear [51].
The goal of specifying the concurrency semantics of the ARMv8 architecture led to the extended
collaboration with ARM. In the process, in work principally by Shaked Flur, the Flowing and
POP operational models were developed, with the aim to make the architecturally intended
behaviour precise, in abstractly micro-architectural models based on detailed discussion with
ARM staff. This operational modelling clarified open questions about the concurrency semantics,
but also raised new issues, generating new questions of memory model design that were not
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previously considered. Section 3 of [104] (principally the work of Shaked Flur) gives an account
of some of the design choices and consequences for the operational modelling that illustrate
the difficulties arising from the concurrency model design of the non-MCA ARMv8 architecture.
These originate in part from the architecture’s intention of defining a concurrency semantics
that is as liberal as possible without concrete implementations that exploit those relaxations for
guidance, while at the same time providing the architecturally intended guarantees — such as
certain ordering, coherence, and atomicity guarantees, multicopy atomicity for release/acquire
instructions in an otherwise non-multicopy-atomic model, the guarantees necessary for the C/C++
11 compilation scheme, and others. The resulting Flowing and POP models expose the complexity
of the architectural intention of the non-MCA architecture.
In parallel to the later stages of the ongoing operational formalisation efforts, ARM internally
developed an axiomatic specification for the non-MCA ARMv8 architecture. The operational and
axiomatic models, however, experimentally mismatched, and it was unclear how they related or
could be made equivalent. Moreover, in the axiomatic model, handling certain “detour” examples—
examples in which the interaction of one thread with another implies a certain transitive ordering
within the former thread [17] — proved difficult. According to Will Deacon: “Capturing such ‘big
detour’ examples in axiomatic models required the definition of the relations in the model to be
mutually recursive. This was the straw that broke the camel’s back in terms of readability among
industry colleagues: . . . ” [104, Section 3].
Based on feedback from ARM partners, informed by our ongoing collaboration with ARM
and the complexity of the Flowing and POP operational models, and based on the simplicity of
Will Deacon’s draft axiomatic multicopy atomic model, ARM decided the flexibility and possible
optimisations that non-multicopy-atomicity enable did not outweigh the cost of complexity of the
non-MCA concurrency architecture. The fact that existing ARMv8 implementations had multicopy
atomic behaviour (as previously indicated by hardware test data for some implementations
[93, 17, 51, 52]) allowed ARM’s decision to strengthen the ARMv8 concurrency architecture to be
multicopy atomic, in early 2017. The revision of the architecture documentation that also for the
first time covered version 8.2 of the architecture [22] included the shift to multicopy atomicity,
“backporting” the change to existing ARMv8 implementations.
The following discusses the changes of the revised architecture.
6.2 Architectural changes in ARMv8
The most notable change in the revised ARMv8 architecture is the switch to an MCA model: when
a write is propagated from one thread to another, it has to be propagated to all other threads as
well. This makes tests such as IRIW+addrs (see Figure 6.1) forbidden. As discussed earlier, for this
behaviour to be allowed it has to be possible to propagate a to Thread 1 without immediately also
propagating it to Thread 3 and conversely, to propagate d to Thread 3 without propagating it to
Thread 1. Multicopy atomicity forbids this and means this execution is forbidden in the revised
architecture.
The remaining relaxed-memory effects are all due to thread-local out-of-order and speculative
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Thread 0
a: W x=1
Thread 1
b: R x=1
c: R y=0
addr
Thread 2
d: W y=1
Thread 3
e: R y=1
f: R x=0
addr
rf rf
rf rf
fr
fr
Figure 6.1: IRIW+addrs
execution and thread-local buffering. Writes can still be visible to program-order-later reads on
the same thread before becoming visible to other threads (even on speculative paths, as in the
PPOCA previously shown in Figure 1.5).
The previous ARMv8 concurrency architecture also allowed write subsumption: a write was
allowed to propagate to memory even if a program-order-earlier write to the same location had
not propagated to memory yet, thereby “subsuming” it, allowing, for example, the behaviour of
the LB+data+data-wsi test of Figure 6.3. In LB+datas (Figure 6.2) Thread 0 reads x and writes the
value read to y, Thread 1 symmetrically, with locations x and y swapped. This test was forbidden
in the previous architecture and remains forbidden now. The variation LB+data+data-wsi adds
a second, non-data-dependent, write to x on Thread 1 that Thread 0’s event a reads from. This
latter behaviour was allowed in the previous architecture where the write e to x on Thread 1
was allowed to propagate into memory early, before its same-address program-order predecessor
propagated. (As discussed earlier, the version of POP previously defined in Section 3.4, however,
for simplicity does not permit this behaviour.) The revised ARMv8 memory model forbids write
Thread 0
a: R x=1
b: W y=1
data
Thread 1
c: R y=1
d: W x=1
datarf
rf
Figure 6.2: LB+datas
Thread 0
a: R x=2
b: W y=1
data
Thread 1
c: R y=1
d: W x=1
data
e: W x=2
co
rf
rf
Figure 6.3: LB+data+data-wsi
subsumption, and thereby creates order from a data-dependent write to program-order successor
writes to the same address, forbidding the behaviour of LB+data+data-wsi.
The last change is concerned with the definition of dependencies (read-to-read address and
control+isb/isync dependencies1, and read-to-write address, data, and control dependencies).
Historically other architectures, e.g. IBM Power, have explicitly respected all syntactic depen-
dencies. Previous versions of the ARM architecture text introduced notions of “true” and “false”
dependencies, aiming to require processors only to preserve “true” dependencies, to allow optimi-
1a control dependency followed by an isb (ARMv8)/isync (Power) instruction barrier
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sations in value computations. For example, in a computation such as AND x1 x2 x3, in which
x1 is assigned the value of the bitwise AND of the values of registers x2 and x3, if x3 is known to
be holding value 0 the syntactic register dependency from x2 to x1 was meant to be treated as a
false dependency and not create memory model ordering, since a CPU might be able to determine
that the value of x1 is unaffected by that of x2. The architecture specified this with wording
such as the following: “A False Register data dependency is a Register data dependency where no
register in the system holds a variable for which a change of the first data value causes a change of
the second data value.” [21, B2-92]. It is unclear how this could be made precise in a satisfactory
way, as “causes a change” itself involves the whole concurrency and non-deterministic semantics.
Recent work on C/C++ concurrency illustrates the difficulties of defining envelopes around such
optimisations [32, 100, 71]. The revised ARMv8 architecture makes no such distinction.
The changes in the revised ARMv8 architecture greatly simplify the concurrency behaviour,
most importantly due to the shift to a multicopy atomic concurrency model. The architectural
changes enable the simple official axiomatic concurrency model presented later (simple relative
to axiomatic models for non-multicopy-atomic architectures, that is), but also a much simplified
operational concurrency model. For a good understanding of the architectural concurrency
semantics it is desirable to have both presentations, axiomatic and operational, and both have
advantages and disadvantages depending on the use case.
The next section describes the simplified operational model for the revised ARMv8 architecture,
the subsequent one the ARMv8-axiomatic model.
6.3 A simpler operational model
In Flowing, the requirement of multicopy atomicity corresponds to a flat storage subsystem
topology: a topology where each thread has its own buffer and all thread buffers are connected
with a single buffer below before main memory, as shown in Figure 6.4. Thus Flowing, with some
adaptations to accommodate for the other changes of the revised architecture, is a suitable model
also for the revised architecture. Since multicopy atomicity is a big conceptual simplification,
however, the revised ARMv8’s concurrency behaviour can be described more simply than this.
This section describes this simplified operational model.2
The idea underlying the simplified operational model, called Flat, is that in the multicopy atomic
ARMv8 architecture the propagation of events is simple enough that it can be explained without a
storage subsystem model with explicit re-ordering and “flowing” of events. Analysing the re-order
condition of the Flowing storage subsystem to see which event re-orderings can occur in a Flat
topology shows that most of these are subsumed by the out-of-order execution within the threads.
Thus, the concurrency behaviour of Flowing with a flat topology can be explained in terms of
slightly adapted Flowing/POP thread subsystems in parallel composition above a flat memory.
2As before, the model was developed principally together with Shaked Flur, in collaboration with Will Deacon, Jon
French, Susmit Sarkar, and Peter Sewell, based on Flur et al. [51, 52], in turn based on Sarkar et al. [110, 111] and
Gray et al. [60]. The description closely follows Pulte et al. [104]. Since the thread subsystem adapts of that of Flur
et al. [51, 52] the description closely follows that of those papers. We thank Alan Stern for interesting discussions.
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. . .
memory
Thread 0 Thread 1 . . . Thread n
Figure 6.4: Flat flowing topology
Motivation The result is a simpler explanation of the concurrency behaviour. In Flowing, the
concurrency behaviour is explained in terms of the synchronising transition system of the two
main components: the thread subsystem and the storage subsystem. Both of these are complicated
“pieces”. The thread subsystem enumerates the possible transitions of the thread’s instructions,
allowing them to execute in many steps per instruction, out-of-order with respect to preceding
instructions, and speculatively with respect to preceding conditional and computed branches. The
storage subsystem receives requests from this thread subsystem, for reading and writing memory,
and for barriers; inside the storage subsystem these requests (which are potentially received
out-of-program-order) are again subject to possible re-ordering and out-of-order propagation
(from their thread to the buffer shared between all threads).
Flat completely removes the complexity of the storage subsystem component: while the thread
subsystem component is still a complicated model, the concurrency behaviour in Flat can now be
understood just directly in terms of the actions of the instructions in the threads, without having
to consider the effects of the out-of-order propagation and re-ordering in the storage subsystem.
In Flowing with flat topology there is a large overlap between the relaxed behaviours in the
threads and the relaxed behaviours inside the storage subsystem, leading to the situation where
many concurrency tests can be explained in a number of different ways. Flat removes this overlap
between the thread and the storage subsystem.
One example of a behaviour that in Flowing can be explained by the re-ordering inside the
storage subsystem but also by the out-of-order execution in the threads is that of the MP test,
shown in the following.
6.3.1 Examples
Simple first example We now revisit the examples previously used in illustrating Flowing and
POP, but now with Flat. First, we consider the MP test (see Figure 6.5; as before, assuming on
both threads X1 holds the address of x and X3 that of y).
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Thread 0: Thread 1:
MOV X0,#54 LDR X0,[X3]
STR X0,[X1] LDR X2,[X1]
MOV X2,#1
STR X2,[X3]
Thread 0
a: W x=54
b: W y=1
po
Thread 1
c: R y=1
d: R x=0
porf
rf
fr
Figure 6.5
Flowing allowed this behaviour by propagating/issuing a and b, and c and d into the storage
subsystem in program-order, but then allowing them to re-order in the storage subsystem. Another
way the same behaviour is allowed in Flowing is with the out-of-order execution of instructions in
the threads; and that is how Flat explains the behaviour, but with the simpler flat memory state:
1. Execute the MOV instructions on Thread 0, saving the values of the stores in the registers
X0 and X2.
2. Execute the store to y (in a sequence of multiple transitions): read its registers, and initiate,
instantiate, and commit it, and propagate b into memory, updating the flat memory state
to y = 1.
3. Execute the load to y (in multiple steps): read its registers and initiate the load; then satisfy
it from memory, reading y = 1 from the memory state; then finish the load.
4. Similarly, execute the load to x , reading x = 0 in memory (since a has not propagated yet).
5. Finally, execute the store to x on Thread 0 and propagate a to memory, updating the
memory state to x = 54.
Hence, in this execution, Flat explains the behaviour by executing the store to y early. Another
way Flat allows this behaviour is by allowing the load of d to execute early: d can be satisfied
from memory — reading x = 0 — before c, and before a or b have propagated to memory.
Placing dmbsy barriers on both threads prevents the behaviour and both these executions,
simply by constraining a and b, and c and d to execute in program order.
Multicopy-atomic storage subsystem Flat’s storage subsystem is multicopy-atomic, and hence
disallows the previous IRIW+addrs example (in Figure 6.6), which was allowed in the non-multicopy-
atomic Flowing and POP storage subsystem models for the early ARMv8 architecture.
Thread 0
a: W x=1
Thread 1
b: R x=1
c: R y=0
addr
Thread 2
d: W y=1
Thread 3
e: R y=1
f: R x=0
addr
rf rf
rf rf
fr
fr
Figure 6.6: IRIW+addrs
We first show how Flowing with flat topology achieves multicopy atomicity and forbids this
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example. Consider, for instance, the following Flowing execution (omitting some irrelevant thread
subsystem details):
• Commit and propagate a and d.
• Issue b and e.
• Now either b has to first read from a, or e from d. Assume the former. (The latter case is
symmetric.) Then a has to propagate to a common buffer with b. So flow a down.
• Flow b down. Then the Flowing storage subsystem state is as shown in Figure 6.7a:
b
a
d e
memory (x=0; y=0)
T. 0 T. 1 T. 2 T. 3
(a)
e
d
a
memory (x=0; y=0)
T. 0 T. 1 T. 2 T. 3
(b)
Figure 6.7
• Now it is possible for b to read from a and resolve the address dependency of c.
• Issue c, and flow it down to the buffer shared by all threads.
• To flow to memory, c has to pass a. The events c and a can re-order, since they have disjoint
footprints, and so c can subsequently flow down and read the initial y = 0.
• For e to read from d, d must flow down, and subsequently e flow down, leading to the state
shown in Figure 6.7b.
• Now e can read from d and resolve the address dependency of f .
• f can issue and flow down, but in this state, a is already propagated to the common buffer.
And since f cannot re-order with a it must now read from a, leading to a different outcome
than in Figure 6.6.
As seen in the above example, multicopy atomicity is given in Flowing with flat topology by the
fact that the only way one thread can make a write visible to another thread is by propagating it
to the (only) common buffer, above memory, that is visible to all threads.
In Flat the multicopy-atomicity is captured by the flat memory state. Replaying the analogous
execution in Flat is as follows:
• As before, either b first reads from a or e first reads from d. In the former case (the latter is
symmetrical), start by committing and propagating a into memory, updating x to value 1.
• Satisfy b in memory, resolving c’s address dependency.
• Satisfy c in memory, reading the initial y = 0.
• Commit and propagate d.
• Satisfy e in memory, resolving f ’s address dependency.
• Now satisfy f . But since memory was updated to x = 1 by a, the read f is unable to
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read x = 0.
Thread 0: Thread 1:
MOV W0,#54 LDR W0,[X3]
STR W0,[X1] EOR W4,W0,W0
DMB SY LDR W2,[X1,W4,SXTW]
MOV W2,#1 LDR X2,[X1]
STR W2,[X3]
Thread 0
a: W x/4=54
b: W y/4=1
dmb
Thread 1
c: R y/4=1
d: R x/4=?
addr
e: R x/8=0
po
rf
rf
fr
Figure 6.8
Thread subsystem restarts The Flat thread subsystem is almost the same as Flowing and POP’s,
and hence Flat behaves on this example just as seen in Section 3.3.3. Assume, as before, Thread 0
and Thread 1’s registers X0 and X3 hold the addresses of the locations x and y , respectively.
Like Flowing, Flat forbids the above behaviour. Due to the barrier between them, a and b
execute in program order. So whenever Thread 1 “sees” b, it must also see a. Hence, in order
to allow the behaviour, e would have to satisfy before c reads from b. Consider the following
execution:
1. Execute the load of e: read the registers, initiate the load, and satisfy e in memory with
x = 0.
2. Execute the store of a and propagate a into memory.
3. Execute the dmbsy (which does not change the storage subsystem state).
4. Execute the store of b and propagate b into memory.
5. Satisfy c in memory, from b, resolving the address dependency of d.
6. Satisfy d. Since a has already propagated to memory, d must read from a.
7. Coherence violation: e is program-order-after d, and the part of e overlapping d was
satisfied from a different write than that part of d, and this write is not program-order-after
d. Therefore the load of e is restarted.
8. When e is satisfied in memory again it reads the first four bytes from a and the other four
bytes from the initial write to x .
So initially e is satisfied early, but then Flat restarts e’s load due to the resulting coherence violation,
preventing the test outcome.
Thread-internal forwarding Recall the PPOCA test [110], in Figure 6.9. Assume on both threads
register X1 holds address x , X3 address y , and X7 address z. Flat allows the execution where c
reads y = 1, f reads from e, and d reads x = 0: (just as before for Flowing)
1. Speculatively fetch the instructions of e, f , and d.
2. Execute the store of e partially: do its register reads, and announce its address and value.
3. The load of f can read its registers and announce its address.
4. e’s store cannot commit and propagate e to memory yet, because of the control dependency.
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Thread 0: Thread 1:
MOV W0,#54 LDR W0,[X3]
STR W0,[X1] CBZ W0,end
DMB SY MOV W2,#1
MOV W2,#1 STR W2,[X7]
STR W2,[X3] LDR W4,[X7]
EOR W5,W4,W4
LDR W6,[X1,W5,SXTW]
end:
Thread 0
a: W x=54
b: W y=1
dmb
Thread 1
c: R y=1
e: W z=1
ctrl
f: R z=1
rf
d: R x=0
addr
rf
rf
fr
Figure 6.9: PPOCA
But it can thread-locally forward the write e to f . This satisfies f resolves the address
dependency of d.
5. Then d can announce its address and satisfy in memory, from the initial write to x .
6. Thread 0 propagates a into memory, commits the barrier, and propagates b into memory.
7. Thread 1 satisfies c in memory, from b. It then writes c’s return value to W0.
8. W0 is non-zero, so the conditional branch does not branch, and the instructions in the
instruction tree starting from e are not discarded, allowing the execution.
6.3.2 Slight relaxation of thread subsystem
Flat’s thread subsystem is almost the same as that of Flowing and POP. The main change in Flat’s
thread subsystem compared to Flowing and POP is necessary to handle some re-ordering with
respect to certain barriers that Flowing and POP allow: in the Flowing and POP thread subsystem
barriers commit in program order, but the storage subsystem allows some re-ordering with respect
to these barriers; Flat does not have a storage subsystem that allows such re-ordering and instead
makes up for this by allowing those barriers to execute out-of-order in the thread subsystem.
Consider, for instance, the example shown in Figure 6.10:
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Thread 0
a: W x=54
b: dmb st
po
c: isb
po
d: R y=0
po
Thread 1
e: W y=1
f: dmb sy
po
g: R x=0
pofr
rf
rf
fr
Figure 6.10
This test is a variant of the store buffering (SB) litmus test. Thread 0 writes 54 to x with a, and
subsequently reads y with d. The store of a and load of d are separated by a dmbst and an isb
barrier. Thread 1 writes y = 1 and, after a dmbsy barrier f , reads x with g. The execution in
Figure 6.10 is one where both d and g read 0 from the initial writes to y and x , respectively.
This execution is allowed in the MCA ARMv8 architecture (also in non-MCA ARMv8). One
allowing execution in Flowing with flat topology is as follows:
• Commit and propagate a, placing a at the top of Thread 0’s Flowing buffer.
• Commit and finish b, placing it at the top of Thread 0’s Flowing buffer.
• Commit and finish c (no effect on the storage state).
• Issue d, placing d at the top of Thread 0’s Flowing buffer.
• Commit and propagate e (similar to before, placing e at the top of Thread 1’s buffer).
• Commit f .
• Issue g. After these steps, the Flowing storage subsystem state is as shown in Figure 6.11.
• Since the re-order condition holds for d and b, they can re-order, swapping their positions
in the buffer.
• Similarly, since d and a are to different footprints they can re-order, placing d at the bottom
of Thread 0’s buffer.
• Now d can flow down and read the initial write in memory.
• Events e, f , and g flow down and into memory, g reading from the initial write to x .
• Finally, a and b flow down.
The key point here is that in Flowing there is some thread-local ordering between a and d, due
to the chain of barriers b and c, but the storage subsystem still allows their re-ordering: d can
only issue when c is finished and c can only finish when b is finished; and b in turn can only
finish once a is finished. Despite this ordering in the thread subsystem, the relaxed behaviour
of this test outcome is still allowed because in the storage subsystem the chain of b and c does
not create ordering from a to d: the barrier c does not enter the storage subsystem, and d can
re-order with b and subsequently a.
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d
b
a
g
f
e
memory (x=0; y=0)
Thread 0 Thread 1
Figure 6.11
If Flat adopted the Flowing and POP thread subsystem with no changes, the local ordering
induced by b and c would mean d could only be satisfied after a is propagated to memory,
preventing the execution, since Flat has no storage subsystem re-ordering mechanism that would
allow the events of a and d to propagate to Thread 1 out-of-order. Instead, Flat’s thread subsystem
relaxes that of Flowing to allow the barriers b and c to execute out of order and thus explains the
behaviour as follows:
• Finish c (before a and b are finished).
• Satisfy d from the initial write in memory.
• Commit and propagate e, updating the value at location y to 1.
• Commit and finish f .
• Satisfy g from the initial write to x .
• Commit and propagate a, updating the value of x in memory to 54.
• Commit and finish b.
This illustrates how the Flat thread subsystem subsumes the relaxed behaviours enabled by the
re-ordering in the Flowing buffers. It is worth noting, that Flat, as currently defined, does not
completely subsume the behaviour of Flowing, in the mixed-size setting: for an example [due to
Shaked Flur] see the paragraph Section 8.1 in Chapter 8, where this example and is discussed in
the context of mismatches between the Flat RISC-V model and the RISC-V operational model,
including how it is handled in Flowing. Some of the details of mixed-size accesses in MCA ARMv8,
including this example, are still being clarified.
6.3.3 Informal model definition
The following describes the simplified model, starting with an informal description of the model
states and transitions.
Model caveats The model does not handle the full architecture. The Sail ARMv8 ISA model
covers only non-floating-point, non-vector instructions from the application-level ISA. The con-
currency model does not yet handle the weaker form of load acquire (LDAPR) introduced in
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ARMv8.3, the load pair instruction, and the atomic read-modify-write instructions introduced
in ARMv8.1. The model does not handle virtual memory, and does not deal with self-modifying
code. Moreover, the operational model can deadlock for certain executions involving load/store
exclusive instructions, which will be discussed in detail in Section 6.3.10.
Model states The following description is a prose description of the formal Lem model, that is
written to closely follow the formal definitions but sometimes abstracts certain detail for the sake
of a simpler presentation.
A Flat model state consists of a shared memory and a tuple of thread model states. The shared
memory state records all the memory writes that have propagated so far, in the order they
propagated, together with some additional information needed for the atomicity guarantees given
by load/store exclusives: the exclusives map, a map from read requests to sets of write slices. This
map maps a load exclusive’s read request to the write slices it read from and which have already
reached memory. For the purpose of non-exclusive instructions, a flat memory recording only the
most recent write to each byte location is sufficient.
Shared Memory
Thread 1 Thread n. . .
. . .
As before, each thread model state consists principally of a list or tree of instruction instances,
some of which have been finished, and some of which have not, where the intra-instruction
behaviour of a single instruction can largely be treated as sequential (but not atomic) execution
of its Sail pseudocode. Each instruction instance state includes the pseudocode execution state,
and information, about the instruction instance’s memory and register footprints, its register and
memory reads and writes, whether it is finished, etc., as before. For the sake of readability this
section repeats the description of some ideas and definitions shared by Flowing/POP and this
model.
Model transitions For any state, the Flat model defines the set of allowed transitions, each of
which is a single atomic step to a new abstract machine state. Each transition arises from the
next step of a single instruction instance; it will change the state of that instance, and it may
depend on or change the rest of its thread state and/or the shared memory state. Instructions
cannot be treated as atomic units: complete execution of a single instruction instance may involve
many transitions, which can be interleaved with those of other instances in the same or other
threads, and some of this is programmer-visible. The transitions are introduced below and defined
in Section 6.3.8, with a precondition and a construction of the post-transition model state for
each. The transitions labelled ◦ can always be taken eagerly, as soon as they are enabled, without
excluding other behaviour; the • cannot.
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Transitions for all instructions
• Fetch instruction: This transition represents a fetch and decode of a new instruction
instance, as a program-order successor of a previously fetched instruction instance, or at
the initial fetch address for a thread.
◦ Register read: This is a read of a register value from the most recent program-order
predecessor instruction instances that write to that register.
◦ Register write: This records a register write in the instruction instance state to make it
available for other instruction instances to read.
◦ Pseudocode internal step: this covers Sail internal computation, function calls, etc.
◦ Finish instruction: At this point the instruction pseudocode is done, the instruction
cannot be restarted or discarded, and all memory effects have taken place. For a condition-
al/computed branch, any non-taken po-successor branches are discarded.
Load instructions
◦ Initiate memory reads of load instruction: At this point the memory footprint of the
load is provisionally known and its individual reads can start being satisfied.
• Satisfy memory read by forwarding from writes: This partially or entirely satisfies a
single read by forwarding from its po-previous writes.
• Satisfy memory read from memory: This entirely satisfies the outstanding slices of a
single read, from memory.
◦ Complete load instruction: At this point all the reads of the load have been entirely
satisfied and the instruction pseudocode can continue execution. A load instruction can
be subject to being restarted until the Finish instruction transition. In some cases it
is possible to tell that a load instruction will not be restarted or discarded before that,
e.g. when all the instructions po-before the load instruction are finished. The Restart
condition over-approximates the set of instructions that might be restarted.
Store instructions
◦ Initiate memory writes of store instruction: At this point the memory footprint of
the store is provisionally known.
◦ Instantiate memory write values of store instruction: At this point the writes have
their values and program-order-subsequent reads can be satisfied by forwarding from them.
◦ Commit store instruction: At this point the store is guaranteed to happen (it cannot be
restarted or discarded), and the writes can start being propagated to memory.
• Propagate memory write: This propagates a single write to memory.
◦ Complete store instruction: At this point all writes have been propagated to memory,
and the instruction pseudocode can continue execution.
Store exclusive instructions For a store-exclusive instruction, before reaching the above
store-instruction transitions, the model takes a transition for determining whether the store
exclusive will succeed or fail.
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• Guarantee the success of store exclusive: If determined to succeed, the store exclusive
can afterwards proceed its execution with transitions for writing the status register and the
above store-instruction transitions.
• Make a store exclusive fail: If determined to fail, the store exclusive proceeds with the
transitions for writing the status register and finishing.
Barrier instructions
◦ Commit barrier: This commits the barrier, after which point certain program-order-
succeeding instructions waiting for the barrier commitment can proceed with their execu-
tion.
6.3.4 Intra-instruction pseudocode execution
As in the case of Flowing and POP, the interface between the instruction semantics and the
concurrency model is given by the outcome type of Chapter 2. The particular outcome values
used by this model are:
Read_mem(read_kind, address, size, read_continuation) Read request
Excl_res(res_continuation) Store exclusive result
Write_ea(write_kind, address, size, next_state) Write effective address
Write_memv(memory_value,write_continuation) Write value
Barrier(barrier_kind, next_state) Barrier
Read_reg(reg_name, read_continuation) Register read request
Write_reg (reg_name, register_value, next_state) Write register
Internal(next_state) Pseudocode internal step
Done ( ) End of pseudocode
As before, the ISA model ensures that each instruction instance has at most one memory read,
memory write, or barrier step and writes each register bit in its register write footprint exactly
once, by rewriting the pseudocode. Every instruction instance then has a single commit point for
all memory writes of an instruction. Moreover, since data-flow dependencies in the model emerge
from the ordering of register and memory accesses in the Sail pseudocode, the Sail pseudocode is
arranged in the maximally liberal order to allow the most relaxed possible concurrency behaviour.
For instance, the high-level Sail steps of a store instruction might be written as follows if not
taking the concurrency behaviour into account:
1. read the registers holding the address and data/value of the store;
2. announce the store’s address;
3. create a write request.
However, with this ordering of intra-instruction steps, some instruction i program-order-after
the store that is blocked on knowing the store’s address cannot make progress until the store
has read the registers for the address and the data/value of the store. This can create unwanted
ordering from the store’s data dependencies to i.Hence, for concurrency purposes, the Sail code
must instead be ordered in the following way:
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1. read the register holding the address of the store;
2. announce the store’s address;
3. read the register holding the data/value of the store;
4. create a write request.
Arranging the store’s intra-instruction steps in this way allows i to know the address of the store as
soon as it is determined and thus potentially some relaxed concurrency behaviour not otherwise
possible.
The footprint of each instruction is computed using the exhaustive interpreter when using the
Sail interpreter and the hand-written (in Sail) footprint analysis function, as discussed before.
Moreover, the model has to be able to know when a register read value can no longer change
(i.e. due to instruction restarts). The model approximates that by recording, for each register
write, the set of register and memory reads the instruction instance has performed at the point
of executing the write. This information is then used as follows to determine whether a register
read value is final: if the instruction instance that performed the register write from which the
register read reads is finished, the value is final; otherwise check that the recorded reads for the
register write do not include memory reads, and continue recursively with the recorded register
reads. For the instructions covered by the model this approximation is exact.
6.3.5 Instruction instance states
Each instruction instance i has a state comprising:
• program_loc, the address from which the instruction was fetched;
• instruction_kind, identifying whether this is a load, store, or barrier instruction, each with
the associated kind; or a conditional/computed branch; or a ‘simple’ instruction.
• regs_in, the set of input registers and slices, as statically determined;
• regs_out, the output registers and slices, as statically determined;
• pseudocode_state (or sometimes just ‘state’ for short), one of
– Plain (next_state), ready to make a pseudocode transition;
– Pending_mem_reads (read_cont), performing the read(s) from memory of a load; or
– Pending_mem_writes (write_cont), performing the write(s) to memory of a store;
• reg_reads, the accumulated register reads, including their sources and values, of this
instance’s execution so far;
• reg_writes, the accumulated register writes, including dependency information to identify
the register reads and memory reads (by this instruction) that might have affected each;
• mem_reads, a set of memory read requests. Each request includes a memory footprint (an
address and size) and, if the request has already been satisfied, the set of write slices (each
consisting of a write and a set of its byte indices) that satisfied it.
• mem_writes, a set of memory write requests. Each request includes a memory footprint
and, when available, the memory value to be written. In addition, each write has a flag that
indicates whether the write has been propagated (passed to the memory) or not.
• successful_exclusive, for store exclusives, indicates whether it was previously guaranteed to
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succeed or to fail. If i is restarted this bit is left unchanged (“survives the restart”).
• information recording whether the instance is committed, finished, etc.
Read requests include their read kind and their memory footprint (their address and size), the
as-yet-unsatisfied slices (the byte indices that have not been satisfied), and, for the satisfied slices,
information about the write(s) that they were satisfied from. Write requests include their write
kind, their memory footprint, and their value. When referring to a write or read request without
mentioning the kind of request this means the request can be of any kind. A load instruction
which has initiated (so whose read request list mem_reads is not empty) and for which all its read
requests are satisfied (i.e. with no unsatisfied slices) is called entirely satisfied. A load exclusive is
called successful if the first po-following exclusive instruction is a store exclusive that has been
guaranteed to succeed (as opposed to not existing, not having been determined to succeed or fail,
having been determined to fail, or being a load exclusive). The successful load exclusive and the
successful store exclusive are said to be paired. If a successful load exclusive has a read request
that the exclusives map maps to a write slice ws the load exclusive is said to have an outstanding
lock on ws.
6.3.6 Thread states
The model state of a single hardware thread includes:
• thread_id, a unique identifier of the thread;
• register_data, the name, bit width, and start bit index for each register;
• initial_register_state, the initial register value for each register;
• initial_fetch_address, the initial fetch address for this thread;
• instruction_tree, a tree or list of the instruction instances that have been fetched (and not
discarded), in program order.
6.3.7 Shared memory state
The model state of the shared memory comprises a list of memory writes, in the order they
propagated to the shared memory.3 When a write is propagated to the shared memory it is added
to the end of the list. When a load operation is satisfied from memory, for each byte of the load
operation, the most recent corresponding write slice is returned.
For most purposes, it is simpler to think of the shared memory as an array, i.e., a map from
memory locations to write slices, where each memory location is mapped to a one-byte slice of
the most recent memory write to that location. However, this abstraction is not detailed enough to
properly handle store exclusive instructions. ARMv8 guarantees that if a store exclusive to some
location x succeeds, no writes to x from other threads have entered memory between the write
the paired load exclusive read from and the store exclusive’s write. The architecture does, however,
allow such intervening writes if they are from the same thread as the load/store exclusive pair.
For example, assume r1 is a read exclusive to x from some thead 1, w1 a write exclusive to x
3This description is adapted from the description of the Flat RISC-V model, see Section E.2 or Waterman and Asanović
[121], from joint work with Shaked Flur and Peter Sewell.
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from the same thread, and ew the write r1 read from. Then ARMv8 allows w1 to succeed in the
case of the following sequencing of writes to x in memory
ew,w′1,w′′1 ,w1,
provided that w′1 and w′′1 are writes by the same thread as w1. The sequencing
ew,w′2,w′′1 ,w1,
however, is forbidden if w′2 is a write by a different thread.
To capture this correctly, treating memory just as an array is insufficient; the model must record
more information. The Flat model uses a list of writes as its memory state, for simplicity. Other
representations, that do not record the full write history, would also be possible.
6.3.8 Model transitions
Note that in the following, store exclusive instructions that have already been determined to fail
are treated like “plain” non-memory instructions.
Fetch instruction A possible program-order successor of instruction instance i can be fetched
from address loc if:
1. it has not already been fetched, i.e., none of the immediate successors of i in the thread’s
instruction_tree are from loc;
2. loc is a possible next fetch address for i, i.e.:
2.1. for a non-branch/jump instruction, the successor instruction address (i.program_loc+
4);
2.2. for an instruction that has performed a write to the program counter register (_PC),
the value that was written;
2.3. for a conditional branch, either the successor address or the branch target address4; or
2.4. for a jump to an address which is not yet determined, any address (this is approximated
in the rmem tool implementation, necessarily); and
3. there is a decodable instruction in program memory at loc.
Note that this allows speculation past conditional branches and calculated jumps.
Action: Construct a freshly initialised instruction instance i′ for the instruction in the program
memory at loc, including the static information available from the ISA model such as its instruction_
kind, regs_in, and regs_out, and add i′ to the thread’s instruction_tree as a successor of i.
This involves only the thread, not the storage subsystem, as the model assumes a fixed program
rather than modelling fetches with memory reads; the model does not handle self-modifying
code.
Initiate memory reads of load instruction An instruction instance i with next state
Read_mem(read_kind, address, size, read_cont) can initiate the corresponding memory reads.
4As noted before, in AArch64, all conditional branch (non-computed-branch) instructions have statically determined
addresses.
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Action:
1. Construct the appropriate read requests rrs:
• if address is aligned to size then rrs is a single read request of size bytes from address;
• otherwise, rrs is a set of size read requests, each of one byte, from the addresses address
. . . address+ size− 1.
2. set i.mem_reads to rrs; and
3. update the state of i to Pending_mem_reads (read_cont).
Satisfy memory read by forwarding from writes For a load instruction instance i in state
Pending_mem_reads read_cont, and a read request, r in i.mem_reads that has unsatisfied slices,
the read request can be partially or entirely satisfied by forwarding from unpropagated writes by
store instruction instances that are po-before i, if the read-request-condition predicate holds. This
is if:
1. all po-previous dmbsy and isb instructions are finished;
2. all po-previous dmbld instructions are finished;
3. if i is a load acquire, all po-previous store releases are finished; and
all non-finished po-previous load acquire instructions are entirely satisfied.
Let wss be the set of unpropagated write slices from store instruction instances po-before i (if i
is a load acquire, exclude store exclusive writes) that have already calculated their write value,
that overlap with the unsatisfied slices of r, and which are not superseded by intervening writes
(with known address) or writes read from by intervening loads. That last condition requires, for
each write slice ws in wss from instruction i′:
• that there is no store instruction po-between i and i′ with a write overlapping ws, and
• that there is no load instruction po-between i and i′ that was satisfied from an overlapping
write slice from a different thread.
Action:
1. update r to indicate that it was satisfied by wss; and
2. restart any speculative instructions which have violated coherence as a result of this, i.e.,
for every non-finished instruction i′ that is a po-successor of i, and every read request r ′ of
i′ that was satisfied from wss′, if there exists a write slice ws′ in wss′, and an overlapping
write slice from a different write in wss, and ws′ is not from an instruction that is a po-
successor of i, restart i′ and its data-flow dependents (including po-successors of load
acquire instructions).
Note that store release writes cannot be forwarded to load acquires: a load acquire instruction
cannot be satisfied before all po-previous store release instructions are finished, and wss does not
include writes from finished stores (as those must be propagated).
Satisfy memory read from memory For a load instruction instance i in state Pending_mem_
reads (read_cont), and a read request r in i.mem_reads, that has unsatisfied slices, the read request
can be satisfied from memory unless i is a successful load exclusive and another successful load
exclusive from a different thread has an outstanding lock on writes overlapping with those r is
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trying to read from. If: the read-request-condition holds (see previous transition).
Action: let wss be the write slices from memory covering the unsatisfied slices of r, and apply
the action of Satisfy memory read by forwarding from writes. In addition, if i is a successful
load exclusive, union the slices r is mapped to in the exclusives map with wss.
Note that Satisfy memory read by forwarding from writes might leave some slices of the
read request unsatisfied. Satisfy memory read from memory, on the other hand, will always
satisfy all the unsatisfied slices of the read request.
Complete load instruction (when all its reads are entirely satisfied) A load instruction
instance i in state Pending_mem_reads (read_cont) can be completed (not to be confused with
finished) if all the read requests i.mem_reads are entirely satisfied, so if there are no unsatisfied
slices.
Action: update the state of i to Plain (read_cont memory_value), where memory_value is assem-
bled from all the write slices that satisfied i.mem_reads.
Guarantee the success of store exclusive A store exclusive instruction instance i with next
state Excl_res(res_cont) can be guaranteed to succeed if:
1. the store exclusive has not been determined to fail (as recorded in i.successful_exclusive);
2. assuming i is successful, it can be paired with a load exclusive i′ (see Instruction instance
states); and
3. if i′ has already been satisfied (not necessarily entirely), let wss be the set of propagated
write slices i′ has read from, then, no slice in wss has been overwritten (in memory) by a
write from another thread, and no other successful load exclusive from a different thread
has an outstanding lock on a write slice from wss.
Action:
1. record in i.successful_exclusive that the store exclusive will be successful;
2. if i′ has already been satisfied, union the set of write slices the read request of i′ is mapped
to in the exclusives map with wss, where wss is as above; and
3. update the state of i to Plain (res_cont true).
Make a store exclusive fail A store exclusive instruction instance i with next state
Excl_res(res_continuation) can be determined to fail if the store exclusive has not been guaranteed
to succeed (as recorded in i.successful_exclusive).
Action:
1. record in i.successful_exclusive that the store exclusive was determined to fail; and
2. update the state of i to Plain (res_cont false).
Note that a store exclusive instruction determines success or failure as its first non-pseudo-
code-internal action after fetching. The promise-success transition must happen before the store
exclusive can commit. It does not require the store to have a fully-determined address or to
be non-restartable. As a result, a store exclusive that has already promised its success might
be restarted. Since other instructions may rely on its promise, the restart will not affect the
value of i.successful_exclusive. Instead, when the store exclusive is restarted it will take the same
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promise/failure transition as before its restart — based on the value of i.successful_exclusive.
Initiate memory writes of store instruction, with their footprints An instruction instance i
with next state
Write_ea(write_kind, address, size, next_state′) can announce its pending write footprint.
Action:
1. construct the appropriate write requests:
• if address is aligned to size then ws is a single write request of size bytes to address;
• otherwise ws is a set of size write requests, each of one byte size, to the addresses
address . . .address+ size− 1.
2. set i.mem_writes to ws; and
3. update the state of i to Plain (next_state′).
Note that at this point the write requests do not yet have their values. This state allows non-
overlapping po-following writes to propagate.
Instantiate memory write values of store instruction An instruction instance i with next state
Write_memv (memory_value,write_cont) can instantiate the corresponding memory writes.
Action:
1. split memory_value between the write requests i.mem_writes; and
2. update the state of i to Pending_mem_writes (write_cont).
Commit store instruction For an uncommitted store instruction i in state Pending_mem_writes
(write_cont), i can commit if:
1. i has fully determined data (i.e., the register reads cannot change, see Auxiliary defini-
tions);
2. all po-previous conditional/computed branch instructions are finished;
3. all po-previous dmbsy and isb instructions are finished;
4. all po-previous dmbld instructions are finished;
5. all po-previous load acquire instructions are finished;
6. all po-previous store instructions, except for store exclusives that failed, have initiated and
so have non-empty mem_writes;
if i is a store release, all po-previous memory access instructions are finished;
7. all po-previous dmbst instructions are finished;
8. all po-previous memory access instructions have a fully determined memory footprint;
9. all po-previous load instructions have initiated and so have non-empty mem_reads; and
10. if i is a successful store exclusive then the paired load exclusive i′ is finished, and all
same-thread writes i′ read from are propagated.
Action: record i as committed.
Propagate memory write For an instruction i in state Pending_mem_writes (write_cont), and
an unpropagated write w in i.mem_writes the write can be propagated if:
1. i is committed;
2. all memory writes of po-previous store instructions that overlap w have already propagated
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3. all read requests of po-previous load instructions that overlap with w have already been
satisfied, and the load instruction is non-restartable (see Restart condition);
4. all read requests satisfied by forwarding w are entirely satisfied; and
5. no successful load exclusive from a different thread has an outstanding lock on a write slice
that overlaps with w.
Action:
1. restart any speculative instructions which have violated coherence as a result of this, i.e., for
every non-finished instruction i′ po-after i and every read request r ′ of i′ that was satisfied
from wss′, if there exists a write slice ws′ in wss′ that overlaps with w and is not from w,
and ws′ is not from a po-successor of i, restart i′ and its data-flow dependents;
2. record w as propagated;
3. update the memory with w;
4. if i is a store exclusive that is successfully paired with a load exclusive i′, remove the read
request of i′ from the exclusives map; and
5. for every successful load exclusive that has read from w (by forwarding), add the slices of w
this load exclusive read from to the set of write slices the read request of the load exclusive
is mapped to in the exclusives map.
Complete store instruction (when its writes are all propagated) A store instruction i in state
Pending_mem_writes (write_cont), for which all of the memory writes in i.mem_writes have been
propagated, can be completed.
Action: update the state of i to Plain(write_cont true).
Commit barrier A barrier instruction i in state Plain (next_state) where next_state is
Barrier(barrier_kind, next_state′) can be committed if:
1. all po-previous conditional/computed branch instructions are finished;
2. if i is a dmbld instruction, all po-previous load instructions are finished;
3. if i is a dmbst instruction, all po-previous store instructions are finished;
4. all po-previous dmbsy barriers are finished;
5. if i is an isb instruction, all po-previous memory access instructions have fully determined
memory footprints; and
6. if i is a dmbsy instruction, all po-previous memory access instructions and barriers are
finished.
Note that this differs from the previous Flowing and POP models: in Flowing and POP, barriers
commit in program-order and potentially re-order in the storage subsystem. Here the thread
subsystem is weakened to subsume the re-ordering of Flowing and POP’s storage subsystem.
Action: update the state of i to Plain (next_state′).
Register read An instruction instance i with next state Read_reg (reg_name, read_cont) can do
a register read if every instruction instance that it needs to read from has already performed the
expected register write.
Let read_sources include, for each bit of reg_name, the write to that bit by the most recent (in
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program order) instruction instance that can write to that bit, if any. If there is no such instruction,
the source is the initial register value from initial_register_state. Let register_value be the assembled
value from read_sources.
Action:
1. add reg_name to i.reg_reads with read_sources and register_value; and
2. update the state of i to Plain (read_cont register_value).
Register write An instruction instance i with next state
Write_reg (reg_name, register_value, next_state′) can do the register write.
Action:
1. add reg_name to i.reg_writes with write_deps and register_value; and
2. update the state of i to Plain (next_state′).
where write_deps is the set of all read_sources from i.reg_reads and a flag that is set to true if i is
a load instruction that has already been entirely satisfied.
Pseudocode internal step An instruction instance i with next state Internal (next_state′) can do
that pseudocode-internal step.
Action: update the state of i to Plain (next_state′).
Finish instruction A non-finished instruction i with next state Done ( ) can be finished if:
1. if i is a load instruction:
1.1. all po-previous dmbsy and isb instructions are finished;
1.2. all po-previous dmbld instructions are finished;
1.3. all po-previous load acquire instructions are finished;
1.4. it is guaranteed that the values read by the read requests of i will not cause coherence
violations, i.e., for any po-previous instruction instance i′, let cfp be the combined
footprint of propagated writes from store instructions po-between i and i′ and fixed
writes that were forwarded to i from store instructions po-between i and i′ including
i′, and let cfp be the complement of cfp in the memory footprint of i. If cfp is not
empty:
1.4.1. i′ has a fully determined memory footprint;
1.4.2. i′ has no unpropagated memory write that overlaps with cfp; and
1.4.3. If i′ is a load with a memory footprint that overlaps with cfp, then all the read
requests of i′ that overlap with cfp are satisfied and i′ cannot be restarted (see
Restart condition).
Here a memory write is called fixed if it is the write of a store instruction that has fully
determined data.
1.5. if i is a load acquire, all po-previous store release instructions are finished;
2. i has fully determined data; and
3. all po-previous conditional/computed branches are finished.
Action:
1. if i is a branch instruction, discard any untaken path of execution, i.e., remove any (non-
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finished) instructions that are not reachable by the branch taken in instruction_tree; and
2. record the instruction as finished: set finished to true.
6.3.9 Auxiliary definitions
Fully determined Informally, an instruction is said to have fully determined footprint if the
memory reads feeding into its footprint are finished. A register write w, of instruction i, with
the associated write_deps from i.reg_writes is said to be fully determined if one of the following
conditions hold:
1. i is finished; or
2. the load flag in write_deps is false and every register write in write_deps is fully determined.
An instruction i is said to have fully determined data if all the register writes of read_sources
in i.reg_reads are fully determined. An instruction i is said to have a fully determined memory
footprint if i has done enough instruction steps to compute its footprint and all the register writes
of read_sources in i.reg_reads that are associated with registers that feed into i’s memory access
footprint are fully determined.
Address/data known A load is said to have known footprint/address or to have computed its
footprint/address when it has done the Initiate memory reads of load instruction transition
or is in a state where the next transition is the Initiate memory reads of load instruction
transition.
A store is said to have known footprint/address or to have computed its footprint/address when
it has done the Initiate memory writes of store instruction transition. Its data is said to be
known/computed when the store has taken the Instantiate memory write values of store
instruction transition.
Restart condition To determine if instruction i might be restarted the model uses the following
recursive condition: i is a non-finished instruction and at least one of the following holds,
1. there exists an unpropagated write w such that applying the action of the Propagate
memory write transition to w will result in the restart of i;
2. there exists a non-finished load instruction l such that applying the action of the Satisfy
memory read from memory transition to l will result in the restart of i (even if l is already
entirely satisfied); or
3. there exists a non-finished instruction i′ that might be restarted and i is in its data-flow
dependents (including po-successors of load acquire instructions).
6.3.10 Store exclusive issues
The MCA ARMv8 architecture intends for the success bit of store exclusives not to introduce
dependencies, to allow (e.g.) hardware optimisations that dynamically replace load/store exclusive
pairs by atomic read-modify-write operations that can execute in the memory subsystem and
therefore be guaranteed to succeed.5 Therefore, the official ARMv8-axiomatic model assumes
5This description is taken from that found in the supplementary material of Pulte et al. [104].
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all address/data/control dependencies to be from reads, not writes. In the operational model,
matching this weakness has proved to be difficult: it means the operational model must be able
to promise the success or failure of a store exclusive instruction even before any of its registers
reads/writes have been done, so before the store exclusive’s address and data are available. The
Thread 0: Thread 1:
LDXR X3,[X0] LDXR X3,[X1]
MOV X4,#2 MOV X4,#2
STR X4,[X1] STR X4,[X0]
DMB ST DMB ST
MOV X5,#1 MOV X5,#1
STXR X20,X5,[X0] STXR X20,X5,[X1]
Thread 0
a: Rex x=0
b: W y=2
po
c: dmb st
po
d: Wex x=1
po
Thread 1
e: Rex y=0
f: W x=2
po
g: dmb st
po
h: Wex y=1
po
co
co
rf rf
Figure 6.12: Example of a test with deadlocking behaviour in the operational
model. The assembly program on the left assumes that on both threads register
X0 holds the address of x , X1 that of y . LDXR is the assembly syntax for load
exclusive, STXR for store exclusive, and the first argument of STXR is the status
register that will contain the information about whether the store suceeded.
early success promises are the source of deadlocks in the operational model. To illustrate this
consider, for example, the litmus test from Figure 6.12 and a state where both a and e are satisfied
and finished, and where b and f are not propagated. Then d can promise its success, locking
memory location x, and h can promise its success, locking location y. But now there is a deadlock:
• For d to propagate and release the lock on x, c has to be committed and hence b propagated.
But b cannot propagate since y is locked.
• For h to propagate and release the lock on y, g has to be committed and hence f propagated.
But f cannot propagate since x is locked.
Similar situations arise from cases where there are other barriers or release/acquire instructions
in-between the load and the store exclusive, or if the store exclusive has additional dependencies
that the load exclusive does not have. These are cases that are not really intended to be supported
by the architecture.
The model can also currently deadlock if a load and a store exclusive are paired successfully
but later turn out to have different addresses: if the store exclusive promises its success before its
address is known it locks the matched load exclusive’s memory location; when they later turn out
to be to a different addresses it never unlocks it. This issue can be fixed, but it is currently still
being clarified what exactly the architecturally allowed behaviour should be.
These model deadlocks do not compromise the soundness of the model — the model still
allows all the final outcomes it should — and do not impact exhaustive exploration of concurrent
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programs in the model (such deadlocking executions can be ignored, although some execution
time may be wasted exploring executions that will eventually deadlock), but mean the model
is not entirely incremental. As a result, the model intuition is less clear, and the deadlocks are
confusing for users when interactively stepping through executions in the rmem tool.
6.4 ARMv8-Axiomatic
The revised multicopy atomic ARMv8 architecture for the first time has an official formal con-
currency model. The following section gives the definition of this official model. The official
ARMv8 concurrency model is the ARMv8-axiomatic model specified in herd [17], the architecture
documentation contains a prose version of the same.
6.4.1 Herd and candidate executions
In the operational model, the possible concurrency behaviours of a program are a fact derived
from the legal traces of the operational model with that program as input, i.e. the operational
model is a function from programs to legal executions. The axiomatic model, on the other hand,
checks whether a given candidate execution is a legal execution for a given program. A candidate
execution is a complete concrete execution of the concurrent program that is described in terms
of a set of events and relations over them, abstracting from the instruction semantics. In the case
of herd [14, 17] the event set consists of read events for load instructions, write events for store
instructions, and barrier events for barrier instructions, and the candidate execution contains a
number of relations on these:
program-order (po) relates two events in the order of their originating instructions in the
program in a concrete control-flow unfolding.
reads-from (rf) relates a write event W with a read R that reads from W .
coherence (co) relates a write W with another W ′ in the order the writes are sequenced in
memory.
read-modify-write (rmw) relates a R read (read exclusive) with a write W (write exclusive) if
W originates from a successful store exclusive that is paired with the load exclusive R
originates from.
address dependency (addr) relates a read event R with a read or a write event E if the value
read by the load instruction R originates from is written to a register that affects the address
calculation of the load or store instruction of E.
data dependency (data) relates a read event R with a write event W if the value read by the
load instruction R originates from is written to a register that affects the calculation of the
value written to memory by the store instruction of W .
control dependency (ctrl) relates a read event R with an event E if the value read by the
load instruction R originates from is written to a register that affects the condition or
target address of a conditional or computed branch program-order-before the instruction E
originates from.
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The candidate executions have to satisfy only minimal consistency requirements to be compatible
with the instruction semantics, and it is the axiomatic concurrency model that decides whether
a candidate execution is legal. The possible behaviours of an input program are then the set of
candidate executions that satisfy the predicate defined by the axiomatic model. The main part of
the official ARMv8 axiomatic herd model [47] is below. This model is defined for programs in
which all memory accesses have the same size, or “non-mixed-size programs”, only.
6.4.2 Definition
The ARMv8-axiomatic model specifies which candidate executions are legal by defining a number
of relations (ca, obs, dob, . . . ), and then requiring certain axioms to hold of legal executions — in
this case the three axioms at the end of the model internal, external, and atomic — named, using
the syntax “. . . as . . . ”. The primitives for defining relations used here (and in the equivalence
proof later) are the following (where S and S′ are arbitrary relations):
• Union of relations S|S′.
• Intersection of relations S&S′.
• Sequential composition of relations S; S’.
• Transitive closure S+.
• Reflexive transitive closure S*.
• Option operation S?, denoting the union of S and the identity relation.
• Set difference S \ S′.
• Relation inversion: S−1.
• Binary identity relation for a given domain: [M ] denotes the set {(E, E) | E ∈ M}. This can
be used in combination with sequential composition to restrict relations to events of certain
sets on the left or right-hand side of the edges: for example ctrl;[W] is the set of pairs (E, E′)
where E′ control-depends on E, and E′ is restricted to be a write.
• Sets of all events of a particular type:
– W: for write events
– R: for read events
– F: for barrier events
– ISB: for isb events
– DMB.SY: for dmbsy events
– DMB.LD: for dmbld events
– DMB.ST: for dmbst events
– L: for write release events
– A: for acquire read events
– Q: for weak acquire read events from LDAPR instructions
In addition, the ARMv8 model assumes some definitions derived using these primitives. The
from-reads relation (fr) [7, 14] relates a read R with any write W ′ that is coherence-after the
write W it reads from; this is defined as fr = rf−1; co, so (W,R) ∈ rf and (W,W ′) ∈ co implies
(R,W ′) ∈ fr. The relation po-loc is the program order relation restricted to read and write events
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to the same address. Additionally, the rf, co, and fr relations are each subdivided into their
“internal” (same-thread) and “external” (different-thread) parts, suffixed i and e respectively.
Using these built-in and derived operations and sets the ARMv8-axiomatic model requires legal
executions to satisfy three axioms:
internal This is a standard axiom, sometimes called SC-per-location, that rules out coherence
violations in individual threads and requires the acyclicity of the union of po-loc, co, rf, and
fr.
external This axiom is the main axiom, that restricts the possible interaction between different
threads. The relations dependency-ordered-before (dob), atomic-ordered-before (aob),
and barrier-ordered-before (bob), define partial orders of same-thread events for which
program order is preserved despite the out-of-order execution. The relation dob specifies
the dependencies that are respected within the threads, aob defines ordering related to
load/store exclusive instructions, and bob describes which ordering guarantees barrier
instructions give. The relation observed-by (obs) on the other hand captures ordering
resulting from the interactions of events of different threads, given by the relations rf,
fr, and co restricted to events from different threads. The external axioms now requires
compatibility of the ordering within the threads defined by the relation dob|aob|bob with
the ordering across threads defined by obs by requiring the irreflexivity of the transitive
closure of their union (or the acyclicity of their union).
atomic The atomic axiom captures the atomicity guarantees given by successful load/store
exclusive pairs: if a load exclusive’s read RE reads from some write W and successfully
pairs with a store exclusive, there must be no writeW ′ coherence-betweenW and the store
exclusive’s write WE. So if RE and WE are rmw-related (“paired”), then these must not be
related by fre; coe via a different thread write W ′.
(* Coherence−aer *)
let ca = fr | co
(* Observed−by *)
let obs = rfe | fre | coe
(* Dependency−ordered−before *)
let dob = addr | data
| ctrl; [W]
| (ctrl | (addr; po)); [ISB]; po; [R]
| addr; po; [W]
| (ctrl | data); coi
| (addr | data); rfi
(* Atomic−ordered−before *)
let aob = rmw
| [range(rmw)]; rfi; [A |Q]
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(* Barrier−ordered−before *)
let bob = po; [DMB.Sy]; po
| [L]; po; [A]
| [R]; po; [DMB.LD]; po
| [A |Q]; po
| [W]; po; [DMB.ST]; po; [W]
| po; [L]
| po; [L]; coi
(* Ordered−before *)
let rec ob = obs | dob | aob | bob | ob; ob
(* Internal visibility requirement *)
acyclic po−loc | ca | rf as internal
(* External visibility requirement *)
irreflexive ob as external
(* Atomic: Basic LDXR/STXR constraint to forbid intervening writes. *)
empty rmw & (fre; coe) as atomic
Thread 0
a: W x=1
Thread 1
b: R x=1
c: R y=0
addr
Thread 2
d: W y=1
Thread 3
e: R y=1
f: R x=0
addr
rf rf
rf rf
fr
fr
To illustrate the definition, recall the previous IRIW+addrs test. This non-multicopy-atomic
behaviour requires a to propagated to Thread 1 without immediately also propagating to Thread 3,
and d to propagated to Thread 3 without immediately also propagating to Thread 1, and is
forbidden in the revised ARMv8 architecture. The ARMv8-axiomatic model forbids this behaviour
using the main axiom: there is a cycle of the shape rfe; addr; fre; rfe; addr; fre: the addr edges are
part of the dependencies dob that enforce memory model ordering, rfe and fre are interaction
across threads that create memory model ordering; the edges form a cycle in the relation ob that
the main axiom external requires to be acyclic.
Chapter 7
ARMv8 model equivalence
With the models defined as in Chapter 6, the Flat operational model and the ARMv8-axiomatic
model are equivalent presentations of the same concurrency behaviour, for non-mixed-size pro-
grams.1This chapter discusses the relation between the two models in detail, and, as the main
result of this thesis, gives a proof of equivalence of the two models for non-mixed-size programs
and finite executions. First we first present the experimental equivalence results (that provide
additional evidence for the equivalence theorem).
The two models are experimentally validated on a test suite of 11310 litmus tests, consisting
mostly of families of tests systematically generated using diy [12], together with some hand-
written tests; it includes the tests used in Flur et al. [51, 52]. Of these, 2369 are mixed-size tests
and so cannot be used for the comparison between the operational and the axiomatic model;
another 3 tests use instructions that are not supported by the axiomatic model; 2 tests are too
big for both models, and additional 2 are too big for Flat; 11 tests make use of a −1 value that is
interpreted inconsistently by the tools.
Running the Flat model in rmem, and the ARMv8-axiomatic model in herd for the above tests,
the two models allow the same set of final states for each test, with the exception of six tests
due to herd’s handling of dependencies from the result register of a store exclusive. As discussed
earlier, it is the intention of the revised ARMv8 architecture for the success bit register write
of store exclusive instructions not to introduce memory model ordering (the dependency is not
preserved); at the time of writing, in herd the dependency coming out of the store exclusive
translates to a dependency out of the paired load exclusive (in a way that does not match the
architectural intention). The six tests in which the two models experimentally mismatch are tests
in which this handling of dependencies becomes observable.
Assuming, however, a fixed handling of the store exclusive dependencies in the axiomatic model
— whereby a syntactic dependency out of the store exclusive’s register write does not create
memory model ordering from the load exclusive or the store exclusive — the models can be shown
to allow the same behaviour for any given non-mixed-size program. This chapter gives a proof of
equivalence for the intersection of the features covered by the two models for finite executions. In
particular, the proof only covers the behaviour of programs in which all memory accesses are not
misaligned and of the same size (this also excludes the load-pair and store-pair instructions), and
it does not cover the LDAPR weaker acquire instructions (which at the time of working on the
proof was not covered by the Flat operational model). Additionally, the proof assumes that if a
load and store exclusive instruction are successfully paired (rmw-related in the axiomatic model),
1The results of this chapter have been published in Pulte et al. [104] and the chapter text including the relation of the
models, the informal description of the proof, the proof text, and the experimental results are minor adaptations of
that of Pulte et al. [104] and the supplementary material of same paper.
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then they are to the same address — as discussed earlier, the case of different-address paired
load/store exclusive instructions is still being clarified. The proof assumes no reading from initial
memory, i.e. that every memory read is satisfied from a write that originates from a store in the
input program. Finally, the proof assumes the two models share the definition of the instruction
semantics and thus agree on the definition of dependencies.
In order to state the equivalence of the two models, one first has to define a way to relate oper-
ational and axiomatic model executions. Given this definition the chapter proves the equivalence
of the two models under the assumptions above.
7.1 Relating axiomatic and operational models
The basic problem in relating the Flat model of Section 6.3 and the ARMv8-axiomatic model
of [22, 47] (ARMv8-ax for short) is the mismatch between the events the two models refer
to: whereas the axiomatic model has a single event per instruction (one read per load, one
write per store), the operational model has several transitions associated with each instruction.
Moreover, those transitions have subtle ordering properties: for example, a write can be read
from by forwarding after its instantiate-memory-write transition (when an address and value
are provisionally available), which is before it is propagated (and hence visible to be read from
memory by other threads), while it can be propagated only when (among other conditions) all
previous memory writes have announced their address.
The idea underlying the equivalence proof is that there is a correspondence between particular
Flat transitions and events in ARMv8-ax’s ob relation:
ARMv8-ax event Flat transition
Write Propagate memory write
Read final Satisfy memory read (from memory or by forwarding)
Barrier Commit barrier
Under this correspondence the relations of ARMv8-ax can be viewed as ranging over transitions
in a Flat trace: in particular, the main axiom external that checks for the acyclicity of certain
such relations can be interpreted as describing the order of transitions in a Flat trace for a given
execution. For example, [L];po;[A] can be read as saying: in Flat an acquire read can only be
satisfied if all program-order-preceding release writes are propagated. The proof establishes that
under this interpretation the axioms of ARMv8-ax are a sound and complete characterisation of
Flat, for finite executions.
However, to state this formally requires defining under which conditions executions of ARMv8-
ax and Flat should be considered equivalent, since the two models have different notions of
execution: ARMv8-ax has candidate executions; Flat has traces from the initial state. To relate
the two notions of executions, one has to define how a Flat trace induces po, co, rf, and rmw of
the ARMv8-ax candidate execution, and then call a Flat trace equivalent to a candidate execution
for the same input program if their po, co, rf, and rmw relations are the same. We give the
definition of a candidate execution induced by a Flat trace, for the non-mixed-size case the proof
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is concerned with.
Let Tr be a finite Flat trace for the given program to a final state. Define:
• (E, E′) ∈ poTr for two (read/write/barrier) events (E, E′) if E is before E′ in one of the
thread’s instruction trees after Tr (in a final state all instructions are finished, and since
finished branch instructions have only one successor in the tree, each tree is a linear order
of instructions)
• (W,W ′) ∈ coTr for two same-address writes W and W ′ if W propagates to memory before
W ′ in Tr
• (W,R) ∈ rfTr for a write W and a read R if, in the final satisfy-read transition of R in Tr,
the read R is satisfied by W (“final” since if the trace Tr involves a restart of R it might be
satisfied multiple times)
• (RE,WE) ∈ rmwTr for a read exclusive RE and write exclusive WE if in Tr the write exclusive
WE is successfully paired with the read exclusive RE.
Given this definition one can state:
Theorem 3. Let x = (po, co, rf, rmw) be a finite candidate execution for a given program P. The
execution x is valid under ARMv8-axiomatic if and only if there exists a valid finite trace Tr of Flat
Operational for the program P such that (poTr, coTr, rfTr, rmwTr) = (po, co, rf, rmw).
The following gives the high-level ideas of the proof for both directions of the implication.
7.2 Proof overview
7.2.1 “If”: Flat Operational behaviour included in ARMv8 Axiomatic
To show that the candidate execution x = (poTr, coTr, rfTr, rmwTr) induced by an arbitrary valid
finite Flat trace Tr is allowed by ARMv8-ax one has to prove that any such x satisfies the three
axioms: external, internal, and atomic. The following assumes that for any finite trace of Flat there
is an equivalent one that has no restarts or discarded instructions, which intuitively holds because
instruction restarts and discards are down-closed with respect to the information flow in the
model, and hence, without loss of generality, that Tr involves no instruction restarts or discards.
First consider external (which can be regarded as the main axiom). The basic idea of this part of
the proof is that, interpreting ob as a relation between Flat transitions using the correspondence
given above, one can show that Tr (viewed as a relation) contains each edge of ob for the
candidate execution x . Since Flat traces with no restarts are acyclic by construction, it follows
that ob as a subset of Tr must be acyclic as well. To illustrate the proof of ob ⊆ Tr consider an
edge e ∈ addr;po;[ISB];po;[R]. Then e = (R,R′) for a read R and a po-later read R′, there is an
isb B po-between R and R′, and R is a memory read that feeds into the address of a memory
instruction po-before B. Under the above correspondence e is an edge from the satisfaction of R
to that of R′. The proof is now as follows: in Flat
• for R′ to be satisfied, all po-earlier isb s, including B, must be finished and hence committed;
• for B to commit (since B is an isb) all memory reads feeding into the address of a memory
instruction po-before B, including R, have to be finished;
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• and hence each of those memory reads, including R, has to be satisfied.
Therefore R is satisfied before R′, and Tr contains all edges of addr;po;[ISB];po;[R]. The proof
proceeds in this way for the other edges to show that ob is a subset of Tr, and hence that ob is
acyclic.
The proof that the atomic axiom is satisfied shows that Flat preserves the invariant that for any
successful load/store exclusive pair (RE,WE) ∈ rmw their location in memory is locked by RE for
other-thread writes until WE reaches memory, and thereby guarantees the atomicity property of
exclusives. The proof for the internal axiom shows that any per-thread coherence violation (as
excluded by internal) during a Flat Operational trace leads to a restart of the violating instruction.
Since by assumption Tr has no restarts there can be no such coherence violation.
7.2.2 “Only If”: ARMv8 Axiomatic behaviour included in Flat Operational
The other direction of the proof is more difficult. Here one has to show that, given a finite
candidate execution x allowed by ARMv8-ax, there exists a finite Flat trace Tr that induces
x . One would like to do this by defining Tr by induction on a linearisation S of ob, according
to the above correspondence: start with an empty trace and for each next event of S extend
it with the corresponding transition. However, ARMv8-ax’s ob does not give enough detail to
easily construct a legal Flat trace: ob can be interpreted as describing an order of Flat satisfy-
read/propagate-write/commit-barrier transitions in a trace for x , but it lacks information about
the read/write/barrier finish transitions, for example.
To illustrate this, consider the step case for an isb barrier event B in the inductive definition of
Tr: after constructing the trace Tr′ for a prefix of S, one needs to extend it for the next element B
in S. The trace Tr′ should be extended with the barrier-commit transition for B. But for this to
be a legal Flat trace the barrier-commitment condition has to hold. This requires, among other
things, that all reads R that the isb B is control-flow dependent on are finished. This in turns
means that, for each of these reads R, that all reads R′ po-before R to the same address, where
there is no same-address write po-between R′ and R, have to be satisfied and non-restartable. But
from the definition of ob it is not clear why those reads R′ would be satisfied and non-restartable,
and therefore why committing B is a legal transition in Flat in the state reached with Tr′.
To address this problem the gap between the Flat operational and ARMv8-ax models can be
bridged by introducing an intermediate model, Flat-axiomatic, and splitting the proof into two
parts: (a) that a candidate execution accepted by ARMv8-ax is accepted by Flat-axiomatic, and
(b) that for each legal candidate execution of Flat-axiomatic there exists a Flat Operational trace.
Flat-axiomatic has the same structure as ARMv8-ax — it has the internal and atomic axioms, and
the main axiom external that requires the acyclicity of the relation Order — making it possible
to relate ARMv8-ax and Flat-axiomatic, for (a). The relation Order, on the other hand, tries to
capture the order of transitions in Flat as closely as possible, to make it easier to construct a trace
from its candidate executions, for (b).
Starting with (b), the above problem becomes manageable when constructing Tr by induction
on a linearisation of Flat-axiomatic’s Order relation, since Order contains additional information
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about read-finish transitions (among others). In this case, for example, the following holds:
1. (R,B) ∈ [R];ctrl;[ISB] ⊆ Order for each such read R feeding into B’s control-flow; and
2. (R′,B) ∈ [R];(po-loc\(po-loc;[W];po-loc));[R];ctrl;[ISB] ⊆ Order for each read R′ that is po-loc-
before R with no same-address write between R and R′.
Then by construction of Tr′ all such R and R′ are satisfied; and in combination with other edges
of Order one can show that the preconditions for finishing R′ are met (so R′ is non-restartable),
and R and therefore B can be finished.
The last part of the proof, (a), shows that Flat-axiomatic accepts all candidate executions
ARMv8-axiomatic accepts. Since the two have the same internal and atomic axioms this only
requires proving that Flat-axiomatic’s Order relation has a cycle only if ob from ARMv8-ax has
one. This proof therefore has to deal with the edges of Flat-axiomatic that ARMv8-ax does not
include.
The fundamental reason why Flat-axiomatic has edges that ARMv8-ax does not mention is that
per-thread coherence in Flat Operational and ARMv8-ax are necessarily handled differently: the
axiomatic model has the full candidate execution available and rules out coherence violation by
fiat, while the operational model computes incrementally and preserves per-thread coherence
using its restart mechanism. Some transitions, however, are only allowed in Flat Operational
when certain instructions cannot be restarted anymore. Recall the example from the description
of part (b) of the proof: here, committing an isb B requires finishing the read R, and in turn that
all reads R′ po-before R are satisfied and non-restartable.
The proof of (a) now shows that each edge of Flat-axiomatic’s Order that is not mentioned in ob
of ARMv8-ax is subsumed by other edges contained in the transitive closure of ob. In this example,
for the edge (R′,B) ∈ Order this involves reasoning about the composition of (R′,B) with other
edges in Order: since this edge cannot create a cycle by itself it can only participate in a cycle when
composed with other edges, for example addr. But the edge set addr;[R];po-R-loc;[R];ctrl;[ISB] is
subsumed by addr;po;[ISB] which in turn can be shown to be subsumed by ob. Proceeding in a
similar way for the other edges shows any cycle in Order also implies one in ob.
7.3 Proof
Assumptions This proof assumes
1. Finite candidate executions and finite Flat traces.
2. No mixed-size accesses and no misaligned accesses. No load/store-pair instructions.
3. No initial writes/initial memory state: any write in the execution originates from one of the
input program’s threads.
4. That if a write exclusive is successfully paired with a read exclusive, then they are to the
same address.
5. ARMv8 Axiomatic and Flat Operational use the same instruction semantics.
6. (E, E′) ∈ addr if and only if: E is a read and E′ is a read or a write and E feeds into a register
write that affects the footprint/address of E′. Note: this means (E, E′) ∈ addr does not hold
if E is a write exclusive.
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7. (E, E′) ∈ data: E is a read and E′ is a write and E feeds into a register write that affects the
value written by E′. Note: this means (E, E′) ∈ data does not hold if E is a write exclusive.
8. (E, E′) ∈ ctrl: E is a read and E′ is a write and E feeds into a register write that affects a
conditional branch or a computed branch instruction program-order-before E′. Note: this
means (E, E′) ∈ ctrl does not hold if E is a write exclusive, and that control dependencies
are not delimited — ctrl; po ⊆ ctrl.
9. All register reads of a load affect its footprint/address.
10. All register reads of a store affect its footprint/address and data.
For the latter points, recall the aforementioned remarks on load/store exclusive dependencies:
the proof assumes, following the architectural intention, that the success bit register write of
a store exclusive instruction introduces no memory ordering. Therefore the above dependency
relations are assumed to always have a read on the left-hand side. (In herd, dependencies out of
store exclusive instructions are translated to dependencies from the paired load exclusive. The
proof assumes this is not the case, as intended in ARMv8.)
The assumption that a load or store only reads registers affecting its footprint/address or value
is important to guarantee that after a load or store is satisfied/propagated and completed it has
no additional dependencies to resolve: it does not need to wait for other instructions to write a
register it depends on before it can finish. This is true for the instructions currently covered by
the model, where the only actions after completion of a load or store are so-called pseudo-register
reads: reads of registers whose value is statically determined in the parts of the architecture
covered by the Sail models, and which thus do not create ordering. Once the Sail models cover
more aspects of the architecture this question may have to be revisited and the operational model
relaxed so such dependencies do not create unwanted ordering.
The full proof can be found in the appendix, with the structure as follows:
1. Section D.1 (p. 215) gives the proof that ARMv8-axiomatic allows all behaviours allowed by
the Flat operational model. It first slightly simplifies the axiomatic model, then shows that for
every candidate execution induced by Flat the main axiom external holds (in Section D.1.1),
it then proves the intra-thread coherence axiom internal holds (Section D.1.2), and last
shows the atomic axiom holds (Section D.1.3).
2. Section D.2 (p. 225) defines the Flat-axiomatic intermediate model.
3. Section D.3 (p. 230) proves that the Flat operational model allows the behaviours allowed
by the Flat-axiomatic model.
4. Finally, Section D.4 (p. 245) shows that the Flat-axiomatic model allows all behaviours
allowed by the ARMv8-axiomatic model.
The statement then follows by Theorem 11, Theorem 13, and Theorem 12.
Chapter 8
RISC-V concurrency
The community around the RISC-V architecture has recently formed the Memory Model Task
Group, chaired by Daniel Lustig, for the purpose of designing and specifying the architecture’s
new concurrency semantics.
Earlier versions of the RISC-V ISA manual had a relaxed non-multicopy-atomic concurrency
model [120]. In the process of checking the C11 compilation scheme for RISC-V, Trippel et al.
[120] identified several issues in this earlier memory model: it had no cumulative barriers, did
not enforce ordering resulting from dependencies, and allowed read-read coherence violations
[120]. To address these shortcomings the RISC-V Memory Model Task Group was formed [26].
Shaked Flur, Peter Sewell, and the author joined this Task Group in August 2017 and have
since been active participants. At that point the group was discussing various design choices for a
hypothetical multicopy atomic relaxed model enforcing most syntactic dependencies, with draft
axiomatic and operational formalisations, but also the question of whether RISC-V should adopt
the TSO memory model. The Task Group’s work took place in online mail discussions and weekly
phone conference meetings, and involved debating various semantics choices: whether RISC-V
should allow load-store re-ordering, the TSO question, and various details of a potential relaxed
model, including same-address ordering choices, dependency questions, the semantics of certain
barriers and release/acquire, compilation schemes for C/C++, etc.
After much discussion the Task Group has converged on a proposal for the RISC-V memory model
that closely follows that of MCA ARMv8, but also incorporates some changes motivated by the
deadlock issues in the operational modelling of ARMv8’s load/store exclusive instructions described
in Section 6.3.10 (which similarly affect atomic memory operations). The RISC-V architecture also
has an optional Ztso extension that identifies CPUs implementing the simpler TSO memory model.
The group’s chair Daniel Lustig presented the proposed concurrency architecture at the RISC-V
workshop in Barcelona, 7-10 May 2018. After the group’s informal internal voting process in July
2018 that voted in favour of the proposal the model was officially ratified in late September 2018.
The group has since continued work, discussing details of mixed-size memory accesses and a
potential extension of the memory model to cover the concurrency semantics of self-modifying
code.
The following part of this chapter gives an overview over some important choices that were
discussed.
8.1 Semantic choices
In the process, a number of choices in RISC-V’s concurrency model were discussed. The following
gives an overview.
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TSO Some discussion was concerned with a proposal for RISC-V to adopt the TSO memory
model instead of a more relaxed ARMv8-like model. Much of the controversy revolved around
the feasibility of developing efficient hardware under the TSO memory model, and the potential
benefits it would present for software due to the simpler concurrency model. The group did not
reach a conclusion on this question. As a compromise, RISC-V has adopted a relaxed ARMv8-like
model, but offers the Ztso extension: an extension that allows a processor to expose that it has TSO
concurrency behaviour to the operating system and software running on the processor; software
in turn can declare to require the TSO-extension if it is not written to handle the more relaxed
concurrency model. The relaxed ARMv8-like model, however, is the base model, and the Unix
platform, for instance, will require software to handle the relaxed memory model.
Multicopy atomicity The question of whether RISC-V should have a non-multicopy-atomic
model was mostly settled at the time we joined the Task Group. Although non-multicopy-atomicity
was deemed to be potentially beneficial for highly-parallel many-core systems, and “minion cores”
(small cores to which the main core oﬄoads certain I/O intensive tasks, see for example [36]),
the complexity non-multicopy-atomicity would likely have added to the memory model was
considered too great. Consequently, the RISC-V model is multicopy atomic.
Load-buffering Due to the potential advantages for programming language concurrency models,
the Task Group also discussed forbidding load-store re-ordering (load-buffering) behaviour. The
combination of hardware-allowed load-buffering behaviour and the necessity for language-level
concurrency models to be liberal enough to allow for the effects of compiler optimisations leads to
the difficulty of defining language-level concurrency models that do not allow certain undesirable
behaviour, called out-of-thin-air behaviour, as discussed in Batty et al. [32]. Since, however, there
are a number of existing implementations — released or in production — exhibiting load-buffering
behaviour this non-backwards-compatible change was not considered an option.
With these higher-level choices fixed, the group converged on amulticopy atomic model allowing
load buffering, of a similar shape as ARMv8’s, and the discussion focused on the details of the
preserved ordering within the threads, and the semantics of load/store exclusive instructions and
atomic operations.
Same address ordering Earlier proposals for the RISC-V concurrency model enforced stronger
thread-internal ordering for loads: the earlier draft RISC-V-axiomatic model enforced the orderings
(addr|data);po-loc;[R] and [R];po-loc \ (po-loc; po-loc);[R]: making all loads wait for program-order-
previous memory accesses to the same address to have their address and data determined, and
making same-address loads that are not separated by another same-address access in program
order satisfy in order. This forbids certain behaviours resulting from same-address load-load
out-of-order satisfaction as well as some store-forwarding allowed in ARMv8. As a consequence,
this model, for example, disallowed the RSW behaviour shown in the introduction’s Figure 1.7.
The reason for this was mostly that earlier versions of the draft specification featured a different
operational model in which preventing coherence violations in the presence of such behaviours
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would have been more difficult. However, the fact that RSW behaviour is widely observed in
practice in both POWER and ARMv8 implementations may indicate it naturally arises in micro-
architecture, and forbidding it on the grounds of minor modelling simplifications did not seem
justified. RISC-V has therefore shifted to adopt ARMv8’s more relaxed semantics here (i.e. including
the weaker ordering (addr|data);rfi;[R] for thread-internal forwarding instead of the two previously
shown edges).
Fence.i RISC-V has an instruction synchronisation barrier fence.i. In ARMv8 and POWER,
the instruction synchronisation barriers isb and isync, respectively, enforce certain dependency
ordering: committing those barriers can only happen when the control flow is resolved and all
program-order-earlier memory accesses have their addresses determined. RISC-V decided not
to adopt this behaviour: the main arguments against adopting the same semantics here were:
(1) hypothetical implementations may handle instruction synchronisation without enforcing this
additional ordering; and (2) the instruction synchronisation barrier is likely to be an expensive
operation, and so programmers should not be encouraged to use it for other memory ordering
purposes (such as the ordering resulting from such dependencies). This means that fence.i is a
weaker fence than isync or isb.
Weaker barriers RISC-V has a number of other barriers, some equivalent to those of MCA
ARMv8, but additionally also a number of weaker barrier instructions, as well as fence.tso.
RISC-V has an instruction fence that takes two arguments, indicating which program-order-
earlier and later instructions the fence creates ordering with: for example, fenceR,RW is a fence that
creates ordering from program-order-preceding loads (or reads R) to program-order-succeeding
loads and stores (or reads and writes RW). The possible arguments for the predecessor and
successor set are R, W, and RW. Then the following ARMv8 and RISC-V barriers correspond:
• fenceRW,RW – dmbsy
• fenceR,RW – dmbld
• fenceW,W – dmbst
RISC-V’s fence also allows for additional barriers, however, that ARMv8 does not have, such as
fenceR,R, enforcing load-load ordering, and fenceW,R, ordering earlier stores and later loads.
The fence.tso fence provides TSO ordering when placed between any two memory accesses.
The addition of these new barriers poses questions concerning their interaction with control
dependencies: in the ARMv8 Flat model, committing any barrier is only possible when its control
flow is completely determined (when the loads feeding into the register writes affecting program-
order-earlier branches are finished); the ARMv8-axiomatic model, on the other hand, does not
specify this ordering. But (as shown by the equivalence proof between Flat-axiomatic and ARMv8-
axiomatic) this intensional difference between the models does not extensionally make the
operational model stronger than the ARMv8-axiomatic model: e.g. the ARMv8-axiomatic model
does not explicitly have the ordering ctrl; [dmb.sy]; po; [R|W]; but since it has po;[dmb.sy];po, the
choice of whether or not to include this ordering is not observable.
RISC-V’s additional fences, however, make this observable, and the Task Group discussed
whether control dependencies of barriers should create ordering. The group decided on the more
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relaxed variant in which control dependencies create no ordering. This corresponds to allowing
the “speculative” execution of barriers in the operational model.
Acquire/release The base RISC-V ISA and the current RISC-V extensions do not have “normal”
load acquire and store release instructions; it only supports acquire/release annotations on load
reserve/store conditional and atomic memory operations in the A-extension. The memory model,
however, is prepared to handle acquire/release accesses in two variants:
• Weak RCpc acquire/release accesses. A weak acquire creates order with all program-order-
later memory accesses, a weak release with all program-order-earlier ones; an RCpc store
release and subsequent RCpc load acquire are not ordered.
• Strong RCsc acquire/release accesses. A strong acquire access is additionally ordered with
all program-order-preceding strong release accesses.
As a result of the base ISA and current extensions lacking non-exclusive load acquire/store
release instructions, the group discussed whether for the purpose of the C/C++11 compilation
scheme RISC-V assembly should offer “fake” release/acquire instructions, implemented using
other instructions. Eventually the group decided on the simpler option of a purely fence-based
compilation scheme for the time being.
Syntactic CSR dependencies RISC-V has particular special purpose registers, CSR registers,
that keep track of certain status information, including the number of instructions executed so far,
timing information, etc. Some of these registers have special semantics, and in many programs
write access to these registers is frequent and thus has to be fast. Some discussion in the Task
Group revolved around whether syntactic dependencies originating from accesses to CSR registers
should create no memory ordering, in order to allow for faster CPU implementations.
This would lead to memory model to allowing problematic out-of-thin-air executions. Consider,
for example, the following program, and assume on both threads register x1 initially holds the
address of memory location x and x2 that of y . In this program, Thread 0 reads x , subsequently
lw x3, 0(x1) lw x3, 0(x2)
CSRW csr, x3 sw x3, 0(x1)
CSRR x3, csr
sw x3, 0(x2)
Thread 0
a: R x=42
b: W y=42
data
Thread 1
c: R y=42
d: W x=42
datarf
rf
Figure 8.1: LB+datas
writes the returned value to some CSR register csr (with CSRW) and reads it back into x3 (with
CSRR), and writes x3 to y . Thread 1 reads y and writes what it reads to x . If the memory model
does not preserve ordering from data dependencies via the csr register on the first thread, it allows
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the execution in which, for example, both loads of the program read 42, such as in Figure 8.1,
even though this value is not justified by the code of the program. Another option the Task Group
discussed was to preserve CSR dependencies through explicit CSR reads and writes, but to not
preserve dependencies resulting from certain implicit CSR accesses, which would lead to similar
problems.
Eventually, however, the Task Group decided that, as read access to these registers is typically
infrequent, preserving all syntactic CSR dependencies would lead to acceptable constraints on
hardware implementations. Since not preserving syntactic dependencies for these registers would
likely have rendered equivalent operational modelling infeasible the group eventually decided the
memory model should preserve syntactic dependencies via CSR registers, forbidding the above
example.
Store conditional dependencies In ARMv8, the architecture intends for the register write of a
store exclusive instruction indicating its success not to introduce memory ordering. This results
in the operational model deadlocks discussed in Section 6.3.10. Moreover, the fact that these
dependencies are not preserved in ARMv8 leads to surprising behaviours, almost resembling the
“self-fulfilling” executions that constitute out-of-thin-air behaviour.
Consider, for instance, the following example, due to Andy Wright of the Memory Model Task
Group. Thread 0 executes a load reserve to some location z; it then reads x with a plain load and
writes the value it read to z using a store conditional; the register write indicating the success or
failure of the store conditional is then used in computing the value written by a store to location
y. Thread 1 reads y and writes what it read to x . If the memory model does not preserve the
ordering resulting from syntactic dependencies via the store conditional’s status register (such
as is the case for store exclusive instructions for ARMv8), the execution shown in Figure 8.2 is
allowed, in which the store conditional’s write value depends on its own success.
Thread 0
a: Rex z=0
b: R x=1
c: Wex z=1
data
d: W y=1
data
Thread 1
e: R y=1
f: W x=1
data
rf
rf
Figure 8.2
In order to prevent these issues, after much discussion RISC-V has adopted a stronger semantics
for load reserve/store conditional instructions in which the store conditional’s success bit register
write creates memory ordering: the status register write of a store conditional instruction — in
the successful case — is only made available once the store is propagated to memory. In the case
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of a failed store conditional the status register write does not create memory model ordering,
corresponding to allowing the store conditional to fail immediately after fetching it.
Atomicity of atomic operations Similar issues as those for ARMv8’s exclusive instructions also
arise for atomic memory operations. The atomic operations include instructions such as atomic
swap and atomic increment; these instructions load a value from a location in memory, if v is the
returned value, they perform some arithmetic on v, and write the result to the same location in
memory, as well as writing the original (unmodified) load value v to a register.
In the ARMv8-axiomatic model these instructions are treated as generating separate read
and write events, that do not have to be adjacent in the memory ordering: in ARMv8, the read
of an AMO, for example, can happen before its write, and later instructions depending on the
value returned from this read can execute before the AMO write is propagated, as long as it is
guaranteed there is no intervening write coherence-between the write the AMO read and the
AMO’s write. This corresponds to an operational model in which for an atomic operation the
model has separate transitions for reading memory and for subsequently writing memory.
This can lead to surprising behaviours, and operational model deadlock issues similar to those
arising for load/store exclusive instructions in ARMv8. Consider, for instance, the example in
Thread 0
a: W y=2
b: fenceW,W
po
c: R x=0
po
d: W x=1
rmw
Thread 1
e: W x=2
f: fenceW,W
po
g: R y=0
po
h: W y=1
rmw co
co
rf
rf
Figure 8.3
Figure 8.3, an adaptation of the example in Figure 6.12 for load/store exclusive instructions in
ARMv8. Assume c and d, and g and h, respectively, originate from an atomic swap instruction,
indicated here with the rmw edge.
If the reads and writes of an AMO are treated as separate events in the memory model, the
following partial execution of the operational model is possible. Since the read part of an AMO
should not be affected by the store fence b, the read part of the atomic swap on Thread 0 (c) can
be satisfied, from the initial write to x , without propagating the write (d) of the atomic swap.
Likewise, satisfy g from the initial write to y without propagating h. Now, due to the atomicity
guarantee given by atomic operations, d must become the next write to x , and h the next write
to y . Therefore, the model locks locations x and y . To “unlock” x , d has to propagate. The write
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d — due to the fence — waits for a to propagate, but a cannot propagate because y is locked.
To unlock y, h has to propagate. The write h, in turn, waits for e to propagate, but e cannot
propagate because x is locked. Thus, the model is stuck, with the atomic swaps on both threads
partially executed and unable to make progress.
In order to avoid deadlock issues of this kind and certain surprising behaviours that would
otherwise be allowed by the memory model, RISC-V has adopted a stronger semantics also for
atomic operations, in which the read and write of an atomic operation “happen at the same time”,
thus with a stronger atomicity guarantee.
Ordering of store conditional and atomic operations In addition to the atomicity guarantees,
ARMv8 gives ordering guarantees for loads reading from a store exclusive or atomic operation: the
ARMv8-axiomatic model has the ordering [range(rmw)]; rfi; [A | Q], effectively preventing thread-
internal forwarding from a store exclusive or atomic operation in case the load is a (weak or
strong) load acquire. Originally, the draft RISC-V proposal did not have this ordering, making
its semantics more relaxed than ARM’s and potentially complicating porting code from ARMv8
to RISC-V and the compilation scheme from C/C++11 to RISC-V. After long discussion, the Task
Group decided on the simpler and stronger semantics that forbids forwarding from store exclusive
and atomic memory operations altogether.
Mixed-size load finishing The task of the group was primarily defining the concurrency se-
mantics for the setting in which all memory accesses have the same size, not the semantics
mixed-size accesses. The Flat operational model does handle mixed-size accesses, and so does
the RISC-V-axiomatic model if its relations and axioms are interpreted as ranging over byte-sized
memory events. These two mixed-size models, however, experimentally mismatch: the condition
to finish a load instruction in the operational model has some checks necessary in order to prevent
coherence violations with respect to program-order-preceding memory accesses. While in the
non-mixed-size case this local ordering strength is not observable, in the mixed-size case it is,
leading to stronger behaviour in the operational model than in the axiomatic model.
Consider, for instance, the example [due to Shaked Flur] of Section 8.1, and assume big endian
format. In this example, Thread 0 reads four bytes at address x , and subsequently writes what
it read to location y. Thread 1 stores a four bytes encoding the value 5 at location y + 4, reads
eight bytes at location y and subsequently four bytes at location y + 4, and then uses the value
returned from the latter load in calculating the address of a memory write of four bytes to location
x encoding the value 1. The particular execution of interest is one where a reads 1 from f , b
writes the same value, d reads the most significant four bytes from b and the least significant
bytes from c, and e is satisfied by c.
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Thread 0
a: R x/4=0x00000001
b: W y/4=0x00000001
Thread 1
c: W y+4/4=0x00000005
d: R y/8=0x00000001 00000005
e: R y+4/4=0x00000005
po
f: W x/4=0x00000001
addr
rf
data rf
rf
rf
Figure 8.4
Interpreting the current RISC-V axiomatic model as ranging over byte-sized events allows this
example. While the data dependency on Thread 0 orders a and b, there is no dependency or
direct ordering between d and f : d and e can both read from c “early”, by forwarding, and thus
resolve the address dependency of f ; and so, one may think, f should be permitted to propagate
before d has read from b, thus allowing the execution.
In the operational model this execution currently is not allowed. The reason for this is the
Flat model’s coherence mechanism. Consider the following execution: since c, d, and e have
no dependencies, their instructions can do all register reads to determine their address and (in
the case of c) data; now c can be forwarded to d and e, leaving the most significant bytes of d
unsatisfied but entirely satisfying e; thus e resolves the address dependency of f . But after f has
initiated, it cannot commit yet, because it does not have fully determined data dependencies —
the read of e that feeds into its register reads is not finished yet. In order for e to finish, the Flat
model has to ensure that e cannot be forced to restart due to coherence violations in the future.
Since, however, the read d overlaps e and is not entirely satisfied yet, the model cannot guarantee
this yet, thus preventing e from finishing and f from committing and propagating.
This test equally applies for ARMv8: here, interpreting the ARMv8-axiomatic model as ranging
over byte-sized events also allows the test. The issue is currently unresolved. It is not clear yet
whether the execution should architecturally be allowed or forbidden. Moreover, both possible
answers pose some difficulties in the specification. If the example behaviour is to be forbidden by
the architecture, it is not obvious how the axiomatic model should be strengthened to match this
choice: currently the only proposal is a complicated addition to the axiomatic model, that specifies
the thread-internal ordering with mutually recursive definitions. If the example behaviour is to be
allowed, it is not clear how to relax the Flat operational model. It is worth noting, however, that
this particular example is one that the Flowing model with Flat topology allows: here, once d is
issued after d and e have read from c by forwarding, the model can guarantee there will be no
coherence violation between d and e, even before d is entirely satisfied.
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8.2 RISC-V operationally
Since RISC-V closely follows non-MCA ARMv8, the Flat operational model of Section 6.3 is a good
basis for RISC-V as well. Due to the semantic choices concerning the stronger behaviour of store
conditional instructions described above, and due to the addition of new barriers, however, it had
to be adapted to accurately handle RISC-V. The RISC-V Flat model also contains a semantics for
RISC-V’s atomic operations (where the ARMv8 Flat model does not yet handle the corresponding
ARM operations). After these changes and additions this model is experimentally equivalent to the
axiomatic model on a test suite of around 7000 non-mixed-size litmus tests — partly hand-written,
mostly systematically generated by diy — to the RISC-V-axiomatic model. For the mixed-size case,
there is the aforementioned discrepancy between axiomatic and operational.
One would like to check this equivalence formally, and ideally have a proof of equivalence
between operational and axiomatic. The proof of Chapter 7 is not yet adapted to cover RISC-V.
As of now, it is not clear how difficult it would be adapting the proof to RISC-V, due to some of
the aforementioned subtle differences between ARMv8 and RISC-V. While the proof showing that
the operational model allows all the behaviours allowed by the Flat-axiomatic model (adapted to
the changes of RISC-V), and the proof that the Operational model satisfies the axiomatic model’s
axioms should follow along the same lines as the corresponding proofs for ARM, the proof relating
Flat-axiomatic and the RISC-V-axiomatic model is less clear, because it hinges on many details of
the concurrency models: since RISC-V has preserved dependencies out of store-exclusives and
certain fences not present in ARMv8, this has to be checked in detail.
The following gives an overview over the changes and additions to the Flat model in order to
also handle RISC-V. The textual description of the full definition can be found in Section E.2 of
the appendix, and in Appendix B.3 of the RISC-V ISA manual [121].1
Load reserve/store conditional In the case of ARMv8, the operational memory model guaran-
tees that the register write indicating the success of a store exclusive instruction does not generate
dependencies due to the ordering of the intra-instruction steps. There, a store exclusive instruction
has the following steps:
1. fetch the instruction
2. determine success or failure of store exclusive
3. write the status register indicating success or failure
4. do the register reads necessary to determine the address
5. announce the address/footprint of the store’s write
6. do the register reads necessary to determine the data/value of the store instruction
7. create the request to write memory at the previously announced address
8. commit the store (subject to commitment conditions)
9. propagate the write (subject to propagation conditions including atomicity checks for the
exclusive write)
1This is joint work with Shaked Flur, Peter Sewell, Luc Maranget, Susmit Sarkar, and the Memory Model Task Group,
chaired by Daniel Lustig.
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10. complete the store
11. finish the store.
Hence, determining success and doing the corresponding register write are the first actions of the
instruction after fetching, and following instruction can immediately rely on the success without
waiting for the store exclusive’s other actions.
For RISC-V’s stronger store exclusive semantics the model is adapted to delay the register write
in the successful case. Since in the case of failure the register write is not supposed to introduce
ordering, the first action after fetching is still determining whether the instruction should fail. If it
fails, it writes the register. If not, it proceeds with the actions from (3). Then, at the point of write
propagation, the storage subsystem determines whether the store exclusive can in fact become
successful. If it fails it writes the register. If not, it propagates the write, and only afterwards
writes the register indicating success. Thus, in the RISC-V Flat model, any instruction relying on
the success of the store exclusive can only read this register write once the store exclusive has
propagated the write into memory.
Section E.1 of the appendix describes further work on the operational model to support atomic
memory operations and certain RISC-V barriers that do not have an ARMv8 counterpart.
The Flat model adapted and extended in the ways described above, and with similar adaptations
for other barriers, experimentally matches the RISC-V-axiomatic model. The model details can be
found in Section E.2 of the appendix. It is included in Appendix B.3 of the RISC-V ISA manual
[121]. As of late September 2018, the RISC-V memory model has officially been ratified. The
ratification includes the Flat RISC-V operational model and the two variants of the formal axiomatic
concurrency model, but as non-normative explanatory material.
Chapter 9
Promising-ARMv8/RISC-V
The Flat model of Chapters 6 to 8 takes advantage of the multicopy atomicity of ARMv8 (and
RISC-V) to simplify the Flowing and POP models, expressing the concurrency behaviour purely
in terms of the threads’ actions. But despite this simplification, the model is still fairly complex.
The model intentionally expresses the possible concurrency behaviours in terms of abstractions of
real hardware, enabling a clearer relation to micro-architectural implementations. Consequently,
understanding the concurrency behaviours of a given program, however, also requires thinking in
terms of such abstractions. In Flat, instructions execute out-of-order, speculatively (the model has
explicit branch speculation), and non-atomically (with multiple transitions per instruction), and the
rules for the ordering of these transitions are intricate. In order to handle branch mispredictions,
and coherence violations from speculatively executed instructions, the Flat model sometimes
discards or restarts already-executed instructions.
This chapter describes a more abstract operational concurrency model that gives up on the
previous operational model’s goal to abstract from micro-architectural implementations, with the
aim to explain the concurrency behaviour in a way that is simpler and more understandable from
a programmer’s perspective. This model, Promising-ARM/RISC-V, builds on the work of Kang
et al. [71] on the Promising Semantics for C/C++11 concurrency. Using the Promising Semantics’
concepts of views and promises, Promising-ARM/RISC-V explains the concurrency behaviour in a
mostly in-order model:1
• Loads execute in order; early load satisfaction is captured by allowing reading from older
writes in the write history.
• Writes can be promised, capturing the out-of-order execution of stores. Every such promise
is justified thread-locally and not subject to restarts or discards.
• A concept of views provides coherence guarantees and the ordering guarantees resulting
from barriers and dependencies.
The resulting model combines some of the abstractness of the axiomatic models with an
operational intuition that emphasises the execution of threads in program order, at the cost of a less
clear relation to hardware. This model has an abstract state and executes instructions atomically
and without branch speculation, and, with the exception of write promises, executes instructions in
order. As a result, the model does not need instruction restarts or discards for coherence violations
or branch mispredictions and offers a simpler way of thinking about the concurrency behaviours.
The model is formalised, separately in Lem and Coq.
This model can be made executable, and this chapter also describes a version of this model
integrated with ISA models for ARMv8 and RISC-V into rmem. With some simple optimisations it
1This chapter describes joint work with Jean Pichon-Pharabod, Jeehoon Kang, Sung-Hwan Lee, and Chung-Kil Hur,
and the text is mostly taken from a joint paper, currently under submission [103].
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becomes significantly faster than the Flat model and ARM’s axiomatic herd model when tested on
a number of standard concurrent datastructure and spinlock examples.
Caveats The model does not currently handle mixed-size accesses. Like the Flat model, the
model handles load/store exclusive operations but does not currently handle atomic memory
operations/AMOs; it only covers the same ISA fragments as the Flat model, does not deal with
system-aspects of the concurrency behaviour, interrupts, or self-modifying code. The ISA model
currently also lacks the weaker load acquire LDAPR. In the case of ARMv8, the model can deadlock
due to load/store exclusive instructions in a similar way as the Flat model.
For presentation purposes the next section introduces a small language that is used in the
definitions of the model in this text and a Coq formalisation. The executable version integrates
the Sail ISA models, the Coq model does not.
9.1 Language
Figure 9.1 defines the syntax of this small language. A program is the parallel composition of
p ::= s1 || . . . || sn program
s ∈ St ::= skip statement
| s1; s2 sequential composition
| if (e) s1 s2 conditional
| while (e) s loop
| r := e register assignment
| r := loadxcl,rk [e] load
| rsucc := storexcl,wk [e1] e2 store
| dmbsy | dmbst | dmbld | isb ARM barriers
| fenceK1,K2 | fence.tso | fence.i RISC-V barriers
r ∈ Reg = N register
op ∈ O ::= + | − | . . . arithmetic ops.
e ∈ Expr ::= v | r | (e1 op e2) pure expression
xcl ∈ B ::= true | false exclusive or not
rk ∈ RK ::= pln | wacq | acq read kind
wk ∈WK ::= pln | wrel | rel write kind
K ∈ FK ::= R | W | RW RISC-V fence kind
Figure 9.1: The language, with ARMv8/RISC-V-like loads, stores, and barriers
statements. Statements include loads, stores, barriers, register assignment, sequential composition,
conditionals, and loops. Statements operate on thread-local registers; for simplicity this text
assumes infinitely many. A load or store is annotated with (1) a boolean indicating whether it
is an exclusive access, and (2) with a read or write kind, respectively indicating whether it is a
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plain access or has special acquire or release ordering. A store exclusive writes a bit to a register
indicating whether it succeeds or fails. For uniformity of the syntax and the rules, non-exclusive
stores also write the success bit to an otherwise unused register, which is omitted in the syntax.
Following the ARM ISA, success is indicated by 0 (here called vsucc), and failure by 1 (vfail).
Only store exclusives can fail; non-exclusive stores always succeed. Whenever a load or store
command is not annotated with a memory kind, this means a plain load or store; whenever it is
not annotated to be exclusive, this means a non-exclusive load or store. So r := load [e] is a
plain, non-exclusive load, and store [e1] e2 is a plain, non-exclusive store.2
In the model, terms of the shape ‘(if (e) s1 s2); s3’ are equivalent to ‘if (e) (s1; s3) (s2; s3)’: the
instructions in s3 are regarded as control-dependent on expression e. This treatment of control
dependencies matches dependencies in machine code, where control flow is not delimited, and is
important for the memory ordering resulting from control dependencies.
9.2 Promising-ARM/RISC-V, informally
Promising-ARM/RISC-V expresses the semantics of ARMv8 and RISC-V using four main building
blocks, using the concepts from the Promising Semantics for C/C++11 of Kang et al. [71], but
adapting them to the specifics of ARMv8 and RISC-V.
1. Memory is the full history of all writes: a list of writes. To account for the effects of the
early execution of loads in ARMv8 and RISC-V while still executing programs in order,
Promising-ARM/RISC-V allows loads to read from “old” writes in memory. The list records
the writes in the order they were propagated in.
2. To handle the early execution of stores, threads can promise writes at any time as long as
they can later be fulfilled by a store instruction executed in program order. A promised write
is a write propagated to memory before the execution of the write’s thread has reached a
store instruction producing this write. The requirement to fulfil the promise constrains the
thread’s future execution in such a way that it reaches such a store that fulfils the promised
writes.
3. To provide the architectural ordering and coherence guarantees, Promising-ARM/RISC-V
uses views to constrain both reads and writes. Allowing loads to read from arbitrarily old
writes will violate the architectural guarantees, for example as given by barriers. Views
place a lower bound on how far back in the history of writes a load can read from. Views
similarly constrain how “early” certain writes can be promised.
4. To ensure that all promises can be fulfilled, the promises of a thread are certified when they
are introduced and at any step the thread takes, requiring in any of the thread’s steps that
the thread remains on an execution path where promise fulfilment can be achieved.
These ideas will be explained in more detail in the following. The full type definitions will be
given in Figure 9.2, and the formal definition of the model in Figure 9.3.
2RISC-V has a load-reserve strong acquire-release and store-conditional strong acquire-release, in which a single
instruction has both strong acquire and strong release ordering combined. For simplicity this text and the Coq
formalisation omits these instructions, but the executable model handles them.
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For presentation purposes the description uses ARMv8 terminology for barriers: dmbsy for full
barriers, etc. The following text starts with simple programs using only plain loads and stores and
full barriers. It first explains the out-of-order execution of loads and how views constrain them in
the view semantics. It then illustrates how the promising semantics extends it to account for the
out-of-order execution of stores. Once this core of the model is introduced, it extends the model
to other barriers and exclusives, before finally describing how certification avoids executions
with unfulfilled promises. For ARMv8 Section F.1 in appendix Chapter F presents an extended
certification with a special treatment for load/store exclusive instructions.
9.2.1 View semantics
The view semantics underlying Promising-ARM/RISC-V explains the effects of the out-of-order
execution of reads — while executing programs in order — by recording the full write propagation
history and allowing reads to read from older writes, and not just the last same-address write [74].
The model state 〈~T ,M〉 comprises the threads ~T , and the memory M , where ~T maps each thread
identifier tid to the corresponding thread. Each such thread consists of a statement (of type St), a
register state, and more components that will be gradually introduced as the text proceeds.
Memory Memory is a list of writes, in the order they were propagated in. A write (message) w,
written 〈x := v〉tid, records the location w.loc (here x), value w.val (v), and originating thread
identifier w.tid (tid). Initially, memory is the empty list [], which is treated as holding an initial
value 0 for all locations. Executing a store generates a write that is appended at the end of memory.
Consider the following MP example test, with instruction names a, b, c, d, and e, and comments
added for presentation.
(a) store [x] 37; (d) r1 := load [y]; // 42
(b) dmbsy; (e) r2 := load [x] // 0
(c) store [y] 42
r1 = 42∧ r2 = 0 allowed
In this test, Thread 0 writes 37 to memory location x , and, after a strong dmbsy barrier, writes
42 to y; Thread 1 reads y and then x . In order to focus on capturing the out-of-order execution
of loads, the example program has the barrier b between the stores a and c, which forbids their
re-ordering. The execution of interest here is one where Thread 1 first reads y = 42, and then
the initial value x = 0. This behaviour is allowed in ARMv8/RISC-V because the (independent)
loads on Thread 1 are allowed to execute out of order.
In Promising-ARM/RISC-V, running a, b, c leads to the following steps (b not changing mem-
ory):
〈~T , []〉 (a)⇒ 〈~T ′, [〈x := 37〉0]〉
(b)⇒ 〈~T ′′, [〈x := 37〉0]〉
(c)⇒ 〈~T ′′′, [〈x := 37〉0; 〈y := 42〉0]〉
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Now d can read y = 42. Subsequently, since loads can read not only from the last same-address
write, but also older writes in memory or the initial state, e is allowed to read the initial x = 0.
However, allowing to read from arbitrarily old writes in the write history would violate the
architectural ordering and coherence guarantees. The following explains how these are provided
using the concept of views.
Views Placing a full barrier dmbsy between the loads of Thread 1 orders them and prevents
the behaviour where f reads 0 after d reads 42.
(a) store [x] 37; (d) r1 := load [y]; // 42
(b) dmbsy; (e) dmbsy;
(c) store [y] 42 ( f) r2 := load [x] // 0
r1 = 42∧ r2 = 0 forbidden
The model captures this ordering using views: (In the following, rules will be labelled “r. . . ” for
later reference.)
A timestamp t ∈ T = N is a natural number index of a write in the message history or 0,
where list indices for memory start from 1 and timestamp 0 indicates the initial writes. A view
ν ∈ V= T is simply a timestamp and indicates that the write at position ν and its predecessors in
the message list including the initial writes have been “seen”.
In the C11 Promising model views are per location and timestamps for different locations are
incomparable, in order to achieve a non-multicopy-atomic semantics. Assume two writes w and
w′ to two different locations x and y respectively. In a non-multicopy-atomic semantics w and
w′ can propagate to different threads in different order, as demonstrated by the IRIW+addrs test,
for instance. In a multicopy-atomic model, however, there is a total order on the propagation of
writes: if w propagates to some thread other than its own before w′ does, any thread that “sees”
w′ must also see w. Consequently, in a multicopy-atomic model timestamps for different locations
become comparable, and defining a view to be a single “global” timestamp captures the multicopy
atomic propagation of writes.
r1 A view constrains loads: a thread can read from the most recent and older writes, but no
older than the view allows — it must not read from writes overwritten by newer “seen”
same-address writes.
When executing a load or store i, its pre-view is computed. The pre-view forces the execution of i
to respect certain constraints, given by ordering from barriers, release/acquire instructions, and
dependencies, as well as coherence requirements. In the case of a load, the pre-view constrains
what writes it can read from — how far back in the message history it can read. For a store it
constrains how “early” its write can be promised.
After executing i, its post-view is computed. The post-view of a load or store captures which
writes in memory had to have been seen by the thread of i for its execution: for example, if i’s
post-view is 3, then this means the first three writes in memory had to be visible to its thread in
order to execute i in this way. The post-view will then affect certain views in the thread state to
constrain program-order-later dependent instructions: for any such instruction j, the pre-view of
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j is the maximal post-view of any instruction j depends on, as will become clearer in the following
examples.
r2 The post-view of a store is the timestamp of its write message, which is always strictly
greater than its pre-view. The post-view of a load is the maximum of its pre-view and a
read-view. In the first few examples, the read-view is simply the timestamp of the write the
load reads from; this will later be refined to handle thread-local forwarding. The following
will gradually introduce how the pre-view of loads and stores are computed.
Memory barriers Returning to the example, the effects of memory barriers are modelled using
views:
r3 Each thread state maintains views vrOld,vwOld,vrNew,vwNew : V. Initially, all views are 0.
r4 vrOld and vwOld, respectively, are the maximal post-view of all loads and stores executed so
far by the thread.
r5 vrNew and vwNew, respectively, are included in the pre-view of all future loads and stores.
r6 dmbsy updates both vrNew and vwNew to the maximum of vrOld and vwOld: all future loads
and stores program-after the barrier are constrained by the post-views of those program-
order-before the barrier. Intuitively, dmbsy prevents re-ordering of any load or store before
it and that after it, which is the strongest form of barrier. Other fences update these two
views in a similar but weaker way.
In the example, after executing a, b, c, the memory is [1: 〈x := 37〉0; 2: 〈y := 42〉0], (timestamps
1 and 2 added for presentation). The subscript 0 indicates both writes are by Thread 0. Now, if
Thread 1 reads 42 and executes the dmbsy, it takes the following transitions (just showing the
state of Thread 1):
〈vrOld = 0,vrNew = 0, . . .〉 (d)⇒ 〈vrOld = 2,vrNew = 0, . . .〉 (e)⇒ 〈vrOld = 2,vrNew = 2, . . .〉
When executing f in the resulting state, f is constrained by view vrNew = 2. Since all messages
are seen with view 2, f must read the last message to location x , which is 〈x := 37〉0. (In the
previous example without the dmbsy the load of y also increased vrOld to 2; without the dmbsy,
however, when executing the load of x , vrNew is still 0, and the load of x hence unconstrained
and able to read the initial x = 0.)
In practice, concurrent ARMv8/RISC-V programs also rely on the ordering resulting from
dependencies and on coherence guarantees. The following text discusses how the model handles
these.
Address dependencies The next example replaces the dmbsy between the loads of Thread 1
with an address dependency from the first load (d) to the second (e). The ordering from the
syntactic dependency means that if d reads 42, then e must read 37.
(a) store [x] 37; (d) r1 := load [y]; // 42
(b) dmbsy; (e) r2 := load [x + (r1 − r1)] // 0
(c) store [y] 42
r1 = 42∧ r2 = 0 forbidden
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Promising-ARM/RISC-V accounts for address dependencies using register views:
r7 The register state regs : Reg → (Val×V) of a thread not only maps each register of the
thread to a value, but also to an associated view (of type V). The following uses the notation
v@ν for a value-view pair.
r8 When a register is written to by any instruction, it also updates the associated view to
specify which writes have to have been seen in order to produce this value. Specifically, for
any arithmetic instruction, the view of the output register is the maximum of the views of
its input registers. For a load, the output register view is its post-view (that is, the maximum
of its pre-view and the read message’s timestamp).
r9 Finally, the pre-view of a load or store instruction is the maximal view of its input registers
(for loads those involved in the expression computing the address, for stores also that of
the data) and the vrNew or vwNew view, respectively. This will be refined later to handle more
dependencies and features such as weaker barriers, release/acquire, and exclusives.
Assuming the previous order a, b, c, when d reads y = 42, Thread 1 executes as follows:
〈regs= {r1 7→ 0@0, . . . },vrOld = 0,vrNew = 0〉
(d)⇒〈regs= {r1 7→ 42@2, . . . },vrOld = 2,vrNew = 0〉
Now, while vrNew = 0, the pre-view of e is 2, because r1 is one of its input registers. Therefore e is
constrained by view 2, and thus cannot read the initial value x = 0.
Coherence Consider the following example, which adds a later, independent, load f from x on
Thread 1. While f is not ordered with d, the execution where d reads y = 42, e reads x = 37
and f reads x = 0 is forbidden, since it violates the principle of coherence: a is coherence-after
the implicit initial x = 0 in memory. So if e has read x = 42, the program-order-later read f must
not read the coherence-superseded x = 0.
(a) store [x] 37; (d) r1 := load [y]; // 42
(b) dmbsy; (e) r2 := load [x + (r1 − r1)]; // 37
(c) store [y] 42 ( f) r3 := load [x] // 0
r1 = 42∧ r2 = 37∧ r3 = 0 forbidden
To account for the architectural coherence requirements:
r10 Each thread state maintains the coherence view coh : Loc→ V. coh maps each location x
to the maximal post-view of all loads and stores on x executed so far by that thread.
r11 A load or store on x is constrained not only by its pre-view, but also coherence view coh(x).
(The Promising-ARM/RISC-V model’s coherence view has the same intuition as the current view
in the Promising C11 model [71] — capturing the writes a thread currently knows about, for
each location. The C11 model, however, uses this view not only to enforce coherence but also to
implement the semantics of release/acquire accesses and certain fences, which are implemented
differently here.)
Since d reads y = 42 at timestamp 2, the register view of r1 is 2, and so is the post-view of e.
Thus, after e, the thread state is 〈coh= {x 7→ 2, . . . }, . . . 〉. Then, although the pre-view of f is 0,
f is also constrained by coh(x) = 2, and thus cannot read the initial x = 0.
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Store forwarding However, while loads from the same location have to respect coherence,
they do not have to effectively happen in order. Consider the example below, where Thread 0 is
unchanged, but where Thread 1 now contains an earlier read d from y, followed by a write e
of 51 to y, before the same basic block of a read f from y followed by a read g from x with an
address dependency on f . Assume d reads y = 42, and f reads y = 51. While g is ordered after
f by the address dependency, g is still allowed to read the initial x = 0, since f can read from e
by forwarding and resolve g ’s dependency before e and even d.
(a) store [x] 37; (d) r0 := load [y]; // 42
(b) dmbsy; (e) store [y] 51;
(c) store [y] 42 ( f) r1 := load [y]; // 51
(g) r2 := load [x + (r1 − r1)] // 0
r0 = 42∧ r1 = 37∧ r2 = 0 allowed
For d to read y = 42, Promising-ARM/RISC-V must execute in the order a, b, c, d and then e
by coherence, leading to memory [1: 〈x := 37〉0; 2: 〈y := 42〉0; 3: 〈y := 51〉1]. If f now were to
read y = 51 at timestamp 3 then its post-view would become 3, and so would the view of register
r1; this would not allow g to read the initial x = 0, since it would be constrained by pre-view 3
due to r1.
To deal with this behaviour, each thread state records information about the thread’s own
writes, and the model’s definition of the read-view specially handles the case in which a load
reads from a write from the same thread to allow it to obtain a smaller post-view than the write’s
timestamp:
r12 Each thread state has a forward bank fwdb : Loc→ 〈time : T,view : V, xcl : B〉 holding, for
each location x , information about the last write to x propagated by this thread. Specifically:
r13 Every time a thread executes a store to x , it updates the forward bank entry fwdb(x) to
record the timestamp of the written message (time), the maximal view of the store’s input
registers (view), and whether it was a write exclusive (xcl). Since a store’s input registers
are used to compute the address and data of the store, view captures its address and data
dependencies.
r14 Initially, fwdb is set to 〈time= 0,view= 0, xcl= false〉.
r15 The read-view of a load on some location x is refined as follows: if the read message’s
timestamp is the same as fwdb(x).time (i.e. the load reads the last write at x by its thread),
its read-view is the associated forward view fwdb(s).view. Otherwise, it is the read message’s
timestamp, as before. Since the post-view of a load is the maximum of its pre-view and
read-view, this means that when a load reads from a forwarded write, the post-view contains
the address and data dependencies of the write instead of its timestamp. The role of the xcl
bit will be explained in Section 9.2.4.
In the example above, d reads y = 42 at timestamp 2, updating coh(y) to 2; e writes y = 51 at
timestamp 3, updating coh(y) to 3 and fwdb(y) to 〈time = 3,view = 0, xcl = false〉, since e has
no input register; f reads y = 51 at timestamp 3, with pre-view 0, read-view 0 and post-view 0,
since the forward view of the write y = 51 is fwdb(y).view= 0, thereby setting the view of r1 to
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0; finally, g reads the initial x = 0 with pre-view 0, since its sole input register, r1, has view 0.
It is important to note that, as seen in this example, in general the coherence view coh(x) on a
location x is never merged into any other views such as pre-views, post-views and register-views,
so that its effect is limited to loads and stores on location x only.
9.2.2 Promising semantics
So far the model has only explained the out-of-order execution of loads and how it is constrained
with views. The out-of-order execution of stores in ARMv8 and RISC-V is handled in Promising-
ARM/RISC-V by adding the notion of promises on top of the view semantics presented before. In
the following program, Thread 0 reads from x , and writes the value it reads to y; Thread 1 reads
from y , and writes 42 to x . In the model as described so far, it would not be possible for both a
and c to read values different from 0: at least one of a and c would have to have executed first in
the initial memory, and therefore would have to read 0.
(a) r1 := load [x]; // 42 (c) r2 := load [y]; // 42
(b) store [y] r1 (d) store [x] 42
r1 = r2 = 42 allowed
But, since d is independent of c, it is allowed to execute early, and so both a and c can read 42,
which corresponds to an execution order d, a, b, c.
Promises To handle the out-of-order execution of writes, the model uses the concepts of promises
and promise fulfilment.
r16 Each thread state maintains a set of timestamps prom : set T, called its promise set, which
records the timestamps of the outstanding promised writes of the thread.
r17 A thread with ID tid is allowed to promise a write x = v, which appends 〈x := v〉tid to
memory and adds the timestamp t of the write message 〈x := v〉tid to prom, but does not
otherwise change the thread state. As far as other threads are concerned, this write is no
different from any other write in memory (prom is thread-local information).
r18 The thread is required to fulfil this promise x = v at timestamp t at a later stage by executing
a store instruction, removing the promise from prom. Specifically, the store should generate
a write x = v with the extra condition that its pre-view and the coherence view coh(x) are
strictly smaller than the promise timestamp t.
r19 The execution of a write is split into a promise and its fulfilment. A normal write that is not
executed early is accounted for by promising it just before a store fulfils it. Note that the
timestamp of a write is always bigger than its pre-view because it is appended at the end
with a fresh timestamp and immediately fulfilled.
The pre-view of a store essentially constrains promises by constraining the fulfilment: a promise
cannot be made “too early”, because it cannot be fulfilled if its timestamp is not strictly larger
than its pre-view. With this rule added to the underlying view semantics, the following shows
how this notion of promise captures the out-of-order execution of stores in ARMv8/RISC-V.
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Out-of-order execution of writes The behaviour in the example above that motivated promises
is explained as follows. Thread 1 first promises the write x = 42 at timestamp 1, resulting
in promise set prom = {1} and memory [1: 〈x := 42〉1]. In Thread 0, a can read x = 42
from memory at timestamp 1 and write y = 42 (by a normal write), resulting in memory
[1: 〈x := 42〉1, 2: 〈y := 42〉0]. Then, in Thread 1, c can read y = 42 from memory, and d can
fulfil the promise x = 42 at timestamp 1, yielding prom= {}; d ’s pre-view and coh(x) are 0, so
strictly smaller than the promise timestamp 1, as required.
Memory barriers Placing a barrier on Thread 1 prevents this execution.
(a) r1 := load [x]; // 42 (c) r2 := load [y]; // 42
(b) store [y] r1 (d) dmbsy;
(e) store [x] 42
r1 = r2 = 42 forbidden
Promising-ARM/RISC-V handles this using views. As before, consider the state after Thread 1
promising x = 42 and Thread 0 executing a, b, resulting in memory [1: 〈x := 42〉1, 2: 〈y := 42〉0].
Here, c is not allowed to read y = 42, because it would not be able to fulfil the promise at timestamp
1. Suppose c does read y = 42 at timestamp 2. Then Thread 1 has vrOld = 2 after c and vwNew = 2
by dmbsy after d. Then the pre-view of e is 2 due to vwNew, which is not smaller than the promise
timestamp 1. If, instead, c reads the initial y = 0, e can fulfil the promise.
Coherence Also, replacing d by r3 := load [x + (r2 − r2)] constrains e by coherence and
forbids the same behaviour. Suppose executing up to c as before. Since c reads y = 42 and thus r2
holds 42@2, d is constrained by pre-view 2 and must read x = 42 at timestamp 1. Now although
r2 and r3 are not used by e, e still cannot fulfil its promise of x = 42 at timestamp 1 since d
updated coh(x) to its post-view 2 and e is constrained by coh(x) = 2 6< 1.
Address and data dependencies Replacing the barrier in Thread 1 by a dependency from the
load to the store — whereby the address or data computation of the store involves the return
value of the load — also prevents the behaviour.
(a) r1 := load [x]; // 42 (c) r2 := load [y]; // 42
(b) store [y] r1; (d) store [x + (r2 − r2)] 42
r1 = r2 = 42 forbidden
Similar to before, consider the execution in which Thread 1 promises x = 42 at timestamp 1; a
reads x = 42; b writes y = 42 at timestamp 2; and c reads y = 42, thereby setting r2’s register
view to 2. Here d ’s pre-view includes r2’s register view 2, and so d cannot fulfil the promise at
timestamp 1. Changing d to ‘store [x] (42+ (r2 − r2))’ leads to the same behaviour.
Control and address-po dependencies While loads are allowed to be executed speculatively
past conditional branches, stores are not. Stores wait for control dependencies to be resolved
and, similarly, for the address of all program-order-earlier memory accesses to be determined
(address-po dependency). Changing d in the previous example to a conditional branch depending
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on c’s return value also prevents promising e early: the behaviour in which both a and c read 42
is forbidden in the example below, due to the control flow dependency of the store on c.
(a) r1 := load [x]; // 42 (c) r2 := load [y]; // 42
(b) store [y] r1 (d) if ((r2 − r2) = 0)
(e) store [x] 42
r1 = r2 = 42 forbidden
To capture control and address-po dependencies, the model introduces another view, vCAP.
r20 Each thread state has an additional view vCAP : V, initially set to 0.
r21 Every time a thread executes a conditional branch, the maximal view of the branch’s input
registers is merged into vCAP. Similarly, when a load or store is executed, the maximal view
of the input registers used to compute the address is merged into vCAP.
r22 Finally, the pre-view of a store instruction is refined to include vCAP (i.e. the pre-view is the
maximal view of the input registers and vwNew and vCAP).
Assume again an execution in which x = 42 is promised at timestamp 1 by Thread 1, a reads
x = 42, b writes y = 42 at timestamp 2, and c reads y = 42 thereby setting r2’s view to 2. Then
d merges r2’s view (i.e. 2) into vCAP since r2 is used to compute the branch condition. In case d is
store [z + (r2 − r2)] 0, register r2’s view is also merged into vCAP since r2 is used to compute the
address. Then e’s pre-view includes vCAP = 2, and thus e cannot fulfil the promise at timestamp 1.
Replacing d by an address-dependent load or store to an otherwise unused memory location z
(e.g. store [z + (r2 − r2)] 0) introduces the same ordering and also forbids the behaviour.
9.2.3 Release/acquire accesses and weak barriers
The additional barriers of ARMv8 and RISC-V are handled similarly to dmbsy. The RISC-V
equivalent of dmbsy, dmbld, and dmbst are fenceRW,RW, fenceR,RW, and fenceW,W, respectively.
isb has no equivalent in RISC-V: fence.i does not consider control and address-po dependencies.
Since the model does not handle self-modifying code, fence.i is a no-op in this model. RISC-V
has some additional barriers, such as fenceW,R and fence.tso, which work analogously to the
ARMv8 barriers presented so far (see Section 9.3).
Release/acquire Recall the earlier MP example. Turning b into a release write orders b after a.
Making c an acquire load orders d after c. The ordering provided by the release and the acquire
makes the behaviour in which c reads 42 and d 0 forbidden.
(a) store [x] 37; (c) r1 := loadacq [y]; // 42
(b) storerel [y] 42 (d) r2 := load [x] // 0
r1 = 42∧ r2 = 0 forbidden
Assume Thread 0 promises y = 42 before x = 37, at timestamp 1. Executing a places x = 37 at
timestamp 2, and sets vwOld = 2.
r23 A store release includes in its pre-view the view of all previous memory accesses, captured
by vrOld and vwOld.
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Therefore, after a, the pre-view of b is 2, and it cannot fulfil the promise at timestamp 1. So,
in the example, when c reads y = 42, memory must instead be [1: 〈x := 37〉0, 2: 〈y := 42〉0]
thereby setting c’s post-view to 2.
r24 The load acquire, symmetrically to the store release, merges its post-view into vrNew and
vwNew, affecting the pre-view of all future loads and stores.
Therefore, c sets vrNew and vwNew to 2. Since in this state d is constrained by timestamp vrNew = 2
and the initial x = 0 is superseded by the write at timestamp 1≤ 2, the behaviour where d reads
x = 0 is forbidden.
In addition, ARMv8/RISC-V enforces ordering from strong store releases to program-order-
later strong load acquires. (All ARMv8 release stores are “strong” store releases, only RISC-V
distinguishes between weak and strong.) To model this ordering:
r25 The thread state maintains a view vRel : V containing the maximal post-view of all strong
releases executed so far.
r26 The pre-view of any later strong load acquire includes vRel, enforcing the memory ordering.
The rules for barriers follow the same principle:
r27 dmbst updates vwNew to include vwOld.
r28 dmbld updates vrNew and vwNew to include vrOld.
r29 isb updates vrNew to include vCAP.
9.2.4 Load/store exclusive instructions
The previously discussed instructions can only introduce intra-thread ordering. Exclusive instruc-
tions (called load reserve/store conditional in RISC-V) make it possible to provide inter-thread
atomicity guarantees. If a load exclusive a and a store exclusive b are paired (i.e. there are no
other load/store exclusive instructions program-order-between a and b) and the store exclusive
b is successful, then it is guaranteed that no writes from other threads to the same address went
into memory after the write a read from and before the write of b.
(a) r1 := loadex [x]; // 37 (c) store [x] 37;
(b) r2 := storeex [x] 42 (d) store [x] 51;
(e) r3 := load [x] // 42
r1 = 37∧ r2 = vsucc ∧ r3 = 42 forbidden
In this example, if a reads x = 37 from c, and b succeeds, then the write x = 51 by d is
not allowed to come between the writes of c and b, and memory is not allowed to be [1: 〈x :=
37〉1, 2: 〈x := 51〉1, 3: 〈x := 42〉0]. (However, writes to different addresses are allowed to enter
memory between the writes of c and b; and, as discussed in Section 6.3.7, if Thread 0 had other
(non-exclusive) stores to x in-between a and b, b would also be allowed to succeed with those
po-intervening writes sequenced between the writes of c and b in memory.) A store exclusive is
only allowed to be paired with the most recent program-order-earlier load exclusive (whether to
the same location or not), and only if there has been no interposing (successful or unsuccessful)
store exclusive (independent of their locations).
To capture the pairing of load exclusives and store exclusives:
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r30 Each thread maintains an exclusives bank xclb : option 〈time : T;view : V〉, initially set to
none, containing information about the last load exclusive when there has been no other
store exclusive in that thread since then. Specifically,
r31 xclb is set to 〈time= t;view= ν〉 (here and in the following, some is omitted for simplicity)
whenever a load exclusive reads from timestamp t with post-view ν.
r32 xclb is set to none whenever a store exclusive (successful or not) is executed.
Consider an execution of the previous example, where c writes x = 37 at timestamp 1 and a
reads the write x = 37 and sets xclb to 〈time= 1,view= 1〉. Now if d writes x = 51 at timestamp
2, b cannot write to x exclusively and must fail by the following rule:
r33 A store exclusive to location z at timestamp t succeeds only if xclb is not none and addi-
tionally: in case the message at xclb.time is also z (so the load exclusive was to the same
location) every message to z in memory between xclb.time and t is written by this thread.
r34 When the store exclusive succeeds it writes to a register indicating its success. The associated
view in the success case is its post-view in RISC-V, and 0 in ARMv8. This means in RISC-V if
another write depends on the success of a store exclusive, this write can only be promised
after that of the store exclusive. In contrast, in ARMv8 this ordering is not preserved. (Since
in ARM dependencies from store exclusives do not create ordering, the Promising ARM
model can deadlock, in a similar way as the Flat model, as will be discussed in Section 9.2.5.
Section F.1 in appendix Chapter F discusses a possible solution.)
Specifically, in Thread 0, xclb.time is 1 and d should write x = 42 at timestamp 3, but then the
write x = 51 in the middle is written by Thread 1, which violates the above rule. Thus in order for
b to be successful, b should be executed before d, resulting in memory [1: 〈x := 37〉1, 2: 〈x :=
42〉0, 3: 〈x := 51〉1] after d. Then e is constrained by coh(x) = 3, which is due to d, and thus
should read 51.
In addition to this atomicity guarantee, exclusives provide some ordering guarantees. Whereas,
for example, plain loads can read from plain stores by thread-internal forwarding, potentially
acquiring a smaller post-view than the store they read from, the architectures guarantee that cer-
tain loads — load acquires in ARMv8, all loads in RISC-V — cannot read from a store exclusive by
thread-internal forwarding. (This corresponds to Flat’s forwarding transition explicitly excluding
the forwarding of exclusive writes to load acquires in ARMv8, see Section 6.3.8.) To capture this:
r35 Recall that the forward bank fwdb : Loc → option [time : T;view : V; xcl : B] records in
the xcl field whether the write in the forward bank is an exclusive write. The model then
prevents a load acquire in ARM, and any load in RISC-V, from a location z from obtaining
the smaller forward view fwdb(z).view if fwdb(z).xcl is set.
RISC-V additionally guarantees ordering of the store exclusive with the paired load-exclusive
even if the load and the store are to different addresses.3 To this end:
r36 Recall that the exclusives bank xclb : option 〈time : T;view : V〉 records the post-view of
the load exclusive in the view field. In RISC-V, this view xclb.view is included in the paired
store exclusive’s pre-view.
3In the case of ARMv8 the architecture specifies “constrained unpredictable” behaviour; this is still being clarified.
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9.2.5 Certification
Our description so far has focussed on the thread steps and has assumed consistent traces, traces
in which all promises are fulfilled. Indeed, the semantics given by traces of these thread steps,
restricted to consistent traces, precisely models the legal behaviours of ARMv8/RISC-V (i.e., is
equivalent to the axiomatic model): (combining Theorems 4 and 5).
However, we have not yet discussed how the model ensures threads only take consistent steps
(steps of consistent executions). Rather than merely discarding traces with unfulfilled promises at
the end of the execution, directly preventing inconsistent thread steps is desirable for two reasons:
(1) The model works incrementally in terms of thread-local conditions, thereby also improving
interactive exploration. (2) It removes unnecessary non-determinism resulting from promises that
eventually are unfulfilled, for executability and exhaustive exploration.
We now show how such inconsistent thread steps can be prevented. To this end, we first define
what it means for a thread to execute sequentially. It means that the thread executes alone (no other
threads executing) and every new promise is immediately followed by its fulfilment (effectively
doing all writes in program order) [71]. The model then prevents inconsistent thread steps using
a simple, thread-local definition of certification, allowing any given thread step only if it leads to a
certified thread configuration.
r37 A thread configuration 〈T,M〉, consisting of a thread state T and memory state M is certified
if there exists a sequential execution from 〈T,M〉 to another thread configuration 〈T ′,M ′〉
such that T ′ has no outstanding promises.
Restricting thread steps to steps certified as above, is sound, not preventing any consistent exe-
cutions (See Theorem 5). For RISC-V, this definition is also precise, preventing any inconsistent
executions (Theorem 6). In ARMv8, however, it is not precise: since in ARMv8 syntactic depen-
dencies out of the store exclusive are not preserved the model can deadlock if a thread makes
an assumption about the success of a store exclusive that later turns out to conflict with another
thread’s write. This will be detailed later.
Thread-local certification The above definition of certification, which is based only on the
current thread state and the memory, is sufficient to preserve global consistency of machine states,
without preventing executions that lead to consistent machine states (and which therefore should
be allowed). Since the threads communicate by reading and writing memory one might imagine
certification of a thread having to take this interaction with other threads into account. Informally
speaking, the reason this is not the case is that “one thread cannot break another thread’s promises”
[compare 71, Section 3], and that “one thread cannot help another thread fulfil its promises”
[compare 71, Section 1].
“One thread cannot break another thread’s promises” Consider the following program.
(a) r1 := load [x]; (d) store [x] 51;
(b) store [x] 42; (e) store [y] 63
(c) store [y] (r1 + 37)
In the initial state, Thread 0 is allowed to promise y = 37 at timestamp 1 (leading to memory
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[1: 〈y := 37〉0] and adding 1 to prom) since it is certified after the promise: there is an execution
of Thread 0 alone under this memory in which a reads x = 0, b writes x = 42 at timestamp 2
and c fulfils the promise y = 37 at timestamp 1.
To see why certification of Thread 0 cannot be broken by other threads, suppose, for example,
that Thread 1 executes d and e, leading to memory [1: 〈y := 37〉0, 2: 〈x := 51〉1, 3: 〈y := 63〉1].
With this memory Thread 0’s state is still certifiable as before:
• Since all views in Thread 0’s state are unaffected by Thread 1’s execution, a can still read
x = 0 at timestamp 0 in the same way as in the previous certification.
• While b has to write x = 42 at timestamp 4, a different timestamp from that in the previous
certification, c can still fulfil the promise y = 37 at timestamp 1 because c’s pre-view and
coh(y) are still 0.
Since the views precisely track the dependencies of a store (with the exception of the case of
ARMv8 store exclusives), the only writes a promise can depend on must already be in memory
at the time of promising. (Otherwise, by view constraints in the initial certification, the promise
fulfilment would have failed, disallowing the promise.) In the example, since b is not in memory
at the time of c’s promise, Thread 0’s ability to fulfil c’s promise is independent of the how b
executes, and so of how b’s views change during the certification due to the interference by other
threads.
“One thread cannot help another thread fulfil its promises” Now the opposite: due to the
way dependencies introduce memory ordering in ARMv8 and RISC-V a thread cannot be “helped”
in fulfilling its promises. Consider another example where in Thread 0 a loads x , b writes to y
what a read, while in Thread 1 c reads y , and if it reads 42, e writes 42 to y .
(a) r1 := load [x]; (c) r2 := load [y];
(b) store [y] r1 (d) if (r2 = 42)
(e) store [x] 42;
Consider a promise x = 42 from Thread 1 in the initial state. Certification does not allow this
promise: e can only execute and produce this write if c reads y = 42. But in the initial memory
there is no such write y = 42.
This example program might be taken to suggest the above certification definition was insuffi-
cient, since the following hypothetical execution could allow Thread 1 to fulfil the promise x = 42
with the help of Thread 0, leading to outcome r1 = r2 = 42: first promise x = 42 in Thread 1,
then read x = 42 with a and write y = 42 with b in Thread 0, and finally in Thread 1 read
y = 42 with c satisfying d ’s branch condition and allowing e to fulfil the promise — and thereby
Thread 0 “helping” Thread 1 fulfil its promise, and implying a more sophisticated certification
may be necessary. Since, however, in ARMv8 and RISC-V dependencies create memory ordering,
behaviours of this kind are not possible. In this particular hypothetical execution, Thread 1’s
promise of x = 42 in the initial state leads to memory [1: 〈x := 42〉1] and prom= {1}; executing
b afterwards as above to memory [1: 〈x := 42〉1; 2: 〈y := 42〉0]; now when c reads y = 42 from
this second write it updates r2’s view to its post-view 2; d ’s branch condition depends on r2 and
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so d updates vCAP to 2; since in the next step e’s pre-view is constrained by vCAP = 2 Thread 1
cannot fulfil promise 1: 〈x := 42〉1.
More generally, when some thread i promises a new write p, the fulfilment of p cannot depend
on another thread: any write to memory w by another thread after the promise of p must have
a timestamp greater than p. Since p’s fulfilment cannot depend on any write with timestamp
greater than p, no such write w can “help” in fulfilling p.
Load/store exclusive issues In this context, load/store exclusive instructions are special [com-
pare 71, Section 3]. When considering non-exclusive instructions, the behaviour of a thread is
monotonic in the contents of memory in the following sense [compare 71, Section 3]: in any
given thread state T and memory state M , the set of writes the thread can produce executing
sequentially from thread state T under memory M is a subset of the writes it can produce execut-
ing sequentially from thread state T under some memory M ′ that extends M with more writes;
this is not true when considering load/store exclusive instructions.
Consider, for instance Thread 0 in the following program Kang et al. [compare 71, Section 3].
(a) r1 := loadex [x]; (d) store [x] 5;
(b) r2 := storeex [x] 1;
(c) store [y] (63+ r1 + r2)
In the initial state, Thread 0 could read 0 with a, do a successful write-exclusive with b (setting
r2 to 0), and then write y = 63 with c. Hence, one of the writes it can produce is y = 63.
If, however, d executed and extended the memory state with x = 5 that execution would no
longer be possible. The load a would still be able to read the initial x = 0, but then b would
not be able to succeed, since it would have to place its write after d ’s in memory — breaking
the atomicity guarantee of store exclusives. So should Thread 0 be allowed to promise c’s write
y = 63 in the initial state? In order to match the architecturally intended semantics, the answer
differs for ARMv8 and RISC-V.
The issue in this example arises from the syntactic dependency from b to c: for c to write 63,
b must succeed. In ARMv8 this syntactic dependency does not create memory ordering, and
the architecture allows executing c’s write before b’s. Hence, Promising-ARM allows promising
c’s write before b’s, to match ARM’s axiomatic model. As a result of this, however, the model
can deadlock: assume Thread 0 promises c’s write y = 63 before doing b’s write; then in the
following state, Thread 1 can execute d and Thread 0 will not be able to fulfil its promise of
y = 63 — Thread 1 breaks Thread 0’s promise, and the model gets stuck with an unfulfilled
promise. Section F.1 of the appendix explains these issues in more detail and explores a possible
extension of the Promising-ARM model with locks and more elaborate certification to prevent
such model deadlocks. (This extension is currently not covered by the formalisations.)
In RISC-V, on the other hand, the dependency creates ordering from b to c: when b executes, it
sets the register view of r2 to its post-view. This means, in the initial state, c cannot be promised;
it can only be promised after promising the write of b. As a result of RISC-V’s stronger ordering,
the Promising-RISC-V model does not have Promising-ARM’s deadlock problems.
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In the RISC-V case, Promising behaves similarly to the Promising C11 model in forbidding
the early promise of c’s write. The Promising C11 model’s language does not have exclusive
instructions but the similar atomic updates, such as compare-and-swap and fetch-and-add [71,
Section 3]. Assume replacing a and b in the above example with a fetch-and-add instruction
(ab) r1 := FAA x 1 that reads x , saves the returned value in r1, writes that value incremented by
1 to x , and provides the same atomicity guarantees as load/store exclusive pairs in ARMv8 and
RISC-V [71, Section 3] (and always succeeds). Then Promising C11 also prevents the promise of
c before ab. The way in which it forbids this, however, is different. Instead of forbidding it on the
basis of the syntactic dependency tracking, it forbids the early promise of c by future memory
quantification: in the Promising C11 model, a thread is only allowed to make a promise if it is able
to fulfil this promise in any future memory, so any memory extending the current memory with
arbitrary writes [71, Section 3]; in some future memory there might be other writes to x (after
the initial one) and the fetch-and-add ab cannot fetch 0, because it would then fail to provide its
atomicity guarantee; hence, c’s write cannot be promised until after the promise of ab’s write.
The Promising C11 model allows writes to be promised in a way that enforces adjacency of the
promised write to its preceding same-address write (using time intervals), which then guarantees
no write can become coherence-ordered-between the two writes [71, Section 3]. After promising
ab in this way, future memory quantification allows the promise of c.
Algorithm
The above definition of certification provides a simple executable check for whether a thread
configuration (TC) is certified. However, the executable tool of Section 9.5 has to be able to
compute for any given thread state which promises should be allowed: which promises lead
to such certified configurations. For the sake of the executable model, we give an equivalent
definition, called find_and_certify that we proved correct in Coq (Theorem 7), and which is the
basis for the algorithm used by the executable model.
Given a thread ID tid and a TC 〈T,M〉, we define find_and_certify tid 〈T,M〉 (loc, val) to hold
for a location loc and value val if thread tid can execute sequentially from this TC to a TC in which
all its promises are fulfilled, and if during this execution it can produce a write loc := val such
that the pre-view of this write and coherence-view (at the write location) at the time of writing
are less than or equal to the maximal timestamp in the memory M .
More precisely, find_and_certify tid 〈T,M〉 (loc, val) holds if there exists a pre-view νpre such
that:
• tid can execute sequentially from TC 〈T,M〉 to some TC 〈T2,M2〉;
• tid can step from TC 〈T2,M2〉 to some TC 〈T3,M3〉 by promising a write at location loc of
value val with pre-view νpre;
• tid can step from TC 〈T3,M3〉 to TC 〈T ′3,M3〉 by (immediately) fulfilling this promise; and
• tid can execute sequentially from TC 〈T ′3,M3〉 to some TC 〈T4,M4〉, such that:
• the promise set of T4 is empty;
• the coherence view of T2 at location loc is less than or equal to the maximal timestamp in
memory M ; and
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• νpre is less than or equal to the maximal timestamp in memory M .
The intuition behind this is the following: in order for a promise p to be allowed in TC 〈T,M〉,
the TC reached after making that promise, 〈T ′,M ′〉 (where T ′ is the same as T with p added as a
promise), must be certified: there has to exist a sequential execution from 〈T ′,M〉 to a TC with
empty promise set. During this sequential execution, in order to fulfil the promise p, tid has to
produce a write matching p, and at that point pre-view and coherence view have to be strictly
less than the timestamp of p in memory. The timestamp p will receive if promised in 〈T,M〉 is
the maximal timestamp in memory M incremented by one. Hence, pre-view and coherence view
being strictly less than p’s timestamp in memory during the certification run from 〈T ′,M ′〉 is
equivalent to that pre-view and coherence view being less or equal to the maximal timestamp
in memory M . So, roughly, find_and_certify defines the set of allowed promises in 〈T,M〉 as the
set of promises p for which, if p is added as a promise, there exists a certification of the state T ′
reached after making that promise.
The algorithm for enumerating which promises a thread tid in configuration 〈T,M〉 is allowed
to do then works as follows:
1. Enumerate all possible traces of tid executing sequentially (this thread executing alone
under current memory). For programs with infinite loops the user can bound the depth.
2. Discard the traces in which the final state of tid has unfulfilled promises.
3. For any remaining trace t: any (new) write done during t is a legal promise step if its store’s
pre-view and coherence-view (at its location) are less than or equal to the maximal timestamp
of the current memory M (the memory before the start of the certification).
To illustrate the algorithm, consider the following (partial) program.
(a) r1 := load [w];
(b) store [x] 1; . . .
(c) storerel [y] 1;
(d) store [z] r1
Assume that the memory is [1: 〈w := 1〉1, 2: 〈z := 1〉0], that the promise set of Thread 0 is
prom= {2}, and that Thread 0 has not yet executed a. The certification algorithm first enumerates
all sequential executions of Thread 0 under this memory. Here there are three:
1. a reads 1 from w; b writes x = 1 at timestamp 3; c writes y = 1 at timestamp 4; and d
fulfils the promise 2: 〈z := 1〉0.
2. a reads 1 from w; b writes x = 1 at timestamp 3; c writes y = 1 at timestamp 4; and d
writes z = 1 at timestamp 5.
3. a reads 0 from the initial state; b writes x = 1 at timestamp 3; c writes y = 1 at timestamp
4; and d writes z = 0 at timestamp 5.
In the second and third case Thread 0 does not fulfil the promise at timestamp 2, so the algorithm
discards these executions. Now we inspect the writes done by Thread 0 during the single remaining
trace, the first one:
• b writes x = 1 at timestamp 3, with pre-view 0 and coherence-view 0, setting vrOld to its
post-view, 3.
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• c writes y = 1 at timestamp 4, with pre-view 3 and coherence-view 0: as a store release,
c’s pre-view includes b’s post-view, via vwOld.
Therefore:
1. Promising the write x = 1 at timestamp 3 is allowed: it is a write done by Thread 0 during
a sequential execution fulfilling all promises, and with a pre-view and coherence view less
than or equal to the current maximal timestamp in memory, 2.
2. Promising the write y = 1, however, is not allowed, since c’s pre-view is 3 6≤ 2.
9.3 The model, formally
Fig. 9.2 summarises the types used by the model that were introduced in Section 9.2. For simplicity,
values and addresses are mathematical integers. Promising-ARM and Promising-RISC-V use the
same definitions, with an architecture flag a switching between ARM and RISC-V behaviour. This
only affects the treatment of store exclusive instructions, in the store and load rules. However, not
all instructions exist in both architectures: RISC-V has more barriers, and a weak store release.
a ∈ Arch ::= ARM | RISC-V l ∈ Loc ∆= Val v ∈ Val ∆= Z tid ∈ TId ∆= N t ∈ T ∆= N ν ∈ V ∆= T
w ∈Msg ∆= 〈loc:Loc;val:Val; tid:TId〉 〈x := v〉tid ∆= 〈loc= x;val= v; tid=tid〉
M ∈Memory ∆= list Msg
ts ∈ TState ∆=

prom : set T ; regs : Reg→ Val×V;
vrOld,vwOld,vrNew,vwNew,vCAP,vRel : V ;
fwdb : Loc→ 〈time : T;view : V; xcl : B〉;
xclb : option 〈time : T;view : V〉

T ∈ Thread ∆= St× TState
~T ∈ TPool ∆= TId→ Thread
〈~T ,M〉 ∈Machine ∆= TPool×Memory
Figure 9.2: Types in the semantics
Fig. 9.3 gives the formal definition of the steps of the semantics, cross-referenced with the
relevant rules in Section 9.2, starting with some auxiliary definitions.
expression interpretation. The interpretation function for expressions (second and third line)
takes an expression and a register state m, and returns the expression’s value and view.
Constants have view 0; registers are looked up in m; the view for an arithmetic expression
merges the views of the arguments (r8).
read function. read(M , l, t) gives the result of reading location l at timestamp t in memory M .
For t = 0, this is the initial value vinit, here 0; otherwise either the value of the message in
M at timestamp t if its location is l, otherwise none.
read-view. read-view(a, rk, f , t) returns either the timestamp t of the read message or the
forward view of the message f in the forward bank, subject to certain constraints on the
architecture a and read kind rk (r12, r13, r14, r15, r35).
atomic. atomic(M , l, tid, tr , tw) checks whether an exclusive write to l at timestamp tw by thread
tid can become successful, and so atomic with respect to its earlier exclusive read with read
message at timestamp tr in the current memory M (r30, r31, r33).
Now we define thread-local steps, which do not change memory.
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c ? ν1 : ν2
∆
= if c then ν1 else ν2 c ? ν
∆
= c ? ν : 0 ν1 unionsq ν2 ∆=max(ν1,ν2) v@ν ∆= 〈v,ν〉 : Val×V¹(−)1º(−)2 : Expr→ (Reg→ Val×V)→ Val×V¹vºm ∆= v@0 ¹rºm ∆=m(r) ¹e1 op e2ºm ∆=(v1¹opº v2)@(ν1unionsqν2) with ¹e1ºm= v1@ν1,¹e2ºm= v2@ν2
read(M , l, t) : option Val
∆
= if t = 0 then vinit else if M(t).loc= l then M(t).val else none
read-view(a, rk, f , t) ∆= if ( f .time= t ∧ ( f .xcl⇒ (a = ARM∧ rkv pln))) then f .view else t
atomic(M , l, tid, tr, tw)
∆
= M(tr).loc= l =⇒ ∀t ′. (tr< t ′< tw ∧M(t ′).loc= l) =⇒ M(t ′).tid= tid
T,M [t]→a,tidT ′
(exclusive-failure)
xcl=true ts′=ts

regs(rsucc) 7→vfail@0, xclb 7→none

〈rsucc :=storexcl,wk [e1] e2, ts〉,M →a,tid 〈skip, ts′〉
(read)
l@νaddr = ¹eºts.regs
read(M , l, t) = v
νpre = νaddr unionsq ts.vrNew unionsq (rkw acq ? ts.vRel)
∀t ′. t< t ′≤(νpreunionsqts.coh(l)) =⇒ M(t ′).loc 6= l
νpost = νpre unionsq read-view(a, rk, ts.fwdb(l), t)
ts′=ts

regs(r) 7→ v@νpost,
coh(l) 7→ ts.coh(l)unionsq νpost,
vrOld 7→ ts.vrOld unionsq νpost,
vrNew 7→ ts.vrNew unionsq (rkw wacq ? νpost),
vwNew 7→ ts.vwNew unionsq (rkw wacq ? νpost),
vCAP 7→ ts.vCAP unionsq νaddr,
xclb 7→xcl ? 〈time= t;view=νpost〉 : ts.xclb

〈r := loadxcl,rk [e], ts〉,M →a,tid 〈skip, ts′〉
(fulfil)¹e1ºts.regs = l@νaddr ¹e2ºts.regs = v@νdata
xcl =⇒ ts.xclb 6=none∧ atomic(M ,l,tid,ts.xclb.time,t)
t ∈ ts.prom M(t) = 〈l := v〉tid
νpre = νaddr unionsq νdata unionsq ts.vwNew unionsq ts.vCAP unionsq
(wkw wrel ? (ts.vrOld unionsq ts.vwOld))unionsq
((a = RISC-V∧ xcl) ? ts.xclb.view)
(νpre unionsq ts.coh(l))< t
νpost = t νsucc = (a = RISC-V ? νpost :⊥)
ts′=ts

prom 7→ ts.prom \ {t},
regs(rsucc) 7→ xcl ? vsucc@νsucc : ts.regs(rsucc),
coh(l) 7→ ts.coh(l)unionsq νpost,
vwOld 7→ ts.vwOld unionsq νpost,
vCAP 7→ ts.vCAP unionsq νaddr,
vRel 7→ ts.vRel unionsq (wkw rel ? νpost),
fwdb(l) 7→〈time= t;view=νaddrunionsqνdata; xcl=xcl〉
xclb 7→ xcl ? none : ts.xclb

〈rsucc := storexcl,wk [e1] e2, ts〉,M t→a,tid〈skip, ts′〉
(fence)
ν1 = (RvK1?ts.vrOld)unionsq
(WvK1?ts.vwOld) ts
′ = ts

vrNew 7→ ts.vrNew unionsq (RvK2?ν1),
vwNew 7→ ts.vwNew unionsq (WvK2?ν1)

〈fenceK1,K2 , ts〉,M →a,tid 〈skip, ts′〉
(register)
ts′ = ts

regs(r) 7→ ¹eºts.regs
〈r := e, ts〉,M →a,tid 〈skip, ts′〉
(branch)¹eºts.regs = v@ν ts′ = ts[vCAP 7→ ts.vCAP unionsq ν]
〈if (e) s1 s2, ts〉,M →a,tid 〈v 6= 0 ? s1 : s2, ts′〉
(isb)
ts′ = ts [vrNew 7→ ts.vrNew unionsq ts.vCAP]
〈isb, ts〉,M →a,tid 〈skip, ts′〉
(skip)
〈skip; s, ts〉,M →a,tid 〈s, ts〉
(seq)
〈s1, ts〉,M →a,tid 〈s′1, ts′〉
〈s1; s2, ts〉,M →a,tid 〈s′1; s2, ts′〉
(while)
s′ = if (e) (s;while (e) s) skip
〈while (e) s, ts〉,M →a,tid 〈s′, ts〉
〈T,M〉[t]→a,tid
〈T ′,M ′〉
(execute)
T,M →a,tid T ′
〈T,M〉 →a,tid 〈T ′,M〉
(promise)
w.tid= tid t = |M |+ 1
ts′ = ts[prom 7→ ts.prom∪ {t}]
〈〈s, ts〉,M〉 t→a,tid〈〈s, ts′〉,M ++ [w]〉
〈T,M〉seq−→a,tid〈T ′,M ′〉
(seq-exec)
T,M →a,tid T ′
〈T,M〉seq−→a,tid〈T ′,M〉
(seq-write)
〈T,M〉 t→a,tid〈T ′,M ′〉
T ′,M ′ t→a,tidT ′′
〈T,M〉seq−→a,tid〈T ′′,M ′〉
〈~T ,M〉 →a
〈~T ′,M ′〉
(machine-step)
〈~T[tid],M〉 →a,tid 〈T ′,M ′〉 〈T ′,M ′〉 certified
〈~T ,M〉 →a 〈~T

tid 7→ T ′ ,M ′〉
〈T,M〉 certified ∆= ∃T ′,M ′. 〈T,M〉seq−→∗a,tid〈T ′,M ′〉 ∧ T ′.prom= {}
Figure 9.3: Thread-local steps, thread steps, and machine steps
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Thread-local steps T,M [t]→a,tidT ′
exclusive-failure. A store exclusive that has not been executed is always allowed to fail. It
sets rsucc to vfail (here 1) to signal failure, with 0 timestamp, and sets xclb to none (r32).
fulfil. This transition is annotated with the timestamp t of the promise that is being fulfilled.
(Other thread-local steps do not have the timestamp annotation.) The definition starts
with the pre-condition (from top to bottom). First the rules evaluates the address and
data expressions. Rule r33 explains the condition for exclusive writes. Since writes always
promise first and then fulfil, this step requires the write to have been promised.
Rules r9, r5, r20, r23, r36 describe the components included in its pre-view. The pre-
view and coherence view have to be less than t (r18); the post-view is the timestamp t
(r2). r34 explains the view νsucc placed on the register write indicating the success. The
post-condition removes the promise (r18); writes vsucc (here 0) to the “success register”
(r34); and updates the coherence view (to include t, r10), certain views (r4, r21, r25);
the forward bank (r13, r35), and the exclusives bank (r30, r32).
read also starts with the pre-condition (from top to bottom). First evaluate the address l; in
order to read v it must be v = read(M , l, t) as described above. The pre-view calculation is
described in r9, r5, r26. The pre-view (r1) and the coherence view (r11) constrain the
read. The post-view is defined in r2, r15. The post-condition updates the register with
value and post-view (r8); the coherence view with the post-view as in rule r10; certain
views as in r4, r24, r21; and the exclusives bank as in r31.
fence. This defines a single rule for all non-isb ARMv8 and RISC-V fences in a format matching
RISC-V’s fence instruction. fenceK1,K2 has two arguments: K1 indicates whether the
fence creates ordering with respect to program-order-preceding reads (R), writes (W ),
or both (RW ); similarly K2 indicates which program-order-later instructions are ordered
with it (R, W , or RW ). It then updates vrNew and/or vwNew (depending on K2), to include
vrOld and/or vwOld (depending on K1) according to the intuition given in r4, r5. Define
ARMv8’s full barrier dmbsy = fenceRW,RW , its load barrier dmbld = fenceR,RW , its
store barrier dmbst = fenceW,W , and moreover RISC-V’s “TSO fence” as fence.tso =
fenceR,R;fenceRW,W . With these definitions, the behaviour of the ARM barriers is as
explained with rules r4, r5 r6, r27, r28.
register. A register assignment updates the register with the expressions and view from the
evaluation of its expression (r8).
branch. The pre-condition evaluates the condition expression, branches as determined by this
value, and updates vCAP (r21).
isb. Executes an isb by merging vCAP into vrNew (r29).
skip, seq, and while. Mostly as expected. while is expressed using a branch.
Thread steps 〈T,M〉[t]→a,tid〈T ′,M ′〉
execute lifts a thread-local step that does not change memory to a thread step. promise allows
promising any write message, appending this write to memory and recording its timestamp in
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prom. As thread-local steps, thread steps can be annotated with a timestamp t; this is used for the
steps for promising and for promise fulfilment. While thread steps allow unconstrained promises,
machine steps only allow certified promises. Note that “normal writes” are modelled as promises
immediately followed by fulfilment.
Sequential steps 〈T,M〉seq−→a,tid〈T ′,M ′〉
Sequential steps can be one of two kinds: either a thread local step (seq-exec), or a promise
immediately followed by its fulfilment (seq-write).
Machine steps 〈~T ,M〉 →a 〈~T ′,M ′〉
Lifts certified thread steps (r37).
9.4 Proof
The Promising-ARM/RISC-V model using the simple certification of Section 9.2 and Section 9.3
is equivalent to the axiomatic models for ARMv8 and RISC-V. For ARMv8 the proof assumes
a simplification, validated by the hand-proof between Flat-axiomatic and ARMv8-axiomatic,
that defines the relation obs = rfe | fr | co (rather than obs = rfe | fre | coe); this allows dropping
the edge rmw from aob, the edge (ctrl | data); coi from dob and po; [L]; coi from bob that are
subsumed by combinations of other edges in ob now. Additionally, this model decomposes all
non-isb barriers into the pseudo-barriers dmbrr, dmbrw, dmbwr, dmbww, where dmbrr orders
program-order-earlier reads with program-order-later reads, dmbrw program-order-earlier reads
with program-order-later writes, etc. In this scheme, dmbld is then the sequence dmbrr;dmbrw.
The ISA manual for RISC-V [121] has two formal axiomatic models produced by the RISC-V
Memory Model Task Group, an axiomatic model [121, Appendix B.1] specified in the Alloy
framework [67], and one [121, Appendix B.2] specified in herd that follows the same style as that
of ARMv8. For RISC-V the proof uses a model based on the latter, but adapted in an equivalent
way to it can be unified with the ARMv8 model. The resulting axiomatic model, called Axiomatic,
is shown below, with RISC-V specific “switches” (here WL is for the weak release writes occurring
only in RISC-V); as before we assume control flow is not delimited and so ctrl; po ⊆ ctrl:
let obs = rfe | fr | co
let dob = addr | data
| (addr | data); rfi
| (ctrl | addr; po); [W]
| (ctrl | addr; po); [isb]; po; [R]
let aob = [range(rmw)]; rfi; (if arch = RISC-V then [R] else [A|Q])
let bob = [R]; po; [dmb.rr]; po; [R]
| [R]; po; [dmb.rw]; po; [W]
| [W]; po; [dmb.wr]; po; [R]
| [W]; po; [dmb.ww]; po; [W]
| [L]; po; [A]
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| [A|Q]; po
| po; [L|WL]
| (if arch = RISC-V then rmw)
let ob = obs | dob | aob | bob
acyclic po−loc | fr | co | rf as internal
acyclic ob as external
empty rmw & (fre; coe) as atomic
In Coq, we formally prove equivalence to Axiomatic, deadlock freedom for RISC-V, and cor-
rectness of find_and_certify. For the following theorems, the hand-proofs were done in joint work
with the aforementioned authors, the Coq development is due to Jeehoon Kang, Sung-Hwan Lee,
and Chung-Kil Hur.
Theorem 4. For a program p, ~R is a final register state of a legal candidate execution of p in
Axiomatic if and only if it is that of a valid execution of p in Promising-ARM/RISC-V.
Theorem 5. Moreover, Promising-ARM/RISC-V is equivalent to Promising-ARM/RISC-V without
certification.
Theorem 6 (Deadlock freedom). For any machine state in Promising-RISC-V where every thread
state of it is certified, there exists an execution to a machine state with no promises.
Theorem 7 (Correctness of find_and_certify). Assume the thread configuration 〈T,M〉 is certified,
and promising p leads to 〈T ′,M ′〉. Then 〈T ′,M ′〉 is certified if and only if p ∈ find_and_certify〈T,M〉.
9.5 Exhaustive exploration
Section 9.2 showed an algorithmic definition for enumerating the legal promise steps, leading to
an executable version of Promising-ARM/RISC-V. This section discusses this executable model
integrated into the rmem tool with the user-mode ARMv8 and RISC-V Sail ISA models mentioned
in Chapter 2.
Executable model The executable model closely follows the Coq definitions where possible, but
differs from it in three ways. Firstly, the executable model does not use OCaml code automatically
produced by Coq, since interfacing with the existing rmem and Sail infrastructure would be
difficult. Secondly, while the Coq model formalises the small imperative language, the executable
model integrates definitions for user-mode ARMv8 and RISC-V instructions, meaning it needs
logic for computing the views of loads and stores of the ISA definitions. (The Sail model does
not yet include ARM’s weaker load acquire LDAPR introduced in ARMv8.3. The Coq model does
cover its concurrency behaviour.) Third, there are minor differences in the definitions for the sake
of executability. We ensured the executable model also experimentally agrees with the axiomatic
models on the suites of around 6,500 litmus tests for ARMv8 and 7,000 for RISC-V (150 RISC-V
tests we cannot run because they have AMO instructions).
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With only a few simple optimisations, this model significantly outperforms the Flat model and
the ARM axiomatic model specified in herd. The main performance optimisation is based on two
simple observations:
Observation 1: For every valid Promising-ARM trace tr in which a non-promise transition t is
followed by a promise transition t ′, the trace that swaps t and t ′ is a valid equivalent trace. The
informal reasoning is that the actions of the transitions commute, and doing t ′ before t at most
“allows more behaviour”.
Assume in the trace tr, transition t causes the model to step from 〈~T ,M〉 to 〈~T ′,M ′〉, and t ′
from 〈~T ′,M ′〉 to 〈~T ′′,M ′′〉. Then M ′ = M , since by assumption t does not promise a new write;
and M ′′ = M ++ [w] for the write w promised by t ′. Now there are two cases to consider: either
t and t ′ are by the same thread or not.
• Assume t and t ′ are from different threads. Then:
– The transition actions on the state commute. Since the transitions are from different
threads, their thread state updates are “disjoint”. Since t does not change the memory
state, the actions on the memory also commute.
– t ′ can be done before t. Since t and t ′ are by different threads, t does not affect the
thread state of t ′, and it is M ′ = M . Since the set of allowed promises of a thread are
a function of its thread state and the memory, the transition t ′ is enabled before t.
– t is possible after t ′. The transition t ′ does not change the thread state of t. By
assumption t is not a promise, so t could be a memory read transition or a purely
thread-local transition that does not interact with memory. If t is a read, then in
the incremented memory its thread can still read from the same write as before
t ′. If it is a purely thread-local transition, then t is unaffected by the incremented
memory. Informally speaking, the thread state of t can still be certified after t ′ since
by assumption tr is a valid trace, leading to a state in which all threads have fulfilled
their promises. (In ARMv8, in principle, t ′ could break a promise by the thread of
t—due to the load/store exclusive issues discussed earlier. This cannot be the case
here, since by assumption tr is a trace to a final state with all promises fulfilled.)
• Assume t and t ′ are from the same thread. Then:
– The transition actions on the state commute. Since t is a non-promise transition it
does not change the promise set of its thread or the memory state. Transition t ′ only
changes the thread’s promise set and the memory set, so the pieces of state updated
by the two transitions are disjoint.
– t ′ can be done before t. In order for this to hold it is only required that the promise
transition t ′ can be certified before transition t: there has to be a sequential execution
from the thread configuration reached when taking t ′ before t, to one with empty
promise set. By assumption t ′ is certified after transition t. But then the sequential
execution that witnesses the certfiability of the thread configuration reached by taking
transition t ′ after t, prefixed with t, is a witness for the certifiability of the thread
configuration reached after taking transition t ′ before t.
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– t can be done after t ′. The only change t ′ makes to the thread state is adding a
promise; hence, if we can show that t can be certified in the thread configuration after
t ′, then t ′ is a possible transition after t. But the fact that t can be certified after t ′
follows from the assumption that in tr the transition t ′ is possible after t. Since t ′ is
allowed after t, we know that the thread configuration reached after taking t followed
by t ′ is certified. Since the actions of t and t ′ commute, the thread configuration
reached when doing t ′ followed by t is the same, and so also certified.
We proved the following resulting key property of the model in Coq, for the small imperative
language of Section 9.1 handled by the Coq formalisation.
Theorem 8. For every Promising trace tr, there exists a trace tr′ with same final state such that tr′
can be split into a sequence of promise transitions followed by only non-promise transitions.
Observation 2: For every Promising-ARM trace any two consecutive non-promise transitions
t and t ′ from different threads commute. t and t ′ do not change memory, only their respective
thread states. Since both transitions’ pre and post-conditions depend only on memory and their
thread states a trace that re-orders t and t ′ is valid, too.
The model uses these ideas to enumerate the set of possible final states in the following way:
1. The model starts in “promise-mode”: in this mode it allows only promise transitions, no
other thread execution steps. In addition, the model allows non-deterministically leaving
promise-mode with a stop-promising transition.
2. Once there are no more promising transitions or the stop-promising transition is taken the
model enters “non-promise-mode”. In this mode the model allows no more promises, so the
memory state is now fixed to the one obtained from promise-mode. In non-promise mode,
the model computes the set of allowed thread states for each thread independently: since
memory is fixed, the threads do not interact with each other any longer. Hence, the model
can compute the set of final model states by first computing, for each thread separately,
the set of final thread states of this thread under the given memory, and then taking the
cartesian product of these sets of thread states: every combination of final thread states for
the individual threads together with the memory state returned from promise-mode is a
valid final state.
This reduces the model non-determinism to first enumerating possible “final memories” and then
exploring the final thread states that are possible as a result of this memory.
In the description so far, the exploration, however, has an additional source of unnecessary
non-determinism: non-deterministically allowing to quit the promise-mode means the model can
stop promising “too early”; the execution of a thread may still involve a store whose write has not
been promised yet. To avoid unecessary non-determinism from leaving promise-mode too early,
the model should only be allowed to leave promise-mode when it is possible for each thread to
execute from its current state to some final thread state with empty promise set in a way that
does not require doing any new writes.
The model achieves this by computing extra information when certifying promises: for each
“certification run”, in addition to returning whether a given thread state is certifiable, it returns
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information about whether it is possible to certify the thread state with an execution of this thread
that does not involve making new writes. Supplied with such information returned from the
certification of each thread, the model then allows taking the stop-promising transition only if, for
each thread, there exists a certifying execution that does not propagate new writes.
The tool uses a second optimisation to improve performance of non-promise-mode: after entering
non-promise-mode, the tool runs the remaining thread actions without “normal” certification.
Instead it uses a cheaper approximation to eagerly detect inconsistency (checking only that the
next instruction step does not increase coh, vwNew, or vCAP to a value larger than or equal to an
existing promise’s timestamp) and discards deadlocking traces in which promises are not fulfilled.
While in promise-mode, dropping certification would render the exploration computationally
infeasible, in non-promise-mode, since threads are no longer interleaved, this improves the search
complexity, since the certification of any thread’s initial state under a final memory state already
requires the effort of exploring the thread’s possible final states.
9.6 Evaluation
To evaluate the exploration tool, we test several standard datastructure and lock implementations,
for ARMv8. The code of the examples can be found in the supplementary material of the Promising-
ARM/RISC-V paper, currently under submission [103]. We implement the examples in C++, Rust,
or assembly. To the code for the actual data structures we add test code: some threads running in
parallel, each executing the datastructure’s operations while logging some extra information that
we use to check the correctness of the results. In the case of C++ or Rust, we compile the code
using a standard GCC or RUSTC cross compiler, and then run a script that maps the assembly into
the litmus format used by herd and rmem: our tool does not support dynamic thread creation
yet; the litmus format allows writing the code directly as a parallel thread composition. Another
limitation is that our tool does not yet support dynamic memory allocation, which we “fake”
here with a very naive malloc as part of the source code. Adding dynamic thread creation and
memory allocation will just require additional engineering.
Running our model exhaustively, integrated into rmem, outputs the list of possible final outcomes
and allows us to check whether the code has behaved correctly.
Tested examples and results We give an overview of the tests we ran in Table 9.1. We test,
from simple to complex: three different spinlock variants, implemented in assembly (SLA), C++
(SLC), and Rust (SLR), where Linux-Spinlock (SLA) is an example taken from a Linux kernel
spinlock implementation [79, 64], which was also used in Pulte et al. [104] for demonstrating
Flat4 (the other test from that paper, spin_unlock_wait, require mixed-size support); single-
producer-single-consumer (PCS) and single-producer-multiple-consumers (PCM) circular queues;
a ticket lock (TL); Treiber stack [40], separately implemented in C++ (STC) and Rust (STR);
Chase-Lev dequeue (DQ) [77, 70]; and the aforementioned variants of the Michael & Scott queue
(QU). In addition, for the last four examples we also try versions optimised for ARMv8. Table 9.2
4We change mixed-size loads in the example to same-size and confirmed that performance is unaffected.
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Test Lang LOC Ts Test Lang LOC Ts
SLA asm. 44 2 TL C++ 120 3
SLC C++ 51 3 STC C++ 366 3
SLR Rust 84 3 STR Rust 393 3
PCS C++ 69 2 DQ C++ 247 3
PCM C++ 130 3 QU C++ 473 3
Table 9.1: LOC = assembly lines, Ts = number of threads
shows the results. All programs in C++ and Rust are compiled with GCC 6.3.0 and RUSTC 1.30
with optimization level 3. All numbers are from a standard desktop machine, Ubuntu 16.04 Intel
Core i7-7700 at 3.60GHz, 8GB memory.
The names mean the following. For the spinlock tests: spinlock-nmeans n loop unrollings on all
threads; PCM-n-n-n: Thread 1 producing n times, Threads 2 and 3 consuming n times; PCS-n-n
the same for Thread 1 producing, Thread 2 consuming; TL-n: threads spin n times to acquire
lock; STC/R-abc-def-ghi: Thread 1 pushing a times, popping b times, and again pushing c times,
and analogously for Thread 2 with def and Thread 3 with ghi; DQ/(opt)-abc-d-e: Thread 1 pushes
a times, pops b times, and pushes c times, Thread 2 steals d times, and Thread 3 steals e times;
QU/(opt)-abc-def-ghi: Thread 1 enqueues a times, dequeues b times, and enqueues c times again,
analogously with def for Thread 2 and ghi for Thread 3.
We tried running the examples on herd, but all but the spin and ticket locks (SLC,SLR,TL)
require instructions unsupported by herd. For SLC and TL, we ran the tests on herd:
• SLC-1: 14.72 sec, (Promising: 3.21 sec)
• SLC-2: stack overflow in 123.51 sec, (Promising: 4.69 sec)
• TL-1: 31.04 sec, (Promising: 10.16 sec)
• TL-2: 2370.23 sec, (Promising: 13.72 sec)
The results show that the Promising model scales much better than Flat for the tested examples.
However, it may be possible to further improve performance significantly over the current results
by studying existing model checking techniques. For instance, for certain litmus tests Promising
does not perform as well as Flat: tests with a large number of writes whose interleaving does not
matter. In such tests, Promising explores all interleavings of the writes, and each interleaving
leads to a different memory state, even if the order of some writes does not affect the possible final
outcomes. Here we believe partial-order reduction techniques [49] can help improve performance.
Where data is available, the results also show the Promising model performs much better than
herd. The comparison here is less clear: on the one hand herd does not accurately capture the full
ISA behaviour, meaning it has to do less work during the exhaustive search; on the other hand herd
is not designed primarily to be a fast model checker, and it is not clear how the axiomatic approach
compares to ours in search complexity. Herd computes the set of allowed behaviours in two steps:
first, herd enumerates the set of all possible candidate executions, concrete executions given by
a program-order unfolding, write values for the reads, and relations capturing the concurrency
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behaviour satisfying only minimal well-formedness conditions; then, herd discards executions
violating the model’s axioms. A naive generation of the set of candidate executions is expensive.
However, it may be possible to efficiently generate candidate executions using an approach similar
to the promise-first enumeration described here, or adapt the model checker of Kokologiannakis
et al. [73] based on axiomatic models to ARMv8/RISC-V.
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Test Promising Flat
SLA-1 0.27 0.41
SLA-2 0.30 3.38
SLA-3 0.33 21.57
SLA-4 0.39 110.18
SLA-5 0.44 526.76
SLA-6 0.52 2277.72
SLA-7 0.61 9108.53
SLA-8 0.73 ooT
SLA-9 0.86 ooT
SLA-10 1.01 ooT
SLC-1 3.21 8.63
SLC-2 4.69 121.98
SLC-3 6.58 1472.74
SLR-1 2.47 3.70
SLR-2 3.50 17.51
SLR-3 4.88 52.52
PCS-1-1 0.26 0.33
PCS-2-2 0.40 10.33
PCS-3-3 1.36 249.26
PCM-1-1-1 0.30 23.58
PCM-2-2-2 1.70 ooT
PCM-3-3-3 71.12 ooT
TL-1 10.16 456.12
TL-2 13.72 2202.12
TL-3 18.08 ooT
TL(opt)-1 10.28 1180.33
TL(opt)-2 14.54 7115.31
TL(opt)-3 20.13 ooT
Test Promising Flat
STC/(opt)-100-010-000 0.36 / 0.36 35.26 / 104.57
STC/(opt)-100-010-010 0.42 / 0.42 2144.52 / 5943.50
STC/(opt)-100-100-010 8.70 / 8.70 ooT / ooT
STC/(opt)-110-011-000 7.64 / 8.13 ooT / ooT
STC/(opt)-110-100-010 21.84 / 22.48 ooT / ooT
STC/(opt)-200-020-000 7.16 / 7.12 ooT / ooT
STC/(opt)-210-011-000 615.41 / 637.98 ooT / ooT
STR-100-010-000 0.35 4.61
STR-100-010-010 0.39 77.21
STR-100-100-010 7.30 8940.03
STR-110-011-000 6.55 ooT
STR-110-100-010 18.09 ooT
STR-200-020-000 5.80 11325.87
STR-210-011-000 522.19 ooT
DQ/(opt)-100-1-0 0.30 / 0.30 2.93 / 2.97
DQ/(opt)-110-1-0 0.44 / 0.44 1042.88 / 1114.39
DQ/(opt)-110-1-1 0.66 / 0.65 ooT / ooT
DQ/(opt)-111-1-1 1.76 / 2.44 ooT / ooT
DQ/(opt)-211-1-1 9.51 / 37.10 ooT / ooT
DQ/(opt)-211-2-1 28.55 / 111.54 ooT / ooT
QU/(opt)-100-000-000 1.34 / 2.95 2983.11 / ooT
QU/(opt)-100-010-000 2.55 / 5.66 ooT / ooT
QU/(opt)-100-010-010 4.53 / 10.00 ooT / ooT
QU/(opt)-100-100-010 712.57 / 4984.94 ooT / ooT
QU/(opt)-110-011-000 589.50 / ooT ooT / ooT
QU/(opt)-110-100-010 2108.12 / ooT ooT / ooT
QU/(opt)-200-010-010 531.41 / ooT ooT / ooT
QU/(opt)-200-020-000 286.99 / 10585.10 ooT / ooT
Table 9.2: Run times in seconds. ooT = more than four hours.

Chapter 10
Related work
This chapter gives an overview over the literature most relevant to this text. The most closely
related work studies the concurrency models of the x86, Sparc, Power, ARM, Itanium, and Alpha
architectures.1
10.1 Hardware concurrency models
Sparc The Sparc architecture defines three multicopy atomic concurrency models, from weak to
strong: Relaxed Memory Order (RMO), Partial Store Order (PSO), and Total Store Order (TSO)
[1] and includes formal (albeit prose) specifications in axiomatic style for them. RMO relaxes all
basic orderings of memory accesses to different addresses — read-read, read-write, write-read,
and write-write ordering — while preserving dependencies and preserving coherence, except
read-read coherence; PSO strengthens RMO by enforcing read-read and read-write ordering;
TSO only allows write-read re-ordering. Notably, the axiomatic model for MCA ARMv8 is broadly
similar to that of SPARC RMO, but differs in maintaining read-read coherence while allowing
same-address write-read re-ordering (write-forwarding).
The Sparc memory models have been studied in a number of publications providing formal-
isations or tools. Sindhu et al. [115] give an axiomatic formalisation for Sparc TSO and PSO.
Higham et al. [62] give operational and axiomatic formalisations for PSO and TSO. Park and
Dill [99] define an operational executable specification of Sparc RMO for use in model checking
small concurrent programs. Gharachorloo [56] presents formalisations of RMO, PSO, and TSO in
an axiomatic framework. Sun’s TSOtool [61] is an efficient executable tool for detecting certain
memory model violations in Sparc TSO hardware implementations. Loewenstein et al. [81] de-
scribe a tool for detecting violations of the architectural intention, as opposed to just memory
model violations, for TSO. Alglave [8] formalises Sparc RMO in the framework of Alglave et al.
[14].
Whereas in the case of MCA ARMv8 and Power widely used implementations exhibit many of
the relaxed behaviours allowed by the architecture, existing Sparc implementations have chosen
to implement TSO [110].
x86 The Intel x86 architecture [3] has a memory model similar to Sparc TSO: x86 TSO. Since
TSO is multicopy atomic and relaxes only write-read re-ordering the model is much stronger than
that of (MCA and non-MCA) ARMv8 and Power. Therefore many of the questions that the ARMv8
and Power concurrency models are concerned with, e.g. about details of the storage subsystem
1Some of the description of related work is adapted from Pulte et al. [104]; part of the summary of earlier work on
hardware concurrency follows Sarkar et al. [110].
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behaviour and intra-thread dependencies, do not arise for x86 TSO.
The original architecture documentation did not specify the concurrency semantics precisely.
The architecture manual has different memory models for different processor families and the
current documentation describes architecturally allowed write-read re-ordering. Roy et al. [108]
give an algorithm for detecting memory model violations for Intel IA-32 and for Intel Itanium.
Burckhardt et al. [38] define two concurrency models for x86 for the purpose of proving the
correctness of compiler passes: one based on rewrite rules and the other a denotational model
that interprets concurrent programs as event sequences, both more relaxed than TSO. In contrast,
Sarkar et al. [109], Owens et al. [98], Sewell et al. [114] study the memory model of x86
processors based on experimental hardware data and vendor-supplied example behaviours and
find x86 to have TSO concurrency semantics. The authors define operational and axiomatic
concurrency models for x86 TSO with integrated instruction semantics for a small number of
instructions. The model is formalised in HOL4 as well as the executable memevents tool that
exhaustively enumerates the possible outcomes of a concurrent x86 program. Moreover, the
authors prove a result that data-race-free programs have Sequentially Consistent behaviour.
Sevcík et al. [113] describe the first verified compiler for a relaxed memory model. The authors
extend CompCert and its correctness proof [78] to develop a verified compiler from CompCert’s
Clight intermediate language extended with threads and shared memory to x86 TSO.
Power Power [2] has a relaxed-memory concurrency model in which all basic memory access
re-orderings are allowed and where writes are non-multicopy-atomic. The imprecise description of
the concurrency behaviour in Power’s architecture documentation has lead to many publications
studying the Power concurrency model.
Early studies of Power [45, 56, 6, 4] either do not give a detailed account of the semantics or are
based on now-outdated versions of the Power architecture and hardware. Corella et al. [45] give
a formal specification in axiomatic style. The model does not seem to handle ordering resulting
from dependencies, and according to Sarkar et al. [110] gives too weak semantics to barriers
that allows architecturally forbidden behaviour. Adve and Gharachorloo [6] give a comparison
of a number of memory models, including SC, TSO, PSO, RMO, Power, and Alpha. The Power
specifications given by Gharachorloo [56] in an axiomatic framework does not capture the precise
semantics (“approximate”, Section 2.4), and only handles the full memory barrier. Adve and
Gharachorloo [6] give a high-level overview, describing the basic order relaxations in Power but
without detailing the thread ordering details, and not covering all memory barriers. Adir et al.
[4] give a formalisation of Power in axiomatic style in terms of a concept of “view orders”, based
on testing and discussion with architects. The Power concurrency architecture has changed since
this publication and now has different barrier semantics [110, Section 9].
Alglave et al. [13] give a work-in-progress axiomatic concurrency model for Power formalised in
HOL4. The model’s instruction semantics for a small ISA fragment generates candidate executions
in the form of event structures; the model is validated using some hardware testing. Alglave et al.
[14] present a framework for axiomatic models formalised in Coq that is instantiated with models
for SC, TSO, and Power, all specified in terms of a notion of a “global happens before” (ghb) order,
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and proves results about regaining stronger concurrency semantics when placing fences between
memory accesses. The authors discuss as shortcomings of the former paper that on some tests the
model differs from architectural intention in the semantics of barriers [14, Conclusion]. Alglave
[9] expand on this and establishes a hierarchy of such ghb models; Alglave and Maranget [11]
develop a tool that inserts fences into concurrency TSO or Power programs to regain stronger
memory models.
Sarkar et al. [110] define an executable operational concurrency model, ppcmem, for Power
based on discussion with IBM architects and hardware testing that aims to explain the concurrency
behaviour using mechanisms abstracting from those of real CPU implementations. ppcmem
allows interactive exploration of concurrent programs and exhaustively enumerating the allowed
behaviours of small programs. The model was later found to forbid some hardware-observed
behaviour [17] and had to be adapted. Sarkar et al. [111] and [31] extend this model with Load
Reserve/Store Conditional instructions and prove the correctness of a compilation scheme from
C/C++ to Power. This compilation scheme was later found to be broken, independently by Trippel
et al. [120] and Lahav et al. [75]. Gray et al. [60] extend ppcmem with an instruction semantics
model for large parts of the Power user-mode ISA.
Boudol et al. [35] propose a framework for operationally modelling relaxed-memory con-
currency models in terms of a buffer recording memory operations in which they are delayed,
potentially re-ordered and then “globally performed”. The authors present a Power-like model
as an example; Alglave et al. [17] note the barrier semantics presented there is stronger than in
Sarkar et al. [110]. Maranget et al. [93] give an overview over the concurrency behaviours in
the memory models of TSO, Power, and earlier versions of ARM, focusing on example behaviours
rather than models. Mador-Haim et al. [87] build on the work of Sarkar et al. [110] and define an
axiomatic concurrency model and executable tool that uses SAT solving for enumerating the pos-
sible outcomes of concurrent programs. In contrast to most axiomatic models and the previously
mentioned ones this axiomatic model follows the operational model [110, 111] in having multiple
events per memory access: “satisfy read events, initiate write events, and commit events for both
reads and writes” [87]. The authors hand-prove the model equivalent with the operational model
of [110, 111], but the two models were later found to experimentally mismatch [17]. Our work
in Flur et al. [52] generalises the model of Sarkar et al. [110, 111] to cover memory accesses of
mixed sizes.
For the purpose of allowing for the sound use of SC verification tools for relaxed-memory models
Alglave et al. [16] define an operational concurrency model that can be instantiated with different
concurrency architecture definitions, including x86 TSO, PSO, RMO, and an axiomatic Power
model; the operational model framework is proved equivalent to the parametric axiomatic model
of Alglave et al. [14]. Whereas the previously mentioned operational Power [110, 111] and later
ARMv8 models attempt to abstract from real hardware and compute purely incrementally, this
model is different in that it operationalises the axiomatic framework and has explicit deadlock
states. Alglave et al. [17] introduce the herd tool, a tool for defining axiomatic memory models and
enumerating the possible behaviours of small litmus programs, and give a definition for Power (and
ARM, as discussed later) based mostly on extensive testing. This axiomatic model distinguishes
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between read-satisfaction and read-commitment, and write-initiation and write-commitment
in a similar way as the operational model does, to accurately capture the Power behaviour. In
contrast to Mador-Haim et al. [87], however, the axiomatic model does this with only a single
event per memory access: interpreting the same event differently in different contexts, e.g. in
certain relations interpreting a read event as standing for the read-satisfaction, and in others
for the read-commitment. Since the model has to handle the non-multicopy-atomic semantics,
the axiomatic model is considerably more complex than the later official axiomatic concurrency
model for multicopy atomic ARMv8: it requires three axioms in addition to the standard per-
thread coherence axiom; in the non-MCA setting, unlike ARMv8-axiomatic, their happens-before
relation cannot include the edges fre (from-reads external) and coe (coherence external) whose
composition with thread-local order has to take partial propagation of writes into account. The
paper constructs an operationalised model from the axiomatic Power model and uses this as
an intermediate model to prove that the axiomatic model allows all executions allowed by the
operational model of Sarkar et al. [110]. This thesis’ proof of equivalence of the official ARMv8
axiomatic model and the Flowing-based operational model uses an intermediate axiomatic model
that in a similar way to Mador-Haim et al. [87] and Alglave et al. [17] distinguishes between
multiple events per instruction.
The (aforementioned) operational Power model of Sarkar et al. [110, 111] has been validated by
extensive testing and detailed discussion with architects, and is the most feature-complete model
— integrating an instruction semantics for large parts of the ISA [60] and covering mixed-size
memory accesses [52]. The work on Sequential Consistency for Power programs with mixed-
size accesses of Chapter 5 is based on this model. Moreover, the (non-MCA and MCA) ARMv8
concurrency models and the rmem tool that the work described in this thesis is concerned with
builds on Sarkar et al.’s ppcmem tool and Power model. Chapter 3 will give a more detailed
description of this Power model.
ARM ARMv7 [23] and non-MCA ARMv8 [20] have non-multicopy-atomic relaxed memory
models broadly similar to Power. Similarly to the case of Power, in ARM’s original architecture
documentation the concurrency specification was imprecise, prompting research to establish the
precise concurrency semantics.
Chong and Ishtiaq [42] define an axiomatic concurrency model for the non-multicopy-atomic
ARMv7 architecture in Coq, dealing with only plains reads and writes and dmb barriers. Some of
the previously mentioned Power models were initially thought to also be suitable or adaptable to
be models for non-MCA ARM (ARMv7 in the earlier papers) [13, 110, 111, 31]. Alglave et al. [17]
find their Power model forbids certain behaviour ARMv7 intends to allow and propose an axiomatic
model for ARMv7 that is based on their Power model and a reading of the ARMv7 architecture
documentation. The model follows the Power model but relaxes its preserved-program ordering
originating from same-address memory accesses. Based on the comparison of hardware and
model behaviour the authors find hardware errors in the form of read-read coherence violations.
The model is primarily validated by experimental hardware testing. The aforementioned relaxed-
memory overview of Maranget et al. [93] treat both Power and ARM. The authors find differences
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in the observable hardware behaviour between Power and ARMv7 hardware: certain tests show
differences in the thread local behaviour of the tested hardware; for some tests Power hardware
has observable non-multicopy-atomic behaviour and ARM does not; the paper discusses a test
that shows a behaviour that is observable on ARM hardware and that was confirmed to be
architecturally intended in ARM is forbidden by the Power model of Sarkar et al. [110].
Due to differences in architectural intention and allowed behaviour between Power and ARM,
Flur et al. [51] develop a new specification for the concurrency semantics of non-MCA ARMv8. The
Flowing and POP models presented there are based on the Power model of Sarkar et al. [110, 111]
but have a different storage subsystem design and differ in many details of the Power model’s
thread subsystem. Similar to the Power model, Flowing and POP can be used as an executable
tool for the interactive and exhaustive exploration of possible outcomes of concurrent programs.
The model is validated by detailed discussion with ARM architects and experimental testing.
Flur et al. [52] extend the Flowing and POP models to cover the behaviour of ARMv8 programs
with mixed-size memory accesses and reports hardware errata in two processor implementations
uncovered using the model. Podkopaev et al. [101] prove the correctness of the compilation
scheme of the Promising C11 concurrency model to the non-MCA ARMv8 architecture described
by POP.
The work on ARM (and RISC-V) concurrency presented here builds on the work on the afore-
mentioned Flowing and POP models of Flur et al. [51, 52]. In particular, the results on mixed-size
Sequential Consistency for ARM, described in the latter paper [52], are abstraction results for
the POP storage subsystem; the Flat operational concurrency model for the later MCA ARMv8
architecture (of Chapter 6) is an adaptation of Flowing and POP. The details of the Flowing and
POP models will be explained in detail in Chapter 3.
Flowing and POP describe a non-multicopy-atomic concurrency semantics, as was intended by
ARM for these earlier versions of the ARMv8 architecture. While the existing ARMv8 hardware
exhibits many of the relaxed behaviours allowed by these models, available implementations
were only observed to have multicopy atomic behaviour, as indicated by the hardware test results
for some of the existing processors [93, 17, 51, 52]. ARM have recently revised the ARMv8
architecture [22] and shifted to a multicopy atomic concurrency semantics, partly due to the
work on operational concurrency models for the non-MCA ARMv8 architectures of Flur et al. [51]
and Flur et al. [52] (as discussed in [104]). The MCA architecture also has, for the first time, a
formal reference concurrency model, in axiomatic style, due to Will Deacon of ARM [22, 47]. The
work presented here includes the Flat concurrency model, based on Flowing and POP, and the
Promising ARM model, for the MCA ARMv8 architecture, and equivalence proofs with respect to
ARM’s reference axiomatic model.
Intel Itanium Intel Itanium [66] has a relaxed memory model which, in contrast to Power
and the earlier non-MCA ARMv8, is specified formally in the vendor documentation in terms of
a set of ordering rules Yang et al. [125]. (Intel’s formal specification of Itanium [65] seems to
longer be available online.) A number of different Itanium formalisations exist. Chatterjee and
Gopalakrishnan [41] provide an operational concurrency specification in terms of per-thread
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read and write buffers. Joshi et al. [69] give a formalisation of Itanium for the purpose of
verifying cache coherence protocols using model checking, in TLA+. Yang et al. [125] formalise
Itanium axiomatically in higher order logic and develop a translation of the specification into SAT
problems to obtain an executable model; Yang et al. [126] describe the framework used for making
axiomatic models executable and additionally apply it to a number of classical concurrency models.
Moreover, as mentioned previously, Roy et al. [108] present an algorithm for detecting memory
model violations for Intel Itanium. Higham et al. [63] provide two alternative formalisations for
Itanium and prove an inclusion result between these two and the Itanium concurrency model as
presented in the architecture documentation.
Alpha Alpha [44] has a relaxed memory model that relaxes all basic orderings of memory
accesses to different addresses [56, p. 35]. A major difference between Alpha and most other
hardware concurrency models, including Power and ARMv8, is that Alpha’s memory model does
not respect certain data dependencies between loads, allowing for executions in which an address-
dependent load returns a value before the load feeding into its address [94]. Attiya and Friedman
[28] formalise the concurrency model of Alpha axiomatically and prove results about obtaining
simpler programming models when following certain programming disciplines. Gharachorloo
[56] gives an axiomatic formalisation of Alpha. Joshi et al. [69] give an operational formalisation
of Alpha in TLA+ for the use in verifying a cache coherence protocol for Alpha. The thesis of
Alglave [8] also formalises Alpha in the framework of Alglave et al. [14].
Other In early work on formally studying hardware concurrency models, Collier [43] defines
a graph-based framework for specifying concurrency models and gives a number of memory
model definitions in the framework. Collier’s models stand out by being based on experimental
hardware testing. Collier also defines the notion of multicopy atomicity. (This definition is stronger
than the one assumed here, as will be discussed later.) Adve [5] proposes a framework for
defining concurrency models in a programmer-centric way by formally specifying the conditions
under which Sequential Consistency can be regained, and gives a number of concurrency model
definitions in this framework, including data-race-free (DRF) models: in DRF models programmers
provide annotations to distinguish between memory accesses used for synchronisation and those
to access other data; the model provides Sequentially Consistent semantics for programs that
have no data races on non-synchronisation memory accesses. Gharachorloo [56] also explores
programmer-centric concurrency models. There, the programming language provides Sequentially
Consistent semantics and the programmer annotates the program’s memory accesses with labels
in order to provide the underlying implementation with information about whether the memory
access may participate in a data race, whether it is used for synchronisation purposes, etc. The
author then studies how these models can be efficiently implemented in concurrency models that
axiomatically specify the conditions sufficient for such annotated programs to appear Sequentially
Consistent. The author also surveys a number of hardware concurrency models, including Sparc
TSO, PSO, and RMO, Alpha, Power, and IBM-370, and provides axiomatic specifications for some
of them.
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Steinke and Nutt [116] propose a formalism for specifying memory models based on notions
of views, formalise a number of classical memory models, and prove relations between the
models. Boudol and Petri [34] give an operational relaxed memory concurrency model, for no
specific architecture, defined in terms of hierarchical FIFO buffers where buffers are per-address
in order to allow re-ordering of different-address memory accesses, and prove that data-race-
free programs have Sequentially Consistent behaviour. Arvind and Maessen [25] develop a
procedure for enumerating possible outcomes of multicopy atomic relaxed-memory programs
that is parametric in some ordering choices. Alglave et al. [18] study concurrency behaviour in
GPUs and define a model for NVidia GPUs similar to Sparc RMO. Zhang et al. [127] propose
an operational concurrency model based on value speculation that aims for simpler definitions
than those of Power and ARM. Zhang et al. [128] propose a concurrency model for the RISC-V
architecture that forbids load-store re-ordering in order to avoid the complexity of operational
models allowing this, in multicopy atomic and non-multicopy-atomic variants, give an axiomatic
specification, and an operational model in which instructions execute in order and atomically,
and prove the two equivalent. The authors conduct a performance study to argue the proposed
memory model does not pose issues for CPU performance compared with more relaxed models.
Classical models and definitions Lamport [76] defines Sequential Consistency. Dubois et al.
[48] introduce the Weak Consistency model that distinguishes between two classes of memory
accesses: synchronisation accesses and non-synchronisation accesses to shared memory; the model
specifies Sequentially Consistent behaviour for synchronisation accesses with respect to each other
and only weak requirements from non-synchronisation accesses. Lipton and Sandberg [80] define
the PRAM model that requires that writes originating from the same thread have to be observed
by any processor in their issuing order. Goodman [58] defines the similar Processor Consistency
model. Gharachorloo et al. [57] define the Release Consistency model with Acquire and Release
“half-barriers”: Acquire loads are ordered before program-order-later memory accesses, Release
stores are ordered after all program-order-earlier memory accesses. The Release Consistency
model has been incorporated into some later concurrency models, including ARMv8 with Acquire
and Release instructions. Ahamad et al. [7] propose the Causal Consistency model that preserves
ordering between memory accesses that are related according to a notion of causality.
10.2 Axiomatic/operational model equivalence
In addition, several papers proved the equivalence of operational and axiomatic relaxed memory
models in one form or another. Focusing on hardware models: Ahamad et al. [7] axiomatically
specify Causal memory and prove that an operational implementation thereof satisfies the axioms
(thereby proving a refinement rather than an equivalence). Higham et al. [62] formalise SPARC
PSO and TSO and a number of simpler memory models in both axiomatic and operational style
and prove equivalence. Owens et al. [98] define and prove equivalent an operational and an
axiomatic concurrency model for x86-TSO; similarly Burckhardt and Musuvathi [37, App. A] for
TSO. The PSO and (Sparc or x86) TSO models are much stronger than MCA ARMv8. In particular,
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in the absence of load-store re-ordering many of the difficulties related to dependencies and
preserving per-thread coherence do not arise in these stronger models.
Alglave et al. [16], as mentioned above, define a framework for operational models matching
the axiomatic models of Alglave et al. [14] and prove the two equivalent. On the one hand their
axiomatic model is more complicated than the reference MCA ARMv8 axiomatic model since they
need to handle the non-multicopy-atomic write propagation. On the other hand, in contrast to the
Power and ARM operational models discussed in this text [110, 111, 51, 52, 104], and the MCA
ARMv8 Flat model and the Promising-ARM/RISC-V model covered by this thesis’ equivalence
proofs, their operational model is “less operational”: it does not work purely incrementally but
may deadlock when reaching a state violating certain model guarantees; this greatly simplifies
the operational model’s coherence mechanism since the operational model neither needs the
restarts/rollbacks, nor do model or proof have to deal with the write commitment, store finish, and
load finish conditions to prevent coherence violations, which are the main difficulty in the proof
of equivalence between the Flat model and the reference ARMv8 axiomatic model (in showing
the operational model allows the behaviours allowed by the axiomatic model). Finally, Alglave
et al. [17] define axiomatic concurrency models for ARM and Power in herd, and prove that the
operational Power model of Sarkar et al. [110] satisfies the conditions of that axiomatic model,
including an equivalence proof of the axiomatic Power model and an operationalised version
thereof. Again, their proof has to handle the more complicated non-multicopy-atomic semantics,
but in contrast to this thesis’ proofs their proof is only a refinement proof, not an equivalence
proof.
10.3 Test generation and verification tools
Much of the previously mentioned work on Power and ARM concurrency models relies on ex-
tensively running litmus concurrency tests on hardware and investigating the hardware-allowed
behaviour. Building on an earlier tool by Sarkar et al. [109], Alglave et al. [15] develop the litmus
tool that, given a litmus concurrency test, creates executable tests for a number of supported
platforms; the tools uses certain heuristics to increase the likelihood of observing non-Sequentially-
Consistent behaviours. The tool used to produce many of these tests is the diy tool of Alglave
and Maranget [10], Alglave [8]. diy automatically produces litmus tests that check for non-
Sequentially-Consistent executions whose execution graph has cycles of certain user-supplied
shapes. Mador-Haim et al. [86] generate litmus tests distinguishing between memory models.
Lustig et al. [82] develop a tool for automatically checking processor implementations against
concurrency models specified axiomatically. To this end, the tool uses axiomatic specifications
of the micro-architecture in terms of more fine-grained events than typical architecture-level
axiomatic models, and checks against architecture-level models using satisfiability tests, or by
comparing the allowed outcomes of both on litmus tests. While Lustig et al. [82] focus on
checking the instruction pipeline, Manerkar et al. [88] build on simliar ideas to develop a tool
that also allows specifying and checking aspects of the micro-architecture’s memory system,
including the cache coherence protocol. Both Lustig et al. and Marnerkar et al. focus on TSO.
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Lustig et al. [84] apply similar ideas to the specification and checking of concurrency aspects in
the hardware/operating system interaction for virtual memory. Manerkar et al. [89] generate
SystemVerilog assertions to check whether RTL implemenations satisfy the concurrency model of
a more abstract micro-architectural specification. Trippel et al. [120] develop a tool that, supplied
with a language-level concurrency model, a compilation scheme for the language for a particular
ISA, and the concurrency model of a micro-architectural implementation of this ISA, checks
whether the language compilation scheme and the hardware implementation together provide
the language memory model guarantees. During the course of this work the authors identified
issues in earlier versions of the RISC-V ISA’s memory model specification: it failed to provide
strong enough guarantees to support the C11 compilation scheme. To address the shortcomings
of this early RISC-V memory model the RISC-V Memory Model Task Group, chaired by Daniel
Lustig, was formed [26]. Manerkar et al. [90] develop a verification tool that proves an axiomatic
concurrency specification of a microarchitectural implementation correct against an axiomatic
architectural concurrency specification, which they apply to SC and TSO implementations.
Lustig et al. [83] develop a framework for specifying memory models and a tool for translating
programs between different memory models. Wickerson et al. [122] and Bornholt and Torlak [33]
develop tools to automatically find litmus tests that distinguish between axiomatically specified
memory models, with the latter tool also synthesising axiomatic model specifications when given
a “model sketch” and a set of litmus tests. Lustig et al. [85] also synthesise litmus tests from model
definitions, in the Alloy framework [67].
10.4 Language concurrency models
There is much related work on relaxed-memory language-level concurrency; the following includes
only some of the most related work, on the concurrency models of Java and C/C++11.
Java Gosling et al. [59] define the original Java concurrency model. Pugh [102] finds the
Java concurrency model as defined in the original documentation prohibits certain compiler
optimisations as implemented by an existing compiler and common prohibits programming
idioms, discusses the issues in implementing Java above a relaxed memory processor architecture,
and proposes fixes to the concurrency model. Manson and Pugh [91] propose a new operational
Java concurrency model; Yang et al. [124] develop a formalisation based on this in their framework
for operational concurrency models andmodel checking. Manson et al. [92] define a new axiomatic
concurrency model for Java; the model is non-standard in that the validity of an execution may
depend on the existence of a similar valid justifying execution. Aspinall and Sevcík [27] formalise
the Java memory model in Isabelle. The authors prove the guarantee given by Java that data-race-
free programs only have Sequentially Consistent executions; the authors propose fixes for errors
in the memory model. Cenciarelli et al. [39] propose an alternative formalisation that integrates a
semantics for the sequential behaviour of a Java fragment and note that the updated Java memory
model still does not allow for certain desirable compiler optimisations. Sevcík and Aspinall [112]
study optimisations under the Java memory model. The authors prove the correctness of certain
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program transformations under Java, and find that some other common optimisations violate the
Java memory model. Torlak et al. [119] develop a tool for executable axiomatic memory model
specifications based on SAT solving and study formalisations of the Java memory model in the
framework.
C/C++11 Batty et al. [30] clarify and formally specify the concurrency behaviour of the C/C++11
programming language and provide a formal specification in axiomatic style. The model is
formalised in Isabelle/HOL and in the Cppmem executable tool that can be used to exhaustively
check possible outcomes of concurrency programs. Nienhuis et al. [97] describe the difficulties
in operationally specifying the behaviour matching that allowed by the axiomatic model. The
authors describe a model that operationalises the axiomatic model, incrementally computing
the allowed executions preserving the axiomatic model’s axioms, and integrates the model with
a sequential semantics for C11. Lahav et al. [74] propose a modification of the semantics of
C/C++11’s release/acquire fragment that provides stronger guarantees to programmers without
requiring a change in the compilation scheme for Power and x86. An additional benefit is that it
allows for a new operational model for this fragment of C11 proposed by the authors. The model
introduces the idea of timestamps and views as used in the later Promising semantics and the
Promising-ARM/RISC-V models of Chapter 9.
The C/C++11 concurrency model of Batty et al. [30], following the language documentation’s
concurrency specification, has the problem that it unintentionally allows certain concurrent
executions with causality cycles in which values seem to appear “out of thin air”. Batty et al. [32]
identify difficulties in forbidding the undesirable thin-air behaviour while still allowing for typical
compiler optimisation and an efficient compilation to relaxed memory processor architectures
such as Power and ARM. Pichon-Pharabod and Sewell [100], Jeffrey and Riely [68], and Kang
et al. [71] propose alternative concurrency semantics for C/C++11 to address this problem. The
latter, which the work in Chapter 9 is based on, describes the allowed concurrency behaviour
with an operational concurrency model in terms of notions of views (constraining the possible
read values) and promises (capturing the behaviour of early propagation of writes). Section 10.5
compares the Promising C11 model with the Promising-ARM/RISC-V model of this thesis.
Linux, while implemented mostly in C, assumes different concurrency semantics from the one
given by C; Alglave et al. [19] study Linux concurrency and define a model of the concurrency
semantics assumed by Linux. Kokologiannakis et al. [73] develop a model checking algorithm
and tool RCMC for a strengthened C11 semantics which in contrast to other tools is based on
an axiomatic model’s execution graph rather than operational model thread interleavings, and
prove correctness and optimality results. Crary and Sullivan [46] propose an alternative view on
concurrency programming. Whereas typical concurrent programs create memory model ordering
using memory accesses that provide stronger ordering, or with dependencies implicit in the code,
the authors propose a calculus whose memory model is weaker than existing architectures in order
to be efficiently implementable and that allows programmers to explicitly annotate programs in
the calculus with edges between commands to express the specific ordering the program relies on
being preserved.
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10.5 Promising-ARM/RISC-V compared to Promising C11
The Promising-ARM/RISC-V model borrows the main ideas from the Promising C11 semantics of
Kang et al. [71]:
• a monotonic memory that records all writes seen,
• capturing the behaviour of the early execution of reads while executing them in program
order by allowing them to read from old writes in memory,
• the concept of views to explain ordering constraints on reads and writes,
• explaining the out-of-order execution of writes using the notion of promises, and enforcing
consistent executions using the concept of certification.
Due to the differences in the architecturally allowed behaviours of ARMv8 and RISC-V compared
to the behaviours a concurrency model for a C-like programming language must allow, the two
models differ in various other ways.
Syntactic vs semantic dependencies Amajor difference between Promising C11 and Promising-
ARM/RISC-V is the notion of dependencies. A concurrency semantics for a C-like programming
language has to be liberal enough to allow for the effects of compiler optimisations. Since
compiler optimisations can break syntactic dependencies present in the source code of the
program, a concurrency semantics for such a programming language cannot reasonably restrict
the concurrency behaviour to respect all syntactic dependencies (see Batty et al. [32]). Hence,
in order to be liberal enough to allow for such compiler optimistations, while at the same time
preventing out-of-thin-air behaviours arising in a model that ignores any form of dependencies, the
Promising C11 model has a semantic notion of dependencies. These are captured using the concept
of promises: a thread is allowed to do an out-of-order write, a promise, if it can guarantee it will
be able to later fulfil it; the certification of the ability to fulfil its promise is defined semantically,
in terms of the possible executions of the thread under current memory (or future extensions of
this memory).
The Promising-ARM/RISC-V model borrows the C11 model’s notion of promise to explain
the early execution of writes, and uses the same kind of semantic definition of certifiability in
order to ensure consistent thread behaviours. Since in ARMv8 and RISC-V, however, syntactic
dependencies do introduce memory ordering, the model tracks such syntactic dependencies using
views attached to the registers in the thread state, and includes the dependency views into the
view of a write when promising; when later a store fulfils the promise the dependencies constrain
the store (via the view) to obey the ordering originating from the syntactic dependencies. So
while the ARM/RISC-V model borrows the C11 model’s certification mechanism, promises in the
C11 model and promises in the ARM/RISC-V model are very different.
One consequence of this is also a difference relating to the certification of promises. Both
models require a thread to certify its promises and re-certify all promises after each step, in
order to prevent executions in which promises remain unfulfilled and to make the model execute
incrementally [71]. The Promising C11 model also relies on the certification and re-certification
to enforce semantic dependencies and prevent out-of-thin-air behaviours, which would be allowed
without certification. In the ARM/RISC-V model, however, this is not the case: the model is
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equivalent to the model without certification (Theorem 5).
Multicopy atomicity vs non-multicopy-atomicity Another important difference between the
two models is multicopy-atomicity: ARMv8 and RISC-V have a multicopy atomic semantics, C11
does not. ARMv8/RISC-V’s multicopy atomicity means there is a total order on all writes that
the interaction between threads respects, enabling a model where the memory state is simply a
list of write messages, and where writes consist only of address, value, and originating thread
identifier. Since this memory state totally order all writes, regardless of the address, timestamps
for different addresses are comparable. Hence, Promising-ARM/RISC-V has a simple notion of
view: a view is a timestamp, an index into the list of writes that is memory.
Since C11 has a non-multicopy-atomic semantics it needs a more elaborate semantics for
memory and views. C11’s memory is a set of writes; each write in memory has a timestamp, but
timestamps across locations are incomparable: in a non-multicopy-atomic model, just because
one thread has “seen” a write with a certain timestamp to some address x , this does not mean it
must also see another write with lower timestamp to a different address y . In fact, the semantics
even allows promising a write at a timestamp that is lower than the currently maximal timestamp
of a write to the same address in memory [see 71, 2+2W example]. Hence, timestamps are per
location and a view is a timemap, mapping an address to a timestamp of some write in memory
to that address. Moreover, to record enough information to implement stronger memory accesses
and fences, for example release writes, writes in memory also contain a view (a timemap) that,
when the write is read from, is included in the reading thread’s views under certain conditions
[71].
ARM/RISC-V’s multicopy-atomicity is not, however, completely handled by this linearly ordered
memory state: the architectures allow a write to become “visible” to its originating thread before
becoming visible to others. This relaxation is handled using the thread state’s forward bank, which
keeps a record of the thread’s last write for each location and the forward view of this write,
allowing a read to obtain a smaller view when reading from a write by its own thread.
C11 atomic updates vs load/store exclusive instructions The language handled by the Promis-
ing C11 model has atomic updates/read-modify-write operations, such as fetch-and-add [71,
Section 3]. ARMv8 has load/store exclusive instructions, RISC-V the analogous load reserve/store
conditional. (ARMv8 and RISC-V also have atomic operations, but we do not currently handle
them.)
As discussed by Kang et al. [71, Section 3] and in Section 9.2.5, these operations are special
for promise certification, and Section 9.2.5 discusses the differences concerning these operations
in the models: in the C11 model consistent executions are guaranteed using time intervals
and future memory quantification; in ARMv8 the model can deadlock due to dependencies
out of store exclusive instructions that the architecture does not preserve; in RISC-V tracking
the syntactic dependencies via register views prevents such deadlocks since the architecture
enforces the dependencies out of store conditionals. For ARMv8, we tried to solve the deadlock
issues using some form of future memory quantification based on that of the C11 model but not
found any solution that prevents all such deadlocks while not also preventing executions that
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are architecturally allowed. Instead, Section F.1 presents a prototype extension of the model
with more elaborate dependency tracking, locks, and a certification mechanism that takes the
locks into account. This, however, adds significant complexity to an otherwise (we think) simpler
model, and is not very satisfying.
Executability and the promise-first optimisation In ARM/RISC-V, the linear memory leads
to a model in which timestamps are deterministic: when a write is promised it receives the next
free timestamp in memory. In the Promising C11 model this is not the case: when promised,
a write can be placed at any timestamp in memory that satisfies the view constraints and is
timestamp-disjoint from other writes in memory. While in ARMv8/RISC-V the certification of a
thread state only requires checking whether the thread has an execution under current memory
to a thread state with empty promise set, in the C11 case certification involves quantifying over
arbitrary future memories (extending the current one with more writes). The non-determinism in
the timestamps and the future memory quantification (both due to the semantics of C11) make it
harder to develop an executable model, such as the ARM/RISC-V one of Section 9.5, for C11.
The key optimisation used by the executable ARM/RISC-V model is the promise-first execution.
It is not obvious whether this optimisation can be made to work in the C11 model; the C11 model
has two features that may be in the way. First, the semantics explicitly requires the set of promises
to be empty at the point of doing a release fence [71, Section 4]. This requirement would have
to be lifted, as it prevents making any promises past a release fence. According to the authors,
this requirement is for convenience rather than essential for the semantics [71, p. 6]. If it is not
already equivalent, a semantics dropping this requirement can potentially be made equivalent
to the C11 Promising semantics as-is by imposing additional constraints on the views (which is
how all barriers are implemented in the ARM/RISC-V model). Second, to implement SC fences
in Promising C11 the memory state has an additional component, the global timemap S, which
is updated by SC fences. This means SC fences are “effectful” with respect to the memory state,
and their ordering seems to matter [71, Section 4.2]. It is unclear how this would interact with
promises in a promise-first execution of the model: in the ARM/RISC-V model, all non-write
transitions are “pure” with respect to the memory state.

Chapter 11
Conclusion
This thesis tries to improve the understanding of the relaxed memory models of ARMv8, RISC-V,
and (to a lesser degree) POWER, by developing simplifying abstractions of existing operational
models of these architectures, and new operational models for the multicopy atomic ARMv8 and
RISC-V architectures.
The shallow embedding of Sail into Lem leads to simpler instruction semantics for the Sail
architecture models, for the behaviour of sequential programs, and, integrated into rmem, for
that of concurrent programs. It has since been improved to produce better theorem prover output
by Thomas Bauereiss who used it in an Isabelle proof about the architecture’s virtual memory
management in the sequential model.
The non-multicopy-atomic ARMv8 architecture has a complex concurrency semantics, partly
due to the complexity of the storage subsystem’s definitions concerning the propagation of events
between threads. The NOP storage subsystem offers a simplification over Flowing and POP by
abstracting from the explicit propagation of events between threads, and offers improved perfor-
mance in enumerating the possible concurrency outcomes of small test programs by reducing the
model’s non-determinism. Extending the concurrency models of POWER and the non-multicopy-
atomic ARMv8 architecture to cover memory accesses of mixed sizes leads to additional complexity
in an already complicated semantics. Chapter 5 proposes definitions for notions of Sequential
Consistency in a mixed-size setting for a characterisation of the simpler programming model that
can be obtained in fully-barriered or release/acquire ARMv8 and POWER programs.
Due to ARMv8’s shift to multicopy atomicity, NOP and part of the mixed-size SC results on
ARMv8 are less relevant now. In particular, not only release/acquire but also fully-barriered
ARMv8 programs should be sequentially consistent now (in the stronger original sense). But the
results may still be interesting with respect to other non-multicopy-atomic concurrency semantics.
The main results presented in this text are concerning the multicopy atomic concurrency
semantics of the revised ARMv8 and the new RISC-V architectures. Enabled by the revised ARMv8
concurrency architecture’s simplifications, the Flat model gives a simpler specification of the
concurrency behaviour of MCA ARMv8 by expressing it purely in terms of thread actions. This
model was co-designed with ARM’s official axiomatic model, and Chapter 7 studies their relation.
The proof of equivalence between Flat and ARM’s official axiomatic model for non-mixed-size
programs is useful in three ways. Firstly, it gives more confidence in both models. Secondly, it
should improve the understanding of the concurrency behaviour and both models by establishing
the relation between two quite different formalisations. Thirdly, it means users of such models
can choose between the two models, and pick whichever is best suited for their purpose.
Partly informed by our work on concurrency models for ARMv8 and due to our active partici-
pation in the RISC-V Memory Model Task Group, RISC-V has adopted a concurrency semantics
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closely following that of ARMv8, but diverging from it in order to avoid issues arising from the
operational modelling of load/store exclusive (load reserve/store conditional) instructions in
ARMv8. The resulting Flat RISC-V model that adapts that of ARMv8 correspondingly avoids
the ARMv8 model’s deadlock issues, and the RISC-V ISA specification now includes, alongside
axiomatic models closely following ARMv8’s, the adapted Flat model.
The Promising-ARM/RISC-V models provide alternative, more abstract concurrency models for
ARMv8 and RISC-V, that give up Flat’s closer relation to hardware in order to provide a simpler
programmer’s concurrency model, expressing the concurrency semantics in a way that emphasises
the thread-local execution of instructions in program order.
As a result, ARMv8 and RISC-V now have three equivalent models: the ARMv8-axiomatic model
due to Will Deacon of ARM and the similar RISC-V-axiomatic concurrency models due to the
Memory Model Task Group, the Flat ARMv8 and RISC-V models, and the Promising-ARM/RISC-
V operational concurrency models.1 The three equivalent presentations should improve the
understanding of these complicated concurrency semantics, explained differently by each model,
and each of the three styles of models may prove useful for certain purposes. In particular:
• Due to Flat’s micro-architectural operational intuition it should offer a clearer relation to
implementations. Hence, it should be useful both as a starting point for extending the
concurrency semantics to cover more aspects of the architecture — such as virtual memory,
self-modifying code, and system-level features — in a way that is informed by microar-
chitectural implementations, and as a model for validating hardware implementations:
for trace comparison and bug-finding, and for proof. Currently the proof of equivalence
between the axiomatic and the Flat model only covers ARMv8, and only the non-mixed-size
programs supported by the axiomatic model; the proof is a hand-proof only and due to its
size is hard to check for mistakes. The axiomatic models should be extended for mixed-size
accesses, and the equivalence proof extended to cover mixed-size ARMv8 and RISC-V, and
mechanised in a theorem prover.
Some details of the mixed-size semantics for ARMv8 and RISC-V are still being clarified;
extending the axiomatic model for mixed-size accesses depends on these details. The
mixed-size models will likely be based on interpreting the current axiomatic models as
ranging over byte-wise events — similar to what is seen for the mixed-size Sequential
Consistency definition in Chapter 5— and adding certain ordering and atomicity constraints.
Mechanising the equivalence proof between the Flat operational model and the axiomatic
models is likely a significant proof effort: while the proof relating Flat-axiomatic and
ARMv8-axiomatic (or RISC-V-axiomatic when covering RISC-V) should lend itself well to
mechanisation, the proofs involving the operational concurrency model will be complicated
by the size and complexity of the Flat operational model.
• Promising-ARM/RISC-V gives up Flat’s clearer relation with hardware, but should provide a
simpler programmer-focused model. In this respect, it may provide an interesting basis for
1For RISC-V the Flat/Axiomatic equivalence is not proved, and there are experimental differences for a particular
aspect of mixed-size programs that is still being clarified.
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reasoning about concurrent software running above ARMv8 or RISC-V: e.g. Svendsen et al.
[117] demonstrate the possibility of developing a program logic above a Promising-style
model, for the case of the original C11 semantics. Perhaps more immediately practical,
Promising-ARM/RISC-V may offer a good starting point for developing a model checker
for concurrent ARMv8 and RISC-V programs: the early performance results for exhaustive
exploration look promising, without much effort having been put into model checking
performance improvements yet. The model, once extended to cover mixed-size programs,
and with additional performance improvements may become a useful tool for concurrent
software testing and verification purposes.

Appendix A
Single-instruction tests
Even though in the case of Power and ARMv8 the definition of the instruction behaviour is derived
from the pseudocode description in the architecture manuals, the sequential semantics — as
implemented by interpreter and shallow embedding — nonetheless has to be validated:1
1. The pseudocode description in the architecture manuals has no formal semantics. The Sail
interpreter and the shallow embedding give meaning to the pseudocode, but this semantics
may not match the intention of the ARMv8 and Power architectures. Moreover, both the
Sail interpreter and some of the code for the Sail-to-Sail transformations of the shallow
embedding are complex enough that they need testing for bugs in their implementation.
2. For some instructions the pseudocode description needed minor adaptation for the integra-
tion with the rmem concurrency model; it has to be checked that these adaptations do not
introduce errors into the instructions semantics.
3. There may be errors in the process of extracting Sail definitions from the XML version
of the Power reference manual, and in the process of manually transcribing the ARMv8
pseudocode descriptions into Sail definitions.
4. The vendor’s pseudocode description may be incomplete or contain errors.
This section describes a tool for generating tests to compare the behaviour of the instruction
semantics integrated in rmem with hardware, for Power and ARMv8 (not RISC-V or the other ISA
models).
For validating the instruction semantics the tool generates a number of test programs for each
instruction supported by rmem, each such program testing a particular aspect of an instruction’s
behaviour. The test programs are assembly programs that all follow the same procedure: each
program first sets up the CPU’s general and special purpose registers (GPRs and SPRs) as well as
part of the memory in a suitable way for the instruction being tested; then it saves this CPU and
memory state in a log file, runs the instruction instance, and saves the CPU and memory state
again. The ELF model integrated with rmem allows running the same test programs on Power
and ARM hardware and in rmem — standard ELF binaries produced with GCC. (In practice, a
model and a hardware test differ in the details of the snapshot mechanism.) Therefore, using the
log files produced by the test runs on hardware and in the model one can compare if the tested
instructions cause rmem to take the same state transitions as real CPUs.
As the goal of the test programs is to compare the behaviour of an instruction on hardware
and in the model, the tool has to generate the tests in such a way that exposes different variants
of each instruction’s behaviour: instructions often behave differently when applied to special
immediate values or the values held by the registers it reads from, and have modes that can be
selected by setting certain SPRs or the instruction’s mode bits or mode strings. Therefore, in order
1The test generation has been described in Gray et al. [60] for POWER, and in Flur et al. [51] for ARMv8.
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Figure A.1: Decode information for mfocrf
to produce good test programs the test generation tool must choose how to set up the system state
before running the instruction (set up those GPRs and SPRs that affect the instruction behaviour
in a suitable way) and which parameters (values for the instruction fields) the instruction should
be run with.
For Power, the test generation tool does this based mainly on two sources of information: the
instruction description in Sail, including its bitvector length and effect information, and the Power
ISA’s description of how the values encoded in the instruction fields will be used by the instruction.
To illustrate this, consider the example of the mfocrf (“Move From One Condition Register
Field”) instruction that copies a field of the CR special purpose register to a GPR. Figure A.1 shows
the description of this instruction’s encoding taken from the Power ISA manual. This encoding
contains the information about mfocrf’s instruction fields: their names and the vector length
of their encoding. The information about the length of the instruction field’s bitvector length
is available through the type information in Sail’s instruction description and determines the
range of the values for the parameters that the instruction can be tested with. In this example,
according to the type information, mfocrf has two parameters: RT, whose encoding uses five
bits, and FXM with bitvector length eight. Moreover, the Power ISA manual contains a section
[2, Section 1.6.28] describing for each instruction field how an instruction will use the values
encoded in this field and what register or memory values an instruction with this field depends on.
In the example of mfocrf, the description says that any instruction using the RT field interprets
its value as the number of a general purpose register used as a target of the instruction, whereas
FXM is a bitmask that selects a condition register field used as a source or target. Combining the
two sources of information one learns what the instruction’s behaviour depends on and what
values are available for the testing. The tool uses this information to test different variants of
an instruction’s behaviour by trying different settings for all parameters or register and memory
values that affect its behaviour; the values are selected partly randomly and partly exhaustively.
In the example above the tool selects a number of random values for the instruction parameters
within the range allowed by their type information as well as random values for the pre-test setup
of the registers RT and CR and generates tests for all combinations of the selected values and
register settings.
In the example of mfocrf both instruction fields have a “number value”. Selecting random
test values for parameters and registers of this kind appears a reasonable alternative to the
(computationally infeasible) exhaustive testing of all possible values. Many instructions, however,
have single-bit mode parameters or mode strings, or depend on bits of a special purpose register
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that switch between two different variants of the instruction. In this case randomly selecting
values does not provide good coverage of the instruction’s behaviour. Instead, the tool tests
these parameters or register values exhaustively. As a result the number of tests generated per
instruction depends on the number and kind of the instruction’s parameters: of the 7060 tests that
are generated for the around 160 Power instructions, 1336 just test the four branch instructions,
as their behaviour depends on a higher number of mode bits and special purpose registers for
which all combinations are tested.
This approach to test generation allows the tool to work generically for almost all of the
instructions currently supported by rmem; only 20 instructions, such as branch instructions or
load/store multiple instructions, need special treatment. After using the tool to generate tests for
the Power model, the ARMv8 Sail ISA model [51] required the same validation of the instruction
semantics and the tool was adapted to support ARM. For ARM, the same general approach to
testing is used. Although not much code is shared between the Power and the ARM test generation
tools (most of the code deals with details of the architectures) the ARM tool only took around
two weeks to finish. For the instructions covered by the hand-written ARMv8 Sail model the tool
produces around 8400 tests for the around 220 instructions.
In the cases of both Power and ARMv8 the tests have revealed a number of mismatches between
rmem’s sequential semantics as described by the interpreter or the shallow embedding and the
hardware behaviour. Many of these were due to subtle errors in the Sail interpreter implementation,
the Sail to Lem translation, the library functions of the interpreter and the shallow embedding,
and the interface between the interpreter and the concurrency model. The testing also found
an incompleteness in the Power ISA document, where the textual description mentions special
behaviour that is not reflected in the pseudocode [60, Section 7]. All these problems have since
been resolved and rmem’s interpreter and shallow embedding semantics match that of the
hardware for all of the supported Power and ARMv8 instructions in the generated test binaries. A
useful addition to this testing would be measuring the code coverage of the instruction semantics
definitions by the instruction tests to see whether the selection of instruction parameters and
values in the pre-test setup succeeds in exposing the different variants of the instruction (even
though full coverage does not guarantee correct semantics). This has not yet been attempted for
the Sail instruction testing.

Appendix B
NOP details
B.1 Subset property in POP
The example below1 is only allowed in POP without subset property. The idea underlying the
test is to enforce intermediate states in which the propagation of writes does not correspond to a
valid tree topology. In order to do this, the test consists of two cycles: C1 with the events a, b, d,
g, h, i, a and C2 with a, b, c, e, f , h, i, a. Either of these enforce a different topology: in order to
allow C1, Threads 1 and 2 have to be more closely connected; for C2 (which has a WRC shape),
Threads 0 and 1 have to be closer. They two cycles are not disjoint, however. In particular, the co
edge from b to d connects events from both cycles, and the execution that allows this test brings
POP into a state where b is Order-before d, b is propagated to Threads 0 and 1 (not propagated
to Thread 2 in order for i to still read from the initial write), while d is propagated to Threads 1
and 2 (so as to resolve the address dependency to h and eventually i as early as possible without
propagating a to Thread 2). Although the proof of soundness of NOP with respect to POP uses
Thread 0
a: W x=1
b: Wrel y=1
po
c: Wrel z=1
po
Thread 1
d: Wrel y=2
e: R z=1
f: W a=1
addr
Thread 2
g: R y=2
h: R a=1
addr
i: R x=0
addr
co
rf
rf
rf
rf
Figure B.1: Subset property test
the fact that in NOP all edges do have the subset property in the corresponding POP state of the
simulation, NOP also allows the behaviour from this test.
B.2 Proof of Soundness of NOP
The following presents the proof of the soundness of NOP with respect to POP stated in Chapter 4.
For simplicity, the proof assumes traces with no instruction restarts or discards (that would cause
events to be deleted from the storage subsystem). Since NOP does not support mixed-size memory
accesses, the proof assumes all accesses have the same size. Moreover, for simplicity, the proof
assumes reads in the storage subsystem do not read from “initial memory”: i.e. every write in the
1Based on discussion with Shaked Flur
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storage subsystem originates from a store instruction in the input program.
Let s0
t0→ . . . tn−1→ sn = s be a valid finite POP trace from the initial state. Then define the
corresponding NOP trace to be s′0
t ′0→ . . . t
′
n−1→ s′n = s′ where s′0 is the initial state and
t ′i =

; (stutter) t i = propagate e tid
accept e tid t i = accept e tid
rf-memory B A w r satisfy-read w r, fully-propagated siw,
rf-segment w r satisfy-read w r,¬fully-propagated si w
where B and A are the order-before/after sets derived from the previous POP state si:
B= {w′|(w′,w) ∈ si .Order,address w= address w′}
A= {w′|(w,w′) ∈ si .Order,address w= address w′}
Lemma 1. For all n ∈ N:
(a) s′0
t ′0→ . . . t
′
n−1→ s′n = s′ is a valid NOP trace.
(b) sn ∼ s′n
Proof. By induction on the trace length n.
Base case n=0 Let s be the POP initial state and s′ the NOP initial state for the input program.
Then trivially s ¥ s′: the Threads is initialised to the same set of thread ids, all other sets are
empty (EProp pointwise empty). Since EProp is empty the subset property vacuously holds so
that s ∼ s′.
Step case n→ n+1 Assume the induction hypothesis (IH) holds for the POP trace s0 t0→ . . . tn−1→ sn,
show it also holds for s0
t0→ . . . tn−1→ sn tn→ sn+1. By IH s′0
t ′0→ . . . t
′
n−1→ s′n is a valid NOP trace and sn ∼ s′n.
Now there are four cases for tn:
Propagate event: tn = propagate e tid′. Since t ′n = ;, extending the trace to s′0
t ′0→ . . . t
′
n−1→ s′n
t ′n→
s′n+1 trivially results in a valid NOP trace (a), by IH. As t ′n = ; it is s′n+1 = s′n, and since tn
only increases the EProp and Order sets sn+1 ¥ s′n+1 holds:
s′n+1.Events= s′n.Order ⊆ sn.Order ⊆ sn+1.Order (def and IH)
s′n+1.EProp tid= s′n.EProp tid ⊆ sn.EProp tid ⊆ sn+1.EProp tid for all tid (def and IH)
(other components unchanged)
So remains showing that the subset property holds for n+ 1 to establish sn+1 ∼ s′n+1. By
induction hypothesis have
∀(e′, e) ∈ s′n.Order.e ∈ sn.EProp tid⇒ e′ ∈ sn.EProp tid
Now assume the subset property does not hold for sn+1 and s′n+1. Then there exists an
edge (e1, e2) ∈ s′n+1.Order = s′n.Order and thread id tid such that e2 ∈ sn+1.EProp tid and
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e1 /∈ sn+1.EProp tid. Since the subset property holds for sn and s′n, and since by definition of
the propagate transition only EProp tid changes to include e, it must be e2 = e and tid= tid′.
But for tn to be enabled in sn, propagate-cand sn e tid′ must hold, requiring among others
∀e′.(e′, e) ∈ sn.Order⇒ e′ ∈ sn.EProp tid’.
But by s′n+1.Order= s′n.Order ⊆ sn.Order it is (e1, e) ∈ sn.Order and therefore (instantiating
e′ = e1) it is e1 ∈ sn.EProp tid′ ⊆ sn+1.EProp tid′, contradicting the assumption.
Accept event: Since NOP can always accept an event, extending the trace with the transition t ′n
for tn = accept e tid′ to s′0
t ′0→ . . . t
′
n−1→ s′n
t ′n→ s′n+1 trivially results in a valid NOP trace (a).
For (b), have:
s′n+1.Events= s′n.Events∪ {e} (def)
= sn.Events∪ {e} (IH)
= sn+1.Events (def)
s′n+1.Order= (s′n.Order∪ {(e′, e)|e′ ∈ s′n.EProp tid′,¬reorder e′ e})+ (def)
⊆ (sn.Order∪ {(e′, e)|e′ ∈ s′n.EProp tid′,¬reorder e′ e})+ (IH, + monotonic)
⊆ (sn.Order∪ {(e′, e)|e′ ∈ sn.EProp tid′,¬reorder e′ e})+ (IH, + monotonic)
= sn+1.Order (def)
s′n+1.EProp tid′ = s′n.EProp tid′ ∪ {e} (def)
⊆ sn.EProp tid′ ∪ {e} (IH)
= sn+1.EProp tid′ (def)
s′n+1.EProp tid ⊆ sn+1.EProp tid (IH, for other tid)
s′n+1.Threads= s′n.Threads= sn.Threads= sn+1.Threads (def and IH)
So have sn+1 ¥ s′n+1; for sn+1 ∼ s′n+1 remains to show that the subset property holds for
sn+1. By induction hypothesis it holds for sn and s′n:
∀(e′, e) ∈ s′n.Order.e ∈ sn.EProp tid⇒ e′ ∈ sn.EProp tid
Now assume the subset property does not hold for sn+1 and s′n+1. Then there exists an edge
(e1, e2) ∈ s′n+1.Order and a thread id tid such that e2 ∈ sn+1.EProp tid and e1 /∈ sn+1.EProp tid.
Then there are two cases: (I) (e1, e2) ∈ s′n.Order or (II) not.
I As by induction the subset property holds for sn and s′n, the transition tn must have
propagated an event e2 to some thread tid such that e1 /∈ sn+1.EProp tid. But because
tn only propagates e this must be e2 = e. But this contradicts the assumption (e1, e2) ∈
s′n.Order ⊆ sn.Order: e2 was not mentioned by the storage subsystem state sn.
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II Let New = ({(e′, e)|e′ ∈ s′n.EProp tid,¬reorder e′ e} ∪ s′n.Order)+ \ s′n.Order. So have
(e1, e2) ∈ New. Since e is not mentioned by s′n.Order, all edges (ea, eb) ∈ New have
eb = e. As tid is the only thread id ftid for which e ∈ s′n+1.EProp ftid it must be e1 /∈
s′n+1.EProp tid, by assumption that the subset property is violated. So have e1 /∈
sn+1.EProp tid and e2 = e.
As New only has edges (ea, e) (edges pointing into e), every such edge in New can be
decomposed into (ea, ec) and (ec , e) for some ec such that
(ec , e) ∈ {(e′, e)|e′ ∈ s′n.EProp tid,¬reorder e′ e}
and such that it is either ea = ec (reflexive edge) or (ea, ec) in s′n.Order. By definition
then ec ∈ s′n.EProp tid ⊆ sn.EProp tid holds.
So let (e1, e3), (e3, e) be this decomposition for (e1, e). Then it is e3 ∈ sn.EProp tid and
there are two cases: (IIa) e1 = e3 or (IIb) (e1, e3) ∈ s′n.Order.
IIa Then immediately have e1 ∈ sn.EProp tid.
IIb Then as by induction hypothesis the subset property holds for n it is also e1 ∈
sn.EProp tid.
So in both cases e1 ∈ sn.EProp tid ⊆ sn+1.EProp tid, contradiction. Therefore the subset
property holds for n+ 1 and sn+1 ∼ s′n+1.
rf-segment tn = satisfy-read w r and ¬fully-propagated sn w. For (a) only have to show that
rf-segment-cand s′n w r holds, as the proof of (b) will show that s′n+1.Order ⊆ sn+1.Order,
and by the acyclicity of sn+1 follows the acyclicity of s′n+1, and thus that t ′n is enabled in s′n.
So have to show:
1. w is a write intersecting the read r. This follows from the fact that tn is enabled in sn
and POP’s satisfy-read-cand condition.
2. (r,w) /∈ s′n.Order. By definition of satisfy-read-cand in POP, (w, r) ∈ sn.Order. Since
sn.Order acyclic (r,w) /∈ sn.Order ⊆ s′n.Order.
3. r has not been satisfied yet. By construction of the NOP trace in sn and s′n the set of
reads that are satisfied are the same. Since tn is enabled in sn, r cannot be satisfied in
sn, and therefore also not in s′n.
4. r and w are not a read acquire and a write release. This follows from the definition of
POP’s satisfy-read-cand for tn.
So the rf-segment-cand condition holds.
For (b) first show sn+1 ¥ s′n+1. Let es′n be the state constructed after step 1 and before step 2
of rf-segment-action. Show sn ¥ es′n.
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esn′.Events= s′n.Events= sn.Events (def, IH)esn′.Threads= s′n.Threads= sn.Threads (def, IH)esn′.Order= (s′n.Order∪ {(w, r)})+ (def)
⊆ (sn.Order∪ {(w, r)})+ (IH)
⊆ sn.Order ((w, r) ∈ sn.Order as tn enabled in sn)esn′.EProp tid= s′n.EProp tid for tid /∈ Twr (def)
⊆ sn.EProp tid for tid /∈ Twr (IH)
Still have to show
es′n.EProp tid ⊆ sn.EProp tid for tid ∈ Twr = {tid|{w, r} ∩ s.EProp tid 6= ;}.
Since Twr = {tid|r ∈ s′n.EProp tid ∨ w ∈ s′n.EProp tid}, by IH it is r ∈ sn.EProp tid ∨ w ∈
sn.EProp tid. By definition of POP’s read-cand the events w and r are propagated to the
same threads, so have: {w, r} ⊆ sn.EProp tid.
By definition es′n.EProp tid = s′n.EProp tid ∪ {w, r} ∪ Bwr . By IH s′n.EProp tid ⊆ sn.EProp tid
and have {w, r} ⊆ sn.EProp tid, so only have to show Bwr = {e|(e,w) ∈ s′n.Order∨ (e, r) ∈
s′n.Order} ⊆ sn.EProp tid. Let e ∈ Bwr . Then either (a) (e,w) ∈ s′n.Order or (b) (e, r) ∈
s′n.Order.
(a) Have w ∈ sn.EProp tid. So by IH (subset property) have e ∈ sn.EProp tid.
(b) Have r ∈ sn.EProp tid. By IH (subset property) then have e ∈ sn.EProp tid.
All in all, have es′n.EProp tid ⊆fsn.EProp tid for all tid and therefore sn ¥ es′n.
Now to show sn ∼ es′n still have to show that the subset property holds. To this end, show
first prove the following lemma.
Lemma 2. Let s be a POP state and s′ a NOP state. Assume
∀(e′, e) ∈ s′.Order.e ∈ s.EProp tid⇒ e′ ∈ s.EProp tid,
and assume an edge (ee′,e) with
e∈ s.EProp tid⇒ ee′ ∈ s.EProp tid.
Then
∀(e′, e) ∈ (s′.Order∪ {(ee′,e)})+.e ∈ s.EProp tid⇒ e′ ∈ s.EProp tid.
Proof. Only have to show y ∈ s.EProp tid⇒ x ∈ EProp tid for edges (x , y) /∈ s′.Order and
for (x , y) 6= (ee′,e). Assume y ∈ s.EProp tid and show x ∈ s.EProp tid by case distinction of
the possible forms of (x , y). By definition of the transitive closure, and since s′.order is
transitively closed, these are:
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• (x , y) with (x , ee′) ∈ s′.Order and (e, y) ∈ s′.Order. Then from y ∈ s.EProp tid followse∈ s.EProp tid since the subset property holds for s′.Order edges; from e∈ s.EProp tid
follows x ∈ s.EProp tid subset property of s′.Order again.
• (x ,e) with (x , ee′) ∈ s′.Order. Then from e ∈ EProp tid follows ee′ ∈ EProp tid by
assumption; and from this x ∈ EProp tid since (x , ee′) ∈ s′.Order.
• (ee′, y) with (e, y) ∈ s′.Order. Then from y ∈ EProp tid follows e ∈ s.EProp tid as
(e, y) ∈ s′.Order; and from this by assumption ee′ ∈ s.EProp tid.
By induction hypothesis have sn ∼ s′n. So according to Lemma 2 to show the subset property
holds for es′n and sn only have to show it holds for {w, r} as well. But by definition of POP’s
read-cand it is w ∈ sn.EProp tid⇔ r ∈ sn.EProp tid for all tid. So sn ∼ es′n.
Now show sn+1 ¥ s′n+1.
s′n+1.Events= es′n.Events \ {r} (def)
= sn.Events \ {r} (sn ¥ es′n)
= sn+1.Events (def)
s′n+1.Threads= es′n.Threads (def)
= sn.Threads (sn ¥ es′n)
= sn+1.Threads (def)
s′n+1.Order= ((es′n.Order  s′n+1.Events)∪ (Br × {w}))+ (def)
= ((es′n.Order  sn+1.Events)∪ (Br × {w}))+ (above)
= ((es′n.Order  sn+1.Events)∪ (({e|(e, r) ∈ es′n.Order} \ {w})× {w}))+ (def Br)
= ((es′n.Order  sn+1.Events)∪ {(e,w)|(e, r) ∈ es′n.Order, e 6= w})+
= ((es′n.Order  sn+1.Events)
∪ {(e,w)|(e, r) ∈ es′n.Order, e 6= w, (w, e) /∈ sn.Order})+ (below)
⊆ ((sn.Order  sn+1.Events)
∪ {(e,w)|(e, r) ∈ sn.Order, e 6= w, (w, e) /∈ sn.Order})+ (sn ¥ es′n)
= sn+1.Order (def)
s′n+1.EProp tid= es′n.EProp tid \ {r} (def)
= sn.EProp tid \ {r} (sn ¥ es′n)
= sn+1.EProp tid (def)
Still have to justify
((es′n.Order  sn+1.Events)∪ {(e,w)|(e, r) ∈ es′n.Order, e 6= w})+
= ((es′n.Order  sn+1.Events)∪ {(e,w)|(e, r) ∈ es′n.Order, e 6= w, (w, e) /∈ sn.Order})+
by showing
(e, r) ∈ es′n.Order∧ e 6= w⇒ (w, e) /∈ sn.Order.
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Let (e, r) ∈ es′n.Order such that e 6= w, and assume (w, e) ∈ sn.Order. From (e, r) ∈ es′n.Order
have (e, r) ∈ sn.Order by sn ¥ es′n. Since sn.Order is acyclic have e 6= r.
By sn ∼ es′n from the subset property have that in sn the event e is propagated to all
threads r is propagated to. Since in sn the read r is propagated at least to one thread, have
∃tid.{e, r} ⊆ sn.EProp tid. Because of (w, e) ∈ sn.Order and (e, r) ∈ sn.Order POP’s read-cand
requires for tn to be enabled in sn the following, among others:
∃tid.{e, r} ⊆ sn.EProp tid⇒ fully-propagated sn e ∧ . . .
So fully-propagated sn e. But by definition of fully-propagated and (w, e) ∈ sn.Order also
fully-propagated sn w, contradicting the assumption that w is not fully propagated in sn, so
no such e with (e, r) ∈ es′n.Order∧ e 6= w∧ (w, e) ∈ sn.order can exist.
Now have sn+1 ¥ s′n+1 and remains to show that the subset property holds for sn+1 ∼ s′n+1.
First show sn ∼ es′n. Already showed sn ¥ s′n, so still have to show the subset property holds
for es′n and sn. By definition es′n.Order= (s′n.Order∪ {(w, r)})+, and since the subset property
holds for s′n and sn, by Lemma 2 only have to show (w, r) satisfies r ∈ sn.EProp tid⇒ w ∈
sn.EProp tid. But this follows from the definition of POP’s read-cand: since tn is enabled in
sn the events w and r are propagated to the same threads.
So remains showing sn+1 ¥ s′n+1. Define the NOP state s′′n+1 to be s′n+1 with Order =es′n.order  s′n+1.Events. Then
∀(e′, e) ∈ s′′n+1.Order.e ∈ sn+1.EProp tid⇒ e′ ∈ sn+1.EProp tid :
already showed ∀(e′, e) ∈ esn.Order.e ∈ sn.EProp tid⇒ e′ ∈ sn.EProp tid, by definition of sn+1
it is sn+1.EProp tid= sn.EProp tid \ {r} and s′′n+1.Order ⊆ es′n.Order has no edges (r, e).
With this definition of s′′n+1, it is s′n+1 = (s′′n+1 with Order = (s′′n+1.Order∪ (Br × {w}))+) for
Br taken from the definition of sn+1. Now by Lemma 2 showing the subset property holds
for s′n+1 and sn+1 only requires showing that the edges Br ×{w} satisfy the subset property:
show
∀(e,w) ∈ Br × {w}.w ∈ sn+1.EProp tid⇒ e ∈ sn+1.EProp tid.
So let (e,w) ∈ Br × {w} and tid some thread id. By definition of Br it is (e, r) ∈ es′n.Order
and e 6= w, and it must be e 6= r since otherwise (r, r) ∈ es′n.Order ⊆ sn.Order and sn.Order is
acyclic.
w ∈ sn+1.EProp tid⇒ w ∈ sn.EProp tid (tn does not change the propagation of w)
⇒ r ∈ sn.EProp tid (by POP’s read-cand, since tn enabled in sn)
⇒ e ∈ sn.EProp tid ((e, r) ∈ es′n.Order and sn ∼ es′n)
⇒ e ∈ sn+1.EProp tid (def tn, e 6= r)
So have sn+1 ∼ s′n+1.
Before moving to the next case, rf-memory, prove the following lemma:
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Lemma 3. Let s be a state in a finite POP trace from the initial state and e, e′ ∈ s.Events be two
same-address events with e ∈ s.EProp tid for all tid. Then (e, e′) ∈ s.Order or (e′, e) ∈ s.Order.
Proof. Since e is propagated to all threads, e and e′ are propagated to at least one common
thread. Let s′ be the state before s where for the first time e and e′ are propagated to a
common thread tid, and t ′ the transition in which s′ is reached. Then t ′ is the propagate-
event transition for e or for e′. Since e and e′ are to the same address, reorder e e′ and
reorder e′ e do not hold, and t ′ adds (e, e′) or (e′, e) into s′.Order. Assume it is (e, e′).
Then (e, e′) ∈ s.Order. No POP transition except the satisfy-read transition deletes Order
edges. The satisfy-read transition preserves (e, e′): assume POP takes the transition t x =
satisfy-read wx rx from some state sx to the state s′x where (e, e′) ∈ sx .Order. Show (e, e′) ∈
s′x .Order.
By definition of t x it is:
s′x .Order= (sx .Order  s′x .Events
∪ {(e,wx)|(e, rx) ∈ sx .Order, e 6= wx , (wx , e)) /∈ sx .Order})+
It can be neither e = rx nor e′ = rx . Assume it is, then t x deletes rx from Events. But by
assumption {e, e′} ⊆ s.Events and s after s′x in the POP trace, contradiction. So assume e 6= rx
and e′ 6= rx . Since t x removes at most rx /∈ {e, e′} from sx .Events, it is (e, e′) ∈ s′x .Order.
Therefore, since no POP transition deletes the edge (e, e′) from Order it is (e, e′) ∈ s.Order.
The case (e′, e) ∈ s′.Order is symmetrical.
rf-memory tn = satisfy-read w r and fully-propagated sn w.
As in the previous case, for (a) only have to show that rf-memory-cand holds as the proof of
(b) will show that s′n+1.Order ⊆ sn+1.Order: then from the acyclicity of sn+1.Order follows
that acyclicity of s′n+1.Order and that t ′n is enabled in s′n. So have to show:
1. w is write to the same address as r. This follows by definition of POP’s read-cand, since
tn enabled in sn.
2. (r,w) /∈ s′n.Order. By definition of POP’s read-cand it is (w, r) ∈ sn.Order. By acyclicity
of sn.Order it is (r,w) /∈ sn.Order. So the proof (below) of s′n.Order ⊆ sn.Order will
imply (r,w) /∈ s′n.Order
3. r is not satisfied in s′n. By definition of POP’s read-cand r is not satisfied in sn, so by
construction of the NOP trace, r is also not satisfied in s′n.
4. A and B as defined above partition the set of all writes to the same address as w. This
follows by Lemma 3: by assumption w is fully propagated in sn, and therefore it is
(w,w′) ∈ sn.Order or (w′,w) ∈ sn.Order for every same-address write w′; it cannot be
both, since sn.Order acyclic. Therefore A and B partition the set of writes to the same
address as w.
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For (b) have to show sn+1 ∼ s′n+1. By definition of t ′n:
let B= {w′|(w′,w) ∈ sn.Order,address w= address w′}
let A= {w′|(w,w′) ∈ sn.Order,address w= address w′}
s′n+1.Order= (s′n.Order∪ {(w, r)}
∪ {(r, e)|(w, e) ∈ s′n.Order, is-write e,address e = address r}
∪ {(e,w)|(e, r) ∈ s′n.Order, is-write e,address e = address w,w 6= e}
∪ B × {w}
∪ {r} × A)+
First prove s′n+1.Order= (s′n.Order∪ {(w, r)} ∪ B × {w} ∪ {r} × A)+ by showing
(a) EW = {(e,w)|(e, r) ∈ s′n.Order, is-write e,address e = address w,w 6= e} ⊆ B × {w}
(b) RE = {(r, e)|(w, e) ∈ s′n.Order, is-write e,address e = address r} ⊆ {r} × A
(a) Let (e,w) ∈ EW . Then e is a same-address write with (e, r) ∈ s′n.Order and e 6= w.
By IH it is sn ∼ s′n, so (e, r) ∈ sn.Order. By assumption w is fully-propagated, so by
Lemma 3 it must be (w, e) ∈ sn.Order or (e,w) ∈ sn.Order.
It cannot be (w, e) ∈ sn.Order: since w is fully propagated it is propagated to a common
thread with e, and have {(w, e), (e, r)} ⊆ sn.Order. Then by POP’s read-cand e must
not be a same-address write, contradiction.
So it must be (e,w) ∈ sn.Order. But then e ∈ B, by definition of B, and (e,w) ∈ B×{w}.
(b) Let (r, e) ∈ RE. Then e is a same-address write with (w, e) ∈ s′n.Order. By sn ∼ s′n also
have (w, e) ∈ sn.Order, and therefore also e ∈ A and (r, e) ∈ {r} × A.
So have s′n+1.Order = (s′n.Order ∪ {(w, r)} ∪ B × {w} ∪ {r} × A)+. By definition of POP’s
satisfy-read-cand it is {(w, r)} ∈ sn.Order, by IH it is s′n.Order ⊆ sn.Order, and by definition
of tn it is sn+1.Order= sn.Order. So in order to show that s′n+1.Order ⊆ sn+1.Order remains
to show to things:
(a) B × {w} ⊆ sn.Order. This is immediately true by definition of B.
(b) {r} × A⊆ sn.Order. Let (r, e) ∈ {r} × A. By definition of A the event e is a write to the
same address as r and w with (w, e) ∈ sn.Order. By definition of POP’s satisfy-read-
cand r is propagated to the same threads as w and w is fully-propagated. Therefore
by Lemma 3 it is (e, r) ∈ sn.Order or (r, e) ∈ sn.Order.
Assume (e, r) ∈ sn.Order. But then {(w, e), (e, r)} ⊆ sn.Order, and POP’s satisfy-read-
cand requires e not to be a same address write, contradiction. So it must be (r, e) ∈
sn.Order.
Therefore sn+1.Order ⊆ sn+1.Order. Also have
s′n+1.Events= s′n.Events= sn.Events= sn+1.Events (def, IH, def)
s′n+1.Threads= s′n.Threads= sn.Threads= sn+1.Threads (def, IH, def)
So for sn+1 ∼ s′n+1 remains showing s′n+1.EProp ⊆ sn+1.EProp and the subset property. Show
the subset property first:
∀(e′, e) ∈ s′n+1.Order.e ∈ sn+1.EProp tid⇒ e′ ∈ sn+1.EProp tid.
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As shown above, have:
s′n+1.Order= (s′n.Order∪ {(w, r)} ∪ B × {w} ∪ {r} × A)+
By IH it is sn ∼ s′n, so the subset property holds for sn and s′n:
∀(e′, e) ∈ s′n.Order.e ∈ sn.EProp tid⇒ e′ ∈ sn.EProp tid.
It is sn+1.EProp= sn.EProp, so also have
∀(e′, e) ∈ s′n.Order.e ∈ sn+1.EProp tid⇒ e′ ∈ sn+1.EProp tid.
So to show the subset property holds for sn+1 and s′n+1 by Lemma 2 only have to show the
edges {(w, r)} ∪ B × {w} ∪ {r} × A satisfy the subset property as well:
∀(e′, e) ∈ {(w, r)} ∪ B × {w} ∪ {r} × A.e ∈ sn+1.EProp tid⇒ e′ ∈ sn+1.EProp tid.
Assume (e′, e) ∈ {(w, r)} ∪ B × {w} ∪ {r} × A and e ∈ sn+1.EProp tid for some tid. Show
e′ ∈ sn+1.EProp tid. Then there are three cases:
1. (e′, e) ∈ {(w, r)}. Since by definition of POP’s satisfy-read-cand r is propagated to the
same threads as w in sn, so e′ = w ∈ sn.EProp tid.
2. (e′, e) ∈ B×{w} By assumption w is fully-propagated, requiring all Order-before events
to be propagated to all threads as well, so e′ ∈ sn.EProp tid.
3. (e′, e) ∈ {r} × A. As by definition of POP’s satisfy-read-cand w is fully-propagated and
r propagated to the same threads e′ = r ∈ sn.EProp tid is true for all tid.
In all cases e′ ∈ sn.EProp tid = sn+1.EProp tid, so the subset property holds. Now remains
showing s′n+1.EProp ⊆ sn+1.EProp.
s′n+1.EProp tid= s′n.EProp tid∪ {r} ∪ {e|(e, r) ∈ s′n+1.Order} (def)
= sn.EProp tid∪ {r} ∪ {e|(e, r) ∈ s′n+1.Order} (IH)
= sn.EProp tid∪ {e|(e, r) ∈ s′n+1.Order} (r prop. to all threads in sn)
= sn+1.EProp tid∪ {e|(e, r) ∈ s′n+1.Order} (def)
= sn+1.EProp tid (below)
The last step is correct because, as shown before, r ∈ sn+1.EProp tid for all tid and the subset
property holds for sn+1 and s′n+1. So have sn+1 ∼ s′n+1.
So all in all the NOP transitions corresponding to the POP ones preserve the simulation relation
∼, showing that every valid finite POP trace from the initial state can be simulated in NOP.
Appendix C
Proofs of mixed-size SC properties
The following gives the proofs of the statements concerning the properties of fully-barriered mixed-
size ARMv8 programs and mixed-size ARMv8 programs in which all loads are load acquires and
all stores are store releases, from Chapter 5.1
In the following, the term “barrier”, if not specified otherwise, will mean a full barrier: a dmb sy
barrier for ARMv8 and a sync barrier for Power. For simplicity, the proofs assume that reads do
not read from “initial memory”, so, that each read always reads from writes that originate from
stores in the input program. Also, for simplicity assume the fully-barriered programs have no
barriers other than full barriers.
In the context of describing the dynamic behaviour of POP, following the definition of the
reorder condition, the footprint of a read request/event in some POP state refers to the unsatisfied
slices of the read request in that state. Accordingly, a read request in some POP state is said to
overlap with another request in the storage subsystem when its footprint overlaps that of the other
request in that state. (The footprint of a write request is the full footprint of the write.)
The following assumes aligned memory accesses, and instructions that perform no more than
a single memory access (and so assumes no atomic memory operations, no load/store pair or
load/store multiple instructions, etc.). For all aligned memory accesses of such instructions,
the thread subsystem generates a single memory request (a single read request for loads, a
single write request for stores). The following text, therefore, for convenience, often identifies a
memory access instruction with its single memory request (read or write request). The following
assumes programs with at least two threads (for convenience). Finally, the following assumes
finite executions.
Definition 1. Let tr be a POP trace with final state s. Then the coherence relation co derived
from tr is given by the transitive closure of the restriction of s.Order to overlapping writes. The
byte-wise coherence relation given by tr is s.Order lifted to the byte-sized subevents (leaving
barriers unchanged), restricted to same-byte-address subwrites.
The reads-from relation rf determined by tr relates a read event r of tr with a write event w
of tr, together with a footprint fp, if r read fp from w in tr. The byte-wise reads-from relation
contains (sw, sr) if sr is a subread that read from the subwrite sw in tr (so sw and sr have the same
byte-address).
The program order relation po determined by tr relates the reads, writes, and any (dmb sy
or other) barrier events of tr in the same order as their originating instruction instances in the
threads’ instruction trees in the final state s. The byte-wise program order relation lifts this relation
1The results of this chapter have been published in Flur et al. [52] and the proof text adapts that found in the
supplementary material of same paper.
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to byte-sized subevents (lifting reads to their subreads, writes to their subwrites and leaving any
(dmb sy or other) barriers unchanged).
Definition 2. An operational model trace tr is an SC execution if there exists a total order eo on all
read and write events of tr that contains the program order relation determined by tr (restricted
to reads and writes) and coherence relation determined by tr, and where the reads-from relation
determined by tr agrees with eo: for each read r and bit address b in the full footprint of r, if
r read the bit at bit address b from w in tr, the write w precedes r in eo and is the maximal
predecessor write of r writing to bit address b in eo.
C.1 POP preserves singlecopy-atomicity
Lemma 4. Assume a trace with no restarts or instruction discards. If (e′, e) /∈ s.Order and e is fully
propagated in s and s→∗ s′, then (e′, e) /∈ s′.Order.
Proof. Assume (e′, e) /∈ s.Order and e fully propagated in s. Show, for any transition t, if s t→ s′,
then it is (e′, e) /∈ s′.Order, by case analysis on t.
• An accept-event transition t cannot add edges (e′, e) pointing into e.
• A propagate-event transition t cannot add edges (e′, e) pointing into e. Neither e nor any of
the events e∗ with (e∗, e) ∈ s.Order can be propagated to a new thread, since by assumption
e is fully propagated (and therefore also e∗); and for other events e∗ with (e∗, e) /∈ s.Order,
propagating e∗ to some new thread does not add (direct or transitive) edges (e′, e) to Order,
since by assumption e and all events Order-before e are propagated to all threads.
• Assume a satisfy-read transition t for a write w and a read r adds an edge (e′, e) to Order
when going from s to s′. Since the only direct edge a satisfy-read transition can add is (r,w)
(swapping w and r in Order), it must be a satisfy-read transition for which w is e or an
event e∗ with (e∗, e) ∈ s.Order. Then by assumption w must be fully propagated, and by
definition of the satisfy-read transition also r. But then the satisfy-read transition does not
flip r and w in Order and does not add the edge (r,w), contradiction.
So in all cases (e′, e) /∈ s′.Order. Therefore, if e is still in the storage subsystem in s′, e still fully
propagated in s′, since no transition “un-propagates” events. (Else, by assumption of no restarts
or discards, e will not return to the storage subsystem.)
Then inductively also (e′, e) /∈ s′.Order for s→∗ s′.
Lemma 5 (SCA). Let tr be a POP trace, r a read, and w and w′ two writes overlapping each other.
Assume r, w, and w′ are aligned and in tr the coherence order is determined as w co−→ w′. If part of
the final return value of r (the return value after all restarts r might have) was read from w′ in tr, its
final return value in tr cannot contain a part read from w that is covered by w′ (is coherence-hidden
behind w′).
Proof. Assume a trace tr where the return value of r was partly read from w′ but where the return
value also contains a part for footprint fp that was read from w where the footprint fp of w is
coherence-hidden by w′ (in the final coherence order). Without loss of generality, assume tr has
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no restarts or instruction discards. Since r is aligned, the thread subsystem generates a single
read request for it, since w and w′ are aligned, the thread subsystem generates a single write
request for each of them. Now there are two cases: r reads from w by forwarding or in the storage
subsystem.
Case r reads from w by forwarding.
Then w′ cannot be from the same thread as r and w: assume it is, then it needs to be
program ordered with w and r; w is ordered before r so it can forward to r; w has to be
ordered before w′, because by assumption the coherence order is (w,w′) ∈ co; w′ cannot
be after r, since then r would not be able to read from w′, and w′ cannot be between w
and r (if w′ is available for forwarding at the point of forwarding w to r then fp would be
read from w′, contradicting the assumption; if not, w′ would later restart r, contradicting
the assumption of no restarts). So w′ not from the same thread as w and r. Let tid be the
thread of r and w. Now there are again two cases: w′ propagates to thread tid before w
propagates to memory or after.
Case w ′ propagates to tid before w propagates to memory.
Then when w propagates to memory w′ is already propagated to tid and POP adds
the edge (w′,w) to Order. This edge remains until the end of the trace. Contradiction
to the assumption that (w,w′) ∈ co.
Case w propagates to memory before w ′ propagates to thread tid.
Let s∗ be the state after w enters the storage subsystem. By definition of the thread
subsytem w can only be accepted into the storage subsystem after r is issued to the
storage subsystem (due to forwarding w to r). So r has already been issued in s∗;
since by assumption w′ propagates to tid only after w propagates to memory, in s∗ the
read r is not satisfied yet; and, by definition of the re-order condition, POP added the
edge (r,w) ∈ s∗.Order. By assumption, r reads from w′; the edge (r,w) remains until
r is entirely satisfied, so at least until r reads from w′. Let s be the state before r reads
from w′, after s∗. For r to read from w′, by definition of the satisfy-read transition
it has to be (w′, r) ∈ s.Order. But then transitively also (w′,w) ∈ s.Order, which will
remain until the end of tr, contradicting (w,w′) ∈ co.
Case r does not read from w by forwarding but in memory.
r reading from w and w′ in the same transition is only possible if r reads from both writes
by forwarding, but by assumption r does not read from w by forwarding. So r must either
first read from w and then w′, or the other way round. If in tr the read r first reads from w′,
then r reads from w′ the biggest possible footprint, which by assumption includes fp, and
so r cannot read fp from w, contradiction to the assumption. So assume r first reads from
w. (This also means r does not read from w′ by forwarding.)
Let s be the state before r reads from w and s′ the state afterwards. Then by definition of
the satisfy-read transition there is an edge (w, r) ∈ s.Order. Now there are two cases: either
w fully propagated in s or not.
Case w fully propagated.
Then by definition of POP r also fully propagated. Since by assumption r also reads
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from w′ in tr, in some state after s there must be an Order-edge (w′, r). Then by
Lemma 4 it must be (w′, r) ∈ s.Order, and so w′ also propagated to all threads. w
and w′ must be Order-related. Then the edge must be (w,w′) ∈ s.Order. (Assume it is
not, then (w′,w) ∈ s.Order, which will remain until the end of tr, contradicting the
assumption (w,w′) ∈ co.) By assumption, w and w′ cover the footprint fp, and r reads
fp from w. Therefore in s the (unsatisfied footprint of the) read r overlaps w and w′.
But since r, w, and w′ are propagated to all threads, w′ is a write overlapping (the
unsatisfied footprint of) r Order-between r and w that is propagated to a common
thread with r. Contradiction to the assumption that r can read from w in state s.
Case w not fully propagated.
Then r is not fully propagated either.
Now if it is (w′, r) ∈ s.Order, then — since r not fully propagated in s — the satisfy-
read transition flips the order of r and w in Order and it is {(w′, r), (r,w)} ⊆ s′.Order
(the edge (w′, r) remains, since by assumption r will still read from w′, and so must
still overlap w′ after reading from w), contradicting the coherence order (w,w′). So
it is (w′, r) /∈ s.Order. It cannot be (r,w′) ∈ s.Order, since in that case r would not be
able to later read from w′. So r is not related to w′ in s.Order.
Since w and r are not fully propagated the satisfy-read transition flips the order
of r and w and it is (r,w) ∈ s′.Order. Since by assumption there are no restarts or
instruction discards, no transition can delete the edge (r,w) ∈ Order until r is satisfied.
Let s′′ be the state, after or equal to s′, before r reads from w′. Then by definition
of the satisfy-read transition it is (w′, r) ∈ s′′.Order. Also have (r,w) ∈ s′′.Order and
therefore transitively (w′,w) ∈ s′′.Order. Since w and w′ overlap, no transition can
delete this edge, and so in any following state it is (w′,w) ∈ Order, so that in the final
state the coherence order is determined to w′ co−→ w, contradicting the assumption.
C.2 Release/Acquire restore SC
Lemma 6. Two write releases that are propagated to at least one common thread are Order-related
with each other.
Proof. Let w and w′ be two such write releases. Let tid′ be the first thread they were both
propagated to. Without loss of generality assume w propagated to tid′ before w′. Let tidw be the
thread of w and tidw′ the thread of w′.
Now assume the state s in which w was already propagated to tid′ and just before w′ was
propagated to tid′. Now there are two cases: the transition that propagated w′ to tid′ was an
accept-request transition or a propagate transition.
w ′ propagated to tid′ with an accept-request transition Then tid′ = tidw′ and when w′ was
accepted into the storage subsystem w was already propagated to tidw′ and POP added
the edge (w,w′) to Order when accepting w′, because w and w′ do not satisfy the reorder
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condition. This edge cannot be deleted by any transition (or restart or discard) and remains
in Order in all subsequent states.
w ′ propagated to tid′ with a propagate transition Then w′ was already in the storage subsys-
tem in s, and w not propagated to tidw′ (otherwise tid′ would not be the first thread that
both w and w′ were propagated to). If w and w′ were already s.Order-related, then the
statement follows, because no transition (or restart or discard) can delete this edge.
Else, when in the next transition w′ propagated to tid′ POP added the edge (w′,w) to Order,
since w′ and w do not satisfy the reorder condition, since they are not already related, and
since w is propagated to tid′ but not yet propagated to tidw′ . This edge cannot be deleted
by any transition (or restart or discard) and will remain in all subsequent states.
Lemma 7. A write release that is propagated to all threads is Order-related with all other write
releases in the storage subsystem.
Proof. Let w be a write release propagated to all threads and w′ another write release in the
storage subsystem. Then w and w′ are propagated to a common thread and by Lemma 6 they are
Order-related.
Corollary 1. In a final POP state s all release writes propagated to the storage subsystem in the
execution are totally ordered by s.Order.
Proof. As s is a final state, all these release writes are propagated to all threads. By Lemma 7
any two release writes are now Order-related. Since Order is acyclic it totally orders the release
writes.
Lemma 8. A program in which all loads are acquire loads and all stores are release stores does not
have restarts or thread-internal forwarding in any execution.
Proof. Restarts are caused for two reasons: reads being issued out of order with respect to
program-order-earlier reads or writes, and thread-internal forwarding of writes to reads. Since
acquire reads can only issue if all previous acquire loads have already been entirely satisfied and
previous release stores are finished, programs with only acquire loads and release stores do not
have out of order issuing of reads. Since read acquires can only satisfy by forwarding when all
previous write releases are finished, a program with only acquire loads and release stores does not
have thread-internal forwarding. Therefore there are no restarts and there is no forwarding.
Lemma 9. Let (e, e′) in s.Order and s′ such that s t−→ s′ for some transition t. If e and e′ are release
writes, then (e, e′) in s′.Order. If not both e and e′ are release writes, the edge (e, e′) is in s′.Order
unless t is a satisfy-read transition or there is an instruction restart or discard.
Proof. By case analysis on the transition types.
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Lemma 10. Let tr be a POP trace without instruction restarts or discards, let s be a POP state in tr,
and r a read that is fully propagated in s. Let ws be the writes that r will still read from in tr after s.
Then all writes w ∈ ws are propagated to the storage subsystem in s and ordered (w, r) ∈ s.Order.
Proof. Let w be one such write in ws. In order for r to read from w in some state s′, by definition
of the satisfy-read transition (w, r) must be in s′.Order. If r is fully propagated in s before s′,
by Lemma 4 (w, r) must already be in s.Order, and thus w must be propagated to the storage
subsystem in s.
Lemma 11. Assume a program in which all loads are load acquires and stores store releases. Then
in any POP execution for this program, all reads and writes of the execution are accepted into the
storage subsystem in program order.
Proof. By Lemma 8 there are no restarts. According to the thread semantics a read acquire can
only issue or satisfy by forwarding when all po-earlier acquire loads have been entirely satisfied,
and all po-earlier release stores are finished and their writes accepted into the storage subsystem.
Since there is no thread-internal forwarding each read acquire of the execution therefore enters
the storage subsystem, and only after its program-order-preceding reads and writes. Any write
release of the execution can only commit and propagate to memory once all po-earlier memory
access instructions are finished (so writes are accepted to the storage subsystem, (acquire) reads
have been issued and satisfied).
Theorem 9. An ARM program in which all loads are acquire loads and all stores are release stores,
and whose memory accesses are all aligned, has sequentially consistent behaviour.
Proof. For simplicity assume the ARM program has no barriers (no dmb sy or other). Let tr =
s0
t0−→ s1 t1−→ . . . tn−1−−→ sn be a POP trace for a program in which all loads are acquire loads and stores
are release stores. By Lemma 8 this trace has no restarts. Moreover, without loss of generality,
assume the trace has no instruction discards (does not explore instruction tree branches that are
the result of incorrect branch speculation). Let s := sn be the final state. Let E be the set of all
read and write events/requests from tr. Now define an initial event order eo as follows:
eo := s.Order  {e|e is write}
Lemma 12. eo totally orders all write events of tr, and if w
po−→ w′, it is (w,w′) ∈ eo.
Proof. Since by Corollary 1 s.Order totally orders all write events, so does eo. Let w
po−→ w′ be two
write releases from the same thread. Then (w,w′) is in eo: when w′ is accepted into the storage
subsystem w must have already been accepted into the storage subsystem as well, by Lemma 11.
When w′ is accepted, the edge (w,w′) is added to Order. By Lemma 9 (w,w′) is also contained in
s.Order.
Now define eo by algorithm embed (refining the initial eo), where pos is the list of per-thread
program orders, each in list form, (a list of lists of events, where each list of events contains the
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events of one thread in order matching po derived from tr), in some arbitrary thread order. Here
rf is the reads-from relation determined by tr, ignoring the footprint information.
embed’ pot =
for i in [0 .. length pot − 1] {
if pot[i] is read event {
let r = pot[i] in
eo := eo∪{(w, r)|w ∈ E, (w, r) ∈ rf} //A
eo := eo∪{(e, r)|e ∈ E, (e, r) ∈ po} //B
eo := eo∪{(r,w)|w ∈ E,w is write, (r,w) ∈ po, (w, r) /∈ eo+} //C
eo := eo∪{(r,w)|w ∈ E,w is write,w overlaps the full footprint of r, (w, r) /∈ eo+} //D
eo := eo+
}
}
embed =map embed’ pos
Since POP’s Order relation is acyclic in any state and since eo is initially set to s.Order restricted
to writes, the initial eo is acyclic. Prove that executing loop i of embed’ pot for any of the threads’
program orders pot during any stage of the execution of embed preserves acyclicity of eo. There
are two cases: pot[i] is a write event or pot[i] is a read event. If pot[i] is a write event, then
since the loop does not add to eo this is immediately true. So assume r = pot[i] is a read event.
Running the loop for i adds r into eo. The commands A and B only add edges pointing into r. C
only adds edges (r, e) if (e, r) is not already in eo+ after running A and B. D only adds edges (r, e)
if (e, r) is not already in eo+ after A, B, and C. Therefore eo remains acyclic by construction.
Now prove that before executing the loop for index i during the run of embed’ for 0 ≤ i ≤
length pot (taking the run for i = length pot to be the loop termination) on any of the thread’s
program orders pot (not necessarily the first pot in pos, so during any stage of the execution of
embed) the following holds (INV): Let r be a read from pot[0..i − 1]. Then:
1. eo agrees with program order:
(a) if (e, r) in po for some write or read event e then (e, r) in eo.
(b) if (r,w) in po for a write w, then (r,w) in eo.
2. For any write w in E that overlaps the full footprint of r: either (w, r) or (r,w) in eo.
3. Let b be a bit address in the full footprint of r. Let wb be the write from which r read the
bit at bit address b in tr. Then (wb, r) ∈ eo and wb is the maximal write preceding r in eo
that writes to bit address b. (The maximum is well-defined, since all writes of E are totally
ordered in eo.)
Once the statement above is proved, from this follows that after running embed, eo is a partial
order of all read and write events from tr that contains program order and coherence, and in
which each read’s eo-prefix determines the writes (and footprints) read from in the same way
as the rf relation determined by tr. Any linear extension of the partial order eo on E (linearise
all events of E in a way that is compatible with eo) is a total order that contains program order
(since in eo all same-thread events are ordered in program order), and co, and agrees with rf of
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the POP trace (since all writes are totally ordered and since in eo any read is already ordered
with all overlapping writes (overlapping its full footprint) in a way that is compatible with rf).
From this follows that tr is a valid SC execution.
So have to show INV, by induction on i.
Base case: i = 0. 1.–3. are vacuously true.
Step case: i→ i + 1. Assume INV holds for i, show it also holds for i + 1. Therefore, show that
the execution of loop i preserves INV. If i + 1= length pot + 1 then nothing to show. So assume
i < length pot . If pot[i] is a write event, the reads from pot[0..i + 1− 1] are the same as from
pot[0..i − 1], and because eo does not change, 1.–3. hold by induction hypothesis. So assume
r = pot[i] is a read event.
1. (a) By induction hypothesis this is true for all reads in pot[0..i − 1], only need to show it
is also true for r = pot[i]. Then for r these edges are added by command B.
(b) By induction hypothesis this is true for all reads in pot[0..i − 1], only need to show
it is also true for r = pot[i]. Let w be a write such that r
po−→ w. Show that (r,w) is
added to eo. To do that, show that before running C in the loop for i, (w, r) is not in
eo+ and therefore C adds (r,w). Assume (w, r) is in eo+ before C in loop i.
Now there are two cases: (w, r) is a transitive edge or not.
Case (w, r ) is a transitive edge.
Then look at the immediate predecessor e of r on one path from w to r in the
transitive reduction of eo. So there is (w, e), (e, r), in eo+ where (e, r) cannot be a
transitive edge and e 6= r. Now there are two cases: (e, r) was added because e is
po-before r or because e is a write that r read from.
Before running C in the loop i, embed’ only added edges pointing into r, so (w, e)
must have also already been in eo before running loop i.
Case (e, r ) was added because e is po-before r .
But then e
po−→ r po−→ w, so (e,w) must have been in eo before the execution
of the loop for i (if e is a write this is by Lemma 12, if it is a read then
by induction hypothesis). But then before running loop i there was a cycle
(w, e), (e,w) in eo. Contradiction: eo is acyclic.
Case (e, r ) was added because e is a write that r read from.
Let s′ be the state before r reads from e. Since r cannot read by forwarding
this is when e and r are in the storage subsystem. By definition of the satisfy-
read transition r and e are both fully propagated in s′ and there exists an edge
(e, r) ∈ s′.Order. Now in s′ either w is propagated to the storage subsystem
or not. If not, then once it propagates to the storage subsystem POP adds
the edge (e,w) to Order, since e is propagated to w’s thread. But then by
Lemma 9 it is also (e,w) ∈ s.Order and therefore in (the initial and all later)
eo, contradiction to the acyclicity of (the final) eo, since by assumption have
(w, e) in eo (before loop i and in all later eo).2
2embed’ never deletes edges from eo, so once some edge is included in eo at some stage of the execution of embed,
it remains until the end. When the proof here (and in other places) states a contradiction to the acyclicity of eo
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So assume in s′ the write w is already propagated into the storage subsystem.
But this cannot happen: w can only commit and propagate when all program-
order-earlier load acquires are finished, so only after s′, contradiction.
Case (w, r ) is a direct edge.
Then by assumption that r
po−→ w, (w, r) must have been added because r read
from w. r cannot read from w by forwarding since r
po−→ w. And by definition of
the thread subsystem w can only propagate into the storage subsystem after r is
finished. Contradiction, r cannot read from w.
2. By induction hypothesis this is already true for all reads in pot[0..i − 1], and since embed’
only adds edges to eo (does not delete edges) loop i preserves this. Only need to show this
for r = pot[i]. Commands A and B of loop i add certain edges pointing into r, command C
some going out of r. For any write event w in E overlapping the full footprint of r that is not
directly or transitively related (w, r) ∈ eo+ after that, command D adds an edge (r,w) to eo.
3. By induction hypothesis for all reads in pot[0..i−1] this is true before running loop i. Have
to show (a) that loop i preserves it for pot[0..i − 1] and (b) that loop i establishes it for
r = pot[i].
(a) Let r ′ be a read from pot[0..i − 1]. By induction hypothesis, for each bit address b
in the footprint of r ′ the write wb from which r ′ read the bit at bit address b in tr is
eo-before r ′ and is the closest eo-predecessor write of r ′ writing to bit address b in eo
before executing loop i. Since by induction hypothesis (2.) r ′ is eo-ordered with all
writes in E overlapping the full footprint of r ′ before running loop i, since eo totally
orders all writes of E, and since embed’ preserves acyclicity of eo, the eo-prefix of r ′ of
overlapping writes is the same before and after the execution of loop i and (a) follows.
(b) Have to show that loop i establishes this for r = pot[i]. So let b be a bit address
in the footprint of r and wb the write from which r read the bit at bit address b.
Then command A in loop i adds wb into the eo-prefix of r. Have to show after loop i
there is no write w′ eo-between wb and r that also writes to bit address b. Assume
after executing loop i there is such a write. Let w′ be the eo-maximal such write with
{(wb,w′), (w′, r)} ⊆ eo writing to bit address b. (This is well-defined since eo totally
orders writes.) Since s.Order totally orders writes and since eo acyclic, it must then
also be (wb,w′) ∈ s.Order.
Let s′ be the state when r is fully propagated for the first time. Show it is (w′, r) ∈
s′.Order, which leads to a contradiction: assume (w′, r) ∈ s′.Order. Then in s′ the write
w′ is fully propagated, and therefore by Lemma 4 it must be (wb,w′) ∈ s′.Order and
wb also fully propagated. Assume the state s′′ before r reads from wb. Since tr involves
no write forwarding this is s′ or after s′. Since by assumption r reads the bit at bit
address b from wb, in s′′ the (unsatisfied) footprint of read r overlaps w′ (the part for
bit address b is not satisfied until now), and so it is still {(wb,w′), (w′, r)} ⊆ s′′.Order.
without stating “when”, this refers to the acyclicity of the final eo. Similarly, when the proof shows the existence of
certain eo edges, this usually refers the existence in the final eo.
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(r cannot read from w′ before reading from wb since then it would read the bit at
bit address b from w′. Since r is fully propagated the storage subsystem does not
swap any edges involving r.) But then in s′′ the write w′ overlapping the unsatisfied
footprint of r is Order-between wb and r, and propagated to a common thread with r,
and r cannot read from wb, contradiction.
Remains to show (w′, r) ∈ s′.Order. Now there are different cases for why embed’
added the edge (w′, r):
Case r read from w ′.
r cannot read by forwarding. By definition of POP r can only read once it is fully
propagated, and so in s′ the read r has not read from w′ yet. Then by Lemma 10
it is (w′, r) ∈ s′.Order.
Case w ′ po−→ r .
By Lemma 11 r can only enter the storage subsystem after w′ is propagated into
the storage subsystem. In the transition when r issues into the storage subsystem
POP adds the edge (w′, r) to Order that remains at least until the state when r is
fully propagated for the first time. So (w′, r) ∈ s′.Order.
Case (w ′, r ) is a transitive edge.
Let p be a path from w′ to r in the transitive reduction of eo, and w′′ the last write
on p. Now either w′ = w′′ or not.
Case w ′ = w ′′. By choice of w′′ there are no writes between w′ = w′′ and r on
p. Since (w′, r) is a transitive edge there must be at least one other event
between w′ and r, let e be the first one. e must be a read, and the edge (w′, e)
a direct edge. Then it is (w′, e), (e, r) in eo, and by construction of eo it must
be e
po−→ r. If w′ po−→ e, then w′ po−→ r, which is dealt with by the previous case.
So assume it is not w′ po−→ e. Then it must be that e reads from w′.
r can only issue after e is entirely satisfied. Let s∗ be the state before r is
issued into the storage subsystem, before s′.
Then e has already read from w′ in s∗ and w′ is fully propagated. Since w′
has propagated to r ’s thread in s∗, when r issues POP adds the edge (w′, r) to
Order, since w′ and r overlap. Since r cannot be partially or entirely satisfied
until it is fully propagated, this remains until s′.
Case w ′ 6= w ′′. Then (w′,w′′) ∈ eo and therefore (w′,w′′) ∈ s.Order. Again, by
choice of w′′ there are no writes between w′′ and r on p. Let e be the first
read on the path from w′′ to r on p. Now there are four cases:
Case e = r and e read from w ′′. e = r cannot read by forwarding. By defi-
nition of POP r can only read once it is fully propagated, and so in s′ the
read r has not read from w′′ yet. Then by Lemma 10 it is (w′′, r) ∈ s′.Order,
and so w′′ is fully propagated. Since (w′,w′′) ∈ s.Order by Lemma 4 it must
be (w′,w′′) ∈ s′.Order and therefore transitively (w′, r) ∈ s′.Order.
Case e = r and w ′′ po−→ e. By Lemma 11 r can only enter the storage sub-
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system after w′′ is propagated into the storage subsystem. In the transition
when r issues into the storage subsystem POP adds the edge (w′′, r) to
Order that remains while r is in the storage subsystem. So (w′′, r) ∈ s′.Order,
and w′′ fully propagated in s′. Then, as before, since (w′,w′′) ∈ s.Order by
Lemma 4 also (w′,w′′) ∈ s′.Order and transitively (w′, r) ∈ s′.Order.
Case e
po−→ r and e read from w ′′. r can only issue once e is entirely satis-
fied. Let s∗ be the state before r is issued into the storage subsystem, before
s′. Then e has already read from w′′ in s∗ and w′′ is fully propagated. Since
it will be (w′,w′′) ∈ s.Order, by Lemma 4 it must be (w′,w′′) ∈ s∗.Order,
and w′ must be fully propagated in s∗. Since w′ has propagated to r ’s
thread in s∗, when r issues POP adds the edge (w′, r) to Order, since w′
and r overlap. Since r cannot be (partially or entirely) satisfied until it is
fully propagated this remains until s′.
Case e
po−→ r and w ′′ po−→ e. Then w′′ po−→ r, and the proof is similar to before:
By Lemma 11 r can only enter the storage subsystem after w′′ is propagated
into the storage subsystem. In the transition when r issues into the storage
subsystem POP adds the edge (w′′, r) to Order that remains while r is
in the storage subsystem. So (w′′, r) ∈ s′.Order, and w′′ fully propagated
in s′. Then, as before: since (w′,w′′) ∈ s.Order, by Lemma 4 also have
(w′,w′′) ∈ s′.Order, and transitively (w′, r) ∈ s′.Order.
C.3 Barriers restore BSC+SCA
C.3.1 ARM
By Lemma 5 the SCA part is given in POP even without any (dmb sy or other) barriers. So need
to show that fully-barriered ARM programs without misaligned accesses are BSC.
First prove the following lemma.
Lemma 13. A fully-barriered ARM program does not have restarts or thread-internal forwarding.
Proof. Restarts are caused for two reasons: reads being issued out of order with respect to program-
order-earlier reads or writes, and thread-internal forwarding of writes to reads. Since reads can
only be issued if all previous barriers are finished, and therefore all po-earlier loads are finished and
their reads satisfied and all po-earlier stores are finished and their writes propagated to memory,
fully-barriered ARM programs do not issue reads out of order. Thread-local write forwarding
can only happen if, when a read is available for being satisfied, the po-earlier writes to forward
from are not propagated yet. But since any read can only read by forwarding once po-earlier
barriers are finished, and therefore po-earlier writes are propagated, there is no thread-local write
forwarding in fully-barriered programs. Therefore there are no restarts.
So the following assumes traces with no restarts and no thread-internal forwarding. Moreover,
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without loss of generality, assume (as before) traces with no instruction discards.
Theorem 10. The behaviour of fully-barriered ARM programs with no misaligned memory accesses
is BSC+SCA.
Proof. Now use a similar approach as in the Release/Acquire SC proof to construct a total order on
the byte-sized subevents that corresponds to byte-wise po, rf, and co. Let tr= s0
t0−→ s1 t1−→ . . . tn−1−−→ sn
be a POP trace without restarts or discards with final state s := sn for a fully-barriered ARM
program without misaligned accesses. Assume for simplicity that the program does not have
barriers other than dmb sy barriers, and no release/acquire instructions. Split up events from tr
into byte-sized subevents (leaving barriers unchanged), and let E be the set of all subreads and
subwrites of tr. Let po be the byte-wise program order, and rf and co the byte-wise reads-from
and coherence relations determined by tr. Now define the initial eo:
eo := s.Order restricted to writes, lifted to byte-sized subevents
Now eo is an acyclic relation on all subwrites of the trace. Furthermore, if sw
po−→ sw′ for a subwrite
sw of w and subwrite sw′ of w′, then (sw, sw′) in eo.
Proof. Acyclicity of eo follows from the acyclicity of s.Order. As w
po−→ w′ there is at least one
barrier between w and w′, let b be the last one. Committing and propagating w′ requires b to be
finished, committing and finishing b requires w to be finished and therefore propagated. When
committing b, an edge (w, b) is added to Order that no transition can remove. Thus the edge is
still in Order when w′ is propagated to memory, at which point (b,w′) is added to Order, and by
transitivity (w,w′) ∈ Order. As no transition can delete (b,w′) from Order, it is (w,w′) in s.Order
and therefore (sw, sw′) in eo.
Furthermore, if (sw, sw′) in co then (sw, sw′) in eo.
Proof. Let w be the write of sw, w′ the write of sw′. Since sw co−→ sw′, (w,w′) in s.Order. Therefore
(sw, sw′) in eo.
Now define eo with the algorithm embed (refining the initial eo), where pos is the list of non-byte-
wise per-thread program orders, each in list form (a list of lists of events, not subevents, where
each list of events contains the events of a single thread in order matching the non-byte-wise po
derived from tr), in some arbitrary fixed thread order.
embed’ pot =
pot := remove any (dmb and other) barriers from pot ;
for i in [0 .. length pot − 1] {
if pot[i] is read event {
let r = pot[i] in
for (sr subread of r) {eo := eo∪{(sw, sr)|sw ∈ E, (sw, sr) ∈ rf}} // A
for (sr subread of r) {eo := eo∪{(se, sr)|se ∈ E, se po-before sr}} // B
for (sr subread of r) {eo := eo∪{(sr, sw)|sw ∈ E, sw is subwrite,
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sr po-before sw, (sw, sr) /∈ eo+}} // C
for (sr subread of r) {eo := eo∪{(sr, sw)|sw ∈ E, sw is subwrite,
sr and sw to same byte-address, (sw, sr) /∈ eo+}} // D
eo := eo+;
}
}
embed =map embed’ pos
Now prove that executing the loop of embed’ pot for any pot (not necessarily the first one)
for index i during any stage of the execution of embed preserves the acyclicity of eo. There are
two cases: pot[i] is a write event or pot[i] is a read event. If pot[i] is a write event, then since
the loop does not change eo, this holds. So assume r = pot[i] is a read event. Running the loop
body for i adds the subreads of r into eo. The commands A and B only add edges pointing into
subreads of r, not going out of the subreads. For every subread sr C and D add edges (sr, sw)
going out of sr only if (sw, sr) is not already in eo’s transitive closure. Therefore loop i preserves
the acyclicity of eo. Then after running embed the final eo is acyclic.
Lemma 14. Let w be a write po-before e in a fully-barriered ARM program. Whenever e is in
the storage subsystem of a state s there is an edge (w, b) and (b, e) in s.Order for every barrier b
program-order-between w and e.
Proof. Let b be such a barrier between w and e. When e is in the storage subsystem b must
already be finished and therefore committed, which in turn requires w to be finished and therefore
propagated. When b is committed (w, b) is added into Order, which no transition can remove;
when e is accepted into the storage subsystem (b, e) is added into Order, which can only be
deleted by deleting e from the storage subsystem.
Lemma 15. Let sw be subwrite of a write w (from tr) and sw′ subwrite of a write w′ (from tr) and
assume a path from sw to sw′ in the transitive reduction of eo that includes no other subwrites but at
least one subread. Then (w,w′) in s.Order.
Proof. By case analysis on the shapes of the path. The only direct edges that connect subwrites
to subreads are the ones added by commands A and B; the only direct edges between subreads
are the edges added by command B; the only direct edges that connect subreads with subwrites
are the edges from C and D. By type, the possible shapes of the path from sw to sw′ are therefore
of the shapes (identifying sets of direct edges with the commands that added them — e.g. B
standing for the edges added by B —, and where ‘;’ is sequential composition):
1. B;B∗;C
2. B;B∗;D
3. A;B∗;C
4. A;B∗;D
Show that for all of the shapes (w,w′) ∈ s.Order.
1. Then it is w
po−→ w′ and therefore by Lemma 14 it is (w,w′) ∈ s.Order.
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2. Let sr, subread of some read r, be the last subread on the path. Then it is (sw, sr) in eo+
and w
po−→ r. Let b be the last barrier program-order-between w and r. Since (sr, sw′) is a
direct edge added by D, sr and sw′ are to the same address.
Let s′ be the state before sr is satisfied from some subwrite sw∗ of a write w∗. So it must
be (sw∗, sr) ∈ eo. Since (sr, sw′) in eo, A did not add (sw′, sr) to eo, and so sr does not read
from sw′ and therefore sw′ 6= sw∗ and w∗ 6= w′. Have (sw∗, sw′) ∈ eo+. Since sw′ and sw∗
are to the same byte-address they must be coherence-related, and since eo contains co and
is acyclic it must be sw∗ co−→ sw′.
Since there is no write forwarding, r reads in memory. By definition of the satisfy-read
transition there is an edge (w∗, r) in s′.Order and there is no write overlapping sr s′.Order-
between w∗ and r that is propagated to a common thread with r, and w∗ and r are
propagated to the same threads.
In s′ the write w and the barrier b must be committed to the storage subsystem and it is
{(w, b), (b, r)} ⊆ s′.Order. Then w∗ must be ordered with b.
If it is ordered (b,w∗) ∈ s′.Order, then have (w,w∗) ∈ s′.Order and also (w,w∗) ∈ s.Order.
By coherence also have (w∗,w′) ∈ s.Order, and so transitively (w,w′) ∈ s.Order, as required.
So assume w∗ is ordered (w∗, b) ∈ s′.Order. Then since b is s′.Order-between w∗ and r
and propagated to a common thread with r, the read r must be fully propagated in s′, by
definition of the satisfy-read transition. Then w∗ and b are fully propagated.
If w′ is not in the storage subsystem yet in s′, once it commits into the storage subsystem it
will be ordered (b,w′) since b is propagated to all threads. This edge remains until s, and
so transitively then also (w,w′) ∈ s.Order.
If w′ is already in the storage subsystem in s′, since b and w∗ are propagated to all threads,
w′ must be ordered with them. By coherence it must be (w∗,w′) ∈ s′.Order. It cannot be
(w′, b) ∈ s′.Order: then by full propagation of r the write w′ would be fully propagated;
then w′ would be a write overlapping the unsatisfied footprint of r ordered between w∗
and r and propagated to a common thread with r, and r would not be allowed to read
from w∗ in s′ by definition of the satisfy-read transition. So it is (b,w′) ∈ s′.Order. Then
{(w, b), (b,w′)} ⊆ s′.Order and {(w, b), (b,w′)} ⊆ s.Order. So (w,w′) ∈ s.Order.
3. Let sr, subread of some read r, be the first subread on the path. So sr reads from sw and it
is r
po−→ w′.
Let s′ be the state before sr is satisfied. Since there is no thread-internal forwarding sr is
satisfied in memory. Then by definition of the satisfy-read transition w and r are propagated
to the same threads, including r ’s thread, and there is an edge (w, r) ∈ s′.Order. r and w′
are separated by a barrier in program order, let b be the last one in program order. For b to
commit r must be finished and therefore satisfied. For w′ to propagate to memory b must
be finished and therefore committed. So in s′ neither b is committed or finished, nor w′ is
propagated to the storage subsystem, and w is propagated to r ’s thread.
When b commits to the storage subsystem POP adds the edge (w, b) to Order, since w is
propagated to b’s thread. When w′ propagates to the storage subsystem, after that, POP
adds the edge (b,w′) to Order. Both edges cannot be deleted by any transitions and so it is
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{(w, b), (b,w′)} ⊆ s.Order and therefore (w,w′) ∈ s.Order.
4. Let sr, subread of some read r, be the first subread on the path, and sr′, subread of some
read r ′ be the last subread on the path.
If sr = sr′ then sw and sw′ are to the same byte address and w and w′ must be ordered
by coherence in s.Order. Since co included in eo and since eo acyclic, from (sw, sw′) ∈ eo
follows (w,w′) ∈ s.Order.
So assume sr 6= sr′. Then sr reads from sw, sr po−→ sr′ and (sr′, sw′) added by command D.
Let s′ be the state before sr is satisfied. Then r ′ is not in the storage subsystem yet (due to
the barriers between sr and sr′ waiting for sr to finish), and by definition of the satisfy-read
transition w is propagated to the thread of r. Let b be the last barrier between r and r ′.
When b is accepted into the storage subsystem (after s′) POP adds (w, b) to Order, which
cannot be deleted by any transition; when r ′ is accepted into the storage subsystem POP
adds (b, r ′) to Order, which — in the absence of restarts or discards — cannot be deleted
before entirely satisfying r ′.
Now let s′′ be the state before sr′ reads from some subwrite sw∗ of a write w∗. (Note that it
is not necessarily w 6= w∗.) As (sr′, sw′) is added by D, sr′ and sw′ are to the same address
and sw′ 6= sw∗ and therefore w′ 6= w∗. Also, since sr′ reads from sw∗ it is (sw∗, sr′) ∈ eo and
therefore (sw∗, sw′) ∈ eo+. Since sw∗ and sw′ are to the same byte-address they must be
coherence-related. Since coherence is a subset of eo, this means it must be sw∗ co−→ sw′.
Now in the state s′′ there is (w, b) and (b, r ′) in Order for barrier b. By definition of the
satisfy-read transition there is an edge (w∗, r ′) in s′′.Order.
Since w∗ by definition of POP is propagated to the thread of r ′ and b, w∗ and b must
be s′′.Order-related. If it is (b,w∗) ∈ s′′.Order then also (b,w∗) ∈ s.Order and therefore
(w,w∗) ∈ s.Order. Combined with coherence (w∗,w′) ∈ s.Order have (w,w′) ∈ s.Order.
So assume it is (w∗, b) ∈ s′′.Order. Then, since b is Order-between w∗ and r ′ and propagated
to a common thread with r ′, the read r ′ must be fully propagated, and therefore also b,
w∗, and w.
If w′ is not in the storage subsystem yet, then when it is accepted into the storage subsystem,
the edge (b,w′) is added to Order and therefore {(w, b), (b,w′)} ∈ s.Order and transitively
(w,w′) ∈ s.Order.
If w′ is already in the storage subsystem it must be ordered in coherence order (w∗,w′) ∈
s′′.Order. w′ must also be ordered with b. And it cannot be (w′, b): since otherwise have
{(w∗,w′), (w′, r ′)} ⊆ s′′.Order and the write w′ overlapping the unsatisfied footprint of r ′ is
Order-between r ′ and w∗ and propagated to a common thread with r ′ (r ′ is propagated to all
threads), and r ′ would not be allowed to read from w∗ in s′′. So it must be (b,w′) ∈ s′′.Order.
Then {(w, b), (b,w′)} ⊆ s.Order and transitively (w,w′) ∈ s.Order.
Corollary 2. For any (non-empty) path from a subwrite sw of a write w (from tr) to a subwrite sw′
of some w′ (from tr) in the transitive reduction of eo it must be (w,w′) in s.Order.
Proof. Divide the path into subpaths that start from a subwrite and end in a subwrite passing
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only subreads: whenever there is a subpath sw∗ → sw∗′ for a subwrite sw∗ of w∗ and sw∗′ of w∗′
with no subreads in-between it must have already been (w∗,w∗′) in s.Order, since embed’ does
not add direct edges between subwrites. And whenever there is a path from one subwrite sw∗ of
w∗ to a subwrite sw∗′ of w∗′ with only subreads (but at least one subread) in-between, according
to the previous Lemma it is also (w∗,w∗′) in s.Order.
Now prove INV. Before executing loop i of embed’ on any of the threads’ program orders pot (not
necessarily the first thread’s pot , so during any stage of the execution of embed) the following
holds for 0≤ i ≤ length pot (taking the run for i = length pot to be the loop termination): let r
be a read from pot[0..i − 1] and sr a subread of r. Then
1. eo agrees with program order:
(a) if (se, sr) in po for some subread or subwrite se then (se, sr) in eo.
(b) if (sr, sw) in po for some subwrite sw, then (sr, sw) in eo.
2. For any subwrite sw in E from a write w from tr where sw is to the same byte-address as sr:
either (sw, sr) or (sr, sw) in eo.
3. Let sw be subwrite of a write w (from tr), and assume sw satisfied sr in tr. Then (sw, sr) ∈ eo
and the maximal same-byte-address predecessor subwrite of sr in eo is sw. (The eo-maximum
here is well-defined since eo relates all same-byte-address subwrites of E by coherence.)
After proving this, have that embed returns a partial order on the byte-sized subreads and
subwrites (already showed acyclicity of eo before) that contains program order (restricted to
subreads and subwrites), coherence, and is compatible with reads-from. (By definition, byte-wise
coherence is compatible with the si relation.) As this partial order already contains program order,
coherence, and every subread is already related to all subwrites to the same address, any linear
extension of this partial order on E (linearly order all subevents of E in a way that is compatible
with eo) is a witness that tr is a BSC execution. Combined with the result that ARM programs
preserve singlecopy-atomicity, have a proof for the BSC+SCA theorem.
Thus only remains to show INV, by induction on i.
Base case: i = 0. 1.–3. are vacuously true.
Step case: i → i + 1. Assume INV holds for i, show it also holds for i + 1. Therefore, show
that the execution of loop i preserves INV. If i + 1 = length pot + 1 then nothing to show. So
assume i < length pot . If pot[i] is a write event, then the reads in pot[0..i] are the same as in
pot[0..i − 1], and because eo does not change, 1.–3. hold by the induction hypothesis. So assume
r = pot[i] is a read event.
1. (a) For all reads in pot[0..i − 1] this is true by the induction hypothesis; for a subread sr
of a read r = pot[i] command B adds these edges.
(b) By induction hypothesis this is true for all reads in pot[0..i − 1], only need to show
it is also true for r = pot[i]. Let sw be subwrite of a write w and sr a subread of r
such that sr
po−→ sw, so r po−→ w. Show that (sr, sw) is added to eo. To do that, show that
before running loop i’s command C for sr, (sw, sr) is not in eo+ and therefore C adds
(sr, sw). Assume (sw, sr) is in eo+ before running command C for sr. Two cases: (sw, sr)
is a direct edge or a transitive edge.
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Case (sw, sr) is direct edge.
Then it cannot be a po-edge since it is r
po−→ w. Therefore assume it is an rf-edge.
But this cannot happen: w can only be accepted into the storage subsystem once
all barriers between r and w are finished and therefore committed. This in turn
requires r to already be satisfied when w propagates to memory.
Case (sw, sr) is transitive edge.
Now let (se, sr) be the last edge in a path from sw to sr in the transitive reduction
of eo. Now this was either added as a po edge or as an rf edge.
(se, sr) added as po edge.
Then it is se
po−→ sr po−→ sw and by induction hypothesis and the fact that all
subwrite pairs in program order are eo-related according to po it is (se, sw)
in the final eo. But as se is on the path from sw to sr also have (sw, se) in the
final eo, which contradicts acyclicity of the final eo. (This uses the fact that
embed’ never deletes edges from eo.)3
(se, sr) added as rf edge.
Then se is a subwrite of some write w′ that sr read. Let s′ be the state before sr
read from se. According to the definition of the satisfy-read transition w′ was
propagated to the thread of r in s′, and by definition of the thread semantics
w was not accepted into storage. When the last (in program order) barrier b
between r and wwas accepted into the storage subsystem, which by definition
of the thread subsystem is after s′, (w′, b) was added to Order, which cannot
be deleted by any transition; when w was accepted into storage after that (it
must have waited for b to be committed by definition of the thread semantics)
(b,w) was added. Therefore it is (w′,w) in Order in this and all future states,
including s, and therefore also (se, sw) in (the initial and all later) eo. But by
assumption (sw, se) in eo+ before running command C for sr and therefore
the final eo, which contradicts the acyclicity of eo.
2. By induction hypothesis this is true for all sr from pot[0..i − 1], since embed’ never deletes
edges of eo. So only need to show this is also true for the case that sr is subread of a read
r = pot[i]. Let sw from E be subwrite of a write w, to the same byte-address as sr. Show
that loop i relates sw and sr. If (after running commands A, B, and C) at the point of running
command D for sr the subevents sr and sw are not related (sw, sr) ∈ eo+, then command D
adds (sr, sw) to eo.
3. Have to show two things: After running loop i, (3.1) for any such sr and sw the subwrite sw
is in the eo-prefix of sr, and (3.2) there is no same-address subwrite sw′ in-between sw and
sr in eo.
(3.1) In case sr is subread of a read from pot[0..i−1] this holds by the induction hypothesis.
In case sr is subread of r = pot[i] command A adds (sw, sr) to eo.
3When showing the existence of certain eo edges or proving a contradiction to the acyclicity of eo in the proof, this
will usually refer to the final eo.
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(3.2) In case sr is subread of a read from pot[0..i − 1] this holds by induction hypothesis
before running loop i. Loop i preserves this, since by induction hypothesis 2 sr is
already eo-related to all subwrites of E to the same address before loop i, and since all
same-address subwrites of E are totally ordered by eo. So since eo stays acyclic, loop i
cannot change the same-address subwrites in the eo-prefix of sr, or their order.
So let sr be the subread of a read r = pot[i], where sr reads from subwrite sw of write
w and assume after running loop i there is a same-address subwrite sw′ 6= sw of a
write w′ with edges sw→ sw′ → sr in eo. Let sw′ be the eo-maximal such subwrite.
(This is well-defined since eo orders all same-address subwrites.) Since eo contains
coherence, is acyclic, and orders all same-address subwrites, it must be sw
co−→ sw′
and therefore (w,w′) ∈ s.Order. The edge (sw′, sr) can either be a direct edge or a
transitive edge.
Case (sw′, sr) is a direct edge.
Then it must have been added by A or B. So it is w′ po−→ r, since by assumption sr
reads from sw, not sw′. Let s′ be the state before sr reads from sw, let b be the
last barrier po-between w′ and r. Then there is (w′, b) and (b, r) in s′.Order. By
definition of the satisfy-read transition it is (w, r) ∈ s′.Order and w is propagated
to r ’s thread, so w must be ordered with b.
If it is (b,w) in s′.Order, have (w′,w) ∈ s′.Order, which due to the barrier cannot
be deleted. So also (w′,w) ∈ s.Order, contradicting acyclicity of Order.
Therefore it must be (w, b) ∈ s′.Order. But then b is Order-between w and r and
propagated to a common thread with r, and by definition of the satisfy-read
transition r, w, and w′ must be fully propagated. Since it is (w,w′) ∈ s.Order, by
Lemma 4 it must already be (w,w′) ∈ s′.Order. But this contradicts the assumption
that sr can read from sw in s′, since the write w′ overlapping the unsatisfied
footprint of r is Order-between w and r and propagated to a common thread with
r.
Case (sw′, sr) is a transitive edge.
Then pick a path in the transitive reduction of eo from sw′ to sr, and let sw∗ be
the last subwrite on the path. Let sw∗ be subwrite of some write w∗. Now either
sw′ = sw∗ or not
Case sw′ = sw∗.
Then there must only be subreads on the path from sw′ to sr in the transitive
reduction of eo. Since (sw′, sr) is a transitive edge, there is at least one other
subread on the path from sw′ to sr, let sr′, subread of some read r ′, be the
first one. The only direct edges between subreads added by embed’ are those
added by command B, between subreads in program order. So it is either
sw′ po−→ sr or sw′ rf−→ sr′ po−→ sr.
In the former case w′ po−→ r there is also a direct (program-order) edge from
sw′ to sr in eo, which has already been dealt with in the previous case. So
assume sr′ reads from sw′ and r ′ po−→ r, and so r ′ 6= r.
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Let b be the last barrier in program order between r ′ and r. Then b can
only commit if r ′ is finished and therefore satisfied, and r can only issue
into the storage subsystem when b is finished and therefore committed. Let
s′ be the state when b is committed into the storage subsystem. Since r ′ is
satisfied, w′ has propagated to the thread of r ′ and b, and so POP adds the
edge (w′, b) ∈ s′.Order.
Now let s′′ be the state after s′ when r is issued to the storage subsystem.
Then POP adds the edge (b, r) ∈ s′′.Order and it is still (w,′ b) ∈ s′′.Order.
Now assume the state s′′′ after s′′ before r reads sr from sw. So it is (w, r) ∈
s′′′.Order and w and r are propagated to the same threads by definition of
the satisfy-read transition. Therefore both w and w′ are propagated to the
thread of r ′ and r and they must be related, since they overlap. Since this
edge between w and w′ will not be deleted, and remain until the final state,
since Order is always acyclic, and since (w,w′) ∈ s.Order it must also be
(w,w′) ∈ s′′′.Order.
So have (w,w′) ∈ s′′′.Order but also still have {(w′, b), (b, r)} ⊆ s′′′.Order
(the former cannot be deleted by any transition, the latter only by entirely
satisfying r) and therefore transitively the edge (w′, r) ∈ s′′′.Order. But then
by definition of the satisfy-read transition r cannot satisfy sr from sw in s′′′,
since the write w′ overlapping the unsatisfied footprint of r is Order-between
w and r and propagated to a common thread with r, contradiction.
Case sw′ 6= sw∗.
It is sw∗ 6= sw (otherwise contradiction to acyclicity of eo). Therefore there
are two cases now for the reason for the edge between sw∗ and sr: either (A)
sw∗ po−→ sr (“directly or transitively”) or, (B) there is a subread sr∗ of a read
r∗ so that sw∗ rf−→ sr∗ and r∗ po−→ r.
(A) Let s′ be the state before sr is satisfied. Then there is (w∗, b) and (b, r) in
s′.Order for the last barrier b po-between w∗ and r, and by definition of
the satisfy-read transition it is (w, r) ∈ s′.Order and w is propagated to r ’s
thread. Thus w must be ordered with b. If it is (b,w) the edge (w∗,w) is
in s′.Order and since the edge cannot be deleted due to the barrier also
(w∗,w) in s.Order and therefore (sw∗, sw) ∈ eo, which contradicts acyclicity
of eo.
Therefore assume it is (w, b) ∈ s′.Order. But then b is Order-between r and
w and propagated to a common thread with r, forcing r and therefore w∗
to be fully propagated in s′ by definition of the satisfy-read transition. Since
by Corollary 2 it will be (w,w′) and (w′,w∗) in s.Order, by Lemma 4 there
must already be (w,w′) and (w′,w∗) in s′.Order. Then w′ fully propagated.
But this contradicts the assumption that r can read from w, since the write
w′ is Order-between w and r, overlaps the unsatisfied footprint of r, and is
propagated to a common thread with r.
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(B) Let s′ be the state before sr is satisfied. Then r∗ must have read from w∗
and w∗ was propagated to r ’s thread before the last barrier b po-between
r∗ and r was committed. When b was committed (w∗, b) was added to the
Order of this state, which remains in all future states; when r was issued
(b, r) was added, which — by assumption that tr has no restarts or discards
— cannot be deleted before r is entirely satisfied.
Now in s′ it is (w, r) ∈ s′.Order and the write w is propagated to the thread
of r and must be Order-related with b. As before, if it is ordered (b,w),
then it is (w∗,w) in s′.Order and also s.Order and therefore (sw∗, sw) ∈ eo,
contradicting the acyclicity of eo where it already is (sw, sw′), (sw′, sw∗).
Thus assume it is (w, b) ∈ s′.Order. But then b is Order-between w and r
and propagated to a common thread with r. So r and w∗ must be fully
propagated. By Corollary 2 it will eventually be (w′,w∗) in s.Order. Thus this
edge must by Lemma 4 already be in s′.Order, forcing full propagation of w′.
Also it will by Corollary 2 be (w,w′) in s.Order, which by Lemma 4 means
it must already be in s′.Order. But then have (w,w′) and by transitivity also
the edge (w′, r) in s′.Order, and w′ is propagated to a common thread with
r. But this contradicts the assumption that in s′ the read r can read from w,
because the write w′ is Order-between w and r, propagated to a common
thread with r, and overlaps the unsatisfied footprint of r.
Appendix D
Flat operational model and ARMv8-axiomatic
equivalence proof
The following gives the proof of equivalence between Flat and the ARMv8-axiomatic model1.
D.1 Flat Operational behaviour included in ARMv8 Axiomatic
Let (po, rf, co, rmw) be a candidate execution. Ignoring weak acquire loads (“Q”), ARMv8 Axiomatic
is the following:
let ca = fr | co
let obs = rfe | fre | coe
let dob = addr | data
| ctrl; [W]
| (ctrl | (addr; po)); [ISB]; po; [R]
| addr; po; [W]
| (addr | data); rfi
| (ctrl | data); coi
let aob = rmw
| [range(rmw)]; rfi; [A]
let bob = po; [DMB.SY]; po
| [L]; po; [A]
| [R]; po; [DMB.LD]; po
| [A]; po
| [W]; po; [DMB.ST]; po; [W]
| po; [L]
| po; [L]; coi
let rec ob = obs | dob | aob | bob | ob; ob
acyclic po−loc | ca | rf as internal
irreflexive ob as external
empty rmw & (fre; coe) as atomic
This can be simplified for the purposes of the proof:
1. Since ca is used only in the definition of the internal axiom it can be inlined there.
2. Assume there is a cycle using an edge from [R];po;[dmb.ld];po. Then there is also one
just using [R];po;[dmb.ld];po[R|W]: all aob|dob|bob edges are subset of program order and
therefore acyclic; and all edges in obs start from a read or write.
3. In the same way, replace [A];po with [A];po;[R|W],
4. po;[L] with [R|W];po;[L], and
5. po;[L];coi with [R|W];po;[L];coi.
6. The recursion in the definition of ob can be replaced by transitive closure.
With these simplifications, the model is equivalent to the one below:
let obs = rfe | fre | coe
1As before, the proof is a minor adaptation of that found in the supplementary material of Pulte et al. [104].
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let dob = addr | data
| ctrl; [W]
| (ctrl | (addr; po)); [ISB]; po; [R]
| addr; po; [W]
| (addr | data); rfi
| (ctrl | data); coi
let aob = rmw
| [range(rmw)]; rfi; [A]
let bob = po; [dmb.sy]; po
| [L]; po; [A]
| [R]; po; [dmb.ld]; po; [R|W]
| [A]; po; [R|W]
| [W]; po; [dmb.st]; po; [W]
| [R|W]; po; [L]
| [R|W]; po; [L]; coi
let ob = (obs | aob | dob | bob)+
acyclic po−loc | fr | co | rf as internal
irreflexive ob as external
empty rmw & (fre; coe) as atomic
Lemma 16. Let Tr be a valid finite trace of Flat Operational that induces the relations po, co, rf,
and rmw. Then there is a valid finite trace Tr′ that induces the same po, co, rf, and rmw relations but
has no restarts and no discarded instruction tree branches (“always speculates the correct successor
instruction of a branch”).
Note The following often uses some notation for “pattern-matching” on different cases of
elements of a relation of events and for introducing names for the related events. For instance, in
a case distinction, the case “Edge: write W → read R” covers the cases where Edge relates a write
to a read and, for the following description, introduces the name W for the write and R for the
read. Similarly, the case “Edge: write W ′ → write W ”, covers the situation where Edge relates a
write to another write and introduces the name W ′ for the first write and W for the second.
D.1.1 Show ob acyclic
Lemma 17. Let Tr be a valid finite trace of Flat Operational that has no restarts or discarded
instruction tree branches that induces the (finite) candidate execution x = (po, co, rf, rmw). Let Edge
be an edge from ARMv8-ax’s ob relation for x . Then the following property holds for Tr, depending
on the type of Edge:
• Edge: barrier E → barrier E′. In Tr E is committed before E′.
• Edge: barrier E → write E′. In Tr E is committed before E′ is propagated.
• Edge: write E → barrier E′. In Tr E is propagated before E′ is committed.
• Edge: write E → write E′. In Tr E is propagated before E′.
• Edge: barrier E → read R. In Tr E is committed before R is satisfied.
• Edge: write E → read R. In Tr E is propagated before R is satisfied.
• Edge: read R→ barrier E. In Tr R is satisfied before E is committed.
• Edge: read R→ write E. In Tr R is satisfied before E is propagated.
• Edge: read R→ read R′. In Tr R is satisfied before R′.
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Proof. By induction on the definition of ob.
Induction start: Edge ∈ obs | aob | dob | bob. Then there are multiple cases:
Edge ∈ rfe.
Then Edge :W → R and W and R are from different threads. In Flat Operational for R to
read from W , W must be propagated to memory, so the induction statement holds.
Edge ∈ coe.
Then Edge: W →W ′, and W and W ′ in co. By assumption the coherence order induced by
Tr is the same as co. By definition, if (W,W ′) in Flat Operational’s coherence order, then W
is propagated to memory before W ′ in Tr. So the induction statement holds.
Edge ∈ fre.
Then Edge : R→W , R and W are from different threads, and there is W ′ with (W ′,R) ∈ rf
and (W ′,W ) ∈ co. Now there are two cases:
R is satisfied by forwarding from W ′. Then R is satisfied beforeW ′ propagates in Tr and
by the proof for Edge ∈ coe the write W ′ propagates to memory before W . So R is
satisfied before W propagates to memory and the induction statement holds.
R satisfied in memory. Then when R is satisfied W ′ is already propagated and in Tr the
write W ′ propagates before W . Since R reads from the last write to the location of R
and (W ′,R) ∈ rf it must be that W ′ is in memory and W is not yet in memory when R
reads. So R satisfies before W is propagated to memory.
Edge ∈ rmw.
Then Edge : R → W . Then R and W are a successful load/store exclusive pair and by
definition of the store commit transition the read R must be finished, and therefore satisfied,
for W to commit (before it propagates).
Edge ∈ [range(rmw)];rfi;[A].
Then Edge :W → R. Then W is a successful store exclusive and R an acquire read. Since by
definition of Flat Operational R cannot read from W by forwarding W must propagate to
memory before R can satisfy.
Edge ∈ addr.
Then either Edge : R→ R′ or Edge : R→W .
Edge : R→ R′. In Tr the read R′ can only be satisfied if initiated, so after its footprint/ad-
dress is available, so R must be satisfied before R′ is.
Edge : R→ W . In Tr the write W can only propagate if initiated, so after its footprint/ad-
dress is available, so R must be satisfied before W propagates.
Edge ∈ data.
Then Edge : R → W . W can only propagate when its data is available, hence when its
data-feeding memory reads are satisfied. So R is satisfied before W propagates in Tr.
Edge ∈ ctrl;[W].
Then Edge : R→W . W can only propagate when committed, and by definition of the store
commit transition only commit when all program-order-preceding conditional/computed
branches are finished. These can only finish after the memory reads feeding into their
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register reads, including R, are finished, and hence satisfied. So R is satisfied before W
propagates in Tr.
Edge ∈ (ctrl | (addr;po)); [ISB];po;[R].
Then Edge : R→ R′. By definition of the read-request-condition R′ can only satisfy if all
po-earlier isb barriers are finished and therefore committed. By definition of the barrier-
commit transition any such isb can only commit if all preceding conditional/computed
branch instructions are finished and preceding memory accesses have fully determined
memory footprints. Therefore the memory reads feeding into the conditional/computed
branches po-before the isb, including R, must be finished, and hence satisfied, and all
memory accesses po-preceding the isb must have computed their footprint/address and
their footprint/address-feeding memory reads, including R, must be finished, and hence
satisfied. Therefore R must be satisfied before R′ can be satisfied in Tr.
Edge ∈ addr;po;[W].
Then Edge : R → W . The write W can only propagate when committed, and commit
only when the footprint/address-feeding memory reads of all po-earlier memory accesses,
including R, are finished, and hence satisfied. Therefore R must be satisfied in Tr before W
propagates.
Edge ∈ (addr|data);rfi.
Then Edge : R→ R′. For R′ to satisfy, the write it reads frommust have both footprint/address
and data available, so any memory read feeding into the footprint/address or data register
reads of this write, including R, has to be satisfied. Therefore R must be satisfied before R′
can satisfy.
Edge ∈ (ctrl|data);coi.
Then Edge : R→ W and there is W ′ such that (R,W ′) ∈ (ctrl|data) and (W ′,W ) ∈ coi. By
definition of how Flat Operational induces coherence W ′ must propagate to memory before
W does. Before W ′ propagates it must commit, and hence it must have computed its data
and the data must be fully determined, and preceding conditional/computed branches must
be finished. Therefore all memory reads feeding into the data registers reads of W ′ and all
memory reads feeding into the register reads by conditional/computed branch instructions
po-before W ′ must be finished, and hence satisfied. Therefore R must be satisfied before
W ′ can propagate, before W can propagate in Tr.
Edge ∈ po;[dmb.sy];po.
Let DMB be the dmb. Now there are different cases for the type of the event on the right of
the edge. (RBW stands for a read, write, or barrier).
Case Edge : RBW→ R. R can only satisfy when DMB is finished, hence committed. DMB
can only commit when all po-earlier memory access instructions and barriers are
finished, and hence satisfied (for reads)/committed (for barriers)/propagated (for
writes).
Case Edge : RBW→ B. B can only commit when DMB is finished, hence committed. DMB
can only commit when all po-earlier memory access instructions and barriers are
finished, and hence satisfied (for reads)/committed (for barriers)/propagated (for
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writes).
Case Edge : RBW→ W . W can only propagate when committed, and it can only com-
mit when DMB is finished, hence committed. DMB can only commit when all po-
earlier memory access instructions and barriers are finished, and hence satisfied (for
reads)/committed (for barriers)/propagated (for writes).
Edge ∈ [L];po;[A].
Then Edge : W → R. By definition of the read-request-condition, the acquire read R can
only satisfy when all po-earlier release writes are finished and hence propagated. So W
propagates before R satisfies in Tr.
Edge ∈ [R];po;[dmb.ld];po;[R|W].
Let B be the dmbld. There are two cases for the type of the event on the right of the edge.
Case Edge : R→ W . Then B can only commit after R is finished, and hence satisfied. The
writeW can only commit and hence propagate after B is finished and hence committed.
So R is satisfied before W propagates in Tr.
Case Edge : R→ R′. Then B can only commit after R is finished, and hence satisfied. By
definition of the read-request-condition R′ can only satisfy if B is finished and therefore
committed. So R is satisfied before R′ in Tr.
Edge ∈ [A];po;[R|W].
Now there are two cases for the type of the event on the right of the edge.
Case Edge : R→ R′. Then by definition of the read-request-condition R must be finished
or entirely satisfied before R′ can satisfy.
Case Edge : R→ W . Then by definition of the store-commit transition W can only commit
and hence propagate after R is finished and hence satisfied in Tr.
Edge ∈ [W];po;[dmb.st];po;[W].
Then Edge :W →W ′. Let B be the dmbst. Then by definition of the barrier-commitment
transition the barrier B can only commit when W is finished and hence propagated and
W ′ can only commit and hence propagate when B is finished and hence committed. So W
propagates before W ′ in Tr.
Edge ∈ [R|W];po;[L].
There are two cases for the type of the event on the left of the edge.
Case Edge : R→ W . Then by definition of the store-commit transition W can only commit
and hence propagate when R is finished and hence satisfied in Tr.
Case Edge : W → W ′. Then by definition of the store-commit transition W ′ can only com-
mit and hence propagate when W is finished and hence propagated in Tr.
Edge ∈ [R|W];po;[L];coi.
Let L be the write release. There are two cases for the type of the event on the left of the
edge.
Case Edge : R→ W . As shown above L can only propagate after R is satisfied, and by defi-
nition of the write-propagate transition W can only propagate when L is propagated.
So R must be satisfied before W can propagate in Tr.
Case Edge : W → W ′. As shown above L can only propagate after W is propagated, and
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by definition of the write-propagate transition W ′ can only propagate when L is
propagated. So W must propagate before W ′ in Tr.
Induction step: Edge = Edge′;Edge′′ ∈ ob;ob. This holds by transitivity of implication.
Corollary 3. Let Tr be a finite trace of Flat Operational that has no restarts or discarded instruction
tree branches that induces the relations rf, co, rmw, and po. Then ARMv8-axiomatic’s ob relation is
acyclic for the (finite) candidate execution (po, rf, co, rmw).
Proof. Assume a cycle in ARMv8-axiomatic’s ob. Let Edge be the cycle. So Edge : R → R or
Edge : B→ B or Edge :W →W .
Case Edge : R→ R. Then from Lemma 17 follows that in Tr R is satisfied before R is satisfied. But
since Tr has no restarts or discarded branches, R can only be satisfied once, contradiction.
Case Edge : B→ B. Then from Lemma 17 follows that in Tr B is committed before B is committed.
But every barrier is only committed once, contradiction.
Case Edge : W → W . Then from Lemma 17 follows that in Tr W is propagated before W is
propagated. But every write is only propagated once, contradiction.
D.1.2 Show po-loc | fr | co | rf acyclic
Lemma 18. Let Tr be a valid finite trace of Flat Operational that has no restarts or discarded
instruction tree branches that induces x = (po, co, rf, rmw). Then po-loc | fr | co | rf acyclic.
Proof. Assume a cycle in po-loc | fr | co | rf as induced by the trace Tr and let C be a cycle that is
derived using a minimal number of po-loc edges, and among the cycles with the same number
of po-loc edges minimises the total number of edges. Then C is derived with exactly one po-loc
edge.
Assume C derived with no po-loc edge. Then C ∈ (rf | co | fr)+. But then C ∈ (rf | co): assume it
is not, so it includes at least one fr edge. (By type rf−1;co itself is acyclic.) C = C ′; (E1, E2); (E2, E3)
with (E2, E3) ∈ fr = rf−1; co. So there exists W such that (E2,W ) ∈ rf−1 and (W, E3) ∈ co. Since
E2 is a read, by type (E1, E2) ∈ rf, and it is E1 =W . But then C ′; (W, E3) is a shorter cycle with no
po-loc edges.
So C ∈ (rf | co)+. But then by type C ∈ co+: No edge in (rf | co)+ starts from a read, so rf cannot
participate in the cycle C . By definition of Flat Operational’s co relation it is (W,W ′) ∈ co only
if W propagates to memory before W ′ in Tr. But since every write only propagates once, co+ is
acyclic, contradiction.
So assume C derived with at least one po-loc edge. Show it was not derived with mul-
tiple po-loc edges. Assume C was derived with multiple po-loc edges. Then it must be
C = C ′; (E1, E2);C ′′; (E3, E4) with (E1, E2) ∈ po-loc and (E3, E4) ∈ po-loc and without loss of
generality assuming C ′′ does not contain a po-loc edge. Since po-loc; po-loc ⊆ po-loc assume also
C ′′ non-empty. So C ′′ ⊆ (co|rf|fr)+. Now there are different cases for the type of (E1, E2) ∈ po-loc:
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(E1,E2) : W → W ′. The writes E1 and E2 must be coherence related, and it must be (E1, E2) ∈ co
(otherwise it is (E2, E1) ∈ co and (E2, E1); (E1, E2) is a cycle in co;po-loc with fewer po-loc
edges). But then C can be derived without using (E1, E2) as po-loc but using (E1, E2) as co,
contradicting the minimality of C ’s po-loc edges.
(E1,E2) : W → R. If it is (E1, E2) ∈ rf then (E1, E2) can be derived using rf instead of po-loc,
contradicting the minimality of po-loc edges in C . So assume (E1, E2) not in rf. So (W ′, E2) ∈
rf for some W ′. If (W,W ′) ∈ co it is (E1, E2) ∈ co; rf; contradicting the minimality of po-loc
edges in C . So assume (W ′,W ) ∈ co. But then it is (E2, E1) ∈ fr and (E2, E1); (E1, E2) is a
cycle in fr;po-loc with a smaller number of po-loc edges than C .
E1→ E2 : R→ W . Let W ′ be such that (W ′,R) ∈ rf. Now it is either W ′ =W or not. If W ′ =W
then (E2, E1); (E1, E2) is a cycle in rf;po-loc with fewer po-loc edges. So assume W 6=W ′.
Then it is either (W,W ′) ∈ co or (W ′,W ) ∈ co. If (W ′,W ) ∈ co then (E1, E2) ∈ fr and the
same cycle can be derived with fewer po-loc edges, contradiction. If (W,W ′) ∈ co then
(W ′, E1); (E1, E2); (E2,W ′) is a cycle in rf;po-loc; co with fewer po-loc edges.
E1→ E2 : R→ R′. Now there are two cases: R and R′ read the same write or not. Assume R
and R′ read from the same write W . By type C ′′ = (E2, E6);C ′′′ with (E2, E6) ∈ fr. But
since R and R′ read from the same write it is also (E1, E6) ∈ fr. Contradiction, since then
C ′; (E1, E6);C ′′′; (E3, E4) is a cycle with fewer po-loc edges.
So assume (W,R) ∈ rf and (W ′,R′) ∈ rf forW 6=W ′. Now there are two cases: (W,W ′) ∈ co
or (W ′,W ) ∈ co. If (W,W ′) ∈ co it is (R,W ′) ∈ fr, so (E1, E2) can be derived using fr;
rf contradicting the minimality of po-loc edges in C . So assume (W ′,W ) ∈ co. But then
(R′,W ) ∈ fr and (E2,W ); (W, E1); (E1, E2) is a cycle in fr; rf;po-loc with fewer po-loc edges,
contradiction.
So assume C was derived with exactly one po-loc edge. Then C ∈ (co | rf | fr)+; po-loc, so
C = C ′; P for some C ′ ∈ (co | rf | fr)+ and P ∈ po-loc. Now look at all possible cases for the type of
P.
Case P : W → W ′. Then C ′ : W ′ → W ∈ co+. Assume otherwise. Then by type it must be
C ′ = C ′′; (E1, E2); (E2, E3);C ′′′ for some (E1, E2) ∈ rf and (E2, E3) ∈ fr. But then (E1, E3) ∈ co
and C ′′; (E1, E3);C ′′′; P is a shorter cycle in co | rf | fr | po-locwith the same number of po-loc
edges. Contradiction to the assumption of C ’s minimality.
So C ′ ∈ co+. Then by definition of the operational model’s coherence it must be that
W ′ propagates to memory before W . But by definition of the write-propagate transition
and (W,W ′) ∈ po-loc the write W ′ can only propagate after W is propagated to memory,
contradiction.
Case P : W → R. Then C ′: R→W ∈ fr. Assume otherwise. Then by type
• Either C ′ ∈ fr; co+ = rf−1; co; co+ ⊆ rf−1; co+ ⊆ rf−1; co ⊆ fr, as by definition of Flat
Operational’s coherence relation co is transitively closed.
• Or C ′ = (E1, E2);C ′′; (E3, E4); (E4, E5);C ′′′ for some (E1, E2) ∈ fr, (E3, E4) ∈ rf,
(E4, E5) ∈ fr, and C ′′ ∈ co∗ and C ′′′ ∈ (co | rf | fr)∗. But then (E3, E5) ∈ co and
(E1, E2);C ′′; (E3, E5);C ′′′; P is a shorter cycle with the same number of po-loc edges,
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contradicting the assumption of minimality of C .
So C ′ : R → W ∈ fr. Let W ′ be the write R reads from. So we have (W ′,R) ∈ rf and
(W ′,W ) ∈ co. Now there are two cases: R is satisfied by forwarding or in memory.
R is satisfied by forwarding. Then it must be (W ′,R) ∈ po-loc because by definition of
the satisfy-read-by-forwarding transition W ′ must be before R in the instruction tree.
Now assume there is some write po-between W ′ and R to the same address in the
completed execution. Let W ′′ be the closest po-predecessor write of R to the same
address (this is well-defined for the completed trace).
If the footprint/address of W ′′ was known at the time of satisfying R from W ′ by
forwarding, by definition of the satisfy-read-by-forwarding transition W ′ would not
have been able to forward to R. So W ′′ did not have its footprint/address known
when W ′ forwarded to R. But then when W ′′ later propagated, by definition of the
propagate-write transition it restarted R since R did not read from W ′′ and not from a
po-successor of W ′′. Contradiction to the assumption of Tr not having restarts.
So W ′ must be the closest po-predecessor write of R to the same address. Now there
are two cases: (W,W ′) ∈ po or (W ′,W ) ∈ po.
(W,W ′) ∈ po. But then by definition of the write-propagate transition W ′ can only
propagate when W is propagated, so it is (W,W ′) ∈ co. Contradiction to the
assumption (W ′,W ) ∈ co.
(W ′,W) ∈ po. Since W ′ is the closest po-predecessor write of R to the same address
it must be (R,W ) ∈ po. Contradiction to (W,R) ∈ po-loc.
R is satisfied in memory. ThenW ′ is the most recent write to the same address in memory
when R is satisfied. By (W ′,W ) ∈ co the write W ′ propagates before W . So R is
satisfied before W propagates. It cannot be the case that W ′ is program-order-after
W , otherwise it would not have been able to propagate to memory before W . Hence,
whenW propagates by definition of the write-propagate transition R is restarted since
R is to the address of W and did not read from W or a write program-order-after W .
Contradiction to the assumption that Tr has no restarts.
Case P : R→ W . Then C ′ : W → R ∈ co?; rf. Proof. Assume otherwise. Then by type C ′ has
to end with an edge from rf, and so C ′ = C ′′; (E1, E2); (E2, E3);C ′′′ with (E1, E2) ∈ rf,
(E2, E3) ∈ fr, and C ′′′ ∈ co?;rf. But then (E1, E3) ∈ co and C ′′; (E1, E3);C ′′′; P is a shorter
cycle. Contradiction to the assumption of the minimality of C .
So there exists W ′ such that (W,W ′) ∈ co? and (W ′,R) ∈ rf for some W ′. Now there are
two cases: W =W ′ or W 6=W ′.
W = W ′. If R is satisfied by forwarding it is (W,R) ∈ po, contradiction to the assumption.
So assume R is satisfied in memory. Then W must be propagated before R is satisfied.
But by definition of the propagate-write transition the read R must be satisfied before
W can propagate, and it will not be restarted and satisfied again later, contradiction.
W 6= W ′. Now there are two cases: R satisfied by forwarding or from storage.
R satisfied by forwarding. Then it is (W ′,R) ∈ po-loc and by (R,W ) ∈ po-loc also
(W ′,W ) ∈ po-loc. But then W can only propagate when W ′ is propagated and it
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must be (W ′,W ) ∈ co, contradiction.
R satisfied in memory. ThenW ′ reaches memory before R is satisfied. By assumption
of no restarts in Tr the read R is only satisfied once. By definition of the write-
propagate transition the read R must be satisfied before W propagates. So W ′
propagates before W and it must be (W ′,W ) ∈ co, contradiction.
Case P : R→ R′. Then C ′ : R′ → R ∈ fr; rf. Proof. Assume otherwise. By type C ′ starts with fr
and ends with rf. So it is either (1.) C ′ ∈ fr;co+;rf or (2.) C ′ ∈ fr;C ′′;rf;fr;C ′′′;rf for some C ′′
and C ′′′.
1. But then C ′ ∈ rf−1;co;co+;rf ⊆ rf−1;co+;rf ⊆ rf−1;co;rf ⊆ fr;rf.
2. But then C ′ ∈ fr;C ′′;rf;rf−1;co;C ′′′;rf ⊆ fr;C ′′;co;C ′′′;rf, for some C ′′ and C ′′′. Contradic-
tion to the assumption of minimality of C .
So assume C ′ ∈ fr; rf.
Let (W,R) ∈ rf and (W ′,R′) ∈ rf. Then it is (W ′,W ) ∈ co by definition of fr.W is either from
the same thread as R and R′ or not. Assume W is from the same thread as R and R′. Then it
must be either (R,W ) ∈ po or (W,R) ∈ po. If (R,W ) ∈ po then there is a cycle in rf;po-loc
using only R and W that has already been dealt with in Case P : R→ W . If (W,R) ∈ po,
then it is (W,R) ∈ po-loc and (R,R′) ∈ po-loc, so also (W,R′) ∈ po-loc and there is a smaller
cycle in po-loc;fr using only R′ and W that has been dealt with in Case P :W → R.
So assumeW is from a different thread than R and R′. Then Rmust read fromW in memory.
It cannot be (R,W ′) in po since otherwise there would be a smaller cycle of R, W ′, and W
in po-loc;co;rf. Now there are two cases: R′ is satisfied before R or after.
R′ is satisfied before R. If R′ is satisfied before R, at the point where R is satisfied by
definition of the satisfy-read transitions (satisfy by forwarding or in memory) the
read R′ is restarted since it reads from a different write from R that is not po-after R,
contradicting the assumption of no restarts in Tr. So assume R is satisfied before R′.
R′ is satisfied after R. By (W ′,W ) ∈ co it must be that W ′ propagates to memory before
W does, and since R reads from W in memory, W propagates to memory before R
satisfies. So W ′ propagates, and then W propagates, before R′ satisfies. But then R′
cannot read from W ′: it cannot read from W ′ by thread-local forwarding, since W ′ is
already propagated when R′ is satisfied; and it cannot read from W ′ in memory since
W propagated to memory after W ′ before R′ is satisfied, overwriting W ′.
Thus in Tr by definition of Flat Operational: po-loc | fr | co | rf acyclic.
D.1.3 Show rmw & (fre; coe) empty
Lemma 19. Let Tr be a valid finite trace of Flat Operational that has no restarts or discarded
instruction tree branches, which induces the relations po, co, rf, and rmw. Then rmw & (fre; coe)
empty.
Proof. Now assume rmw & (fre; coe) non-empty. So there exists a successful load/store exclusive
pair (RE,WE) such that RE reads from a write W and there exists a write W ′ to the same address
as RE but from a different thread such that (W,W ′) ∈ co and (W ′,WE) ∈ co. Then it must be that
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W propagates to memory before W ′, and W ′ propagates to memory before WE. Now there are
two cases: RE is satisfied by thread-internal forwarding or in memory.
RE satisfied by forwarding. Here there are again two cases: (1.) At the point where W propa-
gates to memory WE has promised its success or (2.) not.
1. When W propagates to memory it adds the mapping t = (RE→ {full-write-slice W})
into the exclusives map, and by definition of Flat Operational t can only be removed
by propagating the write exclusive WE paired with RE.
SinceW ′ propagates afterW and beforeWE, whenW ′ propagates t is in the exclusives
map. But since RE and W ′ are from a different thread and W is to the same address
as W ′, W ′ cannot propagate, contradiction.
2. WE must promise its success before propagating. When WE promises its success W is
already propagated to memory, by assumption. Since RE reads from W by forwarding
RE must already be satisfied when WE promises its success. For WE to be able promise
its success there can be no write coherence-after W (overlapping W ) from a different
thread than RE in memory. So W ′ cannot be propagated yet and must propagate after
the promise-write-exclusive-success transition of WE.
WE’s promise-write-exlusive-success transition now adds the mapping t = (RE →
{full-write-slice W}) to the exclusives map. The mapping t can only be removed from
the exclusives map when propagating WE; W ′ propagates before WE by assumption.
Hence t must be in exclusives map when W ′ propagates. But since W ′ overlaps W
and is from a different thread than RE, the write W ′ cannot propagate. Contradiction.
RE satisfied in memory. Since RE reads fromW in memory it has to enter memory afterW . RE’s
satisfy-read transition returns the last memory write written to its location, and since W ′
propagates after W , the read RE satisfies before W ′ propagates, which in turn is before WE
propagates. Now there are two cases: 1. when RE is satisfied WE has promised its success
or 2. not.
1. Then when RE reads from W in memory it adds t = (RE→ {full-write-slice W}) to
the exclusives map. Since t can only be removed when propagating WE and since
W ′ propagates before WE, when W ′ propagates t must be in the exclusives map. But
since W ′ is to the same address as W but from a different thread than RE, the write
W ′ cannot propagate, contradiction.
2. WE must promise its success before propagating. For WE to promise its success after
RE is satisfied there must be no write overlappingW from a different thread coherence-
after W in memory. So W ′ cannot be propagated to memory when promising the
success of WE.
The promise-write-exclusive-success transition for WE adds the element t = (RE→
{full-write-slice W}) to the exclusives map. Since t can only be removed when propa-
gating WE and sinceW ′ propagates before WE, whenW ′ propagates, t must be in the
exclusives map. But since W ′ is to the same address as W but from a different thread
than RE, the write W ′ cannot propagate, contradiction.
Therefore rmw & (fre;coe) empty.
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Theorem 11. Let Tr be a valid finite trace of Flat Operational that induces the relations po, rf, co,
and rmw. Then x = (po, rf, co, rmw) is a legal finite execution in ARMv8-axiomatic.
Proof. Let Tr′ be an equivalent finite Flat Operational trace that induces the same relations po,
rf, co, and rmw and has no restarts or discarded instruction tree branches, by Lemma 16. By
Corollary 3 x satisfies the external axiom, by Lemma 18 x satisfies the internal axiom, and by
Lemma 19 x satisfies the atomic axiom.
D.2 Flat-axiomatic definition
In order to show that any behaviour allowed by the ARMv8-axiomatic model is allowed by Flat
Operational, we define an intermediate model, called Flat Axiomatic. Flat Axiomatic is supposed to
capture the details of Flat Operational in an axiomatic model defined in herd. Some rules, mostly
concerned with the finishing of loads in Flat, are difficult to precisely define axiomatically; the
model slightly over-approximates these in a way that is “locally” stronger but “globally” equivalent
for non-mixed-size programs. The model is defined as follows, with the intuition for the definitions
given as inlined comments.
(* Exclude all executions that violate coherence ... *)
acyclic po−loc | rf | fr | co as internal
(* ... and the read/write exclusive guarantee. *)
empty rmw & (fre;coe) as exclusives
let Xw = range(rmw) (* successful store exclusives *)
let Xr = domain(rmw) (* successful load exclusives *)
(* auxiliary definitions, explained when used in the rules below: *)
let po−R−loc = po−loc \ (po−loc; [W]; po−loc)
let po−no−W−loc = po \ (po; [W]; po−loc)
(* Acq = A, Rel = L, for readability of the rules *)
(* Define the relations in the Flat thread subsystem as relations
between barrier commitment / write propagation / read satisfaction or
finishing.
R: read, W: write, B: barrier,
S: satisfy, C: barrier commit / write propagate / read finish
BC_RS, for instance, captures which barriers (on the le−hand side)
have to be committed (or finished) before the reads (on the right−hand
side) can be satisfied. *)
let BC_RS = [DMB.SY|ISB|DMB.LD]; po; [R] (* 1 *)
let WC_RS = [Rel];po;[Acq] (* 2 *)
| [Xw];rfi;[Acq] (* 3 *)
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| [W];(po−loc\rf\(po;rf));[R] (* 4 *)
let RS_RS = [Acq];po;[R] (* 5 *)
| [R];addr;[R] (* 6 *)
| [R];(addr|data);rfi;[R] (* 7 *)
| [R];(po−loc\(rf^−1;rf)\(po;rf));[R] (* 8 *)
let RS_RC = id (* 9 *)
let RC_RC = [R];addr;[R] (* 10 *)
| [R];addr;po−no−W−loc;[R] (* 11 *)
| [Acq];po;[R] (* 12 *)
| [R];ctrl;[R] (* 13 *)
| [R];(addr|data);rfi;[R] (* 14 *)
| [R];po−R−loc;[R] (* 15 *)
let WC_RC = [Rel];po;[Acq] (* 16 *)
| [W];(po−R−loc\rf);[R] (* 17 *)
let BC_RC = [DMB.SY|ISB|DMB.LD];po;[R] (* 18 *)
let BC_BC = [DMB.SY];po;[F] (* 19 *)
| [F];po;[DMB.SY] (* 20 *)
let RC_BC = [R];po;[DMB.SY|DMB.LD] (* 21 *)
| [R];ctrl;[F] (* 22 *)
| [R];addr;po;[ISB] (* 23 *)
let WC_BC = [W];po;[DMB.SY|DMB.ST] (* 24 *)
let RC_WC = [R];po;[Rel] (* 25 *)
| [R];addr;[W] (* 26 *)
| [R];data;[W] (* 27 *)
| [R];ctrl;[W] (* 28 *)
| [R];addr;po;[W] (* 29 *)
| [Acq];po;[W] (* 30 *)
| [R];po−loc;[W] (* 31 *)
| [R];rmw;[W] (* 32 *)
let WC_WC = [W];po−loc;[W] (* 33 *)
| [W];po;[Rel] (* 34 *)
let BC_WC = [F];po;[W] (* 35 *)
(* For writes, being finished implies being propagated and committed.
For barrier, being finished implies being committed.
1: BARRIERS: Reads can only satisfy when po−earlier DMB.SYs, ISBs,
DMB.LDs are finished.
2: REL/ACQ: Load acquires can only satisfy
when po−earlier write releases are finished.
3: REL/ACQ: Load acquires cannot be satisfied by forwarding from
store exclusives.
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4: COHERENCE: The propagation of a write restarts all po−later reads
to the same location that did not read from it or a po−later write.
5: REL/ACQ: Reads can only satisfy when po−earlier acquire reads are
satisfied.
6: DATAFLOW: Reads cannot satisfy until their address is known.
7: DATAFLOW: Reads can only satisfy when the write they read from has
its address and data.
8: COHERENCE: If two reads to the same location, R1−po−> R2, read
from dierent writes where R2’s write is not po−aer R1, they
must satisfy in order, or R1’s satisfaction restarts R2.
9: A read can only finish when it is satisfied.
10: DATAFLOW: Reads can only finish if their dataflow is finished.
11: COHERENCE: Reads can only finish if all instructions up to the
closest po−predecessor write to the same address have their
address−feeding reads finished.
12: REL/ACQ: Reads can only finish if all po−earlier acquires are
finished.
13: COHERENCE: Reads can only finish when the memory reads feeding
into po−earlier conditional/computed branches are finished.
14: COHERENCE: Reads can only finish when the dataflow of the
write they read from is finished.
15: COHERENCE: (Aproximation) Reads can only finish when all
same−location reads in−between them and the closest
po−predecessor write to the same address are finished.
16: REL/ACQ: Acquire reads can only finish if all po−earlier release
writes are finished.
17: COHERENCE: Reads that are not satisfied by the nearest
po−predecessor write to the same location can only finish when
that write is propagated.
18: BARRIERS: Reads can only finish if all po−earlier DMB.SYs,
ISBs, DMB.LDs are finished.
19: BARRIERS: Barriers can only commit if po−earlier DMB.SYs are
finished.
20: BARRIERS: DMB.SYs can only commit if po−earlier barriers are
finished.
21: BARRIERS: DMB.SYs and DMB.LDs can only commit if po−earlier
reads are finished.
22: BARRIERS: Barriers can only commit if all memory reads
feeding into po−earlier conditional/computed branches are finished.
23: BARRIERS: ISBs can only commit if po−earlier memory accesses
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have their address−feeding memory reads finished.
24: BARRIERS: DMB.SYs and DMB.STs can only commit if po−earlier
writes are finished.
25: REL/ACQ: Release writes can only commit if po−earlier reads
are finished.
26: COHERENCE: Writes can only commit if they have calculated
their address and have fully determined data.
27: COHERENCE: Writes can only commit if they have calculated
their value and have fully determined data.
28: COHERENCE: Writes can only commit if the memory reads
feeding into po−earlier conditional/computed branches are finished.
29: COHERENCE: Writes can only commit if po−earlier memory
accesses have their address−feeding memory reads finished.
30: REL/ACQ: Writes can only commit if po−earlier read acquires
are finished.
31: COHERENCE: (Approximation) Writes can only propagate if
po−predecessor same−address reads are finished.
32: EXCLUSIVES: Exclusive writes can only commit aer their
matching exclusive reads are finished.
33: COHERENCE: (No write subsumption) writes can only propagate
when all po−previous writes to the same location are propagated.
34: REL/ACQ: Release writes can only commit when po−previous
writes are finished.
35: BARRIERS: A write can only commit when po−earlier barriers
are finished.
*)
(* Now compose these edges in the relation "order", where
order(E,E’) i
E commits (if E is a barrier) / propagates (E write) / satisfies (E read)
before
E’ commits (E’ barrier) / propagates (E’ write) / satisfies (E’ read).
Edges XX_RS; RC_YY are composable, edges XX_RC; RS_YY are not. To
list all the edges that are composable− remove all edges XX_RC and
replace themwith edges of type XX_RS, XX_BC, or XX_WC;
So:
− delete RC_RC
− replace RS_RC by RS_RC; RC_RC*; (RC_BC | RC_WC)
− replace WC_RC by WC_RC; RC_RC*; (RC_BC | RC_WC)
− replace BC_RC by BC_RC; RC_RC*; (RC_BC | RC_WC)
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The resulting order is below.
− Coherence in operational flat axiomatic is determined by the
order in which writes propagate to memory. Conversely, for the candidate
execution to be allowed by the operational model this write
propagation order has to be compatible with the other constraints on
the thread behaviour. Therefore include co in the order.
− If a read reads in storage it reads the most recent write that
went into memory before it. Conversely, to get an operational
trace where the reads−from is as in the candidate execution for
(w,r) in rf the write w has to propagate before r is satisfied and
any write w’ with (w,w’) co−− so (r,w’) in fr−−must not propagate
until aer r is satisfied. If a read reads by forwarding it
must do this before the read write propagates and therefore also before
any coherence later writes propagate. So include fr in the order.
− For a read to read from a dierent−thread write it has to go
into memory aer it. So include rfe in the order.
To match a valid Flat trace with no restarts or discards this order
has to be acyclic.
*)
let Order = BC_RS
| WC_RS
| RS_RS
| RS_RC; RC_RC*; (RC_BC | RC_WC)
| WC_RC; RC_RC*; (RC_BC | RC_WC)
| BC_RC; RC_RC*; (RC_BC | RC_WC)
| BC_BC
| RC_BC
| WC_BC
| RC_WC
| WC_WC
| BC_WC
| co
| rfe
| fr
Acyclic (Order+) as external
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D.3 Flat Axiomatic behaviour included in Flat Operational
D.3.1 Auxiliary result for load/store exclusives
Lemma 20. Let (po, rf, co, rmw) be a finite candidate execution accepted by Flat-axiomatic. Let S
be a linearisation of Order for this candidate execution. Let (R,W ) ∈ rmw with R and W to the same
address, WR the write such that (WR,R) ∈ rf. Then
1. (WR,W ) ∈ S,
2. (R,W ) ∈ S,
3. and there is no W ′ with (WR,W ′) ∈ S, (W ′,W ) ∈ S for a write W ′ to the same address as W
but from a different thread than W .
Proof. It is (R,W ) ∈ rmw ⊆ RC_WC ⊆ S, so (2.) holds.
Now either (WR,R) ∈ rfi, then (WR,R) ∈ po by internal axiom and by (R,W ) ∈ po also have
(WR,W ) ∈ po. Therefore it is (WR,W ) ∈ [W];po-loc;[W] ⊆WC_WC ⊆ S, so have (1.).
Or (WR,R) ∈ rfe ⊆ S and by (R,W ) ∈ rmw ⊆ RC_WC ⊆ S it is (WR,W ) ∈ S, so have (1.).
Since co totally orders same-address writes and co ⊆ S it is (WR,W ) ∈ co by (1.). (3.) Now
assume there is such a write W ′. Then since co ⊆ S and co totally orders same-address writes,
(WR,W ′) ∈ co and (W ′,W ) ∈ co. But then (R,W ′) ∈ fre and (W ′,W ) ∈ coe so that (R,W ) ∈
(fre;coe) & rmw. Contradiction to the exclusives axiom.
Lemma 21. Let (po, rf, co, rmw) be a finite candidate execution accepted by Flat-axiomatic. Let
(R,W ) ∈ rmw and (R′,W ′) ∈ rmw and R,R′,W ,W ′ all from the same thread to the same address,
with R 6= R′. Let (RW,R) ∈ rf and (RW′,R′) ∈ rf. Then it cannot be RW= RW′.
Proof. Assume RW = RW′. We know W 6= W ′, since otherwise the pairing of W with R and
W ′ with R′ would not be possible. It is (R,W ) ∈ po, and (R′,W ′) ∈ po. Assume without loss of
generality (R,R′) ∈ po. Now because of (R,W ) ∈ rmw it cannot be (R,R′); (R′,W ) ∈ po. So po
must order them as R;W ;R′;W ′. Have RW 6=W , since otherwise there is a cycle in rf;po-loc for R
and W . Similarly, it is RW 6=W ′, since otherwise there is a cycle in rf;po-loc for R′ and W ′. The
coherence order must be (RW,W ) ∈ co, since otherwise there is a cycle in rf;po-loc; co. So it is
(R′,W ) ∈ fr. Contradiction to internal axiom: cycle in fr|po-loc.
D.3.2 Write-finish lemma
Lemma 22. Let St be a state of Flat operational with all enabled eager non-fetch, non-barrier-commit
transitions taken. For any store W : if the write of W is propagated, then W is finished.
Proof. Since W by assumption is aligned, W has only a single write. Hence after propagating,
W was eagerly completed. Since all register reads done by a store are reads to determine its
footprint/address and data, such register reads have already been done byW , and the pseudocode
execution ofW can be eagerly finished. SinceW has committed its data must be fully determined
and all program-order-preceding conditional/computed branches are finished. Thus the condition
for finishing W holds and W has been eagerly finished.
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D.3.3 Main proof
Theorem 12. Let (po, rf, co, rmw) be a finite candidate execution allowed in Flat-axiomatic. Then
there exists a finite trace Tr of Flat Operational that induces the candidate execution (po, rf, co, rmw).
Proof. Let S be a linearisation of Order for this candidate execution. Define rfs= S&rf, r= rf \ rfs,
Rs= range rfs, Rt= range r. Then rfe ⊆ rfs since rfe ⊆ Order.
Trace construction
Now construct Tr as follows:
1. Start with an empty trace.
2. Fetch all instructions one-by-one following po of the candidate-execution. In program order,
for each write exclusive W :
• if W ∈ range rmw promise the success of the write exclusive
• if W /∈ range rmw promise the failure of the write exclusive
3. (Repeatedly) Take the enabled eager non-fetch, non-barrier-commit transitions.
4. For each next element E of S:
4.1. If E is a read R ∈ Rt satisfy R by forwarding from the unique W with (W,R) ∈ rf
using the transition T = satisfy-read-by-forwarding for R and W .
If E is a read R ∈ Rs satisfy R in memory with T = satisfy-read-in-memory for R and
the write W with (W,R) ∈ rf.
If E is a write W take transition T = propagate-memory-write for W .
If B is a barrier take transition T = commit-barrier for B.
4.2. (Repeatedly) Take all enabled eager non-fetch, non-barrier-commit transitions (these
include the pseudocode-internal transitions, register reads and writes, initiating of
reads and writes, instantiating of writes, committing stores, completing loads and
stores that have done all their respective reads and writes, and finishing instructions).
Note that the success of store exclusive instructions is determined right after fetching. Subse-
quently certain eager transitions are taken, including the success register writes of these store
exclusive instructions. This ensures that dependencies on store exclusive success register writes
do not create memory ordering (as intended in ARMv8). Note also that the boolean recording
whether a store exclusive instruction has been determined to succeed is stable under restarts.
Hence if another instruction relies on the success register write of a store exclusive instruction
this register write is immediately fully determined (see definition of fully determined).
Given a finite candidate execution the above definition constructs a finite trace.
Read-finish lemma
Lemma 23. Let St be a state of Flat operational reached after a prefix of a trace constructed as
above, and with all enabled eager non-fetch, non-barrier-commit transitions taken. For any read R: if
R is satisfied, all writes and barriers E with (E,R) ∈ (WC_RC | BC_RC); RC_RC* are finished, and all
reads R′ with (R′,R) ∈ RC_RC+ are satisfied, then R is finished.
Proof. By induction on the instruction tree of the thread of R.
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Induction start: empty instruction tree. If the instruction tree is empty there is no such read
R in it.
Induction hypothesis: assume the statement holds for some instruction tree IT, show it also
holds for adding a leaf II to IT. By the induction assumption the induction hypothesis holds
for all satisfied reads R in IT also with II added. (The condition of the finish-instruction transition
for loads is unaffected by po-later instructions.) So remains to show that the induction hypothesis
holds for II. Let R be the leaf II and assume R is a satisfied read, and that all writes and barriers
E with (E,R) ∈ (WC_RC | BC_RC); RC_RC* are finished and all reads R′ with (R′,R) ∈ RC_RC+ are
satisfied. Have to show that R is finished.
For R to finish the following have to hold:
1. R has to have fully determined data. Hence, the memory reads feeding into the
register reads of R have to be finished. Let R′ be one such read. Have (R′,R) ∈
[R];addr;[R]⊆RC_RC. Therefore R′ is satisfied in St, all reads R′′ with (R′′,R′) ∈ RC_RC+
are satisfied since (R′′,R′); (R′,R) ∈ RC_RC+; RC_RC ⊆ RC_RC+, and all writes and bar-
riers E′ finished for (E′,R′) ∈ (WC_RC | BC_RC); RC_RC*, since have (E′,R′); (R′,R) ∈
(WC_RC|BC_RC); RC_RC*; RC_RC ⊆ (WC_RC|BC_RC); RC_RC*. Then by induction hypothesis
R′ is finished.
2. Conditional/computed branches po-before R have to be finished. Assume there is an unfin-
ished branch instruction po-before R, let BR be the po-earliest one. BR’s finish transition is
taken eagerly, so if BR is not finished, then it is because BR cannot finish yet.
Since BR is the po-earliest unfinished branch its control flow is finished. So it must be the
dataflow going into BR that is unfinished: there is at least one read R′ that feeds into the
register reads of BR that is unfinished. But then (R′,R) ∈ [R];ctrl;[R] ⊆ RC_RC and therefore
R′ satisfied and all writes and barriers E′ finished for (E′,R′) ∈ (WC_RC|BC_RC); RC_RC*,
since (E′,R′); (R′,R) ∈ (WC_RC|BC_RC);RC_RC*, and all reads R′′ with (R′′,R′) ∈ RC_RC+
satisfied, since (R′′,R′); (R′,R) ∈ RC_RC+. Therefore by induction hypothesis R′ is finished,
contradiction.
3. All po-earlier dmbsy, dmbld, isb are finished. Since [DMB.SY|ISB|DMB.LD];po;[R] ⊆ BC_RC,
by assumption all of these are finished in St.
4. All po-earlier acquire reads are finished.
Let R′ be a po-earlier acquire. So (R′,R) ∈ [Acq];po;[R] ⊆ RC_RC. Then R′ satisfied. And all
writes and barriers E′ finished for (E′,R′) ∈ (WC_RC|BC_RC);RC_RC*, by (E′,R′); (R′,R) ∈
(WC_RC|BC_RC);RC_RC*, and all reads R′′ with (R′′,R′) ∈ RC_RC+ are satisfied, since
(R′′,R′); (R′,R) ∈ RC_RC+. Then by induction hypothesis R′ is finished.
5. If R is an acquire then all po-earlier releases are finished. This is true in St, since by
[Rel];po;[Acq] ⊆WC_RC these write releases are finished.
6. Let W be the closest po-earlier write with known address to the same address, if such a
write exists. Then:
(a) If such a write W exists and was forwarded to R the memory reads feeding into the
register reads of W must be finished.
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(b) If such a write W exists and was not forwarded to R it must be propagated.
(c) All memory accesses between this writeW and R (if no suchW exists, then all memory
accesses po-before R) have fully determined footprint/address: have done enough
steps to compute their footprint/address and have their footprint/address-feeding
memory reads finished.
(d) All reads R′ to the same address between W and R (if no such W exists, then all such
memory reads po-before R) must be satisfied and not-restartable.
First show that if in the completed Flat-axiomatic execution there exists a closest same
address program-order-predecessor write fW to R then its footprint/address is known in
St, and so fW =W . (By construction of the Flat operational trace there cannot be another
write program-order-between fW and R to the same address.) Assume such a write fW
exists in the completed Flat-axiomatic execution. Then (fW ,R) ∈ po-no-W-loc;[R]. Then in
St the address-feeding memory reads of fW are satisfied: let R′ be one such read; then
(R′,R) ∈ [R];addr;po-no-W-loc;[R] ⊆ RC_RC, and by assumption R′ satisfied. Since all such
reads are satisfied, they have eagerly done their register writes, (arithmetic instructionsfW might depend on have eagerly done their register reads and writes) and fW has eagerly
done its register reads and initiated, and so has known address.
So assume W =fW (if such a fW exists). Now show (a) – (d).
(a) Let R′ be one such read. Then (R′,R) ∈ [R];(addr|data);rfi ⊆ RC_RC. Then by as-
sumption R′ is satisfied, all reads R′′ with (R′′,R′) ∈ RC_RC+ are satisfied, since it
is (R′′,R′); (R′,R) ∈ RC_RC+, and all writes and barriers E′ are finished for (E′,R′) ∈
(WC_RC | BC_RC); RC_RC*, since (E′,R′); (R′,R) ∈ (WC_RC | BC_RC); RC_RC*. Then by
induction hypothesis R′ is finished.
(b) By assumption R is satisfied in St. Now there are two cases:
(W,R) ∈ rf. Since by assumption W was not forwarded to R, the read R read from,
W , is in memory, so W propagated.
(W,R) /∈ rf. Then (W,R) ∈ [W];(po-R-loc\rf);[R] ⊆ WC_RC, so by assumption W is
finished and therefore propagated.
(c) Let R′ be one such footprint/address-feeding read. Then (R′,R) ∈
[R];addr;po-no-W-loc;[R] ⊆ RC_RC ⊆ S. Therefore R′ is satisfied, all reads R′′
with (R′′,R′) ∈ RC_RC+ are satisfied, since (R′′,R′); (R′,R) ∈ RC_RC+, and all
writes and barriers E′ are finished for (E′,R′) ∈ (WC_RC | BC_RC); RC_RC*, since
(E′,R′); (R′,R) ∈ (WC_RC | BC_RC); RC_RC*. Then by induction hypothesis R′ is finished.
Moreover, since all such R′ are satisfied, all memory accesses between W and R (if no
such W exists, then all memory accesses po-before R) have eagerly done the register
reads necessary to determine their address and eagerly initiated.
(d) Let R′ be such a read. Then (R′,R) ∈ [R];po-R-loc;[R] ⊆ RC_RC. Therefore R′ is satisfied,
all reads R′′ with (R′′,R′) ∈ RC_RC+ are satisfied, since (R′′,R′); (R′,R) ∈ RC_RC+, and
all writes and barriers E′ are finished for (E′,R′) ∈ (WC_RC|BC_RC); RC_RC*, because
it is (E′,R′); (R′,R) ∈ (WC_RC|BC_RC); RC_RC*. Then by induction hypothesis R′ is
finished.
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Since R by assumption is aligned, it is the only read of its load instruction. Now have: R is
satisfied, so the load is eagerly completed. Since there are no additional register reads to be done
by R its pseudocode execution is eagerly finished. Since all the conditions for finishing R hold in
St and the read-finish transition is an eager transition, R is finished and the induction hypothesis
holds.
Trace is valid trace
Now show by induction on n: if Tr is the (partial or full) trace constructed for S[0..n], with n
within the range of S, then:
0. Assume RE→ {full-write-sliceW} in the exclusives map after executing Tr. Then (W,RE) ∈
rf and there exists a write exclusive WE such that (RE,WE) ∈ rmw. Let WE be this write
exclusive. Then W ∈ S[0..n] and WE /∈ S[0..n] and RE satisfied after Tr.
1. For all satisfy-read transitions in Tr for reads R (whether by forwarding or from memory),
the writeW it reads from is the write in (W,R) in the rf relation from the candidate execution
above. For all write-propagate transitions in Tr for writesW , they occur in Tr consistent with
the co relation in the candidate execution above. And (R,W ) ∈ rmw holds in the candidate
execution above, if-and-only-if the write exclusive W is successfully paired with R in Tr.
The instruction trees viewed as a relation (restricted to reads/writes/barriers) is po.
2. Tr involves no restarts and no discarding of branches in the instruction trees.
3. Tr is a valid (partial or full) trace of Flat Operational.
4. If there are any enabled transitions after Tr, they can only be one of:
• satisfy memory read by forwarding
• satisfy memory read from storage
• propagate memory write
• commit barrier
• fetch instruction
Induction start, empty prefix of S, with steps 1 – 3 from the trace construction done.
0. After executing only fetch, promise-write-exclusive-success or promise-write-exclusive-
failure, and non-fetch, non-barrier-commit eager transitions the exclusives map is empty.
(In the case of promise-write-exclusive-success transitions this is because the paired loads
have by construction not been satisfied yet.)
1. Since the fetch and promise-write-exclusive-success/failure transitions and eager transitions
do not satisfy reads or propagate writes (1.) holds for rf and co. Since by construction of Tr
the success of a write exclusive W is promised if-and-only-if W ∈ range rmw, (1.) holds for
rmw as well. By construction the instruction-trees unfolding matches po. By proof of (2.)
the instruction trees are not pruned.
2. By definition of Flat Operational none of these transitions can cause restarts. Neither fetching
nor the promise-write-exclusive-success/failure transition discard instruction tree branches.
Since the instruction trees viewed as a relation matches po of the candidate execution any
eagerly taken finish-instruction transition for a branch will not discard instruction tree
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branches; the other eagerly taken transitions by definition do not discard instruction tree
branches.
3. By definition of Flat Operational for non-computed conditional branches both possible
targets of the branch can be fetched, for computed branches any address can be fetched.
Hence, the model allows fetching all the instructions according to po.
Since rmw will only relate a load exclusive and a store exclusive that can be successfully
paired, the promise-write-exclusive-success transitions are enabled for these store exclusives.
(Since the paired load exclusive instructions by construction of Tr have not been satisfied yet
the store exclusive does not need to provide any atomicity guarantee yet.) Store exclusives
can unconditionally fail, so the promise-write-exclusive-failure transitions are also enabled
for the store exclusives that do not have a write in rmw.
By assumption the taken eager transitions are enabled.
4. By definition, all the eager transitions (all except the ones in the inductive hypotheses) are
taken.
Induction step: n → n+1. Now extend Tr to Tr′ for the next element E = S[n+ 1] (if n+ 1
within range of S).
Case E is a read R from Rt. Show extending the trace for E preserves properties 0. – 3.
0. Only the promise-write-success, satisfy-read-in-memory and propagate-memory-write
transitions change the exclusives map. Since E is a read in Rt and satisfied by forward-
ing, 0. still holds by induction hypothesis.
1. By induction hypothesis this is true for Tr for rf, co, rmw, and po. Extending Tr to
Tr′ preserves this: the relations po, co, and rmw are unaffected; only have to show it
also holds for rf, but this follows from the construction of Tr′: R is satisfied by W for
(W,R) ∈ rf.
2. Have to show that the satisfaction of R does not cause the restart or discarding of any
instructions. By definition T does not discard instruction tree branches.
By definition of the satisfy-read-by-forwarding transition T might restart certain
instructions violating coherence with respect to R and their dataflow dependents. We
call such violating instructions (without the dataflow dependents) the restart-roots
set. Show that the restart-roots set of instructions is empty, and hence that T restarts
no instructions. From that follows that extending the trace for E preserves 2.
According to the definition of satisfy-read-by-forwarding restart-roots is the set of all
program-order-later reads R′ to the same location where R′ is unfinished and has been
satisfied, but by neither W nor a write po-after R after executing Tr.
Assume there is such a read R′ that is satisfied by a write W ′ that is neither W nor
po-after R after executing Tr. Then have (R,R′) ∈ po-loc, and therefore (R,R′) ∈
[R];(po-loc\(rf−1;rf)\(po;rf));[R] ⊆ RS_RS ⊆ S. By construction R′ can only have already
been satisfied if (R′,R) ∈ S. But already have (R,R′) ∈ S. Contradiction to the acyclicity
of S.
3. To be able satisfy R from W by thread-internal forwarding,
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3.1. Rmust be in Pending_mem_reads state, not already satisfied, and the read-request-
condition hold,
3.2. W must be in state Pending_mem_writes with data available, and not propagated
yet,
3.3. W must be before R in the instruction tree,
3.4. there must be no writeW ′ to the same address between R andW in the instruction
tree,
3.5. there must be no R′ to the same address in between R and W in the instruction
tree that read from another write W ′ 6=W ,
3.6. if R is a read acquire, then W is not a store exclusive.
Now show those conditions hold.
3.1. After executing Tr the read R is in Pending_mem_reads state, it is not satisfied
yet, and the read-request-condition holds.
The reads feeding into the register reads of R have been satisfied and therefore
eagerly completed: for any read R′ whose read value feeds into the address of
R it is (R′,R) ∈ RS_RS ⊆ Order ⊆ S; therefore by construction R′ is satisfied and
eagerly completed after executing Tr; the register writes of any write exclusive
WE’s success bits feeding into the address of R are eagerly done, since by construc-
tion WE has determined its success/failure; any other, non-memory, instructions
feeding into R’s registers reads have been done eagerly. Hence R has eagerly done
its register reads and initiated, and therefore is in state Pending_mem_reads.
R cannot already be satisfied yet after Tr: by construction R could only be satisfied
after Tr if (R,R) ∈ S, but S is acyclic. Remains to show that the read-request-
condition holds. Then 3.1. follows.
Hence, show:
3.1.1. All program-order-earlier dmbsy, isb, dmbld are finished. By definition
of BC_RS have [DMB.SY|ISB|DMB.LD];po;[R] ⊆ BC_RS ⊆ S. So by construction
of Tr all such dmbsy, isb, dmbld are committed after executing Tr, and
therefore eagerly finished after Tr.
3.1.2. If R is an acquire read then all po-earlier write releases are finished. It is
[Rel];po;[Acq] ∈WC_RS ⊆S. So by construction all po-earlier write releases are
propagated if R is an acquire, and therefore eagerly completed and finished
after Tr.
3.1.3. All po-earlier acquire reads are entirely satisfied. It is [Acq];po;[R] ⊆ RS_RS ⊆ S.
So by construction all acquires po-before R are satisfied after executing Tr.
3.2. After executing Tr the writeW is in state Pending_mem_writeswith data available
and not propagated yet.
As shown above, rfe ⊆ rfs. Therefore, since r= rf \ rfs it is (W,R) ∈ rfi, so W and
R from the same thread.
The memory reads feeding into the register reads of W have been completed: for
any read R′ that feeds intoW ’s address or data it is (R′,R) ∈ [R];(addr|data);rfi;[R] ⊆
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RS_RS ⊆ Order ⊆ S; therefore by construction R′ is satisfied after executing Tr
and therefore eagerly completed; any register write of a write exclusive’s success
bit feeding into the address or data of W has been done eagerly, since all write
exclusives have already promised success or failure after Tr; all non-memory
instructions feeding into W ’s registers reads have been done eagerly. Hence, W
has eagerly initiated and instantiated and is in state Pending_mem_writes.
Remains to show that W has not propagated yet.
By construction W can only be propagated if (W,R) ∈ S, so assume (W,R) ∈ S.
But by definition of r it is (R,W ) ∈ S. Since S acyclic, contradiction: (W,W ) ∈ S.
3.3. This follows by definition of the operational model if (W,R) ∈ po. As shown above,
(W,R) ∈ rfi, soW and R from the same thread. And it must be (W,R) ∈ po because
the internal axiom requires the acyclicity of po-loc | rf.
3.4. This follows by definition of the operational model if there is no (W,W ′) ∈ po
and (W ′,R) ∈ po for a write W ′ to the same address. There cannot be such
(W,W ′) ∈ po and (W ′,R) ∈ po since by the internal axiom in the candidate
execution po-loc | co | rf | fr acyclic.
3.5. Assume there is such a read R′.
Then by construction (R′,R) ∈ S, and by induction hypothesis (W ′,R′) ∈ rf of
the candidate execution. Now in the candidate execution W and W ′ must be
coherence related. If it is (W ′,W ) ∈ co, then (R′,W ′); (W ′,W ) ∈ rf−1;co= fr and
there is a cycle in fr;po-loc, contradiction to the assumption that Flat-axiomatic’s
internal axiom holds for the candidate execution.
So assume it is (W,W ′) ∈ co. By assumption it is (W,R) ∈ rf, so (R,W ′) ∈ fr of
the candidate execution. But then there is a cycle in fr; rf;po-loc in the candidate
execution. Contradiction to the assumption that the internal axiom holds.
3.6. Assume R is a read acquire and W a store exclusive. But then by definition of
rfs the read R is required to be in Rs, since [Xw];rfi;[A] ⊆ WC_RS ⊆ Order ⊆ S,
contradiction.
Case E is a read R from Rs. Show extending the trace for E preserves properties 0. – 3.
0. The transition T for R only changes the exclusives map in case R is a read exclusive RE
with a program-order-following write exclusive WE for which Tr contains the promise-
write-exclusive-success transition. By construction in that case (RE,WE) ∈ rmw. Let W
be the write with (W,RE) ∈ rf. Then T adds the element RE→ {full-write-slice W} to
the exclusives map. It is (W,RE) ∈ rfs ⊆ S, so W ∈ S[0..n+ 1]. By construction, after
Tr′ the read R = RE is satisfied. Left to show that WE /∈ S[0..n+ 1]. This follows by
(RE,WE) ∈ fr ⊆ S. Since R is a read, for the other elements in the exclusives map 0.
still holds.
1. By induction hypothesis the trace Tr matches the rf and co relation from the candidate
execution, the instruction-trees unfolding matches po, and the load/store-exclusive
pairing is as in rmw. Have to show that extending Tr to Tr′ for E preserves this. But
this follows from the construction: R is satisfied by W for (W,R) ∈ rf. po, co, and rmw
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are unchanged (since, as shown now, R does not cause any instruction restarts or
discards).
2. Have to show that the satisfaction of R does not cause the restart or discarding of any
instructions. By definition T does not discard instruction-tree branches.
T might restart some program-order-succeeding loads that violate coherence with
respect to R, and their dataflow dependents. We call restart-roots these violating loads
(without their dependents).
Then restart-roots is the set of all reads R′ program-order-after R to the same loca-
tion where R′ was satisfied neither from W nor from a write po-after R. Show that
restart-roots is empty, from which follows that R causes no instruction restarts, and
hence that extending the trace to Tr′ for E preserves 2.
Assume a read R′ in restart-roots that was satisfied by a write W ′ that is neither W
nor po-after R after Tr. Then (R,R′) ∈ [R];(po-loc \ (rf−1;rf) \ (po;rf));[R] ⊆ RS_RS ⊆ S.
But by construction R′ can only have been satisfied if (R′,R) ∈ S. Contradiction to the
acyclicity of S.
3. To be able to satisfy R from W in memory after Tr,
3.1. R must be in Pending_mem_reads state, unsatisfied, and the read-request-
condition hold,
3.2. W must be propagated to memory.
3.3. There must not be a write W ′ to the same address that propagated after W
3.4. If R is a successful exclusive read, in the storage subsystem state there must be no
element RE’→ {full-write-sliceW ′} in the exclusives map where RE’ and R are to
the same address but from different threads.
Now show those conditions hold.
3.1. After executing Tr the read R is in state Pending_mem_reads, it is unsatisfied, and
the read-request-condition holds.
Thememory reads feeding into the register reads of R have been completed: for any
read R′ whose read value feeds into the address of R it is (R′,R) ∈ RS_RS ⊆ Order ⊆
S; therefore by construction R′ is satisfied and therefore eagerly completed after
executing Tr; the register writes of the success bit of any store exclusive feeding
into the register reads of R have been done eagerly since all write exclusives have
promised success or failure after Tr; all non-memory instructions feeding into the
register reads of R have been done eagerly. Hence, R has been eagerly initiated
and is in state Pending_mem_reads. R cannot be satisfied after Tr: by construction
R could only have been satisfied if there was (R,R) ∈ S. But S is acyclic.
Remains to show the read-request-condition holds, then 3.1. follows. This is if:
3.1.1. All program-order-earlier dmbsy, isb, dmbld are finished. By definition of
BC_RS it is [DMB.SY|ISB|DMB.LD];po;[R] ⊆ BC_RS ⊆ S. So by construction of
Tr all dmbsy, isb, dmbld are committed after executing Tr, and therefore
eagerly finished.
3.1.2. If R is an acquire read then all po-earlier write releases are finished. It is
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[Rel];po;[Acq] ⊆WC_RS ⊆ S. So by construction all po-earlier write releases are
propagated if R is an acquire, and therefore eagerly completed and finished.
3.1.3. All po-earlier acquires are entirely satisfied. It is [Acq];po;[R] ⊆ RS_RS ⊆ S. So
by construction all acquires po-before R are satisfied and eagerly completed
after executing Tr.
3.2. After executing Tr the write W is propagated. By definition of rfs it is (W,R) ∈
rfs ⊆ S, so by construction W has already been propagated.
3.3. Assume after executing Tr there is a writeW ′ to the same address that propagated
after W . Then this must be because (W,W ′) ∈ S and (W ′,R) ∈ S. Since co ⊆ S
and co totally orders same-address writes it must be (W,W ′) ∈ co and therefore
(R,W ′) ∈ fr ⊆ S. But then S cyclic. Contradiction.
3.4. Assume R is a read exclusive R= RE and (RE,WE) ∈ rmw. Assume there is such a
RE’→ {full-write-slice W ′} in the exclusives map. Then by induction hypothesis
it is (W ′,RE’) ∈ rf, there is WE’ such that (RE’,WE’) ∈ rmw, W ′ ∈ S[0..n], RE’
satisfied after Tr′, and WE’ not in S[0..n]. Then have (W ′,RE) ∈ S. Also have
(W,RE) ∈ rfs ⊆ S. Since RE’ is satisfied, by construction it must be RE’ ∈ S[0..n]
and therefore (RE’,RE) ∈ S. And it is (RE,WE’) ∈ S.
Also have (RE,WE) ∈ fr ⊆ S. Since by assumption RE and RE’ from different
threads it must also be that WE and WE’ are from different threads.
Now there are two cases:
(WE,WE′) ∈ S. Then it is (W ′,RE) ∈ S, (RE,WE) ∈ S, and (WE,WE′) ∈ S. But
WE and WE’ are to the same address from different threads, contradicting
Lemma 20 for (RE′,WE’) ∈ rmw.
(WE′,WE) ∈ S. Then it is (W,RE) ∈ S, (RE,WE’) ∈ S, and (WE′,WE) ∈ S. But
WE and WE’ are to the same address from different threads, contradicting
Lemma 20 for (R,WE) ∈ rmw.
Case E is a write W . Show extending the trace for E preserves properties 0. – 3.
0. Assume t = RE′→ {full-write-sliceW ′} in the exclusives map after executing Tr′. Now
there are two possibilities:
t in the exclusives map before T . Then by IH there is (W ′,RE′) ∈ rf and there exists
WE’ such that (RE’,WE’) ∈ rmw with W ′ ∈ S[0..n] and WE’ not in S[0..n] and
RE’ satisfied after Tr. Have to show T preserves this. rf and rmw are unaffected
by T ; after T it will still be W ′ in S[0..n+ 1] and RE’ still satisfied (by proof of
2.). So have to show WE’ not in S[0..n+ 1]. Assume it is. Then W = WE’. But
then T = propagate-memory-writeW deletes RE’ → {full-write-slice W ′} from
the exclusives map, contradiction.
otherwise. Then RE’ is a read exclusive that was satisfied by thread-internal forward-
ing fromW =W ′ and it is paired with a write exclusiveWE’ for which Tr contains
the promise-write-success transition. Then have (W,RE’) ∈ rf. By construction it
is (RE’,WE’) ∈ rmw. RE’ is satisfied (and remains satisfied after T by proof of 2.)
and it is W in S[0..n+ 1]. Still have to show that WE’ not in S[0..n+ 1].
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By (RE’,WE’) ∈ rmw it is (RE’,WE’) ∈ po. Since RE’ read fromW by thread-internal
forwarding it is also (W,RE’) ∈ po, so (W,WE’) ∈ po and they are writes to the
same location. But then it is (W,WE’) ∈ [W];po-loc;[W] ⊆ WC_WC ⊆ S, and since
W = S[n+ 1] it must be that WE’ /∈ S[0..n+ 1].
1. By induction hypothesis this holds for Tr. Have to show that extending Tr to Tr′ for E
preserves this. Since in the operational model the coherence relation is determined
by the order in which writes reach memory, have to show: (1.1.) for all (W ′,W ) ∈ co
the write W ′ has already been propagated after Tr and (1.2.) for all W ′ to the same
address as W that have been propagated before W in Tr it is (W ′,W ) ∈ co.
1.1. Since co ⊆ S by construction of Tr all such writesW ′ have already been propagated.
1.2. Let W ′ be any same-address write that is propagated after in Tr. Then by con-
struction of Tr it must be (W ′,W ) ∈ S. But since co ⊆ S, since co totally orders all
same-address writes, and since S is acyclic it must be (W ′,W ) ∈ co.
po, rf, and rmw are unaffected by T , so 1. follows.
2. Have to show that the propagation of W does not cause the restart or discarding of
any instructions. By definition T does not discard instruction-tree branches.
By definition of the propagate-memory-write transition T might restart certain in-
structions violating coherence with respect to W and their dataflow dependents. We
call such violating instructions (without the dataflow dependents) the restart-roots
set. Show that the restart-roots set of instructions is empty, and hence that T restarts
no instructions. From that follows that extending the trace for E preserves 2.
Then restart-roots is the set of all program-order-later non-finished reads R that have
been satisfied from a write to the same location as W , but neither from W nor from a
write po-after W , after Tr. Assume after executing Tr, R is such a read that is satisfied
by write W ′ that is neither W nor po-after W . So (W,R) ∈ [W];(po-loc\rf\(po;rf));[R] ⊆
WC_RS ⊆ S. By construction of Tr the read R can only have already been satisfied if
(R,W ) ∈ S. Contradiction to the acyclicity of S.
3. To propagate W , W must be in state Pending_mem_writes with its data available, its
store has to be committed and the conditions for propagating W have to hold.
First show that after executing Tr the write W is in state Pending_mem_writes. The
memory reads feeding into the register reads of W have been satisfied: for any read
R whose read value feeds into the address and data of W it is (R,W ) ∈ RC_WC ⊆
Order ⊆ S; therefore by construction of Tr the read R is satisfied and eagerly completed
after executing Tr; the register writes of the success bit of any write exclusives are
done eagerly since all write exclusives have promised their success or failure; all
non-memory data dependent instructions that feed into the register reads of W have
been done eagerly. Hence, W has eagerly initiated and instantiated and is in state
Pending_mem_writes.
Remains to show W is committed and the conditions for propagating W hold. Since
write commitment transitions are eager only have to show the conditions for commit-
ting W hold. From this follows that W has been eagerly committed. Hence, remains
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to show that the conditions for committing W and the conditions for propagating W
hold.
(The conditions 3.1. – 3.6. and 3.12. are conditions sufficient for committing W , the
others for propagating W . We prove some conditions for propagating W before 3.12.,
for convenience.)
3.1. All po-earlier dmbsy, isb, dmbld, dmbst are finished.
3.2. If W is a release then all po-earlier reads and writes are finished.
3.3. All po-earlier read acquires are finished.
3.4. W has fully determined data.
3.5. Conditional/computed branches po-before W have to be finished.
3.6. All po-previous memory accesses have their address-feeding memory reads fin-
ished and are initiated.
3.7. W is unpropagated.
3.8. All program-order-previous same-address writes have to be propagated.
3.9. All po-previous memory reads to the same address must be satisfied, and not
restartable.
3.10. Any read R that was partially satisfied from W must be entirely satisfied.
3.11. There exists no RE’→ {full-write-slice W ′} in the exclusives map after Tr where
RE’ and W are to the same address but from different threads.
3.12. If W is a successful store exclusive WE paired with a load exclusive RE, then RE
is finished, and if RE read from a same-thread write W ′, that write is propagated.
Now prove the above conditions hold:
3.1. It is [F];po;[W] ⊆ BC_WC ⊆ Order ⊆ S. So by construction of Tr all po-earlier
dmbsy, isb, dmbld, dmbst are committed, and therefore eagerly finished.
3.2. Assume W is a write release and let W ′ be a po-earlier write. Then by
(W ′,W ) ∈ [W];po;[Rel] ⊆ WC_WC ⊆ S and by construction of Tr, the write
W ′ is propagated and therefore eagerly finished. Let R be a program-order-
earlier read. Then by (R,W ) ∈ [R];po;[Rel] ⊆ RC_WC ⊆ S, and by construction
of Tr the read R is satisfied. Moreover, by construction of Tr all reads R′ with
(R′,R) ∈ RC_RC+ are satisfied, since it is (R′,R); (R,W ) ∈ RC_RC+; RC_WC ⊆ S,
and all writes E′ are propagated and barriers E′ are committed and E′ thus
eagerly finished for all (E′,R) ∈ (WC_RC|BC_RC);RC_RC*, since (E′,R); (R,W ) ∈
(WC_RC|BC_RC); RC_RC*; RC_WC ⊆ S. Then by Lemma 23 R is finished.
3.3. Let R be a read acquire po-beforeW . Then (R,W ) ∈ [Acq];po;[W] ⊆ RC_WC ⊆ S. So
by construction of Tr the read R is satisfied, all reads R′ with (R′,R) ∈ RC_RC+ are
satisfied, by (R′,R); (R,W ) ∈ RC_RC+;RC_WC ⊆ S, and all writes E′ are propagated
and barriers E′ are committed and E′ therefore eagerly finished for (E′,R) ∈
(WC_RC|BC_RC);RC_RC*, since (E′,R); (R,W ) ∈ (WC_RC|BC_RC);RC_RC*; RC_WC.
Then by Lemma 23, R is finished.
3.4. The memory reads feeding into the register reads of W have to be finished. Let
R be one such read. Then the read value of R feeds into the address or data of
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W and have (R,W ) ∈ [R];(addr|data);[W] ⊆ RC_WC ⊆ S. Then by construction R is
satisfied and eagerly completed, all reads R′ with (R′,R) ∈ RC_RC+ are satisfied
since (R′,R); (R,W ) ∈ RC_RC+; RC_WC and writes E are propagated and barriers E
committed and E therefore eagerly finished for (E,R) ∈ (WC_RC | BC_RC); RC_RC*
since (E,R); (R,W ) ∈ (WC_RC | BC_RC); RC_RC*; RC_WC. Then by Lemma 23 R is
finished.
3.5. Conditional/computed branches po-before W have to be finished.
Assume there is an unfinished branch instruction po-before W , let BR be the
po-earliest one. The finish transition for BR is taken eagerly, so if BR is unfinished,
then it is because BR cannot finish yet.
Since BR is the po-earliest unfinished branch its control flow is finished. So it must
be the dataflow of BR that is unfinished: there is at least one read R that feeds
into the register reads of BR that is unfinished.
But then (R,W ) ∈ [R];ctrl;[W] ⊆ RC_WC ⊆ S. So by construction of Tr the read R is
satisfied, all writes E are propagated and barriers E are committed for (E,R) ∈
(WC_RC | BC_RC); RC_RC* are therefore eagerly finished, since (E,R); (R,W ) ∈
(WC_RC | BC_RC); RC_RC*; RC_WC ⊆ S, and all reads R′ with (R′,R) ∈ RC_RC+ are
satisfied, since (R′,R); (R,W ) ∈ RC_RC*; RC_WC ⊆ S. So by Lemma 23 R is finished.
3.6. All po-previous memory accesses have their address-feeding memory reads fin-
ished and are initiated.
Let R be such an address-feeding read. Then (R,W ) ∈ [R];addr;po;[W] ⊆ RC_WC ⊆
S. So by construction R is satisfied, all reads R′ with (R′,R) ∈ RC_RC+ are sat-
isfied, since (R′,R); (R,W ) ∈ RC_RC+; RC_WC ⊆ S, and all writes E′ are prop-
agated and barriers E′ are committed and thus E′ eagerly finished for all E′
with (E′,R) ∈ (WC_RC|BC_RC); RC_RC*, since for these it is (E′,R); (R,W ) ∈
(WC_RC | BC_RC); RC_RC*; RC_WC. Then by Lemma 23 R is finished. Moreover,
since all such R are satisfied, all memory accesses po-before W have eagerly done
the register reads necessary to determine their address and have eagerly initiated.
3.7. W is unpropagated. By construction, W can only be propagated if (W,W ) ∈ S.
But S is acyclic, hence W unpropagated.
3.8. All program-order-previous same-address writes have to be propagated. Have
[W];po-loc;[W] ⊆ WC_WC ⊆ S, so all po-earlier writes to the address of W are
propagated (and therefore eagerly finished).
3.9. All po-previous memory reads to the same address must be satisfied, and not
restartable.
Let R be one such read. Then it is (R,W ) ∈ [R];po-loc;[W] ⊆ RC_WC ⊆ S and by
construction the read R is satisfied. Remains to show that R is not restartable.
Show instead that R is already finished.
All reads R′ with (R′,R) ∈ RC_RC+ are satisfied, since (R′,R); (R,W ) ∈
RC_RC*; RC_WC. And all writes E′ are propagated and barriers E′ are commit-
ted and hence E′ eagerly finished for (E′,R) ∈ (WC_RC | BC_RC); RC_RC*, since
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for these E′ it is (E′,R); (R,W ) ∈ (WC_RC | BC_RC); RC_RC*; RC_WC. Then by
Lemma 23 R is finished.
3.10. Any read R that was partially satisfied from W must be entirely satisfied.
By assumption all memory accesses have the same size, so if R was partially
satisfied from W it is entirely satisfied.
3.11. There exists no RE’→ {full-write-slice W ′} in the exclusives map after Tr where
RE’ and W are to the same address but from different threads.
Assume there exists RE’ → {full-write-slice W ′} in the exclusives map after Tr
where RE’ and W are to the same address but from different threads.
Then by 0. of the induction hypothesis it is (W ′,RE’) ∈ rf and there exists a write
exclusive WE’ such that (RE’,WE’) ∈ rmw, W ′ ∈ S[0..n], and WE’ not in S[0..n].
Since RE’ and W from different threads by assumption, also W and WE’ from
different threads, so WE’ 6= W and WE’ not in S[0..n+ 1] either, and therefore
(W,WE’) ∈ S. Since it is W ′ ∈ S[0..n] it is also (W ′,W ) ∈ S. So (W ′,W ) ∈ S
and (W,WE’) ∈ S where W and WE’ are from different threads but to the same
address. Contradiction to Lemma 20 for (RE’,WE’) ∈ rmw.
3.12. Assume W is a successful store exclusive WE that is paired with a load exclusive
RE. Then RE must be po-before WE. By proof of 3.9. all po-earlier memory reads
to the same address are already finished, so RE finished. Assume RE read from a
same-thread write W ′. Then it is (W ′,RE) ∈ po and (RE,W ) ∈ po. And since W ′
and W have the same address, by proof of 3.8. the write W ′ is propagated.
Case E is a barrier B. Show extending the trace for E preserves properties 0. – 3.
0. Committing a barrier does not change the exclusives map, and since E is not a write,
0. still holds.
1. By induction hypothesis this holds for Tr. Since B does not fetch, satisfy reads, prop-
agate writes, or promise the success/failure of write exclusives this is still true for
Tr′.
2. Have to show that committing B does not restart any instructions or discard instruction-
tree branches. But this follows by definition of the barrier-commit transition.
3. Show Tr′ is a valid trace of Flat Operational: committing B is enabled after Tr.
3.1. Conditional/computed branches po-before B have to be finished.
Assume there is an unfinished branch instruction po-before B, let BR be the po-
earliest one. The finish transition for BR is taken eagerly, so if BR is unfinished,
then it is because BR cannot finish yet.
Since BR is the po-earliest unfinished branch its control flow is finished. So it must
be BR’s dataflow that is unfinished: there is at least one read R that feeds into the
register reads of BR that is unfinished. But then (R,B) ∈ [R];ctrl;[F] ⊆ RC_BC ⊆ S.
So by construction of Tr the read R is satisfied, all writes E are propagated
and barriers E are committed and E therefore eagerly finished for (E,R) ∈
(WC_RC | BC_RC); RC_RC*, since (E,R); (R,B) ∈ (WC_RC | BC_RC); RC_RC*; RC_BC,
and all reads R′ with (R′,R) ∈ RC_RC+ are satisfied, since (R′,R); (R,B) ∈
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RC_RC*; RC_BC ⊆ S. Then R is finished.
3.2. If B is a dmbsy all po-earlier barriers, reads, and writes are finished. Assume B is
a dmbsy.
Let B′ be a barrier po-before B. Then (B′,B) ∈ [F];po;[DMB.SY] ⊆ BC_BC ⊆ S, so
by construction of Tr the barrier B′ is committed and therefore eagerly finished.
Let W be a po-earlier write. then (W,B) ∈ [W]; po; [DMB.SY] ⊆WC_BC ⊆ S. So by
construction of Tr the write W is propagated and therefore eagerly completed
and finished.
Let R be a po-earlier read. So (R,B) ∈ [R];po;[DMB.SY] ⊆ RC_BC ⊆ S. So
by construction R is satisfied, all writes E are propagated and barriers E are
committed and E thus eagerly finished for (E,R) ∈ (WC_RC | BC_RC); RC_RC*,
since (E,R); (R,B) ∈ (WC_RC | BC_RC); RC_RC*; RC_BC ⊆ S, and all reads R′ with
(R′,R) ∈ RC_RC+ are satisfied, since (R′,R); (R,B) ∈ RC_RC+; RC_BC. Then by
Lemma 23 R is finished.
3.3. All po-earlier dmbsy are finished. Let B′ be a dmbsy po-before B. Then it is
(B′,B) ∈ [DMB.SY];po;[F] ⊆ BC_BC ⊆ S. So by construction of Tr the barrier B′ is
committed and therefore eagerly finished.
3.4. If B is an isb all po-earlier memory accesses have their address-feeding memory
reads finished and have initiated.
Let R be a memory read feeding into the address of a po-earlier memory ac-
cess. Then (R,B) ∈ [R]; addr; po; [ISB] ⊆ RC_BC ⊆ S. So by construction R is
satisfied, all writes E are propagated and barriers E committed and E there-
fore eagerly finished for (E,R) ∈ (WC_RC | BC_RC); RC_RC*, since (E,R); (R,B) ∈
(WC_RC | BC_RC); RC_RC*; RC_BC ⊆ S, and all reads R′ with (R′,R) ∈ RC_RC+ are
satisfied, since (R′,R); (R,B) ∈ RC_RC+; RC_BC. Then by Lemma 23 R is finished.
Moreover, since all such R are satisfied, all memory accesses po-before B have
eagerly done the register reads necessary to determine their address and have
eagerly initiated.
3.5. If B is a dmbld all po-earlier memory loads are finished. Assume B is a dmbld.
Let R be a po-earlier read. Then (R,B) ∈ [R];po;[DMB.LD] ⊆ RC_BC ⊆ S. So by
construction R is satisfied, all writes E are propagated and barriers E are com-
mitted and E therefore eagerly finished for (E,R) ∈ (WC_RC | BC_RC); RC_RC*,
since (E,R); (R,B) ∈ (WC_RC | BC_RC); RC_RC*; RC_BC ⊆ S, and all reads R′ with
(R′,R) ∈ RC_RC+ are satisfied, since (R′,R); (R,B) ∈ RC_RC+; RC_BC. Then by
Lemma 23 R is finished.
3.6. If B is a dmbst all po-earlier memory stores are finished. Assume B is a dmbst.
Let W be a po-earlier write. Then (W,B) ∈ [W];po;[DMB.ST] ⊆WC_BC ⊆ S. So by
construction of Tr the write W is propagated and therefore eagerly finished.
Take eager transitions. Repeatedly extend the trace Tr′ to Tr′′ for enabled eager (non-fetch,
non-barrier-commit) transitions T , until there are no more such enabled transitions.
0. Only the promise-write-success, satisfy-read-in-memory and propagate-memory-write
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transitions change the exclusives map. These are not eager, so the exclusives map is
unchanged. And since the prefix of S has not changed: 0. still holds.
1. By definition of transition-eagerness, T does not fetch, satisfy a read, propagate a
write, or promise success or failure of a write exclusive, so 1. is preserved. (By proof
of 2. there are no instruction restarts or discards.)
2. Restarts are caused only by the transitions satisfy-read-by-forwarding, satisfy-read-
from-memory, and propagate-memory-write. By definition these transitions are not
eager, so T does not cause restarts. Only finishing of branch instructions can cause
instruction tree branches to be discarded. A branch BR can only finish when the
memory reads feeding into its register reads are finished. Let R be any such memory
read. If R = S[n + 1] (R was the last event from S to be handled before the eager
steps) then R reads from the unique W such that (W,R) ∈ rf by construction; for all
other R the induced reads-from relation is a subset of rf of the candidate execution
by induction hypothesis. So the successor of BR is determined as in the candidate
execution’s po, and by induction hypothesis the instruction trees viewed as a relation
matches po. Therefore, finishing such a branch BR does not discard any instruction
tree branches.
3. Since by assumption T is enabled, Tr′′ is a valid trace.
4. When no more such transitions are enabled, establish property 4.: the eager (non-fetch,
non-barrier-commit) transitions have all been taken by construction.
D.4 ARMv8 Axiomatic behaviour included in Flat Axiomatic
Theorem 13. Let C be a finite candidate execution accepted by ARMv8-axiomatic. Then C is accepted
by Flat-axiomatic.
Proof. Since the internal and atomic (or exclusives in Flat-axiomatic) axioms are the same in
both models, we only have to show that when ARMv8-axiomatic’s axioms hold, Flat-axiomatic’s
external axiom holds: Order is acyclic. To do this, we start with Order, and show step-by-step that
any edges in Order that are not directly included in ARMv8-axiomatic’s ob relation can be deleted
safely: if there is a cycle in Order with these edges then there is also one in the relation without
them.
(Order)+
= (BC_RS
| WC_RS
| RS_RS
| RS_RC; RC_RC*; (RC_BC | RC_WC)
| WC_RC; RC_RC*; (RC_BC | RC_WC)
| BC_RC; RC_RC*; (RC_BC | RC_WC)
| BC_BC
| RC_BC
| WC_BC
| RC_WC
| WC_WC
| BC_WC
| co
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| rfe
| fr
)+
Apply most of the definitions.
. . .
= ([DMB.SY|ISB|DMB.LD]; po; [R]
| [Rel];po;[Acq]
| [Xw];rfi;[Acq]
| [W];(po−loc \ rf \ (po;rf));[R]
| [Acq];po;[R]
| [R];addr;[R]
| [R];(addr|data);rfi;[R]
| [R];(po−loc \ (rf−1;rf) \ (po;rf));[R]
| RC_RC*; (RC_BC | RC_WC)
| WC_RC; RC_RC*; (RC_BC | RC_WC)
| BC_RC; RC_RC*; (RC_BC | RC_WC)
| [DMB.SY];po;[F]
| [F];po;[DMB.SY]
| [R];po;[DMB.SY|DMB.LD]
| [R];ctrl;[F]
| [R];addr;po;[ISB]
| [W];po;[DMB.SY|DMB.ST]
| [R];po;[Rel]
| [R];addr;[W]
| [R];data;[W]
| [R];ctrl;[W]
| [R];addr;po;[W]
| [Acq];po;[W]
| [R];po−loc;[W]
| [R];rmw;[W]
| [W];po−loc;[W]
| [W];po;[Rel]
| [F];po;[W]
| co
| rfe
| fr
)+
Simplify.
. . .
= ([DMB.SY];po
| po;[DMB.SY]
| [F];po;[W]
| [R];po;[DMB.LD]
| [W];po;[DMB.ST]
| [R];addr;po;[ISB]
| [ISB|DMB.LD]; po; [R]
| ctrl;[F]
| po;[Rel]
| [Acq];po;[R|W]
| [Rel];po;[Acq]
| [Xw];rfi;[Acq]
| rmw
| addr
| data
| ctrl;[W]
| addr;po;[W]
| (addr|data);rfi
| RC_RC*; (RC_BC | RC_WC)
| WC_RC; RC_RC*; (RC_BC | RC_WC)
| BC_RC; RC_RC*; (RC_BC | RC_WC)
| co
| rfe
| fr
| [R];(po−loc \ (rf−1;rf) \ (po;rf));[R]
| [W];(po−loc \ rf \ (po;rf));[R]
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| [W];po−loc;[W]
| [R];po−loc;[W]
)+
[W];po-loc;[W] is included in co, so can delete this edge. [R];po-loc;[W] included in fr, so can delete
this edge.
. . .
= ([DMB.SY];po
| po;[DMB.SY]
| [F];po;[W]
| [R];po;[DMB.LD]
| [W];po;[DMB.ST]
| [R];addr;po;[ISB]
| [ISB|DMB.LD]; po; [R]
| ctrl;[F]
| po;[Rel]
| [Acq];po;[R|W]
| [Rel];po;[Acq]
| [Xw];rfi;[Acq]
| rmw
| addr
| data
| ctrl;[W]
| addr;po;[W]
| (addr|data);rfi
| RC_RC*; (RC_BC | RC_WC)
| WC_RC; RC_RC*; (RC_BC | RC_WC)
| BC_RC; RC_RC*; (RC_BC | RC_WC)
| co
| rfe
| fr
| [R];(po−loc \ (rf−1;rf) \ (po;rf));[R]
| [W];(po−loc \ rf \ (po;rf));[R]
)+
Consider (W,R) ∈ [W];(po-loc\rf\(po;rf));[R]. By definition (W,R) /∈ rf. Let (W ′,R) ∈ rf with W 6=
W ′. By definition it is not (W,W ′) ∈ po. By coherence axiom it also cannot be (W ′,W ) ∈ po,
because otherwise cycle in fr;po-loc. So (W ′,R) ∈ rfe, and by coherence axiom again it must be
(W,W ′) ∈ co, otherwise cycle in fr;po-loc. So then (W,R) ∈ co;rfe. So the above edge is subsumed
by co;rfe.
. . .
= ([DMB.SY];po
| po;[DMB.SY]
| [F];po;[W]
| [R];po;[DMB.LD]
| [W];po;[DMB.ST]
| [R];addr;po;[ISB]
| [ISB|DMB.LD]; po; [R]
| ctrl;[F]
| po;[Rel]
| [Acq];po;[R|W]
| [Rel];po;[Acq]
| [Xw];rfi;[Acq]
| rmw
| addr
| data
| ctrl;[W]
| addr;po;[W]
| (addr|data);rfi
| RC_RC*; (RC_BC | RC_WC)
| WC_RC; RC_RC*; (RC_BC | RC_WC)
| BC_RC; RC_RC*; (RC_BC | RC_WC)
| co
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| rfe
| fr
| [R];(po−loc \ (rf−1;rf) \ (po;rf));[R]
)+
Consider (R,R′) ∈ [R];(po-loc\ (rf−1;rf)\(po;rf));[R] and let (W,R) ∈ rf, (W ′,R′) ∈ rf. By definition
W 6=W ′ and (R,W ′) /∈ po. It must be (W,W ′) ∈ co as otherwise (R′,W ) ∈ fr and there is a cycle
in fr;rf;po-loc.
By per-thread-coherence it cannot be (W ′,R) ∈ po, since otherwise cycle in fr;po-loc. So W ′
not from the same thread as R and R′ and it is (R,R′) ∈ fr;rfe. So [R];(po-loc \ (rf−1;rf) \ (po;rf));[R]
subsumed by fr;rfe and can delete the edge.
. . .
= ([DMB.SY];po
| po;[DMB.SY]
| [F];po;[W]
| [R];po;[DMB.LD]
| [W];po;[DMB.ST]
| [R];addr;po;[ISB]
| [ISB|DMB.LD]; po; [R]
| ctrl;[F]
| po;[Rel]
| [Acq];po;[R|W]
| [Rel];po;[Acq]
| [Xw];rfi;[Acq]
| rmw
| addr
| data
| ctrl;[W]
| addr;po;[W]
| (addr|data);rfi
| RC_RC*; (RC_BC | RC_WC)
| WC_RC; RC_RC*; (RC_BC | RC_WC)
| BC_RC; RC_RC*; (RC_BC | RC_WC)
| co
| rfe
| fr
)+
Now apply the definitions of WC_RC and BC_RC.
. . .
= ([DMB.SY];po
| po;[DMB.SY]
| [F];po;[W]
| [R];po;[DMB.LD]
| [W];po;[DMB.ST]
| [R];addr;po;[ISB]
| [ISB|DMB.LD]; po; [R]
| ctrl;[F]
| po;[Rel]
| [Acq];po;[R|W]
| [Rel];po;[Acq]
| [Xw];rfi;[Acq]
| rmw
| addr
| data
| ctrl;[W]
| addr;po;[W]
| (addr|data);rfi
| RC_RC*; (RC_BC | RC_WC) (* E2 *)
| ([Rel];po;[Acq] | [W];(po−R−loc\rf);[R]); RC_RC*; (RC_BC | RC_WC)
| [DMB.SY|ISB|DMB.LD];po;[R]; RC_RC*; (RC_BC | RC_WC) (* E1 *)
| co
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| rfe
| fr
)+
Have E1= [DMB.SY|ISB|DMB.LD];po;[R];E2. Here [DMB.SY|ISB|DMB.LD];po;[R] is already contained
in the relation using [DMB.SY];po and [ISB|DMB.LD];po;[R]. So E1 is already contained in the relation
using [DMB.SY];po, [ISB|DMB.LD];po;[R], and E2, and can delete E1.
. . .
= ([DMB.SY];po
| po;[DMB.SY]
| [F];po;[W]
| [R];po;[DMB.LD]
| [W];po;[DMB.ST]
| [R];addr;po;[ISB]
| [ISB|DMB.LD]; po; [R]
| ctrl;[F]
| po;[Rel]
| [Acq];po;[R|W]
| [Rel];po;[Acq]
| [Xw];rfi;[Acq]
| rmw
| addr
| data
| ctrl;[W]
| addr;po;[W]
| (addr|data);rfi
| RC_RC*; (RC_BC | RC_WC) (* E2 *)
| ([Rel];po;[Acq] | [W];(po−R−loc\rf);[R]); RC_RC*; (RC_BC | RC_WC) (* E1 *)
| co
| rfe
| fr
)+
Have E1 = ([Rel];po;[Acq] | [W];(po-R-loc\rf);[R]);E2. Now assume W and R such that (W,R) ∈
[W];(po-R-loc \ rf);[R]. By definition R does not read fromW , so assume (W ′,R) ∈ rf for a writeW ′
such that W ′ 6=W . W and W ′ have to be coherence related. It cannot be (W ′,W ) ∈ co, because
then there is a cycle in po-loc;fr. So have (W,W ′) ∈ co.
By (W,W ′) ∈ co it cannot be (W ′,W ) ∈ po. By (W ′,R) ∈ rf it cannot be (R,W ′) ∈ po. And
by definition of po-R-loc it cannot be {(W,W ′), (W ′,R)} ⊆ po. So W ′ not from the same thread
as R and it is (W ′,R) ∈ rfe. Therefore it is (W,W ′); (W ′,R) ∈ co;rfe, so (W,R) ∈ co;rfe. So
[W];(po-R-loc\rf);[R] is included in co;rfe.
Then ([Rel];po;[Acq] | [W];(po-R-loc\rf);[R]) is already included in the above relation using
[Rel];po;[Acq] and co and rfe, and E1 is subsumed by the combination of these and E2. So can
delete E1.
. . .
= ([DMB.SY];po
| po;[DMB.SY]
| [F];po;[W]
| [R];po;[DMB.LD]
| [W];po;[DMB.ST]
| [R];addr;po;[ISB]
| [ISB|DMB.LD]; po; [R]
| ctrl;[F]
| po;[Rel]
| [Acq];po;[R|W]
| [Rel];po;[Acq]
| [Xw];rfi;[Acq]
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| rmw
| addr
| data
| ctrl;[W]
| addr;po;[W]
| (addr|data);rfi
| RC_RC*; (RC_BC | RC_WC)
| co
| rfe
| fr
)+
Now consider RC_RC*:
([R];addr;[R] | [R];addr;po−no−W−loc;[R] | [Acq];po;[R] | [R];ctrl;[R] |
[R];(addr|data);rfi;[R] | [R];po−R−loc;[R])*
= (addr;[R] | addr;po−no−W−loc;[R] | [Acq];po;[R] | ctrl;[R] |
(addr|data);rfi;[R] | [R];po−R−loc;[R])*
This is included in the following:
(addr;[R] | addr;po;[R] | [Acq];po;[R] | ctrl;[R] |
(addr|data);rfi;[R] | [R];po−R−loc;[R])*.
Can rewrite this to the following, using the fact that [R];po-R-loc;[R] is transitive:
([R];po−R−loc;[R])?; (addr;[R]
| addr;[R];po−R−loc;[R]
| addr;po;[R]
| addr;po;[R];po−R−loc;[R]
| [Acq];po;[R]
| [Acq];po;[R];po−R−loc;[R]
| ctrl;[R]
| ctrl;[R];po−R−loc;[R]
| (addr|data);rfi;[R]
| (addr|data);rfi;[R];po−R−loc;[R])*
But some edges are subsumed by others:
• addr;[R];po-R-loc;[R] by addr;po;[R],
• addr;po;[R];po-R-loc;[R] by addr;po;[R],
• [Acq];po;[R];po-R-loc;[R] by [Acq];po;[R],
• ctrl;[R];po-R-loc;[R] by ctrl;[R].
So rewrite to:
([R];po−R−loc;[R])?; (addr;[R]
| addr;po;[R]
| [Acq];po;[R]
| ctrl;[R]
| (addr|data);rfi;[R]
| (addr|data);rfi;[R];po−R−loc;[R])* =
So RC_RC* included in:
([R];po−R−loc;[R])?; (addr;[R] | addr;po;[R] | [Acq];po;[R] |
ctrl;[R] | (addr|data);rfi;[R] | (addr|data);rfi;[R];po−R−loc;[R])*
So can strengthen the order below by including this edge instead.
. . .
⊆ ([DMB.SY];po
| po;[DMB.SY]
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| [F];po;[W]
| [R];po;[DMB.LD]
| [W];po;[DMB.ST]
| [R];addr;po;[ISB]
| [ISB|DMB.LD]; po; [R]
| ctrl;[F]
| po;[Rel]
| [Acq];po;[R|W]
| [Rel];po;[Acq]
| [Xw];rfi;[Acq]
| rmw
| addr
| data
| ctrl;[W]
| addr;po;[W]
| (addr|data);rfi
| ([R];po−R−loc;[R])?; (addr;[R] | addr;po;[R] | [Acq];po;[R] | ctrl;[R] |
(addr|data);rfi;[R] | (addr|data);rfi;[R];po−R−loc;[R])*; (RC_BC | RC_WC)
| co
| rfe
| fr
)+
Apply the definition of RC_BC and RC_WC.
. . .
= ([DMB.SY];po
| po;[DMB.SY]
| [F];po;[W]
| [R];po;[DMB.LD]
| [W];po;[DMB.ST]
| [R];addr;po;[ISB]
| [ISB|DMB.LD]; po; [R]
| ctrl;[F]
| po;[Rel]
| [Acq];po;[R|W]
| [Rel];po;[Acq]
| [Xw];rfi;[Acq]
| rmw
| addr
| data
| ctrl;[W]
| addr;po;[W]
| (addr|data);rfi
| ([R];po−R−loc;[R])?; [R]; (addr;[R] | addr;po;[R] | [Acq];po;[R] | ctrl;[R] |
(addr|data);rfi;[R] | (addr|data);rfi;[R];po−R−loc;[R])*;
([R];po;[DMB.SY|DMB.LD] | [R];ctrl;[F] | [R];addr;po;[ISB] |
[R];po;[Rel] | [R];addr;[W] | [R];data;[W] | [R];ctrl;[W] |
[R];addr;po;[W] | [Acq];po;[W] | [R];po−loc;[W] | [R];rmw;[W]) (* E *)
| co
| rfe
| fr
)+
Some cases of E are subsumed by other edges in the relation, so can delete these: set of edges
ending in [R];po;[DMB.SY|DMB.LD] is subsumed by po;[DMB.SY] and [R];po;[DMB.LD]; the set of
edges ending with [R];po;[Rel] is subsumed by po;[Rel].
. . .
= ([DMB.SY];po
| po;[DMB.SY]
| [F];po;[W]
| [R];po;[DMB.LD]
| [W];po;[DMB.ST]
| [R];addr;po;[ISB]
| [ISB|DMB.LD]; po; [R]
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| ctrl;[F]
| po;[Rel]
| [Acq];po;[R|W]
| [Rel];po;[Acq]
| [Xw];rfi;[Acq]
| rmw
| addr
| data
| ctrl;[W]
| addr;po;[W]
| (addr|data);rfi
| ([R];po−R−loc;[R])?; [R]; (addr;[R] | addr;po;[R] | [Acq];po;[R] | ctrl;[R] |
(addr|data);rfi;[R] | (addr|data);rfi;[R];po−R−loc;[R])*;
([R];ctrl;[DMB.ST|ISB] | [R];addr;po;[ISB] | [R];addr;[W] |
[R];data;[W] | [R];ctrl;[W] | [R];addr;po;[W] | [Acq];po;[W] |
[R];po−loc;[W] | [R];rmw;[W]) (* E *)
| co
| rfe
| fr
)+
The set of edges E is a subset of program order and thus cannot create cycles by itself. So it can
only create cycles in composition with other edges. In particular, the subset of edges of E ending
with [DMB.ST] can only create cycles in composition with other edges in the (bigger) relation
starting with a dmbst. (By type E cannot be composed with itself.)
Hence replace the subset of E ending with [DMB.ST] with its post-composition with other edges
from the bigger relation starting with a dmbst.
. . .
only has a cycle if the following has a cycle
([DMB.SY];po
| po;[DMB.SY]
| [F];po;[W]
| [R];po;[DMB.LD]
| [W];po;[DMB.ST]
| [R];addr;po;[ISB]
| [ISB|DMB.LD]; po; [R]
| ctrl;[F]
| po;[Rel]
| [Acq];po;[R|W]
| [Rel];po;[Acq]
| [Xw];rfi;[Acq]
| rmw
| addr
| data
| ctrl;[W]
| addr;po;[W]
| (addr|data);rfi
| ([R];po−R−loc;[R])?; [R]; (addr;[R] | addr;po;[R] | [Acq];po;[R] | ctrl;[R] |
(addr|data);rfi;[R] | (addr|data);rfi;[R];po−R−loc;[R])*;
([R];ctrl;[DMB.ST];(po;[DMB.SY]|po;[W]|po;[Rel]) | [R];ctrl;[ISB] |
[R];addr;po;[ISB] | [R];addr;[W] | [R];data;[W] | [R];ctrl;[W] |
[R];addr;po;[W] | [Acq];po;[W] | [R];po−loc;[W] | [R];rmw;[W]) (* E *)
| co
| rfe
| fr
)+
The definition of E contains some duplication, so simplify.
. . .
= ([DMB.SY];po
| po;[DMB.SY]
| [F];po;[W]
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| [R];po;[DMB.LD]
| [W];po;[DMB.ST]
| [R];addr;po;[ISB]
| [ISB|DMB.LD]; po; [R]
| ctrl;[F]
| po;[Rel]
| [Acq];po;[R|W]
| [Rel];po;[Acq]
| [Xw];rfi;[Acq]
| rmw
| addr
| data
| ctrl;[W]
| addr;po;[W]
| (addr|data);rfi
| ([R];po−R−loc;[R])?; [R]; (addr;[R] | addr;po;[R] | [Acq];po;[R] | ctrl;[R] |
(addr|data);rfi;[R] | (addr|data);rfi;[R];po−R−loc;[R])*;
([R];ctrl;[DMB.ST];po;[DMB.SY] | [R];ctrl;[ISB] | [R];addr;po;[ISB] |
[R];addr;[W] | [R];data;[W] | [R];ctrl;[W] | [R];addr;po;[W] |
[Acq];po;[W] | [R];po−loc;[W] | [R];rmw;[W]) (* E *)
| co
| rfe
| fr)+
Now the subset of E ending with DMB.SY is subsumed by the edges po;[DMB.SY], so can delete it.
Also rewrite [R];po-loc;[W] to fri (by Internal axiom).
. . .
⊆ ([DMB.SY];po
| po;[DMB.SY]
| [F];po;[W]
| [R];po;[DMB.LD]
| [W];po;[DMB.ST]
| [R];addr;po;[ISB]
| [ISB|DMB.LD];po;[R]
| ctrl;[F]
| po;[Rel]
| [Acq];po;[R|W]
| [Rel];po;[Acq]
| [Xw];rfi;[Acq]
| rmw
| addr
| data
| ctrl;[W]
| addr;po;[W]
| (addr|data);rfi
| ([R];po−R−loc;[R])?; [R]; (addr;[R] | addr;po;[R] | [Acq];po;[R] | ctrl;[R] |
(addr|data);rfi;[R] | (addr|data);rfi;[R];po−R−loc;[R])*; ([R];ctrl;[ISB] |
[R];addr;po;[ISB] | [R];addr;[W] | [R];data;[W] | [R];ctrl;[W] |
[R];addr;po;[W] | [Acq];po;[W] | fri | [R];rmw;[W]) (* E *)
| co
| rfe
| fr)+
Split E by definition of the ‘?’ operator.
. . .
= ([DMB.SY];po
| po;[DMB.SY]
| [F];po;[W]
| [R];po;[DMB.LD]
| [W];po;[DMB.ST]
| [R];addr;po;[ISB]
| [ISB|DMB.LD];po;[R]
| ctrl;[F]
| po;[Rel]
| [Acq];po;[R|W]
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| [Rel];po;[Acq]
| [Xw];rfi;[Acq]
| rmw
| addr
| data
| ctrl;[W]
| addr;po;[W]
| (addr|data);rfi
| [R];(addr;[R] | addr;po;[R] | [Acq];po;[R] | ctrl;[R] | (addr|data);rfi;[R] |
(addr|data);rfi;[R];po−R−loc;[R])*;
([R];ctrl;[ISB] | [R];addr;po;[ISB] | [R];addr;[W] | [R];data;[W] |
[R];ctrl;[W] | [R];addr;po;[W] | [Acq];po;[W] | fri |
[R];rmw;[W]) (* E1 *)
| [R];po−R−loc;[R]; (addr;[R] | addr;po;[R] | [Acq];po;[R] | ctrl;[R] |
(addr|data);rfi;[R] | (addr|data);rfi;[R];po−R−loc;[R])*;
([R];ctrl;[ISB] | [R];addr;po;[ISB] | [R];addr;[W] | [R];data;[W] |
[R];ctrl;[W] | [R];addr;po;[W] | [Acq];po;[W] | fri |
[R];rmw;[W]) (* E2 *)
| co
| rfe
| fr
)+
Now consider (W,R′) ∈ rfi;[R];po-R-loc;[R]. Then there exists a read R such that (W,R) ∈ rfi and
(R,R′) ∈ po-R-loc. Let (W ′,R′) ∈ rf. Now there are two cases W =W ′ or W 6=W ′.
W = W ′ Then (W,R′) ∈ rfi.
W 6= W ′ W and W ′ must be coherence-related. Assume (W ′,W ) ∈ co. Then (R′,W ) ∈ fr and
there is a cycle in po-loc;fr. So (W,W ′) ∈ co. It cannot be (W ′,R) ∈ po because otherwise
cycle in po-loc;fr, and it cannot be (R′,W ′) ∈ po because otherwise cycle in po-loc;rf. By
definition of po-R-loc, W ′ not po-between R and R′. So W ′ and R′ from different threads
and it is (W ′,R′) ∈ rfe. Therefore (W,W ′); (W ′,R′) ∈ co;rfe, so (W,R′) ∈ co;rfe.
So rfi;[R];po-R-loc;[R] included in rfi | (co;rfe) & po-loc. Use this to strengthen E1 and E2.
. . .
⊆ ([DMB.SY];po
| po;[DMB.SY]
| [F];po;[W]
| [R];po;[DMB.LD]
| [W];po;[DMB.ST]
| [R];addr;po;[ISB]
| [ISB|DMB.LD];po;[R]
| ctrl;[F]
| po;[Rel]
| [Acq];po;[R|W]
| [Rel];po;[Acq]
| [Xw];rfi;[Acq]
| rmw
| addr
| data
| ctrl;[W]
| addr;po;[W]
| (addr|data);rfi
| [R];(addr;[R] | addr;po;[R] | [Acq];po;[R] | ctrl;[R] | (addr|data);rfi |
(addr|data);((co;rfe) & po−loc))*; [R];
(ctrl;[ISB] | addr;po;[ISB] | addr;[W] | data;[W] | ctrl;[W] |
addr;po;[W] | [Acq];po;[W] | fri | rmw;[W]) (* E1 *)
| [R];po−R−loc;[R]; (addr;[R] | addr;po;[R] | [Acq];po;[R] | ctrl;[R] |
(addr|data);rfi | (addr|data);((co;rfe) & po−loc))*; [R]; (ctrl;[ISB] |
addr;po;[ISB] | addr;[W] | data;[W] | ctrl;[W] | addr;po;[W] |
[Acq];po;[W] | fri | rmw;[W])
| co
| rfe
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| fr
)+
Simplify: E1 is subsumed by the combination of the following edge sets:
• addr;po;[ISB],
• addr;po;[W],
• [Acq];po;[R],
• ctrl;[ISB],
• [Acq];po;[W],
• ctrl;[W],
• addr;[W],
• data;[W],
• fr,
• rmw,
• (addr|data);rfi,
• co,
• rfe,
• rmw.
So can drop E1.
. . .
⊆ ([DMB.SY];po
| po;[DMB.SY]
| [F];po;[W]
| [R];po;[DMB.LD]
| [W];po;[DMB.ST]
| [R];addr;po;[ISB]
| [ISB|DMB.LD];po;[R]
| ctrl;[F]
| po;[Rel]
| [Acq];po;[R|W]
| [Rel];po;[Acq]
| [Xw];rfi;[Acq]
| rmw
| addr
| data
| ctrl;[W]
| addr;po;[W]
| (addr|data);rfi
| [R];po−R−loc;[R]; (addr;[R] | addr;po;[R] | [Acq];po;[R] | ctrl;[R] |
(addr|data);rfi | (addr|data);((co;rfe) & po−loc))*; [R];
(ctrl;[ISB] | addr;po;[ISB] | addr;[W] | data;[W] | ctrl;[W] |
addr;po;[W] | [Acq];po;[W] | fri | rmw;[W]) (* E2 *)
| co
| rfe
| fr
)+
The edge set E2 cannot create cycles by itself since it is a subset of program order (which in turn
is acyclic). Any cycle contained in the order above that has a cycle using an edge from E2 must
be one that uses it in composition with more edges from the relation. E2 does not compose with
itself. So it suffices to replace E2 by the post-composition of all other edges with this one.
. . .
only has a cycle if the following has a cycle
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([DMB.SY];po
| [DMB.SY];po;[R];po−R−loc;[R];
(addr;[R] | addr;po;[R] | [Acq];po;[R] | ctrl;[R] | (addr|data);rfi |
(addr|data);((co;rfe) & po−loc))*; [R];
(ctrl;[ISB] | addr;po;[ISB] | addr;[W] | data;[W] | ctrl;[W] |
addr;po;[W] | [Acq];po;[W] | fri | rmw;[W]) (* E1*)
| po;[DMB.SY]
| [F];po;[W]
| [R];po;[DMB.LD]
| [W];po;[DMB.ST]
| [R];addr;po;[ISB]
| [ISB|DMB.LD];po;[R]
| [ISB|DMB.LD];po;[R];po−R−loc;[R];
(addr;[R] | addr;po;[R] | [Acq];po;[R] | ctrl;[R] | (addr|data);rfi |
(addr|data);((co;rfe) & po−loc))*; [R];
(ctrl;[ISB] | addr;po;[ISB] | addr;[W] | data;[W] | ctrl;[W] |
addr;po;[W] | [Acq];po;[W] | fri | rmw;[W]) (* E2 *)
| ctrl;[F]
| po;[Rel]
| [Acq];po;[R|W]
| [Acq];po;[R|W];[R];po−R−loc;[R];
(addr;[R] | addr;po;[R] | [Acq];po;[R] | ctrl;[R] | (addr|data);rfi |
(addr|data);((co;rfe) & po−loc))*; [R];
(ctrl;[ISB] | addr;po;[ISB] | addr;[W] | data;[W] | ctrl;[W] |
addr;po;[W] | [Acq];po;[W] | fri | rmw;[W]) (* E3 *)
| [Rel];po;[Acq]
| [Rel];po;[Acq];[R];po−R−loc;[R];
(addr;[R] | addr;po;[R] | [Acq];po;[R] | ctrl;[R] | (addr|data);rfi |
(addr|data);((co;rfe) & po−loc))*; [R];
(ctrl;[ISB] | addr;po;[ISB] | addr;[W] | data;[W] | ctrl;[W] |
addr;po;[W] | [Acq];po;[W] | fri | rmw;[W]) (* E4 *)
| [Xw];rfi;[Acq]
| [Xw];rfi;[Acq];[R];po−R−loc;[R];
(addr;[R] | addr;po;[R] | [Acq];po;[R] | ctrl;[R] | (addr|data);rfi |
(addr|data);((co;rfe) & po−loc))*; [R];
(ctrl;[ISB] | addr;po;[ISB] | addr;[W] | data;[W] | ctrl;[W] |
addr;po;[W] | [Acq];po;[W] | fri | rmw;[W]) (* E5 *)
| rmw
| addr
| addr;[R];po−R−loc;[R];
(addr;[R] | addr;po;[R] | [Acq];po;[R] | ctrl;[R] | (addr|data);rfi |
(addr|data);((co;rfe) & po−loc))*; [R];
(ctrl;[ISB] | addr;po;[ISB] | addr;[W] | data;[W] | ctrl;[W] |
addr;po;[W] | [Acq];po;[W] | fri | rmw;[W]) (* E6 *)
| data
| ctrl;[W]
| addr;po;[W]
| (addr|data);rfi
| (addr|data);rfi;[R];po−R−loc;[R];
(addr;[R] | addr;po;[R] | [Acq];po;[R] | ctrl;[R] | (addr|data);rfi |
(addr|data);((co;rfe) & po−loc))*; [R];
(ctrl;[ISB] | addr;po;[ISB] | addr;[W] | data;[W] | ctrl;[W] |
addr;po;[W] | [Acq];po;[W] | fri | rmw;[W])
| co
| rfe
| rfe;[R];po−R−loc;[R];
(addr;[R] | addr;po;[R] | [Acq];po;[R] | ctrl;[R] | (addr|data);rfi |
(addr|data);((co;rfe) & po−loc))*; [R];
(ctrl;[ISB] | addr;po;[ISB] | addr;[W] | data;[W] | ctrl;[W] |
addr;po;[W] | [Acq];po;[W] | fri | rmw;[W])
| fr)+
Some of these are easily subsumed by existing edges:
• E1 by [DMB.SY];po
• E2 by [F];po;[W] and [ISB|DMB.LD];po;[R] and ctrl;[ISB] | addr;po;[ISB]
• E3 by [Acq];po;[W] and [Acq];po;[R] and ctrl;[ISB] | addr;po;[ISB]
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• E4 by the sets [Rel];po;[Acq] and [Acq];po;[W] and [Acq];po;[R] and ctrl;[ISB] and addr;po;[ISB].
• E5 by the sets [Xw];rfi;[Acq] and [Acq];po;[W] and [Acq];po;[R] and ctrl;[ISB] and addr;po;[ISB].
• E6 is subsumed by addr;po;[ISB] and addr;po;[W].
. . .
= ([DMB.SY];po
| po;[DMB.SY]
| [F];po;[W]
| [R];po;[DMB.LD]
| [W];po;[DMB.ST]
| [R];addr;po;[ISB]
| [ISB|DMB.LD];po;[R]
| ctrl;[F]
| po;[Rel]
| [Acq];po;[R|W]
| [Rel];po;[Acq]
| [Xw];rfi;[Acq]
| rmw
| addr
| data
| ctrl;[W]
| addr;po;[W]
| (addr|data);rfi
| (addr|data);rfi;[R];po−R−loc;[R];
(addr;[R] | addr;po;[R] | [Acq];po;[R] | ctrl;[R] | (addr|data);rfi |
(addr|data);((co;rfe) & po−loc))*; [R];
(ctrl;[ISB] | addr;po;[ISB] | addr;[W] | data;[W] | ctrl;[W] |
addr;po;[W] | [Acq];po;[W] | fri | rmw;[W]) (* E1 *)
| co
| rfe
| rfe;[R];po−R−loc;[R];
(addr;[R] | addr;po;[R] | [Acq];po;[R] | ctrl;[R] | (addr|data);rfi |
(addr|data);((co;rfe) & po−loc))*; [R];
(ctrl;[ISB] | addr;po;[ISB] | addr;[W] | data;[W] | ctrl;[W] |
addr;po;[W] | [Acq];po;[W] | fri | rmw;[W])
| fr
)+
As shown before, rfi;[R];po-R-loc;[R] included in (rfi | ((co;rfe)&po-loc)). Use this to strengthen E1.
. . .
⊆ ([DMB.SY];po
| po;[DMB.SY]
| [F];po;[W]
| [R];po;[DMB.LD]
| [W];po;[DMB.ST]
| [R];addr;po;[ISB]
| [ISB|DMB.LD];po;[R]
| ctrl;[F]
| po;[Rel]
| [Acq];po;[R|W]
| [Rel];po;[Acq]
| [Xw];rfi;[Acq]
| rmw
| addr
| data
| ctrl;[W]
| addr;po;[W]
| (addr|data);rfi
| (addr|data);(rfi | ((co;rfe) & po−loc));[R];
(addr;[R] | addr;po;[R] | [Acq];po;[R] | ctrl;[R] | (addr|data);rfi |
(addr|data);((co;rfe) & po−loc))*; [R];
(ctrl;[ISB] | addr;po;[ISB] | addr;[W] | data;[W] | ctrl;[W] |
addr;po;[W] | [Acq];po;[W] | fri | rmw;[W])
| co
| rfe
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| rfe;[R];po−R−loc;[R];
(addr;[R] | addr;po;[R] | [Acq];po;[R] | ctrl;[R] | (addr|data);rfi |
(addr|data);((co;rfe) & po−loc))*; [R];
(ctrl;[ISB] | addr;po;[ISB] | addr;[W] | data;[W] | ctrl;[W] |
addr;po;[W] | [Acq];po;[W] | fri | rmw;[W]) (* E2 *)
| fr)+
Now consider (W,R′) ∈ rfe;[R];po-R-loc;[R]. Then (W,R) ∈ rfe for some read R and (R,R′) ∈
po-R-loc. Now there are two cases: (W,R′) ∈ rf or otherwise.
(W,R′) ∈ rf Then (W,R′) ∈ rfe.
otherwise Then there is a writeW ′ with (W ′,R′) ∈ rf andW 6=W ′.W andW ′ must be coherence-
related. Assume the coherence is (W ′,W ) ∈ co. Then it is (R′,W ) ∈ fr and there is a cycle
in fr;rf;po-loc. So the coherence must be (W,W ′) ∈ co. It cannot be (W ′,R) ∈ po because
then there would be a cycle in po-loc;fr. By definition of po-R-loc,W ′ not po-between R and
R′. And it cannot be (R′,W ′) ∈ po since then there would be a cycle in po-loc;rf. So W ′ not
from the same thread as R and R′. But then it is (W,R); (R,W ′); (W ′,R′) ∈ rfe;fre;rfe.
So rfe;[R];po-R-loc;[R] included in (rfe | rfe;fre;rfe). Use this to strengthen E2.
. . .
⊆ ([DMB.SY];po
| po;[DMB.SY]
| [F];po;[W]
| [R];po;[DMB.LD]
| [W];po;[DMB.ST]
| [R];addr;po;[ISB]
| [ISB|DMB.LD];po;[R]
| ctrl;[F]
| po;[Rel]
| [Acq];po;[R|W]
| [Rel];po;[Acq]
| [Xw];rfi;[Acq]
| rmw
| addr
| data
| ctrl;[W]
| addr;po;[W]
| (addr|data);rfi
| (addr|data);(rfi | ((co;rfe) & po−loc));[R];
(addr;[R] | addr;po;[R] | [Acq];po;[R] | ctrl;[R] | (addr|data);rfi |
(addr|data);((co;rfe) & po−loc))*; [R];
(ctrl;[ISB] | addr;po;[ISB] | addr;[W] | data;[W] | ctrl;[W] |
addr;po;[W] | [Acq];po;[W] | fri | rmw;[W])
| co
| rfe
| (rfe | rfe;fre;rfe);
(addr;[R] | addr;po;[R] | [Acq];po;[R] | ctrl;[R] | (addr|data);rfi |
(addr|data);((co;rfe) & po−loc))*; [R];
(ctrl;[ISB] | addr;po;[ISB] | addr;[W] | data;[W] | ctrl;[W] |
addr;po;[W] | [Acq];po;[W] | fri | rmw;[W])
| fr
)+
Split the first and second long edge.
. . .
= ([DMB.SY];po
| po;[DMB.SY]
| [F];po;[W]
| [R];po;[DMB.LD]
| [W];po;[DMB.ST]
| [R];addr;po;[ISB]
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| [ISB|DMB.LD];po;[R]
| ctrl;[F]
| po;[Rel]
| [Acq];po;[R|W]
| [Rel];po;[Acq]
| [Xw];rfi;[Acq]
| rmw
| addr
| data
| ctrl;[W]
| addr;po;[W]
| (addr|data);rfi
| (addr|data);rfi;[R];
(addr;[R] | addr;po;[R] | [Acq];po;[R] | ctrl;[R] | (addr|data);rfi |
(addr|data);((co;rfe) & po−loc))*; [R];
(ctrl;[ISB] | addr;po;[ISB] | addr;[W] | data;[W] | ctrl;[W] |
addr;po;[W] | [Acq];po;[W] | fri | rmw;[W]) (* E1 *)
| (addr|data);((co;rfe) & po−loc);[R];
(addr;[R] | addr;po;[R] | [Acq];po;[R] | ctrl;[R] | (addr|data);rfi |
(addr|data);((co;rfe) & po−loc))*; [R];
(ctrl;[ISB] | addr;po;[ISB] | addr;[W] | data;[W] | ctrl;[W] |
addr;po;[W] | [Acq];po;[W] | fri | rmw;[W]) (* E2 *)
| co
| rfe
| rfe;
(addr;[R] | addr;po;[R] | [Acq];po;[R] | ctrl;[R] | (addr|data);rfi |
(addr|data);((co;rfe) & po−loc))*; [R];
(ctrl;[ISB] | addr;po;[ISB] | addr;[W] | data;[W] | ctrl;[W] |
addr;po;[W] | [Acq];po;[W] | fri | rmw;[W]) (* E3 *)
| rfe;fre;rfe;
(addr;[R] | addr;po;[R] | [Acq];po;[R] | ctrl;[R] | (addr|data);rfi |
(addr|data);((co;rfe) & po−loc))*; [R];
(ctrl;[ISB] | addr;po;[ISB] | addr;[W] | data;[W] | ctrl;[W] |
addr;po;[W] | [Acq];po;[W] | fri | rmw;[W]) (* E4 *)
| fr
)+
Now check E1 – E4, each with a different prefix.
• E1 starting with (addr|data);rfi. Since already have (addr|data);rfi in the relation can
strengthen the order by dropping this prefix.
• E2 starts with (addr|data);((co;rfe)&po-loc). Since have the edges addr, data, co, rfe, can
delete this prefix and strengthen the order.
• E3 starts with rfe. Since have rfe in the relation, can strengthen the order by deleting this
prefix.
• E4 starts with rfe;fre;rfe. Since rfe and fr are already in the relation, can strengthen it by
deleting this prefix.
. . .
⊆ ([DMB.SY];po
| po;[DMB.SY]
| [F];po;[W]
| [R];po;[DMB.LD]
| [W];po;[DMB.ST]
| [R];addr;po;[ISB]
| [ISB|DMB.LD];po;[R]
| ctrl;[F]
| po;[Rel]
| [Acq];po;[R|W]
| [Rel];po;[Acq]
| [Xw];rfi;[Acq]
| rmw
| addr
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| data
| ctrl;[W]
| addr;po;[W]
| (addr|data);rfi
| (addr;[R] | addr;po;[R] | [Acq];po;[R] | ctrl;[R] | (addr|data);rfi |
(addr|data);((co;rfe) & po−loc))*; [R];
(ctrl;[ISB] | addr;po;[ISB] | addr;[W] | data;[W] | ctrl;[W] |
addr;po;[W] | [Acq];po;[W] | fri | rmw;[W]) (* E1 *)
| (addr;[R] | addr;po;[R] | [Acq];po;[R] | ctrl;[R] | (addr|data);rfi |
(addr|data);((co;rfe) & po−loc))*; [R];
(ctrl;[ISB] | addr;po;[ISB] | addr;[W] | data;[W] | ctrl;[W] |
addr;po;[W] | [Acq];po;[W] | fri | rmw;[W]) (* E2 *)
| co
| rfe
| (addr;[R] | addr;po;[R] | [Acq];po;[R] | ctrl;[R] | (addr|data);rfi |
(addr|data);((co;rfe) & po−loc))*; [R];
(ctrl;[ISB] | addr;po;[ISB] | addr;[W] | data;[W] | ctrl;[W] |
addr;po;[W] | [Acq];po;[W] | fri | rmw;[W]) (* E3 *)
| (addr;[R] | addr;po;[R] | [Acq];po;[R] | ctrl;[R] | (addr|data);rfi |
(addr|data);((co;rfe) & po−loc))*; [R];
(ctrl;[ISB] | addr;po;[ISB] | addr;[W] | data;[W] | ctrl;[W] |
addr;po;[W] | [Acq];po;[W] | fri | rmw;[W]) (* E4 *)
| fr
)+
Now have four copies of the same edge, can delete all but one.
. . .
= ([DMB.SY];po
| po;[DMB.SY]
| [F];po;[W]
| [R];po;[DMB.LD]
| [W];po;[DMB.ST]
| [R];addr;po;[ISB]
| [ISB|DMB.LD];po;[R]
| ctrl;[F]
| po;[Rel]
| [Acq];po;[R|W]
| [Rel];po;[Acq]
| [Xw];rfi;[Acq]
| rmw
| addr
| data
| ctrl;[W]
| addr;po;[W]
| (addr|data);rfi
| (addr;[R] | addr;po;[R] | [Acq];po;[R] | ctrl;[R] | (addr|data);rfi |
(addr|data);((co;rfe) & po−loc))*; [R];
(ctrl;[ISB] | addr;po;[ISB] | addr;[W] | data;[W] | ctrl;[W] |
addr;po;[W] | [Acq];po;[W] | fri | rmw;[W]) (* E *)
| co
| rfe
| fr
)+
E is subsumed by the combination of other edges already in the relation:
• addr;po;[ISB]
• [Acq];po;[R]
• ctrl;[ISB]
• (addr|data);rfi
• addr
• data
• co
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• rfe
• addr;po;[W]
• [Acq];po;[W]
• ctrl;[W]
• addr;[W]
• data;[W]
• fri
• rmw.
. . .
= ([DMB.SY];po
| po;[DMB.SY]
| [F];po;[W]
| [R];po;[DMB.LD]
| [W];po;[DMB.ST]
| [R];addr;po;[ISB]
| [ISB|DMB.LD];po;[R]
| ctrl;[F]
| po;[Rel]
| [Acq];po;[R|W]
| [Rel];po;[Acq]
| [Xw];rfi;[Acq]
| rmw
| addr
| data
| ctrl;[W]
| addr;po;[W]
| (addr|data);rfi
| co
| rfe
| fr
)+
Split co and fr.
. . .
= ([DMB.SY];po
| po;[DMB.SY]
| [F];po;[W]
| [R];po;[DMB.LD]
| [W];po;[DMB.ST]
| [R];addr;po;[ISB]
| [ISB|DMB.LD];po;[R]
| ctrl;[F]
| po;[Rel]
| [Acq];po;[R|W]
| [Rel];po;[Acq]
| [Xw];rfi;[Acq]
| rmw
| addr
| data
| ctrl;[W]
| addr;po;[W]
| (addr|data);rfi
| coe
| coi
| rfe
| fre
| fri
)+
coi is acyclic itself. It can only contribute to cycles in composition with other edges. Post-compose
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every edge EDGE in the relation with coi and add EDGE;coi.
. . .
only has a cycle if the following has a cycle
([DMB.SY];po
| [DMB.SY];po;coi
| po;[DMB.SY]
| [F];po;[W]
| [F];po;[W];coi
| [R];po;[DMB.LD]
| [W];po;[DMB.ST]
| [R];addr;po;[ISB]
| [ISB|DMB.LD];po;[R]
| ctrl;[F]
| po;[Rel]
| po;[Rel];coi
| [Acq];po;[R|W]
| [Acq];po;[R|W];coi
| [Rel];po;[Acq]
| [Xw];rfi;[Acq]
| rmw
| rmw;coi
| addr
| addr;coi
| data
| data;coi
| ctrl;[W]
| ctrl;[W];coi
| addr;po;[W]
| addr;po;[W];coi
| (addr|data);rfi
| coe
| coe;coi
| rfe
| fre
| fre;coi
| fri
| fri;coi
)+
Most of those edges are subsumed by others:
• [DMB.SY];po;coi subsumed by [DMB.SY];po,
• [F];po;[W];coi by [F];po;[W],
• [Acq];po;[W];coi by [Acq];po;[W],
• rmw;coi subsumed by fri,
• addr;coi subsumed by addr;po;[W],
• addr;po;[W];coi subsumed by addr;po;[W],
• coe;coi subsumed by coe,
• fre;coi subsumed by fre,
• fri;coi subsumed by fri.
. . .
= ([DMB.SY];po
| po;[DMB.SY]
| [F];po;[W]
| [R];po;[DMB.LD]
| [W];po;[DMB.ST]
| [R];addr;po;[ISB]
| [ISB|DMB.LD];po;[R]
| ctrl;[F]
| po;[Rel]
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| po;[Rel];coi
| [Acq];po;[R|W]
| [Rel];po;[Acq]
| [Xw];rfi;[Acq]
| rmw
| addr
| data
| data;coi
| ctrl;[W]
| ctrl;[W];coi
| addr;po;[W]
| (addr|data);rfi
| coe
| rfe
| fre
| fri
)+
fri is acyclic itself, so can only create cycles in composition with other edges. Post-compose all
edges EDGE with fri and add EDGE;fri.
. . .
only has a cycle if the following has a cycle
([DMB.SY];po
| [DMB.SY];po;fri
| po;[DMB.SY]
| [F];po;[W]
| [R];po;[DMB.LD]
| [W];po;[DMB.ST]
| [R];addr;po;[ISB]
| [ISB|DMB.LD];po;[R]
| [ISB|DMB.LD];po;[R];fri
| ctrl;[F]
| po;[Rel]
| po;[Rel];coi
| [Acq];po;[R|W]
| [Acq];po;[R|W];fri
| [Rel];po;[Acq]
| [Rel];po;[Acq];fri
| [Xw];rfi;[Acq]
| [Xw];rfi;[Acq];fri
| rmw
| addr
| addr;fri
| data
| data;coi
| ctrl;[W]
| ctrl;[W];coi
| addr;po;[W]
| (addr|data);rfi
| (addr|data);rfi;fri
| coe
| rfe
| rfe;fri
| fre
)+
But these edges are subsumed by others in the relation.
• [DMB.SY];po;fri by [DMB.SY];po,
• [ISB|DMB.LD];po;[R];fri by [F];po;[W],
• [Acq];po;[R|W];fri by [Acq];po;[R|W],
• [Rel];po;[Acq];fri by [Rel];po;[Acq] and [Acq];po;[R|W],
• [Xw];rfi;[Acq];fri by [Xw];rfi;[Acq] and [Acq];po;[R|W],
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• addr;fri by addr;po;[W],
• (addr|data);rfi;fri by addr;po;[W] and data;coi,
• rfe;fri by coe.
. . .
= ([DMB.SY];po
| po;[DMB.SY]
| [F];po;[W]
| [R];po;[DMB.LD]
| [W];po;[DMB.ST]
| [R];addr;po;[ISB]
| [ISB|DMB.LD];po;[R]
| ctrl;[F]
| po;[Rel]
| po;[Rel];coi
| [Acq];po;[R|W]
| [Rel];po;[Acq]
| [Xw];rfi;[Acq]
| rmw
| addr
| data
| data;coi
| ctrl;[W]
| ctrl;[W];coi
| addr;po;[W]
| (addr|data);rfi
| coe
| rfe
| fre
)+
Simplify.
. . .
= ([DMB.SY];po
| po;[DMB.SY]
| [DMB.LD|ISB];po;[W]
| [DMB.ST];po;[W]
| [R];po;[DMB.LD]
| [W];po;[DMB.ST]
| [R];addr;po;[ISB]
| [ISB|DMB.LD];po;[R]
| ctrl;[DMB.ST]
| ctrl;[ISB]
| po;[Rel]
| po;[Rel];coi
| [Acq];po;[R|W]
| [Rel];po;[Acq]
| [Xw];rfi;[Acq]
| rmw
| addr
| data
| data;coi
| ctrl;[W]
| ctrl;[W];coi
| addr;po;[W]
| (addr|data);rfi
| coe
| rfe
| fre
)+
The edges [DMB.ST];po;[W] themselves are acyclic. Replace them by adding the postcomposition
of all edges with them.
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. . .
only has a cycle if the following has a cycle
([DMB.SY];po
| po;[DMB.SY]
| [DMB.LD|ISB];po;[W]
| [R];po;[DMB.LD]
| [W];po;[DMB.ST]
| [W];po;[DMB.ST];po;[W]
| [R];addr;po;[ISB]
| [ISB|DMB.LD];po;[R]
| ctrl;[DMB.ST]
| ctrl;[DMB.ST];po;[W]
| ctrl;[ISB]
| po;[Rel]
| po;[Rel];coi
| [Acq];po;[R|W]
| [Rel];po;[Acq]
| [Xw];rfi;[Acq]
| rmw
| addr
| data
| data;coi
| ctrl;[W]
| ctrl;[W];coi
| addr;po;[W]
| (addr|data);rfi
| coe
| rfe
| fre
)+
The edges [W];po;[DMB.ST] and ctrl;[DMB.ST] themselves are acyclic. Replace them by adding
the precomposition of all edges with them.
. . .
only has a cycle if the following has a cycle
([DMB.SY];po
| po;[DMB.SY]
| [DMB.LD|ISB];po;[W]
| [R];po;[DMB.LD]
| [W];po;[DMB.ST];po;[W]
| [R];addr;po;[ISB]
| [ISB|DMB.LD];po;[R]
| ctrl;[DMB.ST];po;[W]
| ctrl;[ISB]
| po;[Rel]
| po;[Rel];coi
| [Acq];po;[R|W]
| [Rel];po;[Acq]
| [Xw];rfi;[Acq]
| rmw
| addr
| data
| data;coi
| ctrl;[W]
| ctrl;[W];coi
| addr;po;[W]
| (addr|data);rfi
| coe
| rfe
| fre
)+
The ctrl;[DMB.ST];po;[W] edge is subsumed by ctrl;[W].
. . .
= ([DMB.SY];po
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| po;[DMB.SY]
| [DMB.LD|ISB];po;[W]
| [R];po;[DMB.LD]
| [W];po;[DMB.ST];po;[W]
| [R];addr;po;[ISB]
| [ISB];po;[R]
| [DMB.LD];po;[R]
| ctrl;[ISB]
| po;[Rel]
| po;[Rel];coi
| [Acq];po;[R|W]
| [Rel];po;[Acq]
| [Xw];rfi;[Acq]
| rmw
| addr
| data
| data;coi
| ctrl;[W]
| ctrl;[W];coi
| addr;po;[W]
| (addr|data);rfi
| coe
| rfe
| fre
)+
Merge two ISB edge sets.
. . .
=
([DMB.SY];po
| po;[DMB.SY]
| [DMB.LD|ISB];po;[W]
| [R];po;[DMB.LD]
| [W];po;[DMB.ST];po;[W]
| [R];(ctrl|(addr;po));[ISB]
| [ISB];po;[R]
| [DMB.LD];po;[R]
| po;[Rel]
| po;[Rel];coi
| [Acq];po;[R|W]
| [Rel];po;[Acq]
| [Xw];rfi;[Acq]
| rmw
| addr
| data
| data;coi
| ctrl;[W]
| ctrl;[W];coi
| addr;po;[W]
| (addr|data);rfi
| coe
| rfe
| fre
)+
The sets [ISB];po;[W] and [ISB];po;[R] themselves are acyclic. Replace them by the postcomposition
of all other edges with them.
. . .
only has a cycle if the following has one
([DMB.SY];po
| po;[DMB.SY]
| [DMB.LD];po;[W]
| [R];po;[DMB.LD]
| [W];po;[DMB.ST];po;[W]
| [R];(ctrl|(addr;po));[ISB]
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| [R];(ctrl|(addr;po));[ISB];po;[R|W];
| [DMB.LD];po;[R]
| po;[Rel]
| po;[Rel];coi
| [Acq];po;[R|W]
| [Rel];po;[Acq]
| [Xw];rfi;[Acq]
| rmw
| addr
| data
| data;coi
| ctrl;[W]
| ctrl;[W];coi
| addr;po;[W]
| (addr|data);rfi
| coe
| rfe
| fre
)+
The [R];(ctrl|(addr;po));[ISB] edge set itself is acyclic. Replace it by all possible precompositions of
other edges with it.
. . .
only has a cycle if the following has one
([DMB.SY];po
| po;[DMB.SY]
| [DMB.LD];po;[W|R]
| [R];po;[DMB.LD]
| [W];po;[DMB.ST];po;[W]
| [R];(ctrl|(addr;po));[ISB];po;[W|R]
| po;[Rel]
| po;[Rel];coi
| [Acq];po;[R|W]
| [Rel];po;[Acq]
| [Xw];rfi;[Acq]
| rmw
| addr
| data
| data;coi
| ctrl;[W]
| ctrl;[W];coi
| addr;po;[W]
| (addr|data);rfi
| coe
| rfe
| fre
)+
Similarly, replace [DMB.LD];po;[W|R] with the postcomposition of all edges with it.
. . .
only has a cycle if the following has one
([DMB.SY];po
| po;[DMB.SY]
| [R];po;[DMB.LD]
| [R];po;[DMB.LD];po;[W|R]
| [W];po;[DMB.ST];po;[W]
| [R];(ctrl|(addr;po));[ISB];po;[W|R]
| po;[Rel]
| po;[Rel];coi
| [Acq];po;[R|W]
| [Rel];po;[Acq]
| [Xw];rfi;[Acq]
| rmw
| addr
| data
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| data;coi
| ctrl;[W]
| ctrl;[W];coi
| addr;po;[W]
| (addr|data);rfi
| coe
| rfe
| fre
)+
Similarly, replace [R];po;[DMB.LD] with its precomposition with all other edges.
. . .
only has a cycle if the following has one
([DMB.SY];po
| po;[DMB.SY]
| [R];po;[DMB.LD];po;[W|R]
| [W];po;[DMB.ST];po;[W]
| [R];(ctrl|(addr;po));[ISB];po;[W|R]
| po;[Rel]
| po;[Rel];coi
| [Acq];po;[R|W]
| [Rel];po;[Acq]
| [Xw];rfi;[Acq]
| rmw
| addr
| data
| data;coi
| ctrl;[W]
| ctrl;[W];coi
| addr;po;[W]
| (addr|data);rfi
| coe
| rfe
| fre
)+
Replace [DMB.SY];po by the postcomposition of all other edges with it.
. . .
only has a cycle if the following has one
( po;[DMB.SY]
| po;[DMB.SY];po
| [R];po;[DMB.LD];po;[W|R]
| [W];po;[DMB.ST];po;[W]
| [R];(ctrl|(addr;po));[ISB];po;[W|R]
| po;[Rel]
| po;[Rel];coi
| [Acq];po;[R|W]
| [Rel];po;[Acq]
| [Xw];rfi;[Acq]
| rmw
| addr
| data
| data;coi
| ctrl;[W]
| ctrl;[W];coi
| addr;po;[W]
| (addr|data);rfi
| coe
| rfe
| fre
)+
Replace po;[DMB.SY] with its precomposition with all other edges.
. . .
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only has a cycle if the following has one
(po;[DMB.SY];po
| [R];po;[DMB.LD];po;[W|R]
| [W];po;[DMB.ST];po;[W]
| [R];(ctrl|(addr;po));[ISB];po;[W|R]
| po;[Rel]
| po;[Rel];coi
| [Acq];po;[R|W]
| [Rel];po;[Acq]
| [Xw];rfi;[Acq]
| rmw
| addr
| data
| data;coi
| ctrl;[W]
| ctrl;[W];coi
| addr;po;[W]
| (addr|data);rfi
| coe
| rfe
| fre
)+
Rearrange.
. . .
= (rfe | fre | coe
| addr | data
| ctrl; [W]
| (ctrl| (addr; po)); [ISB]; po; [W|R]
| addr; po; [W]
| (ctrl | data); coi
| (addr | data); rfi
| rmw
| [Xw];rfi;[Acq]
| po;[DMB.SY];po
| [Rel];po;[Acq]
| [R];po;[DMB.LD];po;[W|R]
| [Acq];po;[R|W]
| [W];po;[DMB.ST];po;[W]
| po;[Rel]
| po;[Rel];coi
)+
(ctrl|(addr;po));[ISB];po;[W] is subsumed by ctrl;[W], addr;po;[W]
. . .
= (rfe | fre | coe
| addr | data
| ctrl; [W]
| (ctrl| (addr; po)); [ISB]; po; [R]
| addr; po; [W]
| (ctrl | data); coi
| (addr | data); rfi
| rmw
| [Xw];rfi;[Acq]
| po;[DMB.SY];po
| [Rel];po;[Acq]
| [R];po;[DMB.LD];po;[W|R]
| [Acq];po;[R|W]
| [W];po;[DMB.ST];po;[W]
| po;[Rel]
| po;[Rel];coi
)+
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Apply Xw= range(rmw). And strengthen the DMB.LD and [Acq];po[R|W] edges.
. . .
⊆ (rfe | fre | coe
| addr | data
| ctrl; [W]
| (ctrl | (addr; po)); [ISB]; po; [R]
| addr; po; [W]
| (ctrl | data); coi
| (addr | data); rfi
| rmw
| [range(rmw)];rfi;[Acq]
| po;[DMB.SY];po
| [Rel];po;[Acq]
| [R];po;[DMB.LD];po
| [Acq];po
| [W];po;[DMB.ST];po;[W]
| po;[Rel]
| po;[Rel];coi
)+
Finally, the relation above is the same as ARMv8-axiomatic’s ob (dropping “Q”) with the definitions
of obs, dob, aob, and bob inlined, and the transitive closure replacing the recursive definition.
Appendix E
RISC-V
E.1 RISC-V operationally, continued
Atomic memory operations Atomic memory operations cannot fail, and do not have a register
write indicating success. In order to implement RISC-V’s stronger atomicity of atomic memory
operations — corresponding to the axiomatic model describing the behaviour of an atomic memory
operation in terms of a single event — the operational model implements the instruction with a
global lock. The steps in its execution are the following:1
1. fetch the instruction
2. do the register reads necessary to determine the address
3. announce the address
4. do the register reads necessary for the instruction’s arithmetic/data
5. check whether the instruction fulfils the conditions for doing both the “load part” and
the “store part” of the instruction (including the checks of the read-request-condition, the
store-commit condition, and the write-propagate condition)
6. if so, take a global lock in the operational model that stops any instruction except the
current one from executing
7. perform the atomic operation’s reads
8. complete the load part of the instruction
9. perform the arithmetic based on the returned value
10. perform the atomic operation’s writes
11. complete the store part of the instruction
12. release the global lock
13. write the return value of the atomic operation’s read to the particular register
14. finish the instruction
The instruction holding a global lock from the point of performing its reads until having done its
writes ensures the strong atomicity captured in the axiomatic model’s by expressing the atomic
operation’s behaviour using a single event in the memory ordering.
Additional barriers The additional barriers that RISC-V has compared to ARMv8 mostly work
analogously to the existing ones: for example, a fenceW,R can commit only when all program-
order-preceding store instructions are finished, and any load can only satisfy when every program-
order-preceding fenceW,R is finished (and hence committed).
1As before: the work on RISC-V concurrency is joint work with Shaked Flur, Peter Sewell, Luc Maranget, Susmit
Sarkar, and the Memory Model Task Group, chaired by Daniel Lustig; the adapted Flat RISC-V operational model
is principally due to Shaked Flur and the author; the text description of the Flat RISC-V model was published as
Appendix B.3 of the RISC-V ISA manual [121].
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However, for RISC-V the model has to be locally relaxed compared to the ARMv8 Flat model
to take care of two aspects. (1) In ARMv8, barriers wait for the control flow to be determined;
as described before, in ARMv8 this additional “local ordering” is not observable; in RISC-V the
additional barriers would make this observable and create stronger ordering than architecturally
intended. (2) The status register write of store exclusives creates dependency ordering originating
from stores (as opposed to previously only loads), and the model has to ensure that this does not
create unintentional ordering with respect to fences.
(1) Consider the case of a fenceW,R. The architecture’s intention is for this fence to only create
ordering from stores to loads. If, however, the fence, like in the ARMv8 case, also waited for the
control flow to be determined, this would create observable ordering between loads affecting
the control flow before the fence and program-order-succeeding loads. In the left example of
Figure E.1, for instance, d would then create ordering between c and e.
Thread 0
a: W x=1
b: W y=1
dmb
Thread 1
c: R y=1
d: fenceW,R
ctrl
e: R x=0
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fr
Thread 0
a: W x=1
b: R y=0
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d: Wex y=1
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f: fenceR,R
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fr
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Figure E.1
But in this variant of the MP litmus test, RISC-V allows e to read from memory before c is
satisfied, and thus allow the behaviour where e reads from the initial write, coherence-before a.
To allow for this behaviour, the operational model allows “speculatively executing” the fence d:
allow it to commit and finish even if the control flow in its program-order prefix is not determined
yet. Therefore in the RISC-V Flat model, the barrier commitment and finishing conditions do not
require the control flow to be determined, and when a conditional/computed branch finishes and
discards any untaken branches, these branches may include already-finished fence instructions.
(2) Similarly, the RISC-V Flat model has to ensure that dependencies out of the status register
write of store exclusive instructions do not create unintended ordering with respect to barriers.
Consider the variant of the SB litmus test on the right of Figure E.1, for instance. Here the write
exclusive d becomes coherence-after the write b reads from; the status register write of d ’s
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store exclusive determines the condition of some branch program-order-before e; the load of
e is followed by a fenceR,R f ; and the program-order-succeeding read g reads from a write
coherence-before a.
This behaviour should be allowed despite the fence f : f is only supposed to order reads. With
the relaxation described in the previous paragraph, f is allowed to be committed and finished
speculatively. If, however, as in the case of the ARMv8 Flat model, g was only allowed to satisfy
when f was finished and hence e finished, then the behaviour would not be allowed by the
model: e can only finish when its control flow is determined, and thus when d has written the
status register and is propagated to memory. Therefore, in RISC-V, certain conditions concerning
fences are relaxed compared to ARMv8. Here, while f can still only finish when e is finished, the
condition for satisfying g no longer checks for f to be finished; in the case of fenceR,R in order
for g to satisfy, it is sufficient for all loads preceding the fence to have their reads satisfied.2
E.2 The RISC-V Flat model
The RISC-V operational model closely follows the ARMv8 Flat model for RISC-V, but is adapted for
the semantic differences and additional barriers described earlier. Moreover, it includes RISC-V’s
AMO instructions (atomic memory operations) that the ARMv8 model currently does not cover.
Terminology: The term “acquire” refers to an instruction or its memory event/request with the
acquire-RCpc or acquire-RCsc annotation. The term “release” refers to an instruction or its memory
event/request with the release-RCpc or release-RCsc annotation. The version of the RISC-V model
as presented here differs from that found in the RISC-V ISA manual in some terminology. RISC-V
calls read and write events/requests “load” and “store operations”. For uniformity, this chapter
uses the former and also renames some related concepts to match the rest of this thesis. The text
sometimes refers to “load instructions” and “store instructions”; both these are meant to include
AMO instructions.
E.3 Limitations
• The model covers user-level RV64I and RV64A. In particular, it does not support the mis-
aligned atomics extension “Zam” or the total store ordering extension “Ztso”. (It should
be easy to adapt the model to RV32I/A and to the G, Q and C extensions. This should
involve, mostly, writing Sail code for the instructions, with minimal, if any, changes to the
concurrency model.)
• The model covers only normal memory accesses (it does not handle I/O accesses).
• The model does not cover TLB-related effects.
• The model assumes the instruction memory is fixed. In particular, the Fetch instruction
transition does not generate memory reads, and the shared memory is not involved in the
transition. Instead, the model depends on an external oracle that provides an opcode when
2For this test, alternatively the model could also be relaxed to allow loads to finish “speculatively”, before condition-
al/computed branches are determined.
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given a memory location.
• The model does not cover exceptions, traps and interrupts.
Model states A model state consists of a shared memory and a tuple of thread states. The
shared memory state records all the memory writes that have propagated so far, in the order
they propagated. Each thread state consists principally of a tree of instruction instances, some of
which have been finished, and some of which have not. Non-finished instruction instances can
be subject to restart, e.g. if they depend on an out-of-order or speculative load that turns out to
be unsound. Conditional branch and indirect jump instructions may have multiple successors
in the instruction tree. When such an instruction is finished, any untaken alternative paths in
the instruction tree are discarded. Each instruction instance in the instruction tree has a state
that includes a pseudocode execution state in the form of a Sail outcome value. As in the ARMv8
Flat model, an instruction instance state also includes information about the instance’s memory
and register footprints, its register reads and writes, its memory reads and writes, whether it is
finished, etc.
Model transitions The model transitions of the RISC-V Flat model mostly closely follow that
of the ARMv8 RISC-V model. The transitions are introduced below and defined in Section E.3.5,
with a precondition and a construction of the post-transition model state for each transition.
Note that in the following, store exclusive instructions that have already been determined to
fail are treated like “plain” non-memory instructions.
Transitions for all instructions
• Fetch instruction: This transition represents a fetch and decode of a new instruction
instance, as a program order successor of a previously fetched instruction instance (or
the initial fetch address). The model assumes the instruction memory is fixed; it does
not describe the behaviour of self-modifying code. In particular, the Fetch instruction
transition does not generate memory reads, and the shared memory is not involved in the
transition.
◦ Register write: This is a write to a register.
◦ Register read: This is a read of a register value from the most recent program-order-
predecessor instruction instances that write that part of the register.
◦ Pseudocode internal step: This covers pseudocode internal computation: arithmetic,
function calls, etc.
◦ Finish instruction: At this point the instruction pseudocode is done, the instruction
cannot be restarted, memory accesses cannot be discarded, and all memory effects have
taken place. For conditional branch and indirect jump instructions, any program order
successors that were fetched from an address that is not the one that was written to the pc
register are discarded, together with the sub-tree of instruction instances below them.
Load instructions
◦ Initiate memory read of load instruction: At this point the memory footprint of the
load instruction is provisionally known (it could change if earlier instructions are restarted)
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and its individual reads can start being satisfied.
• Satisfy memory read by forwarding from writes: This partially or entirely satisfies a
single memory read by forwarding, from program-order-previous memory writes.
• Satisfy memory read from memory: This entirely satisfies the outstanding slices of a
read, from memory.
◦ Complete load instruction: At this point all reads of the instruction have been entirely
satisfied and the instruction pseudocode can continue executing. A load instruction can
be subject to being restarted until the Finish instruction transition. But, under some
conditions, the model might treat a load instruction as non-restartable even before it is
finished, e.g. when all the instructions po-before the load instruction are finished.
Store instructions
◦ Initiate memory writes of store instruction: At this point the memory footprint of
the store is provisionally known.
◦ Instantiate memory write values of store instruction: At this point the memory
writes have their values and program-order-successor memory reads can be satisfied by
forwarding from them.
◦ Commit store instruction: At this point the memory writes are guaranteed to happen
(the instruction can no longer be restarted or discarded), and they can start being propagated
to memory.
• Propagate memory write: This propagates a single write to memory.
◦ Complete store instruction: At this point all the writes of the instruction have been
propagated to memory, and the instruction pseudocode can continue executing.
Store conditional (sc) instructions
• Early sc fail: This causes the sc to fail, either spontaneously or because it is not paired
with a program-order-previous load reserve (lr).
• Paired sc: This transition indicates the sc is paired with an lr and might succeed.
• Commit and propagate write of an sc: This is an atomic execution of the transitions
Commit store instruction and Propagate memory write, it is enabled only if the
writes from which the lr read from have not been overwritten.
• Late sc fail: This causes the sc to fail, either spontaneously or because the writes from
which the lr read have been overwritten.
AMO instructions
• Satisfy read, commit and propagate write of an AMO: This is an atomic execution
of all the transitions needed to satisfy the memory read, do the required arithmetic, and
commit and propagate the memory write of the AMO instruction.
Fence instructions
◦ Commit fence
As in the case of the ARMv8 Flat model, the transitions labelled ◦ can always be taken eagerly, as
soon as their precondition is satisfied, without excluding other behaviour; those with • cannot.
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Although Fetch instruction is marked with as a non-eager transition, it can be taken eagerly
as long as it is not taken infinitely many times.
The following describes the formal operational model.
E.3.1 Intra-instruction Pseudocode Execution
The Sail outcomes used in the RISC-V Flat model are the following:
Load_mem (kind, address, size, read_continuation) Memory read
Continue_sc_or_fail (res_continuation) Allow sc to fail early
Write_ea (kind, address, size, next_state) Write effective address
Write_memv (mem_value,write_continuation) Write value
Fence (kind, next_state) Fence
Read_reg (reg_name, read_continuation) Register read
Write_reg (reg_name, reg_value, next_state) Register write
Internal (next_state) Pseudocode internal step
Done ( ) End of pseudocode
Here:
• for a load/store, kind identifies whether it is lr/sc, acquire-RCpc/release-RCpc, acquire-
RCsc/release-RCsc, acquire-release-RCsc; and
• for a fence, kind identifies whether it is a “normal” fence or a fence.tso, and (for normal
fences) the predecessor and successor ordering bits.
E.3.2 Instruction Instance State
Each instruction instance i has a state comprising:
• program_loc, the address from which the instruction was fetched;
• instruction_kind, identifying whether this is a load, store, AMO, fence, branch/jump or a
‘simple’ instruction (this also includes a kind similar to that in the pseudocode execution
states);
• regs_in, the set of source reg_names, as statically determined from the pseudocode of the
instruction;
• regs_out, the destination reg_names, as statically determined from the pseudocode of the
instruction;
• pseudocode_state (or sometimes just ‘state’ for short), one of:
Plain (pseudocode_state) ready to make a pseudocode transition
Pending_mem_reads (read_continuation) requesting a memory read
Pending_mem_writes (write_continuation) requesting a memory write
• reg_reads, the register reads the instance has performed, including, for each one, the register
write slices it read from;
• reg_writes, the register writes the instance has performed;
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• mem_reads, a set of memory reads, and for each one the as-yet-unsatisfied slices (the byte
indices that have not been satisfied yet), and for the satisfied slices the write slices that
satisfied it (each consisting of a memory write and subset of its byte indices);
• mem_writes, a set of memory writes, and for each a flag that indicates whether it has been
propagated (passed to the shared memory) or not; and
• information recording whether the instance is committed, finished, etc.
Each memory read includes a memory footprint (address and size); each memory write includes
a memory footprint, and, when available, a value. A load instruction instance with a non-empty
mem_reads, for which all memory reads are satisfied (i.e. there are no unsatisfied read slices) is
said to be entirely satisfied.
Informally, an instruction instance is said to have fully determined data if the load and sc
instructions feeding into its source registers are finished. Similarly, it is said to have a fully
determined memory footprint if the load and sc instructions feeding into its memory address
register are finished. Formally, first define the notion of a fully determined register write: a register
write w from reg_writes of an instruction instance i is said to be fully determined if one of the
following conditions hold:
1. i is finished; or
2. the value written by w is not affected by a read or write that i has made (i.e. a value loaded
from memory or the result of sc), and for every register read that i has mades that affects
w the register write from which i read is fully determined (or i read from the initial register
state).
Now, an instruction instance i is said to have fully determined data if for every register read r
from reg_reads, the register writes that r reads from are fully determined. An instruction instance
i is said to have a fully determined memory footprint if it has done enough instruction steps to
compute its footprint and for every register read r from reg_reads that feeds into its footprint the
register writes that r read from are fully determined.
The rmem model approximates this by recording, for every register write, the set of register
writes from other instructions that have been read by this instruction at the point of performing
the write. By arranging the pseudocode of the instructions currently covered by the tool in the
maximally liberal way, this approximation is exactly the set of register writes on which the write
depends.
E.3.3 Thread State
The model state of a single thread comprises:
• thread_id, a unique identifier of the thread;
• register_data, the name, bit width, and start bit index for each registers;
• initial_register_state, the initial register value for each register;
• initial_fetch_address, the initial instruction fetch address for this thread;
• instruction_tree, a tree of the instruction instances that have been fetched (and not dis-
carded), in program order.
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E.3.4 Shared Memory State
The model state of the shared memory comprises a list of memory writes, in the order they
propagated to the shared memory. When a write is propagated to the shared memory it is added
to the end of the list. When a read is satisfied from memory, for each byte of the read, the most
recent corresponding write slice is returned.
For most purposes, it is simpler to think of the shared memory as an array, i.e., a map from
memory locations to write slices, where each memory location is mapped to a one-byte slice of
the most recent memory write to that location. However, this abstraction is not detailed enough to
properly handle the sc instruction. The RISC-V concurrency model allows writes from the same
thread as the sc to intervene between the write of the sc and the writes the paired lr read from.
To allow such writes to intervene and forbid others, the array abstraction must be extended to
record more information. The model uses a list for simplicity, but a more efficient and scalable
model could implement this differently.
E.3.5 Transitions
Each of the paragraphs below describes a single kind of model transition. The description starts
with a condition over the current system state. The transition can be taken in the current state
only if the condition is satisfied. The condition is followed by an action that is applied to that state
when the transition is taken, in order to generate the new system state.
Fetch instruction A possible program-order successor of instruction instance i can be fetched
from address loc if:
1. it has not already been fetched, i.e., none of the immediate successors of i in the thread’s
instruction_tree are from loc; and
2. if i’s pseudocode has already written an address to pc, then loc must be that address,
otherwise loc is:
• for a conditional branch, the successor address or the branch target address;
• for a (direct) jump and link instruction (jal), the target address;
• for an indirect jump instruction (jalr), any address; and
• for any other instruction, i.program_loc+ 4.
Action: construct a freshly initialised instruction instance i′ for the instruction in the program
memory at loc, with state Plain (isa_state), computed from the instruction pseudocode, including
the static information available from the pseudocode such as its instruction_kind, regs_in, and
regs_out, and add i′ to the thread’s instruction_tree as a successor of i.
The possible next fetch addresses (loc) are available immediately after fetching i and the
model does not need to wait for the pseudocode to write to pc; this allows out-of-order execution
and speculation past conditional branches and jumps. For most instructions these addresses are
easily obtained from the instruction pseudocode. The only exception to that is the indirect jump
instruction (jalr), where the address depends on the value held in a register. In principle the
mathematical model should allow speculation to arbitrary addresses here; the executable model
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in rmem approximates this.
Initiate memory read of load instruction An instruction instance i in state Plain (Read_mem
(kind, address, size, read_continuation)) can always initiate the corresponding memory reads. Ac-
tion:
1. Construct the appropriate memory reads mrs:
• if address is aligned to size then mrs is a single memory read of size bytes from address;
• otherwise, mrs is a set of size memory reads, each of one byte, from the addresses
address . . .address+ size− 1.
2. set mem_reads of i to mrs; and
3. update the state of i to Pending_mem_reads (read_continuation).
The RISC-V ISA manual specifies that misaligned memory accesses may be decomposed at any
granularity. The model decomposes them to one-byte accesses as this granularity subsumes all
others.
Satisfy memory read by forwarding from writes For a non-AMO load instruction instance
i in state Pending_mem_reads (read_continuation), and a memory read mr in i.mem_reads that
has unsatisfied slices, the memory read can be partially or entirely satisfied by forwarding from
unpropagated memory writes by store instruction instances that are program-order-before i if:
1. all program-order-previous fence instructions with .sr and .pw set are finished;
2. for every program-order-previous fence instruction, f , with .sr and .pr set, and .pw
not set, if f is not finished then all load instructions that are program-order-before f are
entirely satisfied;
3. for every program-order-previous fence.tso instruction, f , that is not finished, all load
instructions that are program-order-before f are entirely satisfied;
4. if i is a load-acquire-RCsc, all program-order-previous store-release-RCsc instructions are
finished;
5. if i is a load-acquire-release, all program-order-previous instructions are finished;
6. all non-finished program-order-previous load-acquire instructions are entirely satisfied; and
7. all program-order-previous store-acquire-release instructions are finished.
Let mwss be the set of all unpropagated memory write slices from non-sc store instruction
instances that are program-order-before i and have already calculated the value to be written,
that overlap with the unsatisfied slices of mr, and which are not superseded by intervening writes
(with known address) or writes that are read from by any intervening loads. The last condition
requires, for each memory write slice mws in mwss from instruction i′:
• that there is no store instruction program-order-between i and i′ with a memory write
overlapping mws; and
• that there is no load instruction program-order-between i and i′ that was satisfied from an
overlapping memory write slice from a different thread.
Action:
1. update i.mem_reads to indicate that mr was satisfied by mwss; and
2. restart any speculative instructions which have violated coherence as a result of this, i.e., for
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every non-finished instruction i′ that is a program-order successor of i, and every memory
read mr′ of i′ that was satisfied from mwss′, if there exists a memory write slice mws′ in
mwss′, and an overlapping memory write slice from a different memory write in mwss, and
mws′ is not from an instruction that is a program-order successor of i, restart i′ and its
restart-dependents.
Where, the restart-dependents of instruction j are:
• program-order successors of j that have data-flow dependency on a register write of j;
• program-order successors of j that have a memory read that reads from a memory write of
j (by forwarding);
• if j is a load-acquire, all the program-order successors of j;
• if j is a load, for every fence, f , with .sr and .pr set, and .pw not set, that is program-
order successor of j, all the load instructions that are program-order successors of f ;
• if j is a load, for every fence.tso, f , that is program-order successor of j, all the load
instructions that are program-order successors of f ; and
• (recursively) all the restart-dependents of all the instruction instances above.
Forwarding memory writes to a memory load might satisfy only some slices of the load, leaving
other slices unsatisfied.
A program-order-previous write that was not available when taking the transition above might
make mwss provisionally unsound (violating coherence) when it becomes available. That store
will prevent the load from being finished (see Finish instruction), and will cause it to restart
when that write is propagated (see Propagate memory write).
A consequence of the transition condition above is that store-release-RCsc memory writes
cannot be forwarded to load-acquire-RCsc instructions: mwss does not include memory writes
from finished stores (as their writes must be propagated), and the condition above requires all
program-order-previous store-release-RCsc instructions to be finished when the load is acquire-
RCsc.
Satisfy memory read frommemory For an instruction instance i of a non-AMO load instruction
or an AMO instruction in the context of the Satisfy read, commit and propagate write of an
AMO transition, any memory read mr in i.mem_reads that has unsatisfied slices, can be satisfied
from memory if all the conditions of Satisfy memory read by forwarding from writes are
satisfied. Action: let mwss be the most recent memory write slices from memory covering the
unsatisfied slices of mr, and apply the action of Satisfy memory read by forwarding from
writes.
Note that Satisfy memory read by forwarding from writes might leave some slices of the
memory read unsatisfied; those will have to be satisfied by taking the transition again, or taking
Satisfy memory read from memory. Satisfy memory read from memory, on the other hand,
will always satisfy all the unsatisfied slices of the memory read.
Complete load instruction (when all its reads are entirely satisfied) A load instruction in-
stance i in state Pending_mem_reads (read_continuation) can be completed (not to be confused
with finished) if all the memory reads i.mem_reads are entirely satisfied (i.e. there are no unsatis-
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fied slices). Action: update the state of i to Plain (read_continuation mem_value), wheremem_value
is assembled from all the memory write slices that satisfied i.mem_reads.
Early sc fail An sc instruction instance i in state Plain (Continue_sc_or_fail res_continuation)
can always fail. Action: update the state of i to Plain (res_continuation false).
Paired sc An sc instruction instance i in state Plain (Continue_sc_or_fail res_continuation) can
continue its (potentially successful) execution if i is paired with a load reserve instruction (lr).
It is paired with a load reserve, if the load reserve, is the closest program-order-preceding load
reserve or store conditional instruction. Action: update the state of i to Plain (res_continuation
true).
Initiate memory writes of store instruction, with their footprints An instruction instance i
in state Plain (Store_ea (kind, address, size, next_state)) can always announce its pending memory
write footprint. Action:
1. construct the appropriate memory writes mws (without the store value):
• if address is aligned to size then mws is a single memory write of size bytes to address;
• otherwise, mws is a set of size memory writes, each of one-byte size, to the addresses
address . . .address+ size− 1.
2. set i.mem_writes to mws; and
3. update the state of i to Plain (next_state).
Note that after taking the transition above the memory writes do not yet have their values. The
importance of splitting this transition from the transition (below) for instantiating the writes
with their values is that it allows other program-order successor store instructions to observe the
memory footprint of this instruction, and if they don’t overlap, propagate out of order as early as
possible (i.e. before the data register value becomes available).
Instantiate memory write values of store instruction An instruction instance i in state Plain
(Store_memv (mem_value,write_continuation)) can always instantiate the values of the memory
writes i.mem_writes. Action:
1. split mem_value between the memory writes i.mem_writes; and
2. update the state of i to Pending_mem_writes (write_continuation).
Commit store instruction An uncommitted instruction instance i of a non-sc store instruction
or an sc instruction in the context of the Commit and propagate write of an sc transition,
in state Pending_mem_writes (write_continuation), can be committed (not to be confused with
propagated) if:
1. i has fully determined data;
2. all program-order-previous conditional branch and indirect jump instructions are finished;
3. all program-order-previous fence instructions with .sw set are finished;
4. all program-order-previous fence.tso instructions are finished;
5. all program-order-previous load-acquire instructions are finished;
6. all program-order-previous store-acquire-release instructions are finished;
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7. if i is a store-release, all program-order-previous instructions are finished;
8. all program-order-previous memory access instructions have a fully determined memory
footprint;
9. all program-order-previous store instructions, except for failed sc instructions, have initiated
and so have non-empty mem_writes; and
10. all program-order-previous load instructions have initiated and so have non-empty mem_
reads.
Action: record that i is committed.
Notice that if condition 8. is satisfied the conditions 9. and 10. are also satisfied, or will be
satisfied after taking some eager transitions, and therefore they do not strengthen the model.
By requiring them, however, the model guarantees that previous memory access instructions
have taken enough transitions to make their memory requests visible for the condition check of
Propagate memory write (which is the next transition the instruction will take) making that
condition simpler.
Propagate memory write For a committed instruction instance i in state Pending_mem_writes
(write_continuation), and an unpropagated memory write mw in i.mem_writes, mw can be propa-
gated if:
1. i is committed;
2. all memory writes of program-order-previous store instructions that overlap with mw have
already propagated;
3. all memory reads of program-order-previous load instructions that overlap with mw have
already been satisfied, and (the load instructions) are non-restartable (see definition below);
and
4. all memory reads that were satisfied by forwarding mw are entirely satisfied.
Where a non-finished instruction instance j is non-restartable if:
1. there does not exist a store instruction s and an unpropagated memory write mw of s such
that applying the action of the Propagate memory write transition to mw will result in
the restart of j; and
2. there does not exist a non-finished load instruction l and a memory read mr of l such that
applying the action of the Satisfy memory read by forwarding from writes/Satisfy
memory read from memory transition (even if mr is already satisfied) to mr will result in
the restart of j.
Action:
1. update the shared memory state with mw;
2. update i.mem_writes to indicate that mw was propagated; and
3. restart any speculative instructions which have violated coherence as a result of this, i.e.,
for every non-finished instruction i′ program-order-after i and every memory read mr′ of
i′ that was satisfied from mwss′, if there exists a memory write slice mws′ in mwss′ that
overlaps with mw and is not from mw, and mws′ is not from a program-order successor of i,
restart i′ and its restart-dependents (where restart-dependents are as previously defined for
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Satisfy memory read by forwarding from writes).
Commit and propagate write of an sc An uncommitted sc instruction instance i in pseudocode
state Pending_mem_writes (write_continuation), with a paired lr i′ that has been satisfied by
some write slices mwss, can be committed and propagated at the same time if:
1. i′ is finished;
2. every memory write that has been forwarded to i′ is propagated;
3. the conditions of Commit store instruction are satisfied;
4. the conditions of Propagate memory write are satisfied (note that an sc instruction can
only have one memory write); and
5. for every write slice mws from mwss, mws has not been overwritten in the shared memory
by a write from another thread at any point since mws was propagated.
Action:
1. apply the actions of Commit store instruction; and
2. apply the action of Propagate memory write.
Late sc fail An sc instruction instance i in state Pending_mem_writes (write_continuation) that
has not propagated its memory write can always fail. Action:
1. clear i.mem_writes; and
2. update the state of i to Plain (write_continuation false).
Complete store instruction (when its writes are all propagated) A store instruction instance i
in state Pending_mem_writes (write_continuation), for which all thememorywrites in i.mem_writes
have been propagated, can always be completed (not to be confused with finished). Action: update
the state of i to Plain (write_continuation true).
Satisfy read, commit and propagate write of an AMO An AMO instruction instance i in state
Pending_mem_reads (read_continuation) can perform its memory access if it is possible to perform
the following sequence of transitions with no intervening transitions:
1. Satisfy memory read from memory
2. Complete load instruction
3. Complete load instruction
4. Pseudocode internal step (zero or more times)
5. Instantiate memory write values of store instruction
6. Commit store instruction
7. Propagate memory write
8. Complete store instruction
and if the condition for finishing the (“load part” of the) AMO holds in the state reached after
these transitions (except without requiring the instruction to have state Plain (Done ( ))). Action:
perform the above sequence of transitions, one after the other, with no intervening transitions.
Notice that the above definition does not allow forwarding from program-order-previous writes
to the load of an AMO. In addition, the write of an AMO cannot be forwarded to a program-order
successor read: before taking the transition above, the write of the AMO does not have its value
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and therefore cannot be forwarded; after taking the transition above the write is propagated and
therefore cannot be forwarded.
Commit fence A fence instruction instance i in state Plain (Fence (kind, next_state)) can be
committed if:
1. if i is a normal fence and it has .pr set, all program-order-earlier load instructions are
finished;
2. if i is a normal fence and it has .pw set, all program-order-earlier store instructions are
finished; and
3. if i is a fence.tso, all program-order-earlier load and store instructions are finished.
Action:
1. record that i is committed; and
2. update the state of i to Plain (next_state).
Register read An instruction instance i in state Plain (Read_reg (reg_name, read_cont)) can do
a register read of reg_name if every instruction instance that it needs to read from has already
performed the expected reg_name register write.
Let read_sources include, for each bit of reg_name, the write to that bit by the most recent (in
program order) instruction instance that can write to that bit, if any. If there is no such instruction,
the source for this bit is the initial register value from initial_register_state. Let reg_value be the
value assembled from read_sources. Action:
1. add reg_name to i.reg_reads with read_sources and reg_value; and
2. update the state of i to Plain (read_cont reg_value).
Register write An instruction instance i in state Plain (Write_reg (reg_name, reg_value,next_state))
can always do a register write to register reg_name. Action:
1. add reg_name to i.reg_writes with deps and reg_value; and
2. update the state of i to Plain (next_state).
where deps is a pair of the set of the read_sources from i.reg_reads, and a flag that is true if i is a
load instruction instance that has already been entirely satisfied.
Pseudocode internal step An instruction instance i in state Plain (Internal (next_state)) can
always do that pseudocode-internal step. Action: update the state of i to Plain (next_state).
Finish instruction A non-finished instruction instance i in state Plain (Done ( )) can be finished
if:
1. if i is a load instruction:
1.1. all program-order-previous load-acquire instructions are finished;
1.2. all program-order-previous fence instructions with .sr set are finished;
1.3. for every program-order-previous fence.tso instruction f that is not finished, all
load instructions that are program-order-before f are finished; and
1.4. it is guaranteed that the values read by the memory reads of i will not cause coherence
violations, i.e., for any program-order-previous instruction instance i′, let cfp be the
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combined footprint of propagated memory writes from store instructions program-
order-between i and i′, and fixed memory writes that were forwarded to i from store
instructions program-order-between i and i′ including i′, and let cfp be the complement
of cfp in the memory footprint of i. If cfp is not empty:
1.4.1. i′ has a fully determined memory footprint;
1.4.2. i′ has no unpropagated memory writes that overlap with cfp; and
1.4.3. if i′ is a load with a memory footprint that overlaps with cfp, then all the memory
reads of i′ that overlap with cfp are satisfied and i′ is non-restartable.
Here an instruction is non-restartable under the same conditions as specified previously
for Propagate memory write. Moreover, a memory write is called fixed if the store
instruction has fully determined data.
2. i has a fully determined data; and
3. if i is not a fence, all program-order-previous conditional branch and indirect jump instruc-
tions are finished.
Action:
1. if i is a conditional branch or indirect jump instruction, discard any untaken paths of
execution, i.e., remove all instruction instances that are not reachable by the branch/jump
taken in instruction_tree; and
2. record the instruction as finished, i.e., set finished to true.

Appendix F
Promising-ARM/RISC-V appendix
F.1 Certification with ARMv8 store exclusives
Section 9.2.5 and Section 9.3 introduced a simple certification definition to avoid model executions
in which not all promises are fulfilled. This certification is sound for RISC-V and ARMv8, and
precise for RISC-V programs and for ARMv8 programs without store exclusives. In the presence
of ARMv8 store exclusive instructions, however, it is imprecise: matching ARMv8’s architecturally
intended weak semantics of store exclusive instructions in Promising-ARM leads to executions
in which the model gets stuck due to unfulfilled promises, of a similar sort as those present in
the Flat model. This section, extends the model’s machine state with locks and a certification
that takes the locking into account to prevent these executions and make certification sound and
precise for ARMv8 programs even with store exclusives, and makes the model deadlock-free.1
F.1.1 The challenge of certification with ARMv8 store exclusives
One of the main simplifications of the revised ARMv8 concurrency architecture was that, where the
architecture previously distinguished between notions of “true” and “false” dependencies, it now
makes no such distinction. Now syntactic dependencies of the right kind induce memory ordering,
with no consideration of whether the result of the register computation varies as a function of its
input or not. Therefore, in the revised ARMv8, it is not always sound to replace an expression by
another expression that performs the same register computation. However, ARMv8’s specification
of store exclusives intends to allow processors to treat a load/store exclusive pair as a single atomic
operation that is guaranteed to succeed, e.g. treating r1 := loadex [x]; r2 := storeex [x] (r1 + 1)
as r1 := fetch-and-add [x]; r2 := 0. Now, r2 still has to be set to indicate success (vsucc), but
does not syntactically depend on the store. Therefore a dependency on r2 in the program above
does not induce ordering (and Promising-ARM sets its associated view to 0)2. But the value of r2
after the store exclusive still depends on the success of the store exclusive!
Similar to the issues arising in the Flat model, this leads to surprising behaviours in the Promising
model: in the following program despite the dependency from b to c they can be re-ordered. In
particular, Thread 0 may (1.) execute a and read the initial value 0 (so r1 = 0) and, (2.) assume
the success of b (so r2 = vsucc = 0) and write p = 1 with c, before b is in memory: the architecture
allows that d reads p = 1 and f reads x = 0 after the barrier e. (While in RISC-V the dependency
1As before, this chapter is from joint work with Jean Pichon-Pharabod, Jeehoon Kang, Sung-Hwan Lee, and Chung-Kil
Hur, and the text is taken from a joint paper, currently under submission [103].
2This corresponds to the Flat model’s handling of store exclusive instructions, where a store exclusive determines
its success as the first action after fetching, thus introducing no ordering for later instructions depending on the
success.
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from b to c means b propagates before c, forbidding this behaviour.)
a : r1 := loadex [x]; d : r3 := load [p]; // 1 g : store [x] 2
b : r2 := storeex [x] (r1 + 1); e : dmbsy;
c : store [p] (1− r1 − r2) f : r4 := load [x] // 0
r3 = 1∧ r4 = 0 allowed
This means whereas in all other cases a store may propagate to memory only when all its
dependencies are “established”, dependencies on the success of a store exclusive are special. In
order to allow the above re-ordering of b and c, an operational model has to do extra work, since
it has to ensure the success of b and therefore its atomicity with respect to the write a read from,
until b is done. For the simple case above, mimicking the behaviour of a processor and replacing
r1 := loadex [x]; r2 := storeex [x] (r1 + 1) with r1 := fetch-and-add [x]; r2 := 0 is easy.
However, handling the dependency relaxation in its full generality (without deadlocks) is difficult.
This problem manifests in Promising-ARM in the following way: in the initial state Thread 0 is
allowed to promise p = 0. Since c can produce a write p = 0 only if a reads x = 0 and b succeeds,
the ability of Thread 0 to fulfil the promise now depends b’s success, and so on whether b’s write
can enter memory as the next write to location x (after the initial write x = 0). If, however, g
now writes to x , b will fail and the model gets stuck, with c unfulfilled. Since c’s early promise
has to be allowed to match ARMv8 semantics, the model must instead prevent g from writing
until b’s write, since g would break Thread 0’s promise.
The certification definition presented in Section 9.2 and 9.3 works thread-locally: it takes into
account only a thread’s state and current memory in order to decide whether a thread step should
be allowed or not. But whether g ’s write should be allowed cannot be determined based only on
the state of Thread 2 and on the list of messages in memory: it is Thread 0’s promises due to which
g must not write. So a precise certification algorithm for ARMv8 needs to take into account some
information about other threads. In this example, Thread 0 effectively requires “locking” location
x , to constrain the behaviour of the other threads. The extended model for ARMv8 applies this
intuition of a thread locking a location and extends memory with a lock state, in order to still
allow certifying a thread by taking into account only its own state and the (extended) memory
state.
F.1.2 Extended certification, take 1
The example indicates a pattern: in the problematic execution a thread’s ability to fulfil its
promises depends on both, a read exclusive, and the success of a paired write exclusive that has
been promised. More precisely, the state in which a Thread n requires a lock on a location x is
the following:
• Thread n depends on a load exclusive l to location x . This is if:
– Thread n has already executed l, or
– Thread n has an outstanding promise whose fulfilment depends on l due to register
dataflow or due to coherence or view requirements.
• And Thread n relies on the success of the write of a store exclusive s to x that is paired
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with l: Thread n has an outstanding promise whose fulfilment depends on s via register
dataflow.
• And the write w′ that l read from is already in memory, whereas the write of s is not.
If the above holds, Thread n’s dependency on l “fixes” the write w′ that l reads from, and due to
the success dependency on s requires the write of s to succeed and be atomic with respect to w′.
The idea underlying the extended model is to precisely detect cases when this condition holds,
and to then lock x for Thread n in memory for as long as the condition holds and prevent other
threads from writing to locked locations. The main challenge here is in detecting the above
condition. The model handles this by extending the certification and generalising the views of the
thread state. During the certification the model tracks dependencies from load and store exclusive
instructions to other stores, in order to detect when the fulfilment of a write promise by some
store depends on such load/store exclusive pairs as described in the condition. To this end, the
extended certification uses views that in addition to timestamps carry taints that keep track of the
load/store exclusive instruction dependencies, including information about their memory location
and pairing.
In the example above, in the state after Thread 0 has read x = 0 with a and promised p = 1
with c, the extended certification will work as follows:
• the only certifying execution of Thread 0 alone under current memory is one where a reads
x = 0, and b succeeds. In this execution:
• a taints r1 to indicate it is from a load exclusive a to location x reading from a value in
memory.
• b taints r2 to indicate it is from a successful store exclusive to location x whose write is not
in memory yet and that is paired with a.
• when fulfilling p = 0 with c, c’s pre-view includes a taint with information about both a
and b: a and b are paired and to location x; a reads at timestamp 0, so from a write in
memory; b is not propagated yet.
• Therefore Thread 0 requires locking x .
The information returned by the certification is then, which locations have to be locked in order
to guarantee a thread can fulfil its promises, and a machine step is only allowed if the step is
compatible with the current lock state in memory: not writing to a location locked by another
thread, and not locking already-locked locations.
The taint tracking introduces complexity to the certification. Importantly however, during
“normal” execution the extended model’s views are simple timestamps just as before (Section 9.3),
and taints are not persistent but local to the certification.
F.1.3 Extended certification, take 2
As the following example illustrates, unfortunately the ideas on certification above are still
insufficient. In this example Thread 0’s store d depends on the load exclusive b to x , and the
“success register write” of the store exclusive c to location x . New here is that c has release ordering,
and so c is ordered after the write a to y . Symmetrically in Thread 1 h depends on the load and
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store exclusive instructions f and g to y , and g is a store exclusive release ordered after a store e
to x .
a : store [y] 1; e : store [x] 1;
b : r1 := loadex [x]; f : r3 := loadex [y];
c : r2 := storeex,rel [x] 1; g : r4 := storeex,rel [y] 1;
d : store [p] (1− r1 − r2) h : store [q] (1− r3 − r4)
Now assume an execution in which Thread 0 promises p = 1. Since this depends on b reading
x = 0 and c eventually successfully writing x = 1, the extended certification requires a lock on x
for Thread 0 to prevent Thread 1 from breaking its promise. Now Thread 1 could analogously
promise q = 1, after which the model also locks location y for Thread 1, which does not contradict
Thread 0 locking x . But now the model is stuck again: Thread 0 cannot execute a, since y is
locked by Thread 1; c’s write x = 1 would release the lock on x , but since c is a store release, this
requires first promising a. Thread 1 in turn cannot execute e due to the lock on x , and cannot
promise g ’s y = 1 (and unlock y) before executing e.
In order to avoid such executions, the extended certification has to be improved to take into
account some information about the thread-internal ordering requirements in order to prevent
model deadlocks. To this end, the extended model’s taints carry additional information about
stores preceding store exclusive release instructions and the lock state captures rely-guarantee
style lock information per thread; a machine step is then only allowed if the rely-guarantee lock
information of all thread states is consistent. Then in the previous bad execution:
• For the promise p = 1 the certification returns information of the form ([y]; x), meaning
that for this step Thread 0 requires a lock on x , and that it relies on being able to write to y
before releasing the lock on x . Promising p = 1 adds this to the memory’s lock state.
• Since there are no other locks, Thread 0 can promise.
• In the following state, for the promise q = 1 by Thread 1, symmetrically, the certification
returns the information ([x], y).
• Now ([x], y) is incompatible with ([y], x) due to the cyclic rely-guarantee dependency.
Thus Thread 1 is not allowed to promise q = 1.
Certain sequences of multiple such store exclusive release instructions can lead to nesting
of these rely-guarantee locks, making the consistency checking difficult. In particular, a naive
algorithm for checking the consistency is exponential in the nesting depth. In practice it should
seem that sequences with nesting depth greater than 1 do not occur “naturally”. Hence, for the
purpose of exhaustive exploration, the executable model could approximate the lock information
and consistency checking up to depth one. The model may then still get stuck in cases requiring
depth more than 1, but consistency checking becomes linear in the size of the lock information.
This text omits the details of the extended certification.
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